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Members of Congress:
Transmitted herewith is a copy of the Strategic Plan for the Climate Change Science Program.This document describes the Climate
Change Science Program (CCSP) approach to enhancing scientific understanding of global climate change.This plan is summarized
in a companion document, The U.S. Climate Change Science Program:Vision for the Program and Highlights of the Scientific Strategic Plan.
This strategic plan responds to the President’s direction that climate change research activities be accelerated to provide the best
possible scientific information to support public discussion and decisionmaking on climate-related issues.The plan also responds to
Section 104 of the Global Change Research Act of 1990, which mandates the development and periodic updating of a long-term
national global change research plan coordinated through the National Science and Technology Council.This is the first comprehensive
update of a strategic plan for U.S. global change and climate change research since the original plan for the U.S. Global Change
Research Program was adopted at the inception of the program in 1989.
The President established the U.S. Climate Change Science Program in 2002 as part of a new cabinet-level management structure
to oversee public investments in climate change science and technology.The new management structure also includes the Climate
Change Technology Program, which is responsible for accelerating climate-related technology research and development.The CCSP
incorporates the U.S. Global Change Research Program, established by the Global Change Research Act, and the Climate Change
Research Initiative, established by the President in 2001.The Program coordinates and integrates scientific research on global
change and climate change sponsored by 13 participating departments and agencies of the U.S. Government.
The CCSP, under the direction of the Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere, reports through the
Interagency Working Group on Climate Change Science and Technology to the cabinet-level Committee on Climate Change Science
and Technology Integration.The chairmanship of these coordinating bodies rotates annually between the Departments of
Commerce and Energy, with the Director of the Office of Science and Technology Policy serving as the Executive Director of the
cabinet-level committee.
The CCSP strategic plan, though disseminated by the Department of Commerce, was developed through a multi-agency collaboration
and has benefited substantially from external review of an earlier discussion draft by a special committee of the National Academy
of Sciences – National Research Council, as well as extensive public review by hundreds of scientists and stakeholders.The strategic
plan document contains a detailed discussion of the goals and priorities for the program and how climate and global change
research activities will be integrated.
The CCSP strategic plan reflects a commitment to high-quality research that advances the frontiers of science and outlines an
integrated approach for developing an improved understanding of climate change and its potential impacts.The program described
in this strategic plan will meet the highest standards of credibility and transparency to support public evaluation of climate change
issues.
We thank the participating departments and agencies of the CCSP for their close cooperation and support and look forward to
working with Congress in the continued development of these important programs.
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Strategic Plan for the Climate Change Science Program
FOREWORD
In February 2002, President George W. Bush announced the
formation of a new management structure, the Climate Change
Science Program (CCSP), to coordinate and direct the U.S.
research efforts in the areas of climate and global change.These
research efforts include the U.S. Global Change Research
Program (USGCRP) authorized by the Global Change Research
Act of 1990, and the Climate Change Research Initiative
(CCRI), launched by the President in June 2001 to reduce
significant uncertainties in climate science, improve global
observing systems, develop science-based information resources
to support policymaking and resource management, and
communicate findings broadly among the international scientific
and user communities.The CCSP aims to balance the near-term
(2- to 4-year) focus of the CCRI with the breadth of the
USGCRP.
This strategic plan has been prepared by the 13 federal agencies
participating in the CCSP, with coordination by the CCSP staff
under the leadership of Dr. Richard H. Moss.The development of
this plan has benefited from the contributions of an extraordinarily
large number of climate scientists and users of climate information.
More than 250 federal government scientists participated in
drafting both the Discussion Draft Strategic Plan published by
CCSP in November 2002, and the revised plan presented in this
document.The CCSP Climate Science Workshop, held in
Washington, DC, in December 2002, provided critique and
suggestions from 1,300 climate scientists and information users
from throughout the United States and 35 other nations. In
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January 2003, CCSP received 270 sets of comments from
participants in the workshop and other interested specialists. At
the request of CCSP, the National Academy of Sciences –
National Research Council (NRC) convened an expert committee
to review the Discussion Draft Strategic Plan and the workshop
discussions.The NRC committee provided extensive advice in its
review published in February 2003.
We thank all of those individuals and groups who have
contributed substantially to the completion of this strategic plan,
and we hope that the plan will provide useful guidance for the
continued national investment in climate change science.While
acknowledging the useful contributions of many specialists, the
CCSP interagency team takes responsibility for the plan, and
invites continued correspondence regarding improvements that
should be considered over the months and years ahead. A
prominent web link for receiving and displaying comments will
be maintained at the web site <www.climatescience.gov>. In
view of the evolving nature of science, and in view of the
continuing emergence of key climate change issues, we expect
that periodic updates of selected elements of the strategic plan
will be published when warranted.
James R. Mahoney, Ph.D.
Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere,
and Director, Climate Change Science Program
July 2003
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About the Strategic Plan
This Strategic Plan for the Climate Change Science
Program describes a strategy for developing knowledge of
variability and change in climate and related environmental
and human systems, and for encouraging the application of
this knowledge.The strategy seeks to optimize the benefits
of research that is conducted, sponsored, or applied by
13 agencies and departments of the U.S. government.These
agencies coordinate their research through the Climate
Change Science Program (CCSP), which incorporates the
U.S. Global Change Research Program (USGCRP) and the
Climate Change Research Initiative (CCRI).

the CCSP workshop held in December 2002, in Washington, D.C.,
which was attended by 1,300 scientists and stakeholders.Written
comments on the Discussion Draft Strategic Plan were submitted
during a public comment period.When collated, these comments
amounted to nearly 900 pages of input from scientists and
stakeholders. In addition, a special committee of the National
Research Council (NRC) reviewed the draft plan at the request
of the CCSP.The NRC committee also will submit a final
report on both the content of the plan and the process used to
produce it.

Scientists and research program managers from the
13 participating agencies and the Climate Change Science
Program Office drafted the Strategic Plan. It reflects a
commitment by its authors to high-quality science, which
requires openness to review and criticism by the wider
scientific community.The process by which the plan was
drafted proceeded with the transparency essential for
scientific credibility.

This document is not a detailed blueprint for conducting specific
research projects or applying research results. Research strategies
and implementation plans for specific areas of science are the focus
of detailed planning documents that have already been prepared for
some research elements, and are under preparation for others.
These implementation plans spell out agency roles and provide added
detail on the prioritization and sequencing of research activities.
Annual budget information will continue to be provided through
the program’s annual report to Congress, Our Changing Planet. As a
baseline reference for this Strategic Plan, the overall program
budget is assumed to continue at the level of the FY2004
President’s Budget Request. Actual budget commitments will be
made on an annual basis.

External comments have played a key role in revising the
initial draft of the plan. Significant input was received during

While this document provides overviews of research, it does not
report in detail on past or expected scientific conclusions.
1
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Summaries of the current state of scientific knowledge are available
in a series of reports, evaluations, and assessments conducted by
international and national scientific bodies, as well as in the open
scientific literature.
Brief definitions of the terms used throughout this chapter are listed
in Box 1-1. For a more complete listing of the definitions used
throughout the plan, refer to Annex D.

Vision and Mission
of the Climate Change Science Program
Climate and climate variability play important roles in shaping the
environment, natural resources, infrastructure, economy, and other
aspects of life in all countries of the world. Potential human-induced
changes in climate and related environmental systems, and the

BOX 1-1

DEFINITION OF KEY TERMS
Adaptation
Adjustment in natural or human systems
to a new or changing environment that
exploits beneficial opportunities or
moderates negative effects.

of external forcings such as volcanic
eruptions, solar variations, and humaninduced forcings such as the changing
composition of the atmosphere and
land-use change.

atmosphere through storage in geological
formations, soils, biomass, or the ocean;
or to alter incoming solar radiation
through several “geo-engineering”
options.

Climate
Climate can be defined as the statistical
description in terms of the mean and
variability of relevant measures of the
atmosphere-ocean system over periods
of time ranging from weeks to thousands
or millions of years.

Climate Variability
Variations in the mean state and other
statistics of climatic features on temporal
and spatial scales beyond those of
individual weather events.These often
are due to internal processes within the
climate system. Examples of cyclical
forms of climate variability include
El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO),
the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO),
and the Pacific Decadal Variability (PDV).

Observations
Standardized measurements (either
continuing or episodic) of variables in
climate and related systems.

Climate Change
A statistically significant variation in
either the mean state of the climate or in
its variability, persisting for an extended
period (typically decades or longer).
Climate change may be due to natural
internal processes or to external forcing,
including changes in solar radiation and
volcanic eruptions, or to persistent
human-induced changes in atmospheric
composition or in land use.
Climate Feedback
An interaction among processes in the
climate system in which a change in one
process triggers a secondary process that
influences the first one. A positive
feedback intensifies the change in the
original process, and a negative feedback
reduces it.
Climate System
The highly complex system consisting of
five major components: the atmosphere,
the hydrosphere, the cryosphere, the
land surface, and the biosphere, and the
interactions among them.The climate
system evolves in time under the influence
of its own internal dynamics and because

2

Decision Support Resources
The set of observations, analyses,
interdisciplinary research products,
communication mechanisms, and
operational services that provide timely
and useful information to address
questions confronting policymakers,
resource managers, and other users.
Global Change
Changes in the global environment
(including alterations in climate, land
productivity, oceans or other water
resources, atmospheric chemistry, and
ecological systems) that may alter the
capacity of the Earth to sustain life
(from the Global Change Research Act
of 1990, PL 101-606).
Mitigation (Climate Change)
An intervention to reduce the causes of
change in climate.This could include
approaches devised to reduce emissions
of greenhouse gases to the atmosphere;
to enhance their removal from the

Prediction (Climate)
A probabilistic description or forecast of
a future climate outcome based on
observations of past and current
climatological conditions and quantitative
models of climate processes (e.g., a
prediction of an El Niño event).
Projection (Climate)
A description of the response of the
climate system to an assumed level of
future radiative forcing. Changes in
radiative forcing may be due to either
natural sources (e.g., volcanic emissions)
or human-induced causes (e.g.,
emissions of greenhouse gases and
aerosols, or changes in land use and land
cover). Climate “projections” are
distinguished from climate “predictions”
in order to emphasize that climate
projections depend on scenarios of
future socioeconomic, technological,
and policy developments that may or
may not be realized.
Weather
The specific condition of the atmosphere
at a particular place and time.
It is measured in terms of parameters
such as wind, temperature, humidity,
atmospheric pressure, cloudiness, and
precipitation.
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options proposed to adapt to or mitigate these changes, may also
have substantial environmental, economic, and societal consequences.
Because of the pervasiveness of the effects of climate variability and
the potential consequences of human-induced climate change and
response options, citizens and decisionmakers in public and private
sector organizations need reliable and readily understood information,
including a clear understanding of the reliability limits of such
information, to make informed judgments and decisions. Over the
past 15 years, the United States has invested heavily in scientific
research, monitoring, data management, and assessment for climate
change analyses to build a foundation of knowledge for decisionmaking.
The seriousness of the issues and the unique role that science can
play in helping to inform society’s course give rise to CCSP’s
guiding vision:
A nation and the global community empowered
with the science-based knowledge to manage the
risks and opportunities of change in the climate
and related environmental systems.
The core precept that motivates CCSP is that the best possible
scientific knowledge should be the foundation for the information
required to manage climate variability and change and related
aspects of global change.Thus the CCSP mission is to:
Facilitate the creation and application of knowledge
of the Earth’s global environment through research,
observations, decision support, and communication.
CCSP will add significant integrative value to the individual Earth
and climate science missions of its 13 participating agencies and
departments, and their national and international partners. A critical
role of the interagency program is to coordinate research and
integrate and synthesize information to achieve results that no single
agency, or small group of agencies, could attain.

CCSP Goals
CCSP will develop knowledge that addresses the following basic
questions:
How will variability and potential change in climate
and related systems affect natural environments
and our way of life? How can we use and improve
this knowledge to protect the global environment
and to provide a better living standard for all?
Five CCSP goals have been identified to focus and orient research in
the program to ensure that knowledge developed by the participating
agencies and research elements can be integrated and synthesized to
address these broad questions.
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GUIDING VISION
FOR THE CCSP
A nation and the global community
empowered with the science-based
knowledge to manage the risks and
opportunities of change in the climate
and related environmental systems.
harnessing ENSO forecasts, a large-scale climate oscillation with
implications for resource and disaster management. Research will
sharpen qualitative and quantitative understanding of climate
extremes, and whether any changes in their frequency or intensity lie
outside the range of natural variability, through improved observations,
analysis, and modeling.The program also will expand observations,
monitoring, and data/information system capabilities and increase
confidence in our understanding of how and why climate is changing.
Fostering improved interactions and connectivity between research
and ongoing operational measurements and activities will be another
important aspect of the program’s work.

CCSP Goal 2: Improve quantification
of the forces bringing about changes
in the Earth’s climate and related systems
Combustion of fossil fuels, changes in land cover and land use, and
industrial activities produce greenhouse gases (GHGs) and aerosols
and alter the composition of the atmosphere and physical and
biological properties of the Earth’s surface. These changes have
several important climatic effects, some of which can be quantified
only poorly at present. Research conducted through CCSP will
address reducing uncertainty in the sources and sinks of GHGs;
aerosols and their precursors; the long range atmospheric transport
of GHGs and aerosols and their precursors; and the interactions of
GHGs and aerosols with global climate, ozone in the upper and
lower layers of the atmosphere, and regional-scale air quality. It will
improve quantification of the interactions among the carbon cycle,
other biological/ecological processes, and land cover and land use
to better project atmospheric concentrations of key greenhouse
gases and to support improved decisionmaking.The program will
also improve capabilities for developing and applying emissions
scenarios in research and analysis, in cooperation with the Climate
Change Technology Program (CCTP).

CCSP Goal 1: Improve knowledge of the Earth’s past
and present climate and environment, including its
natural variability, and improve understanding of
the causes of observed variability and change

CCSP Goal 3: Reduce uncertainty
in projections of how the Earth’s climate
and related systems may change in the future

Climate conditions change significantly over the span of weeks,
seasons, years, decades, and even longer time scales. CCSP research
will improve understanding of natural oscillations in climate on
time scales from weeks to centuries, including improving and

While a great deal is known about the mechanisms that affect the
response of the climate system to changes in natural and human
influences, many questions remain to be addressed.There is also a
high level of uncertainty regarding precisely how much climate will
3
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change overall and in specific regions. A primary objective of CCSP
is to develop information and scientific capacity needed to sharpen
qualitative and quantitative understanding through interconnected
observations, data assimilation, and modeling activities. CCSPsupported research will address basic climate system properties,
and a number of “feedbacks” or secondary changes that can either
reinforce or dampen the initial effects of greenhouse gas and aerosol
emissions and changes in land use and land cover.The program will
also address the potential for future changes in extreme events and
uncertainty regarding potential rapid or discontinuous changes in
climate. CCSP will also build on existing U.S. strengths in climate
research and modeling and enhance capacity for development of
high-end coupled climate and Earth system models.

CCSP Goal 4: Understand the sensitivity
and adaptability of different natural
and managed ecosystems and human systems
to climate and related global changes
Seasonal to annual variability in climate has been connected to
impacts on ecosystems and many aspects of human life. Longer time
scale natural climate cycles and human-induced changes in climate
could have additional effects. Improving our ability to assess potential
implications on ecosystems and human systems of variations and
future changes in climate and environmental conditions could
enable governments, businesses, and communities to reduce damages
and seize opportunities by adapting infrastructure, activities, and
plans. CCSP research will examine the interactions of multiple
interacting changes and effects (e.g., the carbon dioxide “fertilization
effect,” deposition of nitrogen and other nutrients, changes in
landscapes that affect water resources and habitats, changes in
frequency of fires or pests) to improve knowledge of sensitivity and
adaptability to climate variability and change. CCSP research will
also improve methods to integrate our understanding of potential
effects of different atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases
and to develop methods for aggregating and comparing potential
impacts across different sectors and settings.

CCSP Goal 5: Explore the uses and identify the limits
of evolving knowledge to manage risks and
opportunities related to climate variability and change
Over the last decade, the scientific and technical community has
developed a variety of products to support management of risks and
opportunities related to climate variability and change. CCSP will
foster additional studies and encourage evaluation and learning from
these experiences in order to develop decision support processes and
products that use knowledge to the best effect, while communicating
levels of uncertainty. CCSP will develop resources (e.g., observations,
databases, data and model products, scenarios, visualization products,
scientific syntheses, assessments, and approaches to conduct ongoing
consultative mechanisms) to support policymaking, planning, and
adaptive management.

Core Approaches
CCSP will employ four core approaches in working toward its
goals, including:
1) Scientific Research. Plan, sponsor, and conduct research on
changes in climate and related systems
4

2) Observations. Enhance observations and data management systems
to generate a comprehensive set of variables needed for climaterelated research
3) Decision Support. Develop improved science-based resources to
aid decisionmaking
4) Communications. Communicate results to domestic and
international scientific and stakeholder communities, stressing
openness and transparency.
Each of these approaches is essential for achievement of the CCSP’s
goals.The first two of these approaches will rely heavily on existing
programmatic strengths and mechanisms, while the latter two
approaches will require development of new capabilities and initiatives
over the coming years.

Approach 1: Plan, sponsor, and conduct research
on changes in climate and related systems
Fundamental, long-term research on a broad range of global change issues.
Over the past 15 years, the USGCRP element of CCSP has provided
planning and sponsorship of the world’s most extensive program of
scientific research, monitoring, data management, and assessment
for climate change analyses.
Results of this program include the first ever global characterization
of many aspects of the Earth’s environment; the development of
decadal-scale global observations of a limited number of
environmentally important variables; detailed knowledge of a variety
of processes important in the functioning of the Earth system; the
development of ENSO forecasts and derived products used in
management, planning, and emergency preparedness; and significant
improvement in the capability of models used to project the future
evolution of the Earth system, as evidenced by improvements in
their ability to simulate variability in the present and recent past.
USGCRP accomplishments are evidenced by large numbers of
peer-reviewed scientific papers and other reports; unique data
archives; contributions of U.S.-based scientists to the body of work
produced by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
and other assessment activities; and increased public awareness of
issues associated with climate variability and change.
A substantial percentage of future CCSP budgets will be devoted to
continuing this essential investment in scientific knowledge, facilitating
the discovery of the unexpected and advancing the frontiers of
research. CCSP agencies will coordinate their work through seven
interdisciplinary research elements that have evolved from the
framework for research presented in Global Environmental Change:
Research Pathways for the Next Decade, a report from the National
Research Council that lays out advances in knowledge needed to
improve predictive capability in Earth system science (NRC, 1999a).
The following “snapshot” of CCSP research elements depicts their
foci at the time of the preparation of this Strategic Plan.The program
will encourage evolution of these research elements over the coming
decade in response to new knowledge and societal needs. Over
time, a greater degree of integration across the research elements
and a greater degree of involvement with users are expected.
Atmospheric Composition.The atmosphere creates a protective envelope
for life on Earth, providing key ingredients for respiration and
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photosynthesis and shielding the planet from harmful incoming
radiation. It transports materials globally on rapid time scales, yet it
can retain some pollutants for centuries or longer. Changes have
been observed in relative quantities of key constituents that affect
climate and in processes that affect the composition of the atmosphere
itself (e.g., self-cleansing of pollutants). CCSP-supported research
focuses on how the composition of the global atmosphere is altered
by human activities and natural phenomena, and how such changes
influence climate, ozone, ultraviolet radiation, pollutant exposure,
ecosystems, and human health. Specific objectives address processes
affecting the recovery of the stratospheric ozone layer from reduced
ozone levels observed in recent decades; the properties and
distributions of greenhouse gases and aerosols; long-range transport
of pollutants and implications for regional air quality; and integrated
assessments of the effects of these changes. Atmospheric composition
issues involving interactions with climate variability and change—
such as interactions between the climate system and stratospheric
water vapor and ozone, or the potential effects of global climate
change on regional air quality—are of particular interest at present.
ClimateVariability and Change. Climate is a crucial aspect of the physical
environment.The historical record of climate shows evidence of
variability on multiple time scales, as well as rapid change. CCSPsupported research on climate variability and change focuses on
how climate elements that are particularly important to human and
natural systems—especially temperature, precipitation, clouds, winds,
and storminess—are affected by changes in the Earth system.
Specific objectives include improved predictions of seasonal to
decadal climate variations (e.g., ENSO); improved detection,
attribution, and projections of longer term changes in climate; the
potential for changes in extreme events at regional to local scales;
the possibility of abrupt climate change; and development of
approaches (including characterization of uncertainty) to inform
national dialogue and support public and private sector decisionmaking.
Global Water Cycle.Water is crucial to life on Earth.Water changes
phase from solid to liquid to gas through a natural cycle that also
transports and converts energy.Water in its different phases affects
the Earth’s radiative balance (e.g., changes in water vapor, clouds,
and high-latitude ice formations are important climate feedbacks).
Humans depend on predictability in the water cycle (e.g., water
works are engineered to operate within certain tolerances of
precipitation, evaporation, flow, and storage), and changes beyond
expectations can have serious implications. CCSP-supported
research on the global water cycle focuses on how natural processes
and human activities influence the distribution and quality of water
within the Earth system, whether changes are predictable, and on
the effects of variability and change in the water cycle on human
systems. Specific areas include identifying trends in the intensity of
the water cycle and determining the causes of these changes
(including feedback effects of clouds on the global water and energy
budgets as well as the global climate system); predicting precipitation
and evaporation on time scales of months to years and longer; and
modeling physical/biological and socioeconomic processes to
facilitate efficient water resources management.
Land-Use/Land-Cover Change. Land cover and use influence climate and
weather at local to global scales. Land surface (cover) characteristics
affect the exchange of greenhouse gases, including water vapor,
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between the land surface and the atmosphere, the radiation balance
of the continents, the exchange of sensible heat between continents
and the atmosphere, and the uptake of momentum from the
atmosphere. Land-cover characteristics are key inputs to climate
models. Land cover and use also affect water runoff, infiltration,
and quality; biogeochemistry (including the carbon and nitrogen
cycles); the distribution of microorganisms, plants, and animals; and
other factors. Understanding and projecting observed and future
states of land cover and land use will require close integration of the
natural and social sciences. Research within this program element
will focus on the interactions among changes in land use and land
cover, global change, and socioeconomic factors, including the
predictability of land-use and land-cover change. Specific foci will
identify and quantify the human drivers of land-use and land-cover
change; improve monitoring, measuring, and mapping of land use
and land cover, and the management of these data; and develop
projections of land-cover and land-use change under various scenarios
of climate, demographic, economic, and technological trends.
Global Carbon Cycle. Although water vapor is the most significant
greenhouse gas, increased atmospheric concentration of carbon
dioxide in recent decades is the largest single forcing agent of climate
change. Methane is also a significant contributor. Evidence of
increases in the atmospheric concentrations of these gases since preindustrial times is unequivocal.The natural carbon cycle involves
several reservoirs (the oceans, the biosphere, and the atmosphere)
and is in approximate balance. Relatively small human perturbations
can have major impacts, however, and our knowledge of these and
their implications for environmental change is insufficient to manage
carbon effectively. CCSP-supported research on the global carbon
cycle focuses on identifying the size, variability, and potential future
changes to reservoirs and fluxes of carbon within the Earth system,
and providing the scientific underpinning for evaluating options to
manage carbon sources and sinks. Specific programs and projects
focus on North American and oceanic carbon sources and sinks; the
impact of land-use change and resource management practices on
carbon sources and sinks; projecting future atmospheric carbon
dioxide and methane concentrations and changes in land-based and
marine carbon sinks; and the global distribution of carbon sources
and sinks and how they are changing.
Ecosystems. Ecosystems provide a variety of environmental goods and
services that are necessary to sustain life. For the purposes of this
research plan, ecosystems include agricultural lands, commercial
forests, and other ecosystems that are essential to human survival
and a desirable quality of life. Provision of essential resources
depends on a variety of physical and chemical inputs and is affected
by climate variability and change, and by human influences such as
introduction of nutrients and pollutants and fragmentation of
landscapes. Improving projections of future climate and global
changes depends on developing improved understanding of ecosystem
processes under multiple natural and human influences. CCSPsupported research on ecosystems focuses on: (1) how natural and
human-induced changes in the environment interact to affect the
structure and functioning of ecosystems (and the goods and services
they provide) at a range of spatial and temporal scales, including
those ecosystem processes that in turn influence regional and global
environmental changes; and (2) what options society may have to
ensure that desirable ecosystem goods and services will be sustained
5
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or enhanced in the context of still uncertain regional and global
environmental changes. Among the specific focus areas are the
cycling of nutrients, such as nitrogen, and how these nutrients interact
with the carbon cycle; key processes that link ecosystems with
climate; and options for managing agricultural lands, forests, and
other ecosystems to sustain goods and services essential to societies.
Human Contributions and Responses. Human activities are an important
influence on the global environment. Human responses to change,
through adaptation and mitigation, will strongly influence whether
environmental changes have positive or negative effects on society.
CCSP-supported research on human contributions and responses to
global change focuses on the interactions of changes in the global
environment and human activities.The current focus of this
research is on the potential effects of climate variability and change
on human health and welfare; human influences on the climate
system, land use, and other global environmental changes; analyses
of societal vulnerability and resilience to global environmental
change; decisionmaking under conditions of significant complexity
and uncertainty; and integrated assessment methods.
Enhanced short-term focus on reducing key scientific uncertainties to support
informed public review of adaptation and mitigation strategies. President
Bush created the CCRI in June 2001, and directed that it focus on
short-term (i.e., within 5 years) actions to reduce high-priority
scientific uncertainties about global climate change where possible,
and to synthesize the available scientific information to support
public discussion of global climate change response strategies. CCSP
manages CCRI activities jointly with its management of the longterm USGCRP studies, using the same interagency management
and scientific working group structures.
Enhanced modeling capacity to accelerate incorporation of new knowledge
into comprehensive climate models and to develop model products for decision
support. Models are an essential tool for synthesizing observations,
theory, and experimental results to investigate how the Earth system
works and how it may be affected by human activities.
Comprehensive climate models represent the current imperfect
state-of-the-science understanding of the major components of the
climate system and the transfer of water, energy, chemicals, and
mass among them. CCSP will foster two complementary streams of
climate modeling activities.The first is a research activity that will
support continued model experiments and accelerate incorporation
of new knowledge into comprehensive climate and Earth system
models. Closely associated with the research activity will be the
sustained and timely delivery of predictive model products for
assessments and other decision support resources.
The challenge is that of balancing fundamental long-term Earth system
research with an enhanced short-term focus on climate change
uncertainties. CCSP will focus attention on key climate change
issues that are important for public discussion, while maintaining
sufficient breadth to facilitate scientific discovery on a broad range
of global environmental changes. Establishing a careful balance
between focus and breadth is essential and will require input from
both decisionmakers and the science community.The NRC has
already played a significant role in shaping the program through a
series of reports and evaluations of the program and is expected to
help establish this balance through future interactions and evaluations.
6
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Approach 2: Enhance observations and data
management systems to generate a comprehensive
set of variables needed for climate-related research
Since the early years of the USGCRP, an expanded program of
global observations has been developed to characterize climate
variability and change on a global and regional basis.These
observations have come from a variety of sources, including
paleoclimate studies interpreting climate parameters over thousands
of years, satellite remote-sensing systems, and numerous in situ
systems at the terrestrial surface (including the polar regions), in
the atmosphere, and in the surface and deep oceans.The suite of
available observations includes long-term observations associated
with the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s satellite
monitoring program and global weather observations, which have
not historically been considered as part of the USGCRP; several
long-term surface-based measurement networks operated by the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, Department of Energy,
and other agencies; and several long-running NASA research satellite
series, as well as a large number of limited-duration measurements
obtained during research programs. Satellite observations made
under the USGCRP have provided wide-scale, synoptic measurements
and data sets of the global distribution of important environmental
parameters and their spatial and temporal variability.
Prior and current investments in new observations will significantly
enhance our knowledge of a number of environmental parameters
in the coming years as the promise of these investments is realized.
But two considerations have created a need for enhanced attention
to global and regional observation and data management systems:
(1) The large quantity and diverse format of available observations
requires a major expansion of the capacity to prioritize, quality
assure, archive, disseminate (in useful format), and assimilate the
elements of this extensive record; and (2) the importance of
integrated evaluation of climate and ecosystem parameters calls for
the development of new requirements for integrated observation
systems, followed by system design and implementation.This will
enable the research community to address additional research issues
including ecosystem and land-use/land-cover forcing and feedback
relationships with other climate parameters, and impacts of climate
variability and change on terrestrial and marine ecosystem dynamics,
productivity, and biodiversity.
The United States has taken a leading role in fostering the
development of a more broadly defined and integrated global
observing system for all Earth parameters (e.g., including geological
as well as climate information).The United States is hosting a
ministerial-level Earth Observation Summit in July 2003, with
participation by many developed and developing nations as well as
many intergovernmental and international non-governmental
organizations.This summit will initiate a 10-year commitment to
design, implement, and operate an expanded global observing
system that builds on the major observational programs currently
operated by the United States and many other governments and
international organizations. CCSP agencies have provided the
leadership, definition, and support for the Earth Observation
Summit, and CCSP will closely integrate the U.S. observation and
data management programs with the international programs
launched at the summit.
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CCSP relies on both research and operational systems.The former
are designed principally to address research questions, both those
posed by CCSP as well as those posed by other federal environmental
research efforts—for example, those of other subcommittees of the
Committee on Environment and Natural Resources (see the CCSP
Background and Management Overview section later in this chapter).
A set of fundamental geophysical parameters must be measured to
describe Earth system processes. A subset of these parameters is
measured on an operational basis to serve other needs such as
weather forecasting. CCSP uses measurements from the best available
sources. CCSP working groups and participating agencies must
explicitly include both research and operational systems in
implementation planning. As many CCSP scientific objectives require
long-term data records, facilitating the transition of responsibility for
mature research observations to operational systems is a key element
of the CCSP observing strategy. CCSP will also adhere to NRC
climate monitoring principles, as well as the Global Climate
Observing System (GCOS) climate monitoring principles for
satellites.

Approach 3: Develop improved science-based
resources to aid decisionmaking
Since the earliest years of the USGCRP and its counterparts around
the world, the use of available scientific information to address key
questions about changes in climate and related systems has
continuously grown in importance.The available scientific
record has been used for many years to improve understanding
of a range of questions, from detecting climate change and
attributing it to particular causes, to applying satellite and groundbased observations and related analyses in resource management
applications. CCSP will build on this record and respond to
significant new demands for additional information resources to
support adaptive management of natural resources, planning, and
policymaking.The program will improve approaches for sustained
interactions with stakeholders that consider needs for information
from a “user perspective.” It will encourage development of new
methods, models, and other resources that facilitate economic
analysis, decisionmaking under conditions of complexity and
uncertainty, and integration and application of information from the
natural and social sciences in specific decision contexts.
Critical to the success of CCSP’s contributions to decision support
are partnerships with a variety of federal and non-federal entities
that rely on the outcomes and products of global change research.
These include the Climate Change Technology Program,
subcommittees of the Committee on Environment and Natural
Resources, and agencies with charters to provide essential public
services, such as weather forecasting, disaster preparedness and
response, management of resources, and enhancement of agricultural
efficiency.
Evaluation and communication of uncertainty and levels of confidence
is a crucial issue for the development of credible decision support
resources. Uncertainties can arise from lack of knowledge, from
problems with data, models, terminology, or assumptions, and from
other sources, creating room for considerable misunderstanding.
CCSP research will contribute to reduction of uncertainty, although
research can also unexpectedly increase uncertainty. Because
uncertainty can never be completely eliminated, CCSP will develop
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systematic approaches for assessing and updating levels of confidence
and uncertainty and communicating this information in ways that
are appropriate to the particular decision at hand.This will enable
decisionmakers to understand the uses and limits of the information
they are seeking to apply. CCSP will develop and employ transparent
and systematic approaches for decision support under conditions of
uncertainty, and for evaluating and reporting levels of confidence
and uncertainty, including when uncertainties expand unexpectedly
as the result of research. In addition, CCSP will strive to improve
clarity in understanding how and when uncertainty is likely to be
reduced by different research initiatives.

Approach 4: Communicate results to domestic and
international scientific and stakeholder communities,
stressing openness and transparency
The domestic and international communities addressing global
climate change are already well developed.This is evident in
publications in the scientific literature, IPCC collaborations, and
many other scientific forums; in policy discussions in Washington
and other world capitals; and in the media throughout the world.
CCSP has a major responsibility to communicate with interested
partners in the United States and throughout the world, and to
learn from these partners on a continuing basis. Because of the large
commitment of public resources to CCSP activities, CCSP also has
a responsibility to report its findings in the form of educational
materials suitable for use at various educational and public
information levels, so that the dissemination of its findings will be
effective.
Global climate change is complex and often subject to disputed
interpretations even among scientists. Further, the economic and
policy dimensions of the issue often give rise to even greater
debates among individuals with different policy views. Controversy
about climate change can sometimes be characterized as “public
debate by headlines”—selective citations from the scientific literature,
advocacy-oriented quotations from interested persons (often citing
their own expertise), and other debating tactics. As an essential part
of its mission, CCSP undertakes the significant responsibility of
enhancing the quality of discussion by stressing openness and
transparency in its findings and reports.
CCSP will employ four methods to ensure the credibility of its
reported findings: (1) use of structured analyses (usually questionbased) for CCSP scientific synthesis, assessment, and projection
reports; (2) use of transparent methodologies that openly report all
key assumptions, methods, data, and uncertainties; (3) continuous
use of web-based and other forms of information dissemination so
that CCSP information is freely available to all interested users; and
(4) frequent use of “draft for comment” methods to seek external
review before completion of each key document. CCSP will also
continue to urge all of its sponsored researchers to seek publication
of their findings in the peer-reviewed scientific literature.
Some of these credibility-enhancing steps have already been
introduced through the public dissemination and review of the
CCSP Discussion Draft Strategic Plan in November 2002, the open
public workshop with 1,300 participants in December 2002, the
subsequent public comment period, and the invited review by a
committee of the NRC.
7
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CCSP Prioritization
Research priorities of USGCRP and now CCSP have progressed over
time as the fundamental scientific issues have evolved. Prioritization
is an ongoing process in the program and reflects changes in needs
and scientific progress and opportunity.The CCSP priorities will be
reviewed on an annual cycle through the budget process.
Initial CCSP priorities have developed in response to a report
requested by the Administration of a National Academies’ NRC
committee.The NRC report, Climate Change Science:An Analysis of
Some Key Questions, characterized areas of uncertainty in scientific
knowledge concerning climate change, and identified research areas
that will advance the understanding of climate change. In particular,
the report concluded that “predictions of global climate change will
require major advances in understanding and modeling of (1) the
factors that determine atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse
gases and aerosols, and (2) the so-called “feedbacks” that determine
the sensitivity of the climate system to a prescribed increase in
greenhouse gases.”The report also noted the limitations of current
observing systems as well as the inadequacy of computational
resources. Finally, the report called for an enhancement of the research
enterprise dealing with environmental change and environmentsociety interactions in order to address the consequences of climate
change and better serve the nation’s decisionmakers.This includes
“support of (a) interdisciplinary research that couples physical,
chemical, biological, and human systems; (b) improved capability to
integrate scientific knowledge, including its uncertainty, into effective
decision support systems; and (c) an ability to conduct research at
the regional or sectoral level that promotes analysis of the response
of human and natural systems to multiple stresses.”
In response to this NRC report, the Administration established the
CCRI “to study areas of uncertainty [about global climate change]
and identify priority areas where investments can make a difference.”
CCRI represents a focusing of resources and enhanced interagency
coordination of ongoing and planned research on those elements of
USGCRP that can best address major gaps in the understanding of
climate change.
Initially, CCRI prioritizes research on three sets of uncertainties
highlighted by the NRC: (1) atmospheric concentrations and effects
of aerosols; (2) climate feedbacks and sensitivity, initially focusing on
polar feedbacks; and (3) carbon sources and sinks, focusing particularly
on North America in the immediate term. These priorities are
discussed more completely in CCRI text boxes found in Chapter 3
(aerosols), Chapter 4 (climate feedbacks and sensitivity), and
Chapter 7 (carbon cycle).
In addition, CCRI will focus on climate observing systems including
efforts to: (a) document historical records; (b) improve observations
for model development and applications; (c) enhance biological and
ecological observing systems; and (d) improve data archiving and
information system architectures.These activities involve substantial
collaboration with the international climate science community and
with several ongoing international monitoring development programs.
Details on these efforts are highlighted in Chapters 12 and 13.
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Development of state-of-the-art climate modeling that will help us
better understand the causes and impacts of climate change is also a
CCSP priority. Based on recommendations in several NRC reports on
U.S. climate modeling (NRC 1999b, 2001d) and USGCRP evaluations
(see, e.g., USGCRP, 2000), CCSP agencies are prioritizing new
activities to strengthen the national climate modeling infrastructure.
Details on these efforts are included in Chapter 10.
Finally, in the area of decision support resources, CCSP has identified
over 20 synthesis and assessment products that will focus on key
uncertainties and decisionmaking issues.These are described in
Chapter 2. In addition, through CCRI, the program will develop
additional resources to support national discussion and planning,
adaptive management, and policymaking. Chapter 9 includes a
description of research to develop new methods for use of scientific
information under conditions of complexity and uncertainty, and
Chapter 11 describes CCSP’s decision support activities more broadly.

CCSP Criteria for Prioritization
As the program evolves in response to emerging needs and scientific
opportunities, CCSP will employ the following overall criteria in
establishing priorities for work elements selected for support:
1) Scientific or technical quality
– The proposed work must be scientifically rigorous as
determined by peer review.
– Implementation plans will include periodic review by external
advisory groups (both researchers and users).
2) Relevance to reducing uncertainties and improving decision
support tools in priority areas
– Programs must substantially address one or more CCSP goals.
– Programs must respond to needs for scientific information
and enhance informed discussion by all relevant stakeholders.
3) Track record of consistently good past performance and identified
metrics for evaluating future progress
– Programs addressing priorities with good track records of
past performance will be favored for continued investment
to the extent that time tables and metrics for evaluating
future progress are provided.
– Proposed programs that identify clear milestones for periodic
assessment and documentation of progress will be favorably
considered for new investment.
4) Cost and value
– Research should address CCSP goals in a cost-effective way.
– Research should be coordinated with and leverage other
national and international efforts.
– Programs that provide value-added products to improve
decision support resources will be favored.

CCSP Background
and Management Overview

CCSP Background
CCSP was created by the President in February 2002, as part of a
new cabinet-level management structure (see Figure 1-1) to oversee
public investments in climate change science and technology.The
new structure also includes CCTP, which is responsible for climate
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change-related technology research and development. Joint oversight
of CCSP and CCTP is intended to increase the degree of coordination
and integration, and to apply the knowledge created by CCSP to
technology development decisionmaking. CCSP and CCTP report
through the Interagency Working Group on Climate Change Science
and Technology (IWGCCST) to the cabinet-level Committee on
Climate Change Science and Technology Integration (CCCSTI).The
IWGCCST membership includes deputy secretary and deputy
administrator level representatives of the relevant cabinet departments
and agencies, and representatives of the Executive Office of the
President including the Office of Management and Budget (OMB),
the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ), and the Office of
Science and Technology Policy (OSTP). IWGCCST meets regularly,
supplemented with ad hoc meetings as needed. This structure
oversees a combined annual budget exceeding $3 billion.

the Environmental Protection Agency, the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration, the National Science Foundation, the Agency
for International Development, and the Smithsonian Institution).
OSTP, CEQ, OMB, and the National Economic Council (NEC)
provide oversight. By leveraging the complementary strengths of
the 13 agencies, CCSP integrates the planning of research and
applications that are implemented by the participating agencies.

CCSP integrates federal research on global change and climate
change, as sponsored by 13 federal departments and agencies (the
Departments of Agriculture, Commerce, Defense, Energy, Health and
Human Services, the Interior, State, and Transportation; together with

CCSP integrates USGCRP and CCRI.The USGCRP was established
in 1989, and codified in the Global Change Research Act of 1990 as a
high-priority national research program to address key uncertainties
about natural and human-induced changes in the Earth’s global

In addition to the new management structure instituted by the
President, the National Science and Technology Council and its
subsidiary bodies—the Committee on Environment and Natural
Resources and the Subcommittee on Global Change Research
(SGCR)—continue to coordinate climate and global change
research. Agency representation on the SGCR and CCSP is identical
to ensure coordination.

Office of the President
Climate Change Policy and Program Review
by NSC, DPC, NEC

Committee on Climate Change Science and Technology Integration
Chair: Secretary of Energy*
Vice Chair: Secretary of Commerce*
Executive Director: OSTP Director
Secretary of State
Secretary of Agriculture
EPA Administrator
OMB Director

International Activities

(including Task Force
on International Energy Cooperation)

DOS, DOE, USAID,
and Other Agencies

NEC Director
NASA Administrator
Secretary of the Interior
Secretary of HHS

Secretary of Transportation
Secretary of Defense
CEQ Chairman
NSF Director

Interagency Working Group on
Climate Change Science and Technology
Chair: Deputy/Under Secretary of Commerce*
Vice Chair: Deputy/Under Secretary of Energy*
Executive Secretary: OSTP Associate Director for Science
Members DS/US Level:
CEQ, DOD, DOI, DOS, DOT, EPA,
HHS, NASA, NEC, NSF, OMB, USDA

Climate Change Science Program

Climate Change Technology Program

Director: Assistant Secretary of Commerce
for Oceans and Atmosphere

Director: Senior-Level Appointee,
U.S. Department of Energy

Members:
DOC, DOD, DOE, DOI, DOS, DOT, EPA, HHS,
NASA, NSF, OMB, OSTP, Smithsonian, USAID, USDA

Members:
DOC, DOD, DOE, DOI, DOS, DOT, EPA, HHS,
NASA, NSF, OMB, OSTP, USAID, USDA

*Chair and Vice Chair of Committee and Working Group rotate annually.

Figure 1-1:
The Climate
Change Science
and Technology
Programs are
overseen by a
cabinet-level
management
structure of
the U.S.
government.
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environmental system; to monitor, understand, and predict global
change; and to provide a sound scientific basis for national and
international decisionmaking. The rationale for establishing the
program was that the issues of global change are so complex and
wide-ranging that they extend beyond the mission, resources, and
expertise of any single agency, requiring instead the integrated
efforts of several agencies. USGCRP is organized into a set of linked
research program elements, which together support scientific
research across a range of interconnected issues of climate and global
change. As previously described, CCRI was created in June 2001,
by the President in response to a report prepared by the National
Academy of Sciences at the request of the Administration.The goal of
CCRI is to reduce key uncertainties in climate science and measurably
improve the integration of scientific knowledge, including measures
of uncertainty, into effective decision support systems and
resources. Specific examples of research proposed as part of CCRI
in the FY04 President’s Budget Request are highlighted throughout
relevant chapters of this plan.

the program.The products include data sets, geographic information
systems and other approaches for visualization of data, model studies,
scientific publications, state-of-science reports, assessments,
comparative evaluations of response options (including “If…,
then…” scenario analyses), and other decision support resources.
The plan also identifies enhancements needed in observing systems,
data and information capabilities, modeling, and decision support
resources to meet the program’s goals.

Management Overview

Chapters 3-9 provide a more detailed description of the research
elements of the plan.These research elements focus on crucial
components and interactions within the Earth system and have
evolved from recommendations of the research community and the
NRC. Each of these chapters describes research questions; provides
an overview of the current state of knowledge; outlines milestones,
products, and benefits from the research; and identifies needed inputs
from and linkages with other national and international programs.

The CCSP approach to management integrates the planning and
implementation of individual climate and global change research
programs of the participating federal agencies and departments to
reduce overlaps, identify and fill programmatic gaps, and synthesize
products and deliverables generated under the auspices of CCSP.
Five mechanisms are used to achieve this management approach:
• Executive Direction—IWGCCST/CCSP/SGCR Representatives
Overall priority-setting, program direction, management
review, and accountability to deliver program goals.
• Agency Implementation—CCSP-Participating Departments and Agencies
Conducting research, developing and operating observing systems,
and producing CCSP-required products, often in collaboration
and often as defined or refined in interagency working groups.
• Interagency Planning and Implementation—Interagency Working Groups
Coordinated planning and implementation to align agency
programs with CCSP priorities.
• External Guidance and Interactions—Advisory Groups
External guidance, oversight, and interactions to ensure scientific
excellence, credibility, and utility.
• Program Support—CCSP Office
Value-added staffing and day-to-day coordination of CCSP-wide
program integration, strategic planning, product development,
and communications.
Interaction among the groups responsible for these five mechanisms
is essential, especially to prioritize research efforts and decision
support activities. A more complete description of each of these five
mechanisms and the CCSP management approach can be found in
Chapter 16, Program Management and Review.

Roadmap for the Strategic Plan
The strategy describes the goals of the CCSP and its component
programs and elements, the products that are expected to result,
and the approaches and criteria that will be adopted to implement
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Following this introduction, Chapter 2 describes the approach of
CCSP for planning and sponsoring research on variability and change
in climate and related systems.This approach is based on five overall
CCSP goals and a set of interdisciplinary and interagency research
elements. Integration of research from agency programs and
research elements is an essential component of the development of
synthesis products and assessments that address CCSP goals.The
chapter introduces the cross-cutting goals, as well as related CCSP
deliverables.

Chapters 10 and 12-13 describe the cross-cutting issues of modeling,
observations, and data management.These are all areas where
CCSP has substantial existing capabilities, but in which additional
capacity will be developed to achieve the goals that have been set.
Chapter 11 focuses on decision support.This chapter lays out the
goals and strategy for participating in state-of-the-science syntheses
and assessments, and for developing additional resources to support
policymaking, planning, and adaptive resource management.
Chapters 14-16
describe
communications,
international
cooperation, and
management
issues that cut
across all areas of
the program.
This plan was
drafted by
scientists and
research program
managers from
the participating
CCSP agencies
and the Climate
Change Science
Program Office.
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2

Integrating Climate and Global Change Research

CHAPTER CONTENTS
CCSP Goals and Products
“Critical Dependencies” and Approaches to
Integration
Synthesis and Assessment Products

Chapter 2 describes the Climate Change Science Program’s
(CCSP) overall approach to climate research on different
components of the Earth system and the integration of this
research to achieve program objectives.This chapter expands
on CCSP’s five goals (see Chapter 1 and Box 2-1), including
a brief overview of current scientific understanding, and
illustrates the relationship between these goals and the
program’s interdisciplinary research elements and crosscutting activities.Tables listing topics to be covered by
CCSP synthesis and assessment products are included and
indicate the target time frame for completion of each
product.These products will fulfill the requirements for
updated synthesis and assessment contained in Section 106
(“Scientific Assessment”) of the 1990 Global Change
Research Act.
This chapter of the plan also includes research products,
milestones, and activities, which are grouped under
research focus areas for each goal.These are given here as
examples and are not meant to constitute exhaustive lists;
completion dates are not provided in this chapter, but are
in related discussions in Chapters 3-9, and range from
2004 to beyond 2007 (greater than 4 years). Other sections
of this chapter discuss integration of research to give a
comprehensive picture of the cumulative effects of natural
processes and human activities on the future evolution of
climate and related systems.

CCSP Goals and Products
CCSP’s goals span the chain of climate-related issues including natural
climate conditions and variability; forces that influence climate;
cycles and processes that affect atmospheric concentrations of
greenhouse gases and aerosols; climate responses; consequences for
ecosystems, society, and our nation’s economy; and application of
knowledge to decisionmaking.This comprehensive characterization
provides a useful organizing scheme for examining key climate change
issues. CCSP research must focus on the full range of these complex
issues if it is to lay the basis for informed discussion and decisionmaking.
The following text explains the five CCSP goals.The discussion of
each goal includes a set of topics to be addressed by synthesis and
assessment products related to the goal during the next 4 years, and
examples of key research activities to be carried out in moving
toward the goal, with links to the discussion of research activities in
subsequent chapters. Near-term synthesis and assessment products
will draw on a large body of research either already completed or
currently underway throughout the program, in addition to new
research results as they become available. Over time, CCSP research
activities and the development of new synthesis and assessment
products will evolve in partnership, as scientific research progresses
and as new questions related to policymaking, planning, and adaptive
management arise.
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BOX 2-1

LIST OF CCSP GOALS
INCLUDING EXAMPLES OF KEY EXPECTED OUTCOMES
CCSP Goal 1: Improve knowledge of
the Earth’s past and present climate
and environment, including its
natural variability, and improve
understanding of the causes of
observed variability and change
• Better understand the natural longterm cycles in climate (e.g., Pacific
Decadal Variability, North Atlantic
Oscillation).
• Improve and harness the capability to
forecast El Niño-La Niña events and
other seasonal-to-interannual cycles
of variability.
• Sharpen understanding of climate
extremes through improved
observations, analyses, and modeling,
and determine whether any changes
in their frequency or intensity lie
outside the range of natural variability.
• Increase confidence in understanding
of how and why climate has changed.
• Expand observations and data/
information system capabilities.
CCSP Goal 2: Improve quantification
of the forces bringing about
changes in the Earth’s climate and
related systems
• Reduce uncertainty about the
sources and sinks of greenhouse
gases, emissions of aerosols and their
precursors, and their climate effects.
• Monitor recovery of the ozone layer
and improve understanding of the
interactions among climate change,
ozone depletion, and other
atmospheric processes.
• Increase knowledge of the interactions
among pollutant emissions, longrange atmospheric transport, climate
change, and air quality management.
• Develop information on the carbon
cycle, land cover and use, and

biological/ecological processes by
helping to quantify net emissions of
carbon dioxide, methane, and other
greenhouse gases, thereby improving
the evaluation of carbon sequestration
strategies and alternative response
options.
• Improve capabilities to develop and
apply emissions and related scenarios
for conducting “If…, then…”
analyses in cooperation with the
Climate Change Technology
Program.
CCSP Goal 3: Reduce uncertainty
in projections of how the Earth’s
climate and related systems may
change in the future
• Improve characterization of the
circulation of the atmosphere and
oceans and their interactions through
fluxes of energy and materials.
• Improve understanding of key
“feedbacks” including changes in the
amount and distribution of water
vapor, extent of ice and the Earth’s
reflectivity, cloud properties, and
biological and ecological systems.
• Increase understanding of the
conditions that could give rise to
events such as rapid changes in
ocean circulation owing to changes
in temperature and salinity
gradients.
• Accelerate incorporation of
improved knowledge of climate
processes and feedbacks into climate
models to reduce uncertainty about
climate sensitivity (i.e., response to
radiative forcing), projected climate
changes, and other related
conditions.
• Improve national capacity to develop
and apply climate models.

CCSP Goal 1: Improve knowledge of the Earth’s past
and present climate and environment, including its
natural variability, and improve understanding of
the causes of observed variability and changes
The climate system is highly variable, with average conditions
changing significantly over the span of seasons, years, decades, and
12

CCSP Goal 4: Understand the
sensitivity and adaptability of
different natural and managed
ecosystems and human systems to
climate and related global changes
• Improve knowledge of the sensitivity
of ecosystems and economic sectors
to global climate variability and
change.
• Identify and provide scientific
inputs for evaluating adaptation
options, in cooperation with
mission-oriented agencies and other
resource managers.
• Improve understanding of how
changes in ecosystems (including
managed ecosystems such as
croplands) and human infrastructure
interact over long periods of time.
CCSP Goal 5: Explore the uses and
identify the limits of evolving
knowledge to manage risks and
opportunities related to climate
variability and change
• Support informed public discussion
of issues of particular importance to
U.S. decisions by conducting
research and providing scientific
synthesis and assessment reports.
• Support adaptive management and
planning for resources and physical
infrastructure affected by climate
variability and change; build new
partnerships with public and private
sector entities that can benefit both
research and decisions.
• Support policymaking by conducting
comparative analyses and evaluations
of the socioeconomic and
environmental consequences of
response options.

even longer time scales. Examining the period since the industrial
revolution, when human activities started to significantly alter the
Earth’s land surface and increase the atmospheric concentrations of
greenhouse gases (GHGs) and aerosols, an increasing body of evidence
gives a picture of a warming world and other related changes. A key
issue is whether there is a cause and effect relationship between
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a)

these developments.The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) and the National Research Council (NRC) have
independently concluded (in the words of the NRC) that “changes
observed over the last several decades are likely mostly due to
human activities,” but that “a causal linkage between the buildup of
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere and the observed climate
changes during the 20th century cannot be unequivocally established”
(NRC, 2001a). Uncertainty about natural oscillations in climate on
scales of several decades or longer and inconsistencies in the
temperature profiles of different data sets are critical scientific
questions that must be addressed to improve confidence in the
understanding of how and why climate has changed.
El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) is a widely-recognized, largescale climate oscillation in the equatorial Pacific Ocean that changes
phase every few years, with significant implications for resource and
disaster management.There are other climate cycles that last
decades, centuries, and even millennia, as revealed in studies of the
Earth’s climate history. Recently improved (but still imperfect)
capacity to forecast ENSO has yielded significant benefits in the
United States and other countries, enabling decisionmakers to
prepare for impacts.

b)

c)

Improved data and information on the climate system’s natural
variability and recent changes are needed to increase confidence in
studies that seek to detect and attribute changes in climate to
particular causes. Expanded observations, modeling, and data/
information system capabilities will also improve society’s ability to
respond to the fluctuations and changes in the environment—
whether natural or human-induced—that the nation and the world
will face in the next 20 to 30 years and beyond. Substantial amounts
of data are already collected through both an extensive observations
system developed under the U.S. Global Change Research Program
(USGCRP) and a set of operational monitoring systems used for
weather forecasting and other uses (that historically were not
identified as part of the USGCRP). New technologies can extend
existing observation and monitoring networks and improve
accessibility to these data, with benefits for both scientific
understanding and resource management.

Examples of Key Research Activities

d)
Figure 2-1: Evolution of the 1997-1998 El Niño event. This figure depicts
water temperature and sea surface topography in the equatorial Pacific
Ocean: (a) January 1997; (b) June 1997; (c) November 1997; (d) March
1998. Source: NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, Scientific Visualization
Studio; NOAA Pacific Marine Environmental Laboratory.

Focus 1.1: Better understand natural long-term cycles in climate
[e.g., Pacific Decadal Variability (PDV), North Atlantic
Oscillation (NAO)]
• An assessment of potential predictability beyond ENSO (e.g.,
associated with PDV, NAO) and improvements in the
representation of major modes of climate variability in climate
change projection models (Chapter 4.2)1
• Identification of impacts of natural oscillations in climate on
marine fisheries and marine ecosystems (Chapter 8.2)
• Identification of adaptation strategies effective for managing
the impacts of seasonal and year-to-year climate variability
(Chapter 9.2)

1 Parenthetical

references indicate the chapter and question where additional
information on this research can be found.
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TOPICS FOR PRIORITY CCSP SYNTHESIS
PRODUCTS

Temperature trends in the lower atmosphere—
steps for understanding and reconciling
differences.
Past climate variability and change in the
Arctic and at high latitudes.

Reanalyses of historical climate data for key
atmospheric features. Implications for
attribution of causes of observed change.

Climate Change Science Program Strategic Plan

SIGNIFICANCE
Inconsistencies in the temperature profiles of different data sets
reduce confidence in understanding of how and why climate has
changed.

High latitudes are especially sensitive and may provide early
indications of climate change; new paleoclimate data will provide
long-term context for recent observed temperature increases.

Understanding the magnitude of past climate variations is key to
increasing confidence in the understanding of how and why climate
has changed and why it may change in the future.

Focus 1.2: Improve and harness the capability to forecast
El Niño-La Niña and other seasonal-to-interannual cycles of
variability
• Improved predictions of El Niño-La Niña, particularly the onset
and decay phases, and improved probability forecasts of regional
manifestations of seasonal climate anomalies resulting from
ENSO (Chapter 4.2)
• An assessment of potential predictability of annular modes,
tropical Atlantic and Indian Ocean variability and trends, and the
monsoons (Chapter 4.2)
• Analyses of societal adjustment to climate variability and seasonalto-interannual forecasts (Chapter 9.2)
Focus 1.3: Sharpen understanding of climate extremes through
improved observations, analysis, and modeling, and determine
whether any changes in their frequency or intensity lie outside
the range of natural variability
• Improved observational databases, including paleoclimate and
historical data records, and model simulations of past climate, to
detect and analyze regional trends in extreme events
(Chapter 4.4)
• Observational and statistical analyses to assess the relationships
between extreme events and natural climate variations, such as
ENSO, PDV, NAO/Northern Hemisphere Annular Mode and
Southern Hemisphere Annular Mode, and ecosystem response
(Chapters 4.4 and 8.2)
Focus 1.4: Increase confidence in the understanding of how and
why climate has changed
• Development and extension of critical data sets (including
paleoclimatic data) to improve analyses of climate variability and
attribution of causes of climate change (Chapter 4.2)
• Integrated long-term global and regional data sets of critical
water cycle variables such as evapotranspiration, soil moisture,
groundwater, clouds, etc., from satellite and in situ observations
for monitoring climate trends and early detection of climate
change (Chapter 5.1)
Focus 1.5: Expand observations and data/information system
capabilities
• Data requirements analysis and planning
– Requirements analysis for a global integrated climatological,
ecological, and land-use monitoring system, followed by
design specifications for the monitoring system (completed
with significant international collaboration) (Chapter 12)
14

COMPLETION
within 2 years
within 2 years
2-4 years

– Definition of the initial requirements for ecosystem
observations to quantify feedbacks to climate and atmospheric
chemistry, to enhance existing observing systems, and to
guide development of new observing capabilities (Chapters
8.1 and 3.5)
– Definition of the initial requirements for observing systems
to monitor the health of ecosystems, including a new suite
of indicators of coastal and aquatic ecosystem change
(Chapter 8.2)
– Identification and rescue of data that are at risk of being lost
because of media deterioration, poor accessibility, or limited
distribution. (Chapter 13)
• Data systems and products
– Monitoring and data systems for water resources research
and management (Chapter 5.4)
– Development of high-resolution climate data products for
climate-sensitive regions, based on monthly instrumental
data and annual paleoclimatic data and climate forecasts
(Chapter 4.1 and 4.5)
– Implementation of climate quality data and metadata
documentation, standards, and formatting policies that will
make possible the combined use of targeted data products
taken at different times, by different means, and for different
purposes (Chapter 13)
– Global high-resolution satellite remotely sensed data and
land-cover databases and global maps of areas of rapid landuse and land-cover change and location and extent of fires
(Chapter 6.1)

CCSP Goal 2: Improve quantification of the forces
bringing about changes in the Earth’s climate and
related systems
Combustion of fossil fuels, changes in land cover and land use, and
industrial activities produce greenhouse gases and aerosols and alter
the composition of the atmosphere and important physical and
biological properties of the Earth’s surface. For example, the
atmospheric concentration of carbon dioxide (CO2) has increased
approximately 30 percent since the mid-18th century (see
Figure 2-2).The current level of atmospheric CO2 has not been
exceeded during at least the past 420,000 years (the span measurable
in ice cores). Atmospheric concentrations of other greenhouse
gases [methane (CH4), tropospheric ozone (O3), nitrous oxide
(N2O), and halocarbons (e.g., chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs),
hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs), and hydrofluorocarbons
(HFCs))] have also increased. For example, CH4 concentrations
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Changes in land cover and use affect climate directly—for example
by altering the Earth’s albedo, or reflectivity.They also affect
ecosystems and biological processes that contribute to carbon
sources and sinks, emissions of other greenhouse gases, and the
potential for land use changes to alter regional hydrology. Several
CCSP initiatives, including accelerated research on the carbon cycle
under the Climate Change Research Initiative (CCRI), will develop
needed information for policymaking and improved carbon
management.

have more than doubled and the concentrations of industrially
produced molecules have increased against a zero natural
background. In the case of chlorine, the amount of chlorine in
the stratosphere has essentially quintupled due to this human
release.
These changes have several important climatic effects. Greenhouse
gases (which remain in the atmosphere for years to millennia) have
a warming influence on climate, while aerosols (which usually
remain in the atmosphere for weeks to months) have both warming
and cooling effects that can be quantified only poorly at present
(see Figure 2-3). Research conducted as part of CCSP will reduce
uncertainty about the sources and sinks of GHGs and emissions of
aerosols and their precursors, their climate effects, and the
implications of controls on aerosol emissions for both climate and
air quality at regional and local scales.

Emissions of some sets of industrial compounds also contribute to
depletion of the stratospheric ozone layer and increased exposure to
ultraviolet radiation (which contributes to skin cancers, eye diseases,
and possibly other environmental problems). Many of these same
ozone-depleting gases are also significant greenhouse gases. CCSP
will monitor the recovery of the ozone layer and long-term changes
in the industrial
compounds and
stratospheric
conditions that bring
about stratospheric
ozone depletion.
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Figure 2-2: Direct measurements of atmospheric CO2 at Mauna Loa, Hawaii and the South Pole, and CO2 concentration as
derived from the Vostok Antarctic ice core. Source: Adapted from IPCC (2001a), with Mauna Loa record updated by Dave
Keeling and Tim Whorf, Scripps Institution of Oceanography.

Future human
contributions to
climate forcing and
potential associated
environmental
changes will depend
on rates and levels of
population change,
economic growth,
development and
diffusion of
technologies, and
other dynamics in
human systems.These
developments are
unpredictable over the
long time scales
relevant for climate
change research.
However, “If…,
then…” scenario
experiments, if
carefully constructed,
can make it possible to
explore the potential
implications of
different technological,
economic, and
institutional conditions
for future emissions,
climate, and living
standards. Improving
the approach to
developing and using
these scenarios, in
cooperation with
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Figure 2-3: Global mean radiative forcing of the climate system and degree of certainty (see Chapter 3 and the Figure 3-2 Annex C entry for more detail).
Source: Adapted from IPCC (2001a).

CCTP, is a priority for CCSP.The program will work with CCTP to
explore the climate and related implications of different technology
portfolios in order to provide information for decisionmaking and to
enable the United States to continue its work within the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change. In conjunction with
research on the carbon cycle and other biogeochemical cycles, improved
scenario-based analyses hold the promise of increasing understanding
of potential future forcing of climate, as called for by the NRC.

Examples of Key Research Activities
Focus 2.1: Reduce uncertainties about the sources and sinks of
GHGs, emissions of aerosols and their precursors, and their
climate effects
• Observationally assessed and improved uncertainty ranges of the
radiative forcing of the chemically active greenhouse gases
(Chapter 3.2)
Focus 2.2: Monitor the recovery of the ozone layer and improve
the understanding of the interactions of climate change, ozone
depletion, tropospheric pollution, and other atmospheric issues
• Updated trends of stratospheric ozone and ozone-depleting
gases in the atmosphere (Chapter 3.4)
• Improved quantitative model evaluation of the sensitivity of the
ozone layer to changes in atmospheric transport and composition
related to climate change (Chapter 3.4)
16

Focus 2.3: Increase knowledge of the interactions among
emissions, long-range atmospheric transport, and
transformations of atmospheric pollutants, and their response
to air quality management strategies
• State of the Atmosphere report that describes and interprets the
status of the characteristics and trends associated with atmospheric
composition, ozone layer depletion, temperature, rainfall, and
ecosystem exposure (Chapter 3.5)
• A policy-relevant evaluation of the issues related to intercontinental
transport, the impact of air pollutants on climate, and the
impact of climate change on air pollutants (Chapter 3.5)
Focus 2.4: Develop information on the carbon cycle, land cover
and use, and biological/ecological processes by helping to
quantify net emissions of carbon dioxide, methane, and other
greenhouse gases, thereby improving the evaluation of carbon
sequestration strategies and alternative response options
• Improved coupled land-atmosphere models (jointly produced by
the Carbon Cycle,Water Cycle, and Land-Use/Land-Cover
Change research elements) and enhanced capability to assess the
consequences of different land-use change scenarios
(Chapters 5.2, 6.4, and 7.3)
• Report on the effects of land-use and land-cover changes on
local carbon dynamics and the mitigation and management of
greenhouse gases (Chapter 6.4 and 7.3)
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CCSP GOAL 2

TOPICS FOR PRIORITY CCSP SYNTHESIS
PRODUCTS

Updating scenarios of greenhouse gas emissions
and concentrations, in collaboration with the
CCTP. Review of integrated scenario
development and application.

SIGNIFICANCE
Sound, comprehensive emissions scenarios are essential for
comparative analysis of how climate may change in the future,
as well as for analyses of mitigation and adaptation options.

The buildup of CO2 and methane in the atmosphere and the fraction
North American carbon budget and implications for
of carbon being taken up by North America’s ecosystems and
the global carbon cycle.
coastal oceans are key factors in estimating future climate change.
Aerosol properties and their impacts on climate.

There is a high level of uncertainty about how climate may be
affected by different types of aerosols, both warming and cooling,
and thus how climate change might be affected by their control.

Trends in emissions of ozone-depleting substances, This information is key to ensuring that international agreements to
ozone layer recovery, and implications for ultraviolet phase out production of ozone-depleting substances are having
radiation exposure and climate change.
the expected outcome (recovery of the protective ozone layer).

• Carbon cycle information to quantify the magnitude and variability
of CO2 sources, sinks, and fluxes to support analysis of carbon
sequestration and management in terrestrial and oceanic systems
(Chapter 7)
• Interactive global climate-carbon cycle models that explore the
coupling and feedbacks between the physical and biogeochemical
systems (Chapter 7.4)
• Improved projections of climate change forcings and quantification
of dynamic feedbacks among the carbon cycle, human actions,
and the climate system, with better estimates of errors and
sources of uncertainty (Chapters 3.2 and 7.5)
• Scientific criteria and model tests of carbon management
sustainability that take into account system interactions and
feedbacks and analysis of options for science-based carbon
management decisions and deployment by landowners
(Chapters 7.6 and 3.2)
Focus 2.5: Improve capabilities to develop and apply emissions
and related scenarios for conducting “If…, then…” analyses in
cooperation with CCTP
• Quantify and project possible drivers of land-use change for a
range of economic, environmental, and social values and develop
regional, national, and global land-use and land-cover change
projection models, incorporating advances in our understanding
of drivers (Chapter 6.2 and 6.3)
• Linked ecosystem, resource management, and human dimensions
models that enable scientific evaluation of a wide range of policy
scenarios and assessment of effects on atmospheric CO2
concentration and carbon sources and sinks (Chapters 7.3 and 8.1)
• Scenarios strengthened by an improved understanding of the
interdependence among economic growth; population growth,
composition, distribution, and dynamics (including migration);
energy use in different sectors (e.g., electric power generation,
transportation); advancements in technologies; and pollutant
emissions (Chapter 9.1)

CCSP Goal 3: Reduce uncertainty in projections of
how the Earth’s climate and related systems may
change in the future
While there is a great deal known about the mechanisms that affect
the response of the climate system to changes in natural and human

COMPLETION
within 2 years
within 2 years
2-4 years
2-4 years

influences, many basic questions remain to be addressed.There is
also a high level of uncertainty regarding precisely how much climate
will change overall and in specific regions (see Figure 2-4). Current
models project significantly different increases in global average
surface temperature, from approximately 1°C to more than 5°C
during the 21st century.This range of uncertainty incorporates both
different estimates of climate sensitivity (the increase in temperature
that results from a doubling of atmospheric concentrations of CO2,
for example) and a wide range in projections of future greenhouse
gas emissions. A primary CCSP objective is to build on existing
information and scientific capacity to sharpen qualitative and
quantitative understanding through observations, data assimilation,
and modeling activities.
CCSP-supported process research will address basic climate system
properties and interactions, including improving characterization of
the circulation and interaction of energy in the atmosphere and
oceans. It will also seek to reduce uncertainties regarding a number
of “feedbacks” or secondary changes caused by the initial influence
that can either reinforce or dampen the initial effect of greenhouse
gases and aerosols.These feedbacks include changes in the amount
and distribution of water vapor, changes in extent of ice and the
Earth’s reflectivity, changes in cloud properties, and changes in
biological and ecological systems that could significantly change
emissions or absorption of greenhouse gases (see Figure 2-5).
A cause for concern about which there is considerable uncertainty is
the potential for changes in extreme events, and rapid, discontinuous
changes in climate. Such changes could have profound effects on the
environment and human well-being because the time available for
adaptation would be limited.The historical record of past climates
revealed through the study of ancient ice cores and other paleoclimate
data indicates that the climate system can change relatively rapidly in
response to internal processes or rapidly changing external forcing.
Increasing our understanding of the conditions that could give rise
to events such as rapid changes in ocean circulation is a key aspect
of CCSP-supported research.
Incorporation of this basic process-level knowledge into climate and
ecosystems models holds promise for improving our ability to forecast
and project climate phenomena. Climate models seek to quantitatively
17
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a) Temperature Indicators
Ocean
Lower Stratosphere
Troposphere

Land

Ocean

***Lower Stratosphere Cools
***Troposphere Warms
**Snow Cover
Decreases

Near Surface
***Air Temperature Warms

***Sea Surface Temperature
Warms Almost Everywhere

***Land Warms Faster
than Ocean
**Land Night-Time Air Temperatures
Rise Faster than Day-Time Temperatures

***Sea Ice Retreats

***Land Air Temperatures Increase

b) Hydrological and Storm-Related Indicators
Ocean

Land

Ocean

Lower Stratosphere
Troposphere
***Tropospheric Water Vapor Increases

Near Surface
**Increase of Tropical
Precipitation Mostly
Over Ocean Areas

*Increase in Tropical Storm
Frequency/Intensity

? Increase in Extra-Tropical
Storm Frequency/Intensity

**Mid- to High-Latitude Precipitation
Increases in Winter
**Subtropical Precipitation Decreases

*** Virtually Certain
(many models analyzed and all show it)
** Very Likely
(a number of models analyzed show it, or change is physically plausible and could readily
be shown for other models)
*
Likely
(some models analyzed show it, or change is physically plausible and could be
shown for other models)
? Medium Likelihood
(a few models show it or results mixed)

Examples of Key
Research Activities
Focus 3.1: Improve characterization of the
circulation of the atmosphere and oceans
and their interactions through fluxes of
energy and materials
• Improved high-resolution three-dimensional
ocean circulation models and improved
estimates of global air-sea-land fluxes of
heat, moisture, and momentum needed to
discern characteristics of ocean-atmosphereland coupling and to assess the global energy
balance (Chapters 4.2 and 5.1)
• Models of ocean uptake of carbon that
integrate biogeochemistry, ocean
circulation, and marine ecosystem responses
(Chapters 7.2 and 8.2)
Focus 3.2: Improve understanding of key
“feedbacks” including changes in the
amount and distribution of water vapor,
extent of ice and the Earth’s reflectivity,
cloud properties, and biological and
ecological systems
• Results from process studies related to the
indirect effects of aerosols on clouds available
for future assessments of climate sensitivity
to aerosols (Chapter 3.1 and 3.2)
• Quantification of the potential changes in
the cryosphere, including the effects of
permafrost melting on regional hydrology
and the carbon budget, and the consequences
for mountain snowpacks, sea ice, and glaciers
(Chapter 5.2)
• Evaluation of the potential for dramatic
changes in carbon storage and fluxes and
quantification of important feedbacks from
ecological systems to climate and
atmospheric composition to improve the
accuracy of climate projections
(Chapters 7.5 and 8.1)

Focus 3.3: Increase understanding of the
conditions that could give rise to events
Figure 2-4: Schematic of changes in temperature and hydrological indicators from projections of
such as rapid changes in ocean circulation
future climate changes from atmosphere-ocean general circulation models (AOGCMs). Source:
Adapted from IPCC (2001a).
due to changes in temperature and salinity
gradients
simulate the behavior of the climate system and its response to
• State of understanding on the causes of abrupt changes, and
changes in forcing.They vary in complexity and uses, but in the most
probabilistic estimates of future risks of abrupt global and regional
complex, various components of the climate system (atmosphere,
climate-induced changes, including the collapse of the thermohaline
oceans, biosphere, hydrosphere, and cryosphere) are coupled
circulation, persistent ENSO conditions, abrupt sea-level rises,
together to study the evolution of the entire Earth system. Research
and the positive feedback associated with high-latitude ice (ice
indicates that there are limits to the predictability of regional- and
sheets and sea ice) and their impacts on albedo (Chapter 4.3)
local-scale phenomena. At this point, modeled projections of the
Focus 3.4:Accelerate incorporation of improved knowledge of
future regional impacts of global climate change are often contradictory
climate processes and feedbacks into climate models to reduce
and are not sufficiently reliable to be used as tools for planning.
uncertainty in projections of climate sensitivity, changes in
Alternative methods such as use of climate analog scenarios and
climate, and related conditions such as sea level
weather generators may sometimes be employed for these purposes.
18
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TOPICS FOR PRIORITY CCSP SYNTHESIS
PRODUCTS

SIGNIFICANCE

COMPLETION

CCSP GOAL 3

Clarifying the uses and limitations of climate models at different
Climate models and their uses and limitations, including
spatial and temporal scales will contribute to appropriate
sensitivity, feedbacks, and uncertainty analysis.
application of these results.
Climate projections for research and assessment
based on emissions scenarios developed through
CCTP.

within 2 years

Production of these projections will help develop modeling
capacity and will provide important inputs to comparative
analysis of response options.

2-4 years

Climate extremes including documentation of current Extreme events have important implications for natural
extremes. Prospects for improving projections.
resources, property, infrastructure, and public safety.

2-4 years

Risks of abrupt changes in global climate.

2-4 years

Abrupt changes have occurred in the past and thus it is
important to evaluate what we know about the potential for
abrupt change in the future.

• Improved representation of processes (e.g., thermal expansion,
ice sheets, water storage, coastal subsidence) in climate models
that are required for simulating and projecting sea-level changes
(Chapter 4.2)
• Estimates of the spatial and temporal limits of predictability of
climate variability and change forced by human activities
(Chapter 4.2)
• Incorporation of water cycle and carbon cycle processes,
interactions, and feedbacks into an integrated Earth system
modeling framework (Chapters 5.2 and 7.5)
• New observationally tested parameterizations for clouds and
precipitation processes for use in climate models based on

cloud-resolving models developed in part through field process
studies (Chapter 5.2)
• National and global models with a coupled climate-land use
system (Chapter 6.4)
• Improved capability to include and accurately formulate
terrestrial and marine ecosystem dynamics within local and
regional climate models
Focus 3.5: Improve national capacity to develop
and apply climate models
• Continue support of the two high-end climate modeling
centers to respond to the need for scenario-driven
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Figure 2-5: Major components needed to understand the climate system and climate change. Source: Adapted from IPCC (2001a).
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climate modeling in support of assessments
(Chapter 10)
• Support for a Common Modeling Infrastructure to optimize
modeling resources and enable meaningful knowledge transfer
among modelers (Chapter 10)
• Develop a program of focused model intercomparisons and
conduct evaluation and analysis of the model sensitivities of
major U.S. models as well as model validation with available
observational data (Chapter 10)

CCSP Goal 4: Understand the sensitivity and
adaptability of different natural and managed
ecosystems and human systems to climate and
related global changes
Seasonal-to-annual variability in climate has been connected to
impacts on almost every aspect of human life: agricultural yields,
water resources, energy demand and supply, transportation, price
fluctuations, fishery yields, forest fires, human health and welfare,
and many others. Long time scale natural climate cycles and potential
future human-induced changes in climate could have additional effects,
including altering the lengths of growing seasons, the sustainability
of water resource management systems, the geographical ranges of
plant and animal species, biodiversity, estuarine and ocean productivity,
and the incidence of disturbance regimes that affect both natural
and human-made environments. Potential benefits and risks have
been identified for a number of systems and activities. Improving
our ability to assess potential vulnerability and resilience to future

variations and changes in climate and environmental conditions
could enable governments, businesses, and communities to reduce
negative impacts and seize opportunities to benefit from changing
conditions by adapting infrastructure, activities, and plans.
The potential effects of climate variability and change on ecosystems
and human activities will not be determined solely by their sensitivity
and adaptability, but also by multiple, cumulative interactions
among physical, ecological, economic, and social conditions. For
example, some crops and plants that might otherwise experience
reductions in productivity as a result of changes in climate alone
could actually experience increased growth and productivity as a
result of increases in atmospheric CO2 concentrations and nutrients
(from deposition and runoff). Other species and ecosystems, which
could adjust to climate change alone, might be endangered when
land use and other factors interfere with adaptive mechanisms such
as migration. Interacting factors must be identified and understood
to develop accurate projections of effects.The CO2 “fertilization
effect” (increased plant growth due to higher atmospheric CO 2
concentrations), nitrogen deposition, disturbance (e.g., fire, pest
infestations), land-cover fragmentation (see Figure 2-6), air pollution,
and other factors affect the functioning (e.g., water use efficiency,
biomass allocation) and composition of natural and managed
ecosystems over long periods of time. Similarly, estuarine and
coastal ecosystems face multiple-stressor problems associated with
point source and non-point source pollution, increased sedimentation
resulting from upstream land-use practices, invasive species and

Natural Area
Unassociated
Vegetation
Agriculture
Urban Area

Land Cover 1972

Land Cover 1985

Land Cover 1997

Land-Use and Land-Cover Change of Chicago Metropolitan Region between 1972 and 1997
Urban
Natural Area
Agriculture
Unassociated Vegetation

1972-1985
+15%
-8%
-22%
+147%

1985-1997
+30%
-15%
-20%
+23%

1972-1997
+49%
-21%
-37%
+203%

Figure 2-6: Land-cover maps of the Chicago Metropolitan Region. These maps, created with Landsat imagery from 1972, 1985, and 1997, document
changes in several categories of land cover and land use. Source: NASA and Y.Q. Wang, University of Rhode Island.
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TOPICS FOR PRIORITY CCSP SYNTHESIS
PRODUCTS
Coastal elevation and sensitivity to sea-level rise.
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SIGNIFICANCE
Evaluation of how well equipped society is to cope with potential
sea-level rise can help reduce vulnerability.

CCSP GOAL 4

State-of-knowledge of thresholds of change that
This approach seeks to determine how much climate change natural
could lead to discontinuities (sudden changes) in
environments and resources can withstand before being adversely
some ecosystems and climate-sensitive resources. affected.
Relationship between observed ecosystem
changes and climate change.

Earlier blossoming times, longer growing seasons, and other
changes are being observed, and this report will explore what is
known about why these events are happening.

Understanding of adaptation options can support improved resource
Preliminary review of adaptation options for climatemanagement—whether change results from natural or human causes—
sensitive ecosystems and resources.
and thus helps realize opportunities or reduce negative impacts.
Scenario-based analysis of the climatological,
environmental, resource, technological, and
economic implications of different atmospheric
concentrations of greenhouse gases.
State-of-the-science of socioeconomic and
environmental impacts of climate variability.

Within the transportation sector, a summary of
climate change and variability sensitivities,
potential impacts, and response options.

Knowing how well we can differentiate the impacts of different
greenhouse gas concentrations is important in determining the
range of appropriate response policies.

This product will help improve application of evolving ENSO forecasts
by synthesizing information on impacts, both positive and negative,
of variability.
Safety and efficiency of transportation infrastructure—much of which
has a long lifetime—may be increased through planning that takes
account of sensitivities to climate variability and change.

sea-level rise. Multiple changes affecting marine ecosystems include
natural climate variations (e.g., ENSO cycles and PDV), fishing,
and changes in ocean productivity brought on by uncertain causes.
The interactions are even more complex when one examines the
interactions of biophysical and socioeconomic systems. CCSP
research will examine the implications of multiple interacting
changes to improve projections of effects.
Evaluation of the potential impacts associated with different
atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases and aerosols is an
important input to weighing the costs and benefits associated with
different climate policies. Further research is required to integrate
still limited understanding of effects of different concentration levels,
and the influence of human activities on concentrations, and to
develop methods for aggregating and comparing impacts across
different sectors and settings.

Examples of Key Research Activities
Focus 4.1: Improve knowledge of the sensitivity of ecosystems
and economic sectors to global climate variability and change
• Results from field and modeling experiments to study the role
of mountain environments on precipitation and runoff production
(Chapter 5.3)
• Downscaling techniques, such as improved regional climate
models, for improved evaluation of potential water resource
impacts arising from climate variability and change (Chapter 5.3)
• Reports on past and projected trends in land cover or land use
that are attributable to changes in climate (e.g., changes in forest
type, changes in agriculture) (Chapter 6.4)
• Ecosystem observations, coupled physical-biological models,
indicators, and reports to permit better assessment of the
potential consequences of global and climatic changes on selected
arctic, alpine, wetland, riverine, and estuarine and marine

COMPLETION
within 2 years
2-4 years
2-4 years
2-4 years
2-4 years
2-4 years
2-4 years

ecosystems; selected forest and rangeland ecosystems; selected
desert ecosystems; and the Great Lakes (Chapter 8.2)
• Development of data and predictive models determining the
sensitivity of selected organisms and their assemblages to changes
in ultraviolet-B (UV-B) radiation and other environmental
variables relative to observations of UV-B radiation in terrestrial,
aquatic, and wetland habitats (Chapter 8.2)
• Assessments of the potential economic impacts of climate change
on the producers and consumers of food and fiber products
(Chapters 8.2 and 9.2)
Focus 4.2: Identify and provide scientific inputs for evaluating
adaptation options, in cooperation with mission-oriented
agencies and other resource managers
• Data and models demonstrating how different adaptation strategies
in croplands and commercial forests affect the sustainability of
these ecosystems in changing environmental conditions and
their ability to meet human demands (Chapter 8.3)
• Initiation of development of decision support tools relevant to
regions where abrupt changes or threshold ecological responses
may occur, especially high-altitude and high-latitude ecosystems
and transitional zones between ecosystems (i.e., ecotones) such
as forest-grassland, agriculture-native prairie, riparian and coastal
zones, coastal-oceanic boundaries, and rural-urban interfaces
(Chapter 8.3)
• Data sets and spatially explicit models for examining effects of
management and policy decisions on a wide range of terrestrial
and marine ecosystems to predict the efficacy and tradeoffs of
management strategies at varying scales, and preliminary
comparisons of the effectiveness of selected management
practices (Chapter 8.3)
• Analysis of potential impacts of climate variability and change on
transportation infrastructure and operations, and preliminary
21
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development of decision support tools relevant to transportation
decisionmakers (Chapter 9.2)
Focus 4.3: Improve understanding of how changes in ecosystems
(including managed ecosystems such as croplands) and human
infrastructure interact over long periods of time
• Evaluations of the effects of water cycle variability and change
on trends in water quality conditions (Chapter 5.4)
• Data from field experiments quantifying aboveground and
belowground effects of elevated CO2 concentration in
combination with other environmental changes on the structure
and functioning of agricultural, forest, and aquatic ecosystems
(Chapters 7.5 and 8.2)
• Examination of responses of ecosystems (including any changes in
nutrient cycling) to combinations of elevated CO2 concentration,
warming, and altered hydrology, with data collection underway
(Chapter 8.2)
• Analysis of the global occurrence, extent, and impact of major
disturbances (e.g., fire, insects, drought, and flooding) on land
use and land cover (Chapter 6.1)
• Identification of the regions in the United States where land-use
and climate change may have the most significant implications
for land management (Chapter 6.5)
• Spatially explicit ecosystem models at regional to global scales,
to improve our understanding of contemporary and historical
changes in ecosystem structure and functioning, and synthesis
of known effects of increasing CO2, warming, changes in
precipitation, and other factors (e.g., increasing tropospheric
ozone) on terrestrial ecosystems (Chapter 8.2)
• Estimates of the value of the ancillary benefits (e.g., enhanced
wildlife habitat and improved water quality) that could result
from implementing various mitigation and adaptation activities
within the forestry sector (Chapters 8.3 and 9.2)
• Next phase of assessments of the health effects of combined
exposures to climatic and other environmental factors (e.g., air
pollution) (Chapter 9.4)

CCSP Goal 5: Explore the uses and identify the limits
of evolving knowledge to manage risks and
opportunities related to climate variability and change
The first four CCSP goals focus on the key issues of understanding
natural climate conditions and variability, forces that influence climate,
climate responses, and implications for human systems and natural
environments. CCSP research will focus on this full range of issues
in order to lay the basis for informed discussion and decisionmaking.
The fifth CCSP goal focuses on the way that this scientific information
is used for support of decision needs.
Over the last decade, USGCRP has enlisted federal and external
experts to develop a variety of products and resources for decision
support.These include methods and tools for integrated assessment
(including a variety of quantitative integrated assessment models);
state-of-science syntheses and assessments of climate variability and
change; international assessments of stratospheric ozone depletion;
applications of Earth science observations and data; experiments for
application of ENSO forecasts in a variety of regions and economic
sectors; and advisory committee assessments of the potential
vulnerabilities and opportunities arising from climate change in
different regions and sectors of the United States.
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These products of the first decade have evoked much commentary,
both positive and negative. Formal evaluations of the processes and
products of some of these activities have been conducted by the
NRC. CCSP’s decision support activities will respond to the relevant
recommendations of the NRC in reports such as Global
Environmental Change: Research Pathways for the Next Decade (NRC,
1999a), Climate Change Science:An Analysis of Some Key Questions
(NRC, 2001a), and The Science of Regional and Global Change: Putting
Knowledge to Work (NRC, 2001e).The program will also encourage
further evaluation and learning from these experiences in order to
structure decision support processes and products that use existing
knowledge to the best effect while communicating the limits of this
knowledge.
CCSP activities in support of its fifth goal will improve the nation’s
and global community’s understanding of the nature and extent of
the challenges inherent in climate change and develop improved
resources for evaluating options for adaptation and mitigation.
Fulfilling this goal will require development of a variety of resources
including observations, databases, data and model products, scenarios,
a variety of visualization products, and improved approaches for
interacting with users. Research in many of the program elements
holds promise of yielding decision support information and products.
Improved resources for decision support also require a concerted
focus on the processes through which information is developed and
applied to support decisionmaking in different areas.
Areas of decisionmaking to be supported by CCSP include adaptive
management, planning, and policy. Each of these categories will
have its own unique set of stakeholders and will require different
decision support processes and tools that will be recognized in the
implementation of CCSP decision support activities. CCSP will
engage both decisionmakers and members of the research community
in the development of processes well suited to both the state-ofscience and decisionmaking needs. In addition to supporting
decisionmaking, the decision support activities of CCSP will also
help to identify key knowledge gaps and provide feedback to
researchers that will guide the evolution of the CCSP agenda.

Examples of Key Research Activities
Focus 5.1: Support informed public discussion of issues of
particular importance to U.S. decisions by conducting research
and providing scientific synthesis and assessment reports
• Contribute to and participate in international assessments on
climate change, ozone depletion, and other issues as they arise
(multiple chapters)
• Produce a number of synthesis reports and assessments that
integrate research results focused on identified science and
decision issues in association with stakeholders and researchers
to meet the requirements of the Global Change Research Act
(multiple chapters)
Focus 5.2: Support adaptive management and planning for
resources and physical infrastructure sensitive to climate variability
and change; build new partnerships with public and private
sector entities that can benefit both research and decisionmaking
• Increased partnerships with existing user support institutions,
such as state climatologists, regional climate centers, agricultural
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CCSP GOAL 5

TOPICS FOR PRIORITY CCSP SYNTHESIS
PRODUCTS

SIGNIFICANCE

COMPLETION

Uses and limitations of observations, data, forecasts, There is a great need for regional climate information; further
and other projections in decision support for selected evaluation of the reliability of current information is crucial in
sectors and regions.
developing new applications.

within 2 years

Best-practice approaches to characterize,
communicate, and incorporate scientific uncertainty
in decisionmaking.

within 2 years

Improvements in how scientific uncertainty is evaluated and
communicated can help reduce misunderstanding and
misuse of this information.

Decision support experiments and evaluations using Climate variability is an important factor in resource planning
seasonal to interannual forecasts and observational and management; improved application of forecasts and data
data.
can benefit society.

extension services, resource management agencies, and state
and local governments to accelerate uses of climate knowledge
(Chapter 11)
• Assess the adequacy of existing operational climate monitoring
networks to provide regional decision support, and to identify
major data gaps in addressing critical regional and policy issues,
such as drought planning and response (Chapter 4.5)
• Conduct and analyze decision support experiments using
observations, integrated data sets, forecasts of seasonal
climate variability, and longer term model projections
(multiple chapters)
• Develop and apply frameworks for assessing the uses and limits
of current regional-scale information (multiple chapters)
Focus 5.3: Support policymaking by conducting comparative
analyses and evaluations of the socioeconomic and environmental
consequences of response options
• Improve stakeholder involvement in articulating and framing all
aspects of policy support activities including question formulation,
study design, and transparent review involving stakeholders
(Chapter 11)
• Strengthen capacity and conduct “If…, then…” scenario analyses
(Chapter 11 and through cooperation with CCTP)
• Develop and apply additional methods for integrated assessment
and comparative analyses (Chapters 9 and 11)

“Critical Dependencies”
and Approaches to Integration
The interdisciplinary research elements of CCSP partition the
overall Earth system and the issue of climate change into discrete
and manageable sets of research problems.While partitioning the
problem is necessary for both research and program management
purposes, it carries with it the potential to divert attention from
critical questions that are beyond the scope of the individual
research elements, instead emphasizing lower priority issues that
reside completely within a single research area.Thus, a key challenge
facing CCSP is engaging in integrated planning that “puts back
together” the pieces of the Earth system and fosters problem-driven
interdisciplinary research.This is especially true for “critical
dependencies,” topics for which progress in one research element is
only possible if related research is first completed in other areas.

within 2 years

CCSP will need to foster integration across research elements and
disciplines; among basic research and supporting activities such as
observations, modeling, and data management; in the development
of comprehensive climate models; and between participating
departments and agencies if it is to achieve its objectives.

“Critical Dependencies”
among the Research Elements
Scientifically, integration is essential for understanding how the
Earth system functions and will evolve in response to future forcing.
This is because of the inherent interconnectedness among
components of the Earth system. In particular, the existence of
feedback loops in the Earth system creates the need to work across
disciplinary boundaries. For some issues, it will be necessary to
coordinate and integrate across all of the CCSP program elements.
One example that illustrates how the different research elements
may help address a key uncertainty is given in Box 2-2, focused
on the question of the evolution of the global distribution of
atmospheric methane.
Because the components of the Earth system interact continuously,
research in one program element often has a critical dependency with
work in other elements. Critical dependencies can involve insights
from process studies, data flows, model components, and other
research and operational activities.
The most obvious set of critical dependencies is in the area of
observational data. In many cases, observations of the underlying
physical state of the Earth system (e.g., temperature, precipitation
history) are required before questions about climate or global
change can be addressed. Another example is information on land
cover and land use, which also forms the basis for many studies of
hydrology, biogeochemical cycling, and ecosystems research.
Chapters 3-9 describe both the inputs that each research element
needs from other program elements and the products that each
expects to produce to support goals in other research areas. A
challenge for CCSP will be to coordinate production of
information required to satisfy these critical dependencies so
that they meet requirements and are sequenced properly. CCSP
will coordinate development of implementation plans for the
research elements to meet this challenge. Box 2-3 lists
illustrative examples of “critical dependencies” from the research
elements.
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BOX 2-2

INTEGRATING ACROSS RESEARCH ELEMENTS
TO IMPROVE PROJECTIONS OF
METHANE EMISSIONS AND CONCENTRATIONS
In order to improve understanding of
current and projected atmospheric
concentrations of methane, it is essential
to integrate results obtained through the
different CCSP science elements.This
includes pulling together information on
the initial concentration, the sources of
additional emissions, the processes that
transport it, and the removal processes.
Each of the research elements will
contribute the following information:
• Atmospheric Composition.
Measurement of methane’s
distribution in the atmosphere is by
definition the starting point for
assessing the evolution of its future
concentrations. Since the major
removal process for methane from
the atmosphere is its oxidation by
hydroxyl (OH), assessment of the
distribution of OH, including its
spatial and temporal variation, is also
required.The inverse modeling that is
used to help infer source distributions
is also part of this research element.
• Climate Variability and Change.
The climate system circulates
methane from its source regions and
distributes it uniformly around the
globe. Climate also determines
temperature, which affects both
methane emissions and the rate at
which it is removed through oxidation
by OH (one of the more temperaturedependent reactions that affects
atmospheric composition).This

research element also provides
estimates of future changes in surface temperatures at high latitudes.
These estimates are important for
determining the likelihood that
methane tied up in the surface at
high latitudes could be released.
• Carbon Cycle. Although methane
is less abundant than carbon dioxide,
its contribution to atmospheric
radiative forcing is significant due to
its much greater radiative impact per
molecule. Carbon cycle studies
estimate the overall release and
uptake of methane, provide the
context necessary for interpreting
measurements and estimates of
methane release and removal, and
incorporate advanced understanding
of process controls on methane
uptake and release from the land and
oceans into carbon cycling models.
• Water Cycle.Water plays a crucial
role in helping to establish the
conditions under which methane is
emitted, and it also is a crucial
precursor to OH, which removes
methane from the atmosphere.
Water availability also affects the
magnitude and rate of emissions
from agricultural sources (e.g., rice
cultivation), landfills, and other
land-based sources.
• Land-Cover/Land-Use Change.
Some land uses are associated with
methane emissions. For example,

methane is emitted from rice
cultivation and natural wetlands, and
is removed from the atmosphere by
vegetation and soils. Improved
understanding of how land is used in
different locations, as well as how
land uses might change over time, is
crucial to estimating current and
projecting future emissions.
• Ecosystems.The production of
methane from biological processes
can be traced to microbial processes,
and the ecosystems research element
provides the knowledge base for
carrying out relevant studies of the
biology that underlies methane
production and its emission to the
atmosphere.
• Human Impacts. Methane is
emitted by many human activities,
including agricultural practices such
as raising livestock and growing rice,
waste disposal practices in landfills
and other sites, and the production
and transportation of coal, natural
gas, and oil.The amount of methane
emitted by these activities depends
on basic characteristics of the
emission processes as well as the
management practices that are
employed.These have changed and
will continue to change over time
and hence must be considered in
estimating current and projecting
future emissions.

Coordination of Research and
Supporting Activities

budget. Clearly, our nation’s effort to provide comprehensive,
integrated answers to the questions posed in this plan will require
integrated use of all such data and approaches.

Just as meeting CCSP objectives will require integration across the
research elements described in Chapters 3-9, so will it require
coordination and integration of the different approaches employed
by the scientific community in addressing these major challenges—
basic research, surface-based networks, field-based process studies,
global satellite observations, computational modeling, data
management, assessment, and decision support. It is worth
emphasizing that many of the surface-based networks and some of
the global satellite observations are carried out as part of operational
monitoring programs not previously considered as part of
USGCRP, and which may not even now be identified in the CCSP

Basic research provides the intellectual framework of the entire
global change research enterprise. From laboratory descriptions of
critical physical, chemical, and biological processes, to
determination of appropriate standards and calibration procedures,
to approaches for simulation, analysis, visualization, etc., of data,
research serves as the basis on which advances in observing and
modeling depend. It also includes the necessary social science and
related research that provides the data and models needed to
include effects of human inputs and response into the CCSP
program.
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BOX 2-3

SELECTED EXAMPLES OF CRITICAL DEPENDENCIES
TO BE SUPPORTED BY EACH RESEARCH ELEMENT
Chapter 3. Atmospheric
Composition
• Radiative forcing input parameters to
climate model simulations—
Climate Variability and Change
• Characterization of other
composition-climate processes (e.g.,
impact of aerosols on cloud formation
and precipitation)—Water Cycle
Chapter 4. Climate
Variability and Change
• Cloud/water vapor feedback processes
in the context of the coupled climate
system models—Water Cycle
• Environmental condition predictions/
estimates—Land-Use/Land-Cover
Change, Carbon Cycle, and Ecosystems
Chapter 5.Water Cycle
• Long-range prediction capability for
drought and flood risks (seasonal-tointerannual time scales)—
Climate Variability and Change
• Quantification of the potential
impact of changes in permafrost on
regional hydrology and the carbon
budget—Carbon Cycle

Chapter 6. Land-Use/
Land-Cover Change
• Analysis of the effects of historical
and contemporary land use on
carbon storage and release across
environmental gradients—
Carbon Cycle
• Quantification and projection of
possible drivers of land-use change for
a range of economic, environmental,
and social values—Ecosystems,
Carbon Cycle, and Human Contributions
and Responses
Chapter 7. Carbon Cycle
• Quantitative estimates of carbon
fluxes from managed and unmanaged
ecosystems in North America and
surrounding oceans, with regional
specificity—Water Cycle, Ecosystems,
Land-Use/Land-Cover Change, and
Climate Variability and Change
• Evaluation of the environmental
effects of mitigation options—
Ecosystems, Human Contributions and
Responses, and Land-Use/Land-Cover
Change

Surface-based monitoring networks provide a distributed, accurate, and
potentially high-frequency method for obtaining environmental data.
They also allow the network managers to concentrate observing
power in regions where it is most needed. As noted above, many of
these are managed as part of operational monitoring programs and do
not report as part of USGCRP.They also provide critical validation
information for satellite-derived observations.
Field-based process studies allow the combined use of surface-based
measurements and transportable platforms (ships, aircraft, balloons,
etc.), and also provide opportunities to define intermediate spatial
scales between the local scales best studied with surface-based
networks and the larger spatial scales typically observed with satellite
instruments. By virtue of being able to comprehensively sample a
large number of environmental variables associated with a particular
issue, they are excellent for providing data sets that can be used to
quantitatively test process models that ultimately support the
development of parameterizations that can be incorporated into
larger scale models.
Global satellite observations allow for frequent observations over most
if not all of the Earth’s surface, and allow one to make measurements

Chapter 8. Ecosystems
• Information about ecological inputs
to atmospheric composition through
greenhouse gas exchanges between
the atmosphere and ecosystems—
Atmospheric Composition
• Information about energy exchanges
between ecosystems and the
atmosphere for inclusion in general
circulation models—
Climate Variability and Change
• Analysis of effects of global change
on ecosystem goods and services—
Human Contributions and Responses
Chapter 9. Human Contributions
and Responses to
Environmental Change
• Improved modeling frameworks that
better link general circulation,
ecological, and economic models of
the agricultural and forestry sectors—
Water Cycle, Ecosystems, Land-Use/LandCover Change, and Climate Variability
and Change

in regions for which in situ data are not available. Successful
implementation of satellite observing programs requires validation
with surface-based networks and with more focused in situ
observations. Process representation in models will be derived from
knowledge gained in the field-based process studies. It is important
that research observations be integrated with those of operational
monitoring programs not traditionally considered part of
USGCRP.
Computational modeling provides a way in which information about
the potential future of one or more elements of the Earth system
can be expected to evolve, based on assumptions about naturally
occurring and human-induced forcings.The models to be used in
this way can be tested in a retrospective sense by comparing
observed data on Earth system evolution (obtained from surfaceand space-based observing systems as well as field-based process
studies) and the known forcings; conversely, the models can also be
used in an inverse set with the observations to infer present and
historical forcings. Computational models can also be integrated
with observational data in data assimilation systems to provide
accurate and geophysically (and increasingly biogeochemically)
consistent data sets of the distribution and fluctuations of key
25
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environmental variables.The assimilation process is also critical for
initializing the global models and for their evaluation.

problem formulation, analysis, characterization of consequences,
and communication of results.

Data management is a critically important CCSP component for two
reasons. First, it is necessary to provide active, long-term stewardship
for the large volumes and multiplicity of types and sources of data.
Second, it provides the means to distribute the data to a growing
group of users, going far beyond the traditional scientific research
community to the broader set of users who are making the policy
and resource management decisions.

Decision support is the set of processes that includes interdisciplinary
research, product development, communication, and operational
services that provide timely and useful information to address
challenges and questions confronting those who need to make policy
and/or resource management decisions. In addition to the emphasis
on the quality and robustness of scientific information for providing
decision support, there is typically a premium on timeliness,
resolution, comprehensiveness, and effective communication of levels
of scientific confidence and certainty.

Scientific assessment provides the opportunity for researchers to go
back and critically assess the status of their knowledge, sharpen the
questions they are trying to answer, then provide a “feedback loop”
to the research process so that the research of the future will
better identify and address key uncertainties and knowledge gaps.
Part of the assessment process may involve detailed study of the
observational data sets, process knowledge, or modeling systems
developed under CCSP to resolve discrepancies and competing
approaches. End-to-end assessment is broader in that it can involve
going back to the basic building blocks of a research area, assessing
status and progress, and then looking at the implications of the
results of this analysis for a variety of end states, including many
relevant decision support applications. Assessment used to support
decisions is an iterative analytic process that engages both
researchers and interested stakeholders in the evaluation and
interpretation of the interactions of natural and socioeconomic
systems.These assessments typically consist of four elements:

Models as Integrating Tools
Computational models are particularly important in integrating
our knowledge of the Earth system, providing both a quantitative
way of assessing the accuracy of the system and of projecting its
future evolution (see Figure 2-7). It is important that the models
used for projecting future conditions include the full range of
processes linking the Earth system’s components, and thus the
feedback processes that are so important in determining the
Earth’s behavior. Such models become complex, requiring the
integration efforts of large teams of scientists (both Earth system
scientists and computational scientists), and require significant
amounts of computing capability, together with human and
data resources for the archiving and distributing of their
results.
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Figure 2-7: The development
of climate models over the
last 25 years showing how the
different components are first
developed separately and
later coupled into
comprehensive climate
models. Source: IPCC (2001a).
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TABLE 2-1

Summary of Synthesis and Assessment Products – Topics to be Covered
CCSP GOAL 1

Extend knowledge of the Earth’s past and present climate and environment, including its natural variability, and improve
understanding of the causes of observed changes

within 2 years

Temperature trends in the lower atmosphere—steps for understanding and reconciling differences.

2-4 years

Re-analyses of historical climate data for key atmospheric features. Implications for attribution of causes of observed change.

within 2 years

CCSP GOAL 2

Past climate variability and change in the Arctic and at high latitudes.

Improve quantification of the forces bringing about changes in the Earth’s climate and related systems

within 2 years

Updating scenarios of greenhouse gas emissions and concentrations, in collaboration with CCTP. Review of integrated scenario
development and application.

2-4 years

Aerosol properties and their impacts on climate.

within 2 years
2-4 years

CCSP GOAL 3

North American carbon budget and implications for the global carbon cycle.

Trends in emissions of ozone-depleting substances, ozone layer recovery, and implications for ultraviolet radiation exposure and
climate change.
Reduce uncertainty in projections of how the Earth’s climate and related systems may change in the future

within 2 years

Climate models and their uses and limitations, including sensitivity, feedbacks, and uncertainty analysis.

2-4 years

Climate extremes including documentation of current extremes. Prospects for improving projections.

2-4 years
2-4 years

CCSP GOAL 4

Climate projections for research and assessment based on emissions scenarios developed through CCTP.
Risks of abrupt changes in global climate.

Understand the sensitivity and adaptability of different natural and managed ecosystems and human systems to climate and related
global changes

within 2 years

Coastal elevation and sensitivity to sea-level rise.

2-4 years

Relationship between observed ecosystem changes and climate change.

2-4 years
2-4 years
2-4 years
2-4 years
2-4 years

CCSP GOAL 5

State-of-knowledge of thresholds of change that could lead to discontinuities (sudden changes) in some ecosystems and climatesensitive resources.
Preliminary review of adaptation options for climate-sensitive ecosystems and resources.

Scenario-based analysis of the climatological, environmental, resource, technological, and economic implications of different
atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases.
State-of-the-science of socioeconomic and environmental impacts of climate variability.

Within the transportation sector, a summary of climate change and variability sensitivities, potential impacts, and response options.
Explore the uses and identify the limits of evolving knowledge to manage risks and opportunities related to climate variability and
change

within 2 years

Uses and limitations of observations, data, forecasts, and other projections in decision support for selected sectors and regions.

within 2 years

Decision support experiments and evaluations using seasonal-to-interannual forecasts and observational data.

within 2 years

Best-practice approaches for characterizing, communicating, and incorporating scientific uncertainty in decisionmaking.

These models should have a number of important attributes:
• They should adequately represent the state of the Earth system
and its prior evolution, in particular over the recent past, when
there is a more comprehensive set of observations with which to
compare the models and where better knowledge of the types
and amounts of naturally occurring and human-induced forcings
is available.
• They should be sufficiently comprehensive that they can be
applied confidently over the period of interest.This is particularly
crucial for longer simulations. For example, detailed representation
of the partitioning of carbon among the atmosphere, the ocean,
and terrestrial ecosystems will be crucial to representing

future distributions of atmospheric carbon dioxide and its
concomitant contribution to radiative forcing and climate
change. Human interactions must also be included in models
operating over time scales that are influenced by human
activities.The CCSP strategy for adding comprehensiveness to
these models is outlined in some detail in Chapter 10 of this
plan.
• They should be constructed to provide information at the
desired spatial resolution.
• They should be able to be run in sufficient number and in
sufficiently short time that their results can be provided to
scientific, policy, and decisionmaking users.
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Integration between and
among Agencies
Within CCSP, multiple agencies have responsibilities in a number of
the areas outlined above, so it is crucial that the agencies work
together to optimize results, minimize duplication, and capitalize on
their expertise, experience, and capabilities.The way in which this
will be done is outlined in detail in Chapter 16 for federal agencies,
while the relationship between U.S. and international activities is
discussed in Chapter 15.The details of the CCSP structure, including
the creation of interagency working groups, community-based science
steering groups, and management-level interactions within the
CCSP agencies and at higher levels are explained in Chapter 16.
In this section we note as examples some of the things that agencies
working together through CCSP will strive to do to assure the
necessary linkages between program elements:
• Make integrated use of infrastructure, especially for surfacebased networks, airborne campaigns, and ship-based expeditions,
to both reduce cost and maximize return by enhancing the
availability of integrated data sets
• Ensure common data formats and interoperable data systems so
that scientific, management, and policy-oriented data users can
integrate desired data sets with minimal difficulty
• Collaborate on calibration systems and relevant intercomparisons
to be sure that related observing capability can be consistently tied
to measurement activities and to recognized laboratory standards
• Integrate process-oriented, surface- and airborne-based studies
and network observations with calibration and validation activities
for satellite programs
• Develop integrated modeling frameworks that will enhance
opportunities for interchange of components and intercomparison
of model results (both with other models and with observations)
• Issue joint solicitations where the optimal way to engage the
research community in addressing issues of scientific importance.

Synthesis and Assessment Products
CCSP will provide a variety of synthesis and assessment products
on an ongoing basis as discussed.These products will support both
policymaking and adaptive management.The overall approach to
decision support is described in Chapter 11 of this plan.This section
integrates the earlier discussion in this chapter and summarizes the
synthesis and assessment products that CCSP will generate.
The 1990 Global Change Research Act provides the overall framework
for the conduct and management of the interagency research program
2“On

a periodic basis (not less frequently than every 4 years) the Council,
through the Committee, shall prepare and submit to the President and
the Congress an assessment which:
1) Integrates, evaluates, and interprets the findings of the Program and
discusses the scientific uncertainties associated with such findings
2) Analyzes the effects of global change on the natural environment,
agriculture, energy production and use, land and water resources,
transportation, human health and welfare, human social systems, and
biological diversity
3) Analyzes current trends in global change, both human-induced and
natural, and projects major trends for the subsequent 25 to 100 years.”
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on climate and global change, and Section 106 of the act defines
requirements for scientific assessments.2 To comply with the terms
of Section 106, CCSP will produce assessments that focus on a
variety of science and policy issues important for public discussion
and decisionmaking.The assessments will be composed of syntheses,
reports, and integrated analyses that CCSP will complete over the
next 4 years.The subjects to be addressed are listed in Table 2-1.
This approach takes account of the need for assessments on the full
range of issues spanning all CCSP objectives and will provide a
“snapshot” of knowledge of the environmental and socioeconomic
aspects of climate variability and change.The products will support
specific groups or decision contexts across the full range of issues
addressed by CCSP, and where appropriate, CCTP.
National policymaking focuses on many issues, but in this case
involves integrating information from forcings and climate response
to impacts and the costs and benefits of different response strategies.
Synthesis of scientific data and results with economic information,
demographic trends, technical specifications, etc., is essential for
producing useful information on responding to the challenges posed
by climate variability and change. How much information needs to
be integrated depends on the specific issue or question that is being
addressed and the type of decision that is being supported.
One highly important issue to be addressed at a national level is the
challenge of developing new technologies to reduce the projected
growth in greenhouse gas emissions.This requires integrating
information from the natural sciences, engineering, and the
economic and social sciences. CCSP will work closely with CCTP
in incorporating information on portfolios of different technologies
in evaluations of the implications of different response options
through “If…, then…” scenario analyses, integrated assessment, and
other approaches to comparative evaluation.This will facilitate
understanding needs for development of new technologies.
There are uncertainties associated with all of this information, so
when knowledge is integrated, information about the degree of
certainty/uncertainty associated with it must also be carried forward.
CCSP’s decision support activities will address this essential
requirement by communicating uncertainties in a manner appropriate
to the decision context. CCSP’s work program also includes
research to improve methods for taking account of uncertainty in
research and analysis, assessing the implications of uncertainty for
decisionmaking, and communicating uncertainty to different audiences.
The comprehensive structure of CCSP’s goals will help to ensure
that the program sponsors research and provides support for
decisionmaking on the full range of issues associated with variability
and change in climate and related systems.
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3

Atmospheric Composition

CHAPTER CONTENTS
Question 3.1:What are the climate-relevant
chemical, microphysical, and optical properties, and
spatial and temporal distributions, of human-caused
and naturally occurring aerosols?
Question 3.2:What are the atmospheric sources
and sinks of the greenhouse gases other than CO2
and the implications for the Earth’s energy balance?
Question 3.3:What are the effects of regional
pollution on the global atmosphere and the effects of
global climate and chemical change on regional air
quality and atmospheric chemical inputs to
ecosystems?
Question 3.4:What are the characteristics of the
recovery of the stratospheric ozone layer in response
to declining abundances of ozone-depleting gases and
increasing abundances of greenhouse gases?
Question 3.5:What are the couplings and feedback
mechanisms among climate change, air pollution, and ozone layer depletion, and their relationship
to the health of humans and ecosystems?
National and International Partnerships

The composition of the atmosphere—its gases and
particles—plays a critical role in connecting human welfare
with global and regional changes because the atmosphere
links all of the principal components of the Earth system.
The atmosphere interacts with the oceans, land, terrestrial
and marine plants and animals, and the frozen regions (see
Figure 3-1). Because of these linkages, the atmosphere is a
conduit of change. Emissions from natural sources and
human activities enter the atmosphere at the surface and
are transported to other geographical locations and often
higher altitudes. Some emissions undergo chemical
transformation or removal while in the atmosphere or
interact with cloud formation and precipitation. Some
natural events and human activities that change atmospheric
composition also change the Earth’s radiative (energy)
balance. Subsequent responses to changes in atmospheric
composition by the stratospheric ozone layer, the climate
system, and regional chemical composition (air quality)
create multiple environmental effects that can influence
human health and natural systems.

Atmospheric composition changes are indicators of many potential
environmental issues. Observations of trends in atmospheric
composition are among the earliest harbingers of global changes.
For example, the decline of the concentrations of ozone-depleting
substances, such as the chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), has been the
first measure of the effectiveness of international agreements to end
production and use of these compounds.
A principal feature of the atmosphere is that it acts as a long-term
“reservoir” for certain trace gases that can cause global changes.The
long removal times of some gases, such as carbon dioxide (CO2,
>100 years) and perfluorocarbons (PFCs, >1,000 years), imply that
any associated global changes could persist over decades, centuries,
and millennia—affecting all countries and populations.
An effective program of scientific inquiry relating to changes in
atmospheric composition must include two major foci.The first is a
focus on Earth system interactions: How do changes in atmospheric
composition alter and respond to the energy balance of the climate
system? What are the interactions between the climate system and
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Figure 3-1: Schematic of chemical and transport processes related to atmospheric composition. These processes link the atmosphere with other components
of the Earth system, including the oceans, land, and terrestrial and marine plants and animals.

stratospheric ozone? What are the effects of regional pollution on
the global atmosphere and the effects of global climate and chemical
change on regional air quality? The second is a focus on Earth system
and human system linkages: How is the composition of the global
atmosphere, as it relates to climate, ozone depletion, ultraviolet
radiation, and pollutant exposure, altered by human activities and
natural phenomena? How quantitative is the knowledge of the
major sources of emissions to the atmosphere? What are the
atmospheric composition changes that could affect human health
and natural ecosystems?

Most of the activities related to atmospheric composition research
are part of national and international partnerships, some of which are
noted at the end of this chapter. Such partnerships are necessitated
by the breadth and complexity of current issues and because the
atmosphere links all nations.The overall research approach is based
on the substantial body of knowledge and understanding available
from the work of many international scientists.The status of
understanding is reported as part of cooperative international
assessment activities (e.g., IPCC, 2001a,b,d;WMO,
1999,2003).

The overall research approach for understanding the role of atmospheric
composition is an integrated application of long-term systematic
observations, laboratory and field studies, and modeling, with periodic
assessments of understanding and significance to decisionmaking.

In looking ahead at what the specific policy-relevant information
needs associated with atmospheric composition will be, five broad
challenges are apparent, with goals and examples of key research
objectives outlined below.
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crystals in clouds also results in large uncertainties in the ability to
project climate changes (see Figure 3-2). More detail is needed
globally to describe the scattering and absorbing optical properties
of aerosols from regional sources and how these aerosols impact
other regions of the globe.

Question 3.1: What are the climate-relevant
chemical, microphysical, and optical properties, and
spatial and temporal distributions, of human-caused
and naturally occurring aerosols?

State of Knowledge

Illustrative Research Questions

Research has demonstrated that atmospheric particles (aerosols) can
cause a net cooling or warming tendency within the climate system,
depending upon their physical and chemical characteristics. Sulfatebased aerosols, for example, tend to cool, whereas black carbon (soot)
tends to warm the system (see Figure 3-2). In addition to these
direct effects, aerosols can also have indirect effects on radiative
forcing (e.g., changes in cloud properties).When climate models
include the effects of sulfate aerosol, the simulation of global mean
surface temperatures is improved. One of the largest uncertainties
about the net impact of aerosols on climate is the diverse warming
and cooling influences of the very complex mixture of aerosol types
and their spatial distributions. Further, the poorly understood
impact of aerosols on the formation of both water droplets and ice

The relationship of aerosols to climate change is complex because of
the diverse formation and transformation processes involving
aerosols (see Figure 3-3).This complexity underlies many of the
important research questions related to aerosols.
• What are the global sources (e.g., oceanic, land, atmospheric) of
particle emissions (e.g., black carbon/soot, dust, and organic
compounds), and their spatial and temporal variability?
• What are the regional and global sources of emissions of aerosol
precursor gases [e.g., sulfur dioxide (SO2), dimethyl sulfide
(CH3SCH3), ammonia (NH3), and volatile organic carbon
(VOC)]?
• What are the global distributions and optical characteristics of
the different aerosol components, and how do they directly and
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Figure 3-2: Schematic comparing several factors that influence Earth’s climate on the basis of their contribution to radiative forcing between 1750 and 2000.
Two principal categories of radiative forcing factors are the greenhouse gases and the combination of aerosols and clouds. The rectangular bars represent a
best estimate of the contributions of these forcings, some of which yield warming and some cooling, while the vertical line about the rectangular bars indicates
the range of estimates. A vertical line without a rectangular bar denotes a forcing for which no best estimate can be given owing to large uncertainties.
Scientific understanding of aerosol effects is very low, as shown on the horizontal axis. Source: IPCC (2001d). For more information, see Annex C.
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•
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indirectly (e.g., cloudiness changes) affect the radiative balance
of Earth’s atmosphere?
What are the processes that control the spatial and temporal
distributions and variability of aerosols and that modify aerosol
physical, chemical and optical properties during transport (see
Figures 3-1 and 3-3), and how well do models simulate these
processes and resulting spatial distributions?
What are the effects of changes in aerosol abundance and
composition on cloud formation and persistence, precipitation
amounts, and cloud radiative properties (see Chapter 5)?
How do aerosols and aerosol precursors emitted by aviation
affect cloudiness in the upper troposphere?
How do aerosols affect the chemical composition of the global
troposphere?
What are the abundances and sources of aerosols that affect
human health and natural ecosystems (see Chapters 8 and 9)?

Research Needs
Significant research is required to complete our understanding of
aerosols and their role in climate change processes.The representation
of aerosol properties and their distribution in the atmosphere is
highly complex.The needs outlined below describe important
future steps to improve our understanding:
• Expand the use of space-based, airborne, and ground-based
instruments and laboratory studies to provide better data for
aerosols containing sulfate, black carbon/soot, dust, or organic
compounds in the following areas:
– Distributions (primarily from space-based instruments) of
32
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aerosols and precursor gases over land and oceans and their
temporal variabilities
– The physical, chemical, and optical properties of anthropogenic
and natural aerosols
– The contributions of aerosols to Earth’s radiative balance.
Enhance field and laboratory studies of the processes that
influence aerosol distributions and characteristics, including
those involved in indirect (e.g., cloud) effects.
Improve comprehensive climate model simulations to estimate
aerosol-induced temperature changes and associated uncertainties,
and the direct and indirect effects of aerosols with an emphasis
on establishing bounds on the magnitude of the indirect effects.
Intensify efforts to determine the composition of organic
aerosols and develop simpler instruments for the characterization
and measurement of carbon-containing aerosols.
Establish realistic aerosol and precursor source-strength estimates
for specific aerosol compositions for the industrial era.
Improve aerosol chemistry and transport models and carry out
simulations for aerosol source-strength scenarios.
Make comprehensive comparisons of the geographic and height
dependence of simulated aerosol distributions and their radiative
characteristics with results from field and satellite data (e.g.,
with multi-wavelength polarimetric measurements), with an
emphasis on regions that can best test the reliability of current
model simulations (e.g., using the extensive North American
emissions database).
Assess aerosol abundances and variability in the paleoaerosol
record (e.g., ice, bog, and lake core data).
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These research needs are strongly linked to those of the Climate
Variability and Change (Chapter 4),Water Cycle (Chapter 5),
Land-Use/Land-Cover Change (Chapter 6), and Carbon Cycle
(Chapter 7) elements.

Milestones, Products, and Payoffs
• Improved description of the global distributions of aerosols and
their properties [2-4 years].
• Empirically tested evaluation of the capabilities of current models
to link emissions to (i) global aerosol distributions and (ii) the
chemical and radiative properties (and their uncertainties) of
aerosols [2-4 years]. Specific products and payoffs include:
– Better estimates of the radiative forcing of climate change for
different aerosol types and the uncertainties associated with
those estimates. Aspects of these capabilities will be addressed
in collaboration with the Climate Variability and Change
research element (Chapter 4).These results will contribute
to the preparation of Climate Change Science Program
(CCSP) climate projections as decision support resources.
– Better defined potential options for changing radiative
forcing within a short time, in contrast to the longer
response times associated with CO2 and other greenhouse
gases.The relatively short atmospheric residence times of
aerosols form the basis of these options.

BOX

• An estimate of the indirect climate effects of aerosols (e.g., on
clouds) that is improved beyond the estimate in the last
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change report (IPCC,
2001a) [2-4 years].
• Characterization of the impact of human activities and natural
sources on global and regional aerosol distributions [beyond 4
years].
• Better understanding and description of the physical and chemical processes (and their uncertainties) that form, transform, and
remove aerosols during long-range atmospheric transport
[beyond 4 years].

Question 3.2: What are the atmospheric sources
and sinks of the greenhouse gases other than CO2
and the implications for the Earth’s energy balance?

State of Knowledge

The increasing concentrations of chemically active greenhouse gases,
such as methane (CH4), tropospheric ozone (O3), nitrous oxide
(N2O), and halocarbons [e.g., CFCs, PFCs, hydrochlorofluorocarbons
(HCFCs), hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), and sulfur hexafluoride
(SF6)], represent primary contributions to the radiative forcing of
the climate system (see Figure 3-2).
Anthropogenic emissions of CO2 are
addressed in Chapter 7.Water vapor,
3-1
considered the most dominant greenhouse
gas (albeit as a feedback), is discussed as
part of the hydrological cycle (see
Chapter 5).
of constituents that affect the Earth’s
radiation budget, such as tropospheric
The natural and anthropogenic emissions
methane, ozone, and aerosols.
sources leading to the observed growth
rates of CH4 (the second-most influential
The global distributions of a limited
anthropogenic greenhouse gas) and N2O
number of atmospheric parameters
abundances are qualitatively understood
(including climatically relevant
but poorly quantified (e.g., the amount
parameters such as ozone and aerosols)
of CH4 emitted by rice agriculture).
and their variabilities will be obtained
Trends in tropospheric ozone (the thirdfrom satellite observations over long
most influential anthropogenic greenhouse
periods of time along with more
gas) are not well determined because
comprehensive suites of observations
they are driven by a mix of natural and
over briefer time periods. Satellite data
anthropogenic emissions, including CH4
recently obtained and to become
and regional pollutants such as the
available for the first time for methane,
reactive nitrogen oxides (NOx).The
tropospheric ozone, and tropospheric
atmospheric concentrations and sources
aerosols will be analyzed and interpreted
of the CFCs and HCFCs have been
in the context of global models and
well studied because of their role in
assimilation systems.
stratospheric ozone depletion. Some
important greenhouse gases are
The studies will provide an observationalremoved from the troposphere and
and model-based evaluation of the
stratosphere in reaction with the
radiative forcings associated with aerosol
hydroxyl radical (OH) (e.g., CH4, HFCs,
direct and indirect effects.These forcing
HCFCs) or by photolysis (e.g., N2O).
results will contribute to the CCSP
Reactions that remove a greenhouse gas
climate projections for research and
control its lifetime in the atmosphere
assessment.
and, hence, its contribution to radiative
forcing of climate.

ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION
FY04 CCRI Priority - Aerosols
The Climate Change Research Initiative
(CCRI) will leverage existing U.S.
Global Change Research Program
(USGCRP) research to address major
gaps in understanding climate change.
Uncertainties related to the effects of
aerosols on climate are large, with both
warming and cooling effects possible
depending on the nature and distribution
of the aerosol.
The CCRI will advance the understanding
of the distribution of all major types of
aerosols and their variability through time,
the different contributions of aerosols
from human activities, and the processes
by which the different contributions are
linked to global distributions of aerosols.
The CCRI will support research to
improve understanding of the processes
by which trace gases and aerosols are
transformed and transported in the
atmosphere. Studies of how atmospheric
chemistry, composition, and climate are
linked will be emphasized, including
those processes that control the abundance
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Illustrative Research Questions
Driven by the need to have a better predictive understanding of the
relationship between the emission sources of these radiatively active
gases and their global distributions and radiative forcing, several
questions continue to face the research community. More quantitative
information is needed to help answer these questions, which
include:
• What is the inventory of anthropogenic (i.e., energy, industry,
agriculture, and waste) and natural (e.g., ecosystems) emissions
sources of CH4 and N2O on global and regional scales (see
Chapters 7, 8, and 9)?
• What are the causes and related uncertainties of the observed
large variations in the growth rates of CH4 and N2O abundances?
• What are the global anthropogenic and natural (both biogenic
and lightning-related) sources of reactive nitrogen oxides, which
are precursors of troposphere ozone?
• How can paleorecords of greenhouse gases and climate variability
be used to understand the potential for future climate change
(see Chapter 4)?
• What are the trends in mid-tropospheric ozone, particularly in
the Northern Hemisphere, and how well can the trends be
attributed to known chemical and transport processes?
• How is the oxidative capacity of the atmosphere changing (e.g.,
OH abundances) and how do these changes affect the radiative
forcing impact of greenhouse gas emissions?
• How do changes in the abundance of a principal greenhouse gas
(e.g., CH4) cause a feedback that alters its lifetime or that of
another greenhouse gas (see Chapter 7)?
• How do the increasing abundances of greenhouse gases influence
the distribution of atmospheric water vapor and its feedback in
the radiative balance of the climate system (see Chapter 5)?

Research Needs
Field and laboratory studies, satellite observations, and diagnostic
transport/chemical modeling are needed to fully address these
questions. Examples of these activities are:
• Satellite, field, laboratory, and modeling studies to develop,
evaluate, and improve inventories of global emissions and the
potential for emission reductions for CH4, carbon monoxide
(CO), N2O, and NOx from anthropogenic and natural sources.
This need will be addressed in collaboration with the carbon
cycle research element (Chapter 7).
• Global monitoring sites to continue recording the growth rate of
CH4 and its variability.This need will be addressed in collaboration
with the Carbon Cycle research element (Chapter 7).
• Field and modeling studies to reduce the uncertainty in the airsea exchange rate of key gases (e.g., N2O, CH3SCH3, short-lived
halocarbons) over important regions of the world’s oceans.
• Satellite observations to provide estimates of global distributions
of tropospheric ozone and some of its precursors (e.g., NOx).
• Model studies to simulate past trends in tropospheric ozone to
improve the understanding of its contribution to radiative forcing
over the past ~50 years.
• Satellite and field studies to characterize how regional- and
continental-scale changes in ozone precursor emissions alter
global tropospheric ozone distributions, thereby providing tests
of and improvement in the representation of ozone-related
processes in models.
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• Laboratory studies to expand the quantitative descriptions of
tropospheric chemical processes, thereby facilitating the continued
development of reliable climate models.
• Field and model studies to quantify how changes in NOx, CH4,
CO, water vapor, and ozone could alter the abundance of the
hydroxyl radical, which controls the lifetime of many principal
greenhouse gases.

Milestones, Products, and Payoffs
• Observationally assessed and improved uncertainty ranges of the
radiative forcing of the chemically active greenhouse gases [2-4
years]. Aspects of this product will be addressed in collaboration
with the Climate Variability and Change research element
(Chapter 4) and those specifically related to CH4 and CO2 with
the Carbon Cycle research element (Chapter 7).These
improved ranges will be used in formulating future scenarios of
radiative forcing, which will be part of CCSP climate projections.
As a result, there will be a broader suite of choices (i.e., in
addition to CO2) for decisionmakers to influence anthropogenic
radiative forcing, particularly in coming decades.

Question 3.3: What are the effects of regional
pollution on the global atmosphere and the effects of
global climate and chemical change on regional air
quality and atmospheric chemical inputs to ecosystems?

State of Knowledge
Emissions from rapidly industrializing regions of the world have the
potential to impact air quality and ecosystem health in regions far
from the sources. Paleochemical data from ice cores and snow
document past perturbations and demonstrate that even remote
areas, such as Greenland, are influenced by worldwide emissions.
The anthropogenic contribution to the nitrogen cycle from fossilfuel combustion and fertilizer production now rivals in magnitude
the natural input from nitrogen-fixing organisms and lightning.This
additional nitrogen input to the biosphere illustrates how human
activities could have important consequences for ecosystem structure
and function.The importance of the effect of regional pollution on
global tropospheric chemistry has been recognized for some time.
Now, the importance of understanding the reverse effect—that of
global-scale transport of pollutants or global change on regional air
quality—is increasing. A well-recognized example is the enhancement
of background global ozone concentrations by anthropogenic
emissions.

Illustrative Research Questions
This emerging picture is shaping several questions of importance to
society. Some examples of these are as follows:
• What are the impacts of climate change and long-range transport
of regional air pollution on water resources, human health, foodproducing areas, and ecosystems (see Chapters 6, 8, and 9)?
• How do El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO)-related drought
and fires affect regional and global aerosol haze and air quality?
• How do interactions between the biogeochemical cycles of the
macronutrients (e.g., carbon and nitrogen) affect greenhouse gas
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abundances in the atmosphere and the radiative forcing of the
climate system (see Chapters 6 and 8)?
How do regional changes in atmospheric composition due to
biomass burning affect the abundances of greenhouse gases and
global nutrient cycles (see Chapters 6 and 8)?
How do the primary and secondary pollutants from the
world’s megacities and large-scale, non-urban emissions (e.g.,
agriculture, ecosystems, etc.) contribute to global atmospheric
composition?
What are, and what contribute to, North American “background”
levels of air quality—that is, what levels of pollution are beyond
national control?
What controls the long-range transport, accumulation, and
eventual destruction of persistent organic pollutants or the
long-range transport, transformation, and deposition of
mercury?

Research Needs
These questions are being addressed by measurements of key
tropospheric constituents from satellites, airborne platforms, and
surface sites. Model analyses and simulations are used to provide a
regional and global context for the measurement data set and to
address future scenarios. Near-term goals include the
following:
• Quantify North American inflow and outflow of reactive and
long-lived gases and aerosols using observations with increasing
spatial and temporal resolution and project future changes.
• Understand the balance between long-range transport and
transformation of pollutants.
• Build and evaluate models that couple the biogeochemical cycles
of elements with specific emphasis on carbon and nitrogen
compounds.
• Continue baseline observations of atmospheric composition over
North America and globally.
• Carry out a detailed global survey of vertically resolved
distributions of tropospheric ozone and its key precursor
species.
• Carry out studies with atmospheric chemistry models coupled
to general circulation models to improve the understanding of
the feedbacks between regional air pollution and global climate
change.

Milestones, Products, and Payoffs
• A simulation of the changes in the impacts of global tropospheric
ozone on radiative forcing over the past decade brought about
by clean air regulations [2-4 years]. Aspects of this product will
be addressed in collaboration with the Climate Variability and
Change research element (Chapter 4).
• Estimates of atmospheric composition and related processes to
be used in assessments of the vulnerability of ecosystems to
urban growth and long-range chemical transport [beyond 4
years]. Aspects of this product will be addressed in collaboration
with the Ecosystems research element (Chapter 8).
• An evaluation of how North American emissions contribute
to and influence global atmospheric composition [beyond
4 years].
• A 21st century chemical baseline for the Pacific region against
which future changes can be assessed [2-4 years].
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Question 3.4: What are the characteristics of the
recovery of the stratospheric ozone layer in response
to declining abundances of ozone-depleting gases and
increasing abundances of greenhouse gases?

State of Knowledge
The primary cause of stratospheric ozone depletion observed over
the last 2 decades is an increase in the concentrations of industrially
produced ozone-depleting chemicals (e.g., CFCs).The depletion has
been significant, ranging from a few percent per decade at mid-latitudes
to greater than 50 percent seasonal losses at high latitudes. Notable
is the annually recurring Antarctic ozone hole, as well as smaller,
but still significant, winter/spring ozone losses recently observed in
the Arctic. Reductions in atmospheric ozone levels lead to increased
exposure to ultraviolet radiation at the surface, which has harmful
consequences for plant and animal life, and human health. In response
to these findings, the nations of the world ratified the Montreal
Protocol on Substances That Deplete the Ozone Layer and agreed to phase
out the production of most ozone-depleting chemicals.
Ground-based and satellite measurements show that concentrations
of many of these compounds are now beginning to decrease in the
atmosphere (WMO, 1999,2003). As the atmospheric burden of
ozone-depleting chemicals falls in response to international efforts,
stratospheric ozone concentrations should begin to recover in coming
decades (see Figure 3-4). However, because of the ongoing changes
in atmospheric composition and climate parameters, which began
before the onset of stratospheric ozone depletion, the exact course and
timing of ozone recovery in the coming decades is not fully known.

Illustrative Research Questions
• How will changes in the atmospheric abundances of greenhouse
gases, such as CO2, N2O, and CH4, and the resulting changes in
the radiation and temperature balance (e.g., stratospheric cooling),
alter ozone-related processes in the stratosphere (see Chapter 7)?
• How will changes in physical climate parameters (e.g., stratospheric
winds and temperatures) affect the production and loss of
stratospheric ozone and how might these changes in ozone cause
a feedback that would alter climate parameters (see Chapter 4)?
• What are the ozone-depleting and radiative forcing properties of
the new chemicals chosen to be substitutes for the now-banned
ozone-depleting substances?
• How might climate change affect the abundances of very shortlived halocarbon gases of natural origin (e.g., from the oceans)
and their contribution to stratospheric ozone depletion?

Research Needs
Improving our understanding of the complex interaction between
the ozone layer and the climate system requires further investigations
of the processes that interconnect ozone, water vapor, reactive trace
constituents (notably chlorine and bromine compounds and reactive
nitrogen oxides), aerosols, and temperature. Research needs include
the following:
• Extend interagency and international satellite observations of
ozone trends, with an emphasis on detecting and attributing
ozone recovery.
35
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– The response of polar stratospheric cloud formation and
ozone-loss chemistry to trends in water vapor and temperature
in the stratosphere
– Stratospheric transport processes to better understand ozone
layer responses to climate change.
• Continue monitoring the trends in ultraviolet radiation,
particularly in regions of high radiation exposure and high
biological sensitivity.
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Milestones, Products, and Payoffs
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Figure 3-4: Schematic illustrating the estimated recovery of stratospheric
ozone in the coming decades. Observations show the decline of global
total ozone (top panel) and minimum values of total ozone over Antarctica
(lower panel) beginning in 1980. As the abundances of ozone-depleting
gases decline in the atmosphere, ozone values are expected to increase
and recover towards 1980 and earlier values. The estimated recovery of
ozone is shown based on predictions by several atmospheric models
which use different assumptions about the composition and meteorology of
the future stratosphere. The research needs as outlined in Section 3.4
address reducing the range of uncertainty in ozone recovery estimates.
Source: Adapted from WMO (2003). For more information, see Annex C.

• Continue global monitoring of the changes in the abundances of
ozone-depleting substances and their substitutes and assessing
compliance with the Montreal Protocol.
• Evaluate the impacts on stratospheric ozone and climate forcing
of proposed substitute gases with laboratory chemistry and
atmospheric models to provide early information to industry
prior to large investments in production.
• Maintain and expand measurements of the ozone vertical profile
throughout the troposphere and stratosphere in order to obtain
a more precise evaluation of the radiative forcing associated with
ozone and a more precise detection of stratospheric ozone
recovery.
• Use focused aircraft, balloon, and ground-based campaigns,
satellite data sets, and chemical transport modeling activities to
address:
– Cross-tropopause transport processes to better understand
the ozone-depleting role of the very short-lived (days to
months) halocarbon gases that have either been observed in
the atmosphere or are proposed for applications that may
lead to atmospheric release
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• Updated trends in ozone and surface ultraviolet radiation, analysis
of compliance with the provisions of the Montreal Protocol, and
model forecasts of ozone recovery [2-4 years].
• Improved quantitative model evaluation of the sensitivity of the
ozone layer to changes in atmospheric transport and composition
related to climate change [2-4 years].
• Contribute new findings to the 2006 update of the international
scientific assessment of stratospheric ozone depletion [2-4 years].
– This sixth in the series of “operational” products of the ozone
science community is key to addressing accountability with
respect to ozone depletion—namely, is the outcome expected
from international actions being observed?

Question 3.5: What are the couplings and feedback
mechanisms among climate change, air pollution,
and ozone layer depletion, and their relationship to
the health of humans and ecosystems?

State of Knowledge
This question is intended to underscore the explicit need to better
understand the relationships that exist between research issues that
historically have been treated separately. Understanding the potential
consequences of changes in atmospheric composition cuts across a
range of important societal issues and scientific disciplines.
Atmospheric composition links climate change, air quality, and
ozone depletion with human and ecosystem health.The links involve
physical processes and feedback mechanisms—some of which are
newly recognized and most of which require further study.
Understanding these connections is important for understanding
climate change on regional and global scales. For example, research
has demonstrated that stratospheric ozone depletion not only causes
increased exposure to ultraviolet radiation at the surface, but also
exerts a cooling influence on the global climate. Conversely, climaterelated changes may cool the lower stratosphere and increase ozone
layer depletion in polar regions.Tropospheric ozone, of concern
primarily as a component of smog, is not only a local health risk,
but also exerts a warming influence on the global climate.
Emissions of SO2 from fossil-fuel combustion not only lead to the
formation of acid rain, but also contribute to sulfate-aerosol haze,
which exerts a cooling influence on the global climate system.
It is clear that these issues, which initially may have been treated
separately by scientists and policymakers, now require a more
integrated approach that addresses multiple sources, stresses, and
impacts (NASA, 2002).
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Illustrative Research Questions
• How do changes in the anthropogenic emissions of NOx, CO,
and VOCs affect the abundance of CH4 and ozone on regional
and global scales (see Chapters 7 and 9)?
• How is air quality affected by changes in climate and weather
patterns—for example, changes in ozone resulting from a
change in cloudiness, temperature, precipitation, etc. (see
Chapter 4)?
• How do the regional and global radiative forcings of aerosols
respond to changes in aerosol precursor gases (e.g., sulfur gases,
ammonia, and VOCs)?
• What are the common stresses that climate change, ozone layer
depletion, and regional air quality exert on humans and
ecosystems and do these stresses interact synergistically (see
Chapters 8 and 9)?

Research Needs
Research needs, in addition to those given in Sections 3.1 to 3.4,
linking atmospheric composition issues to the health of humans and
ecosystems are:
• Build and evaluate diagnostic/prognostic models of the coupled
climate, chemistry, transport, and ecological systems at the
local, regional, and global scales.This need will be addressed
in part by products of the Ecosystems research element
(Chapter 8).
• Identify and quantify how ecosystems are affected by human
activities that change the chemical composition of the
atmosphere.
• Build and evaluate models that efficiently represent the behavior
of biogeochemical systems and link these models with
decisionmaking frameworks.
• Carry out multiple-issue state-of-understanding scientific
assessments, in partnership with a spectrum of stakeholders and
with the aim of characterizing integrated “If…, then…”
options.

Milestones, Products, and Payoffs
• Strengthened processes within the national and international
scientific communities providing for integrated evaluations of
the impacts on human health and ecosystems caused by the
intercontinental transport of pollutants, the impact of air
pollutants on climate, and the impact of climate change on air
pollutants [2-4 years].The evaluations will be useful in
developing integrated control strategies to benefit both regional
air quality and global climate change, and the local attainment
of air quality standards [2-4 years]. Aspects of this product will
be addressed in collaboration with the Climate Variability and
Change (Chapter 4), Carbon Cycle (Chapter 7), and Human
Contributions and Responses (Chapter 9) research elements.
• In 2006, the U.S. atmospheric research community will produce
the first State of the Atmosphere report that describes and interprets
the status of the characteristics and trends associated with
atmospheric composition, ozone layer depletion, temperature,
rainfall, and ecosystem exposure (see Chapters 12 and 13)
[2-4 years].
• Diagnostic/prognostic models of the coupled climate, chemistry/
transport, and ecological systems [beyond 4 years].
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National and International Partnerships
The Atmospheric Composition research focus is linked via cooperation,
co-planning, and joint execution to several national and international
planning and coordinating activities. A few examples follow:
• Interagency Programs: Joint planning [e.g., with the
National Aerosol-Climate Interactions Program (NACIP)] is a
principal strategy for achieving CCSP objectives.
• Committee on Environment and Natural Resources Air Quality Research Subcommittee (AQRS): Joint
research is conducted on the global/continental scales within
the CCSP and on the regional/local scales within the AQRS
(e.g., global influences on the “natural background” of air
pollutants and linkages with the stakeholders via the AQRS).
• International Global Atmospheric Chemistry (IGAC):
IGAC, a core project of the International Geosphere-Biosphere
Programme, coordinates several international projects focused
on the chemistry of the global troposphere and its impact on the
Earth’s radiative balance (e.g., the new Intercontinental
Transport and Chemical Transformation project, involving
Asian, North American, and European researchers).
• Surface Ocean-Lower Atmosphere Study (SOLAS):
SOLAS, a new core project of the International GeosphereBiosphere Programme, will coordinate several international
projects focused on the exchange of climate-relevant gases and
particles between the troposphere and oceans.
• World Climate Research Programme/Stratospheric
Processes and their Role in Climate (WCRP/SPARC):
SPARC coordinates international cooperation in research on
climate-related aspects of stratospheric science, including efforts
aimed at understanding long-term trends in the composition of
the stratosphere and upper troposphere.
• International Assessments: Atmospheric composition and its
role in the radiative forcing of climate and ozone depletion is a
key component of
international
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Climate Variability and Change

CHAPTER CONTENTS
Question 4.1:To what extent can uncertainties in
model projections due to climate system feedbacks
be reduced?
Question 4.2: How can predictions of climate
variability and projections of climate change be
improved, and what are the limits of their
predictability?
Question 4.3:What is the likelihood of abrupt
changes in the climate system such as the collapse
of the ocean thermohaline circulation, inception of
a decades-long mega-drought, or rapid melting of
the major ice sheets?
Question 4.4: How are extreme events, such as
droughts, floods, wildfires, heat waves, and
hurricanes, related to climate variability and change?
Question 4.5: How can information on climate
variability and change be most efficiently developed,
integrated with non-climatic knowledge, and
communicated in order to best serve societal needs?
National and International Partnerships

Climate variability and change profoundly influence social
and natural environments throughout the world, with
consequent impacts on natural resources and industry that
can be large and far-reaching. For example, seasonal-tointerannual climate fluctuations strongly affect the success
of agriculture, the abundance of water resources, and the
demand for energy, while long-term climate change may
alter agricultural productivity, land and marine ecosystems,
and the resources that these ecosystems supply. Recent
advances in climate science are beginning to provide
information for decisionmakers and resource managers to
better anticipate and plan for potential impacts of climate
variability and change. Further advances will serve the
nation by providing improved knowledge to enable more
scientifically informed decisions across a broad array of
climate-sensitive sectors.
Climate research has indicated that, globally, it is very likely
that the 1990s were the warmest decade in the instrumental
record, which extends back to the 1860s (see Figure 4-1);
large climate changes can occur within decades or less, yet

last for centuries or longer; and the increase in Northern Hemisphere
surface temperatures during the 20th century likely exceeds the
natural variability of the past 1,000 years (IPCC, 2001a,d). Placing
instrumental records in the context of longer term variability
through paleoclimate analyses has played a key role in these findings.
Moreover, observational evidence together with model simulations
incorporating a comprehensive suite of natural and anthropogenic
forcings indicate that “…the changes observed over the last several
decades are likely mostly due to human activities, but we cannot rule
out that some significant part of these changes is also a reflection of
natural variability” (see Figure 4-2) (NRC, 2001a). All climate models
used in the most recent Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) assessment project that global mean temperatures will continue
to increase in the 21st century and will be accompanied by other
important environmental changes, such as sea-level rise, although
the magnitudes of the projected changes vary significantly depending
on the specific models and emissions scenarios (IPCC, 2001a,d).
Climate research has also significantly advanced our knowledge of
the temporal and spatial patterns of climate variability. Substantial
improvements in our ability to monitor the upper tropical Pacific
39
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Figure 4-1: Top Panel: Changes in the Earth’s surface temperature over the period of direct temperature measurements (1860–2000). The departures from
global mean surface temperature are shown each year by the red bars (with very likely ranges as thin black lines) and approximately decade-by-decade by
the continuous red line. Bottom Panel: Proxy data (year-by-year blue line with very likely ranges as gray band, 50-year-average purple line) merged with the
direct temperature measurements (red line) for the Northern Hemisphere. The proxy data consist of tree rings, corals, ice cores, and historical records that
have been calibrated against thermometer data. Source: IPCC (2001d). For more information, see Annex C.

Ocean now provide the world with an “early warning” system that
shows the development and evolution of El Niño-Southern Oscillation
(ENSO) events as they occur.This improved observational system,
together with an increased understanding of the mechanisms that
produce ENSO, has led to useful climate forecasts at lead times of up
to several months.This developing capability has given the world an
unprecedented opportunity to prepare for and reduce vulnerabilities
to the impacts of ENSO, and thereby provided direct social and
economic benefits as returns on climate science investments.
Research supported by the U.S. Global Change Research Program
(USGCRP) has played a leading role in these scientific advances,
40

which have provided new climate information to help society better
anticipate and prepare for potential effects of climate variability
and change.While progress in this area has been impressive, there
still remain many unresolved questions about key aspects of the
climate system, including some that have enormous societal and
environmental implications. For example, we are just beginning to
understand how climate variability and change influence the local
and regional occurrence and severity of extreme events such as
hurricanes, floods, droughts, and wildfires. In many parts of the
world, including the United States, such events are tied to ENSO
variability, which has undergone significant changes in the past,
perhaps in response to relatively subtle changes in forcing. A better
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phenomena, but in many instances are still quite poor.We have yet
to obtain confident estimates of the likelihood of abrupt climate
transitions, although such events have occurred in the past (NRC,
2002). Perhaps most fundamentally, we do not yet have a clear
understanding of how these natural climate variations may be
modified in the future by human-induced changes in the climate,
particularly at regional and local scales, and how emerging
information about such changes can be used most effectively to
evaluate the vulnerability and sustainability of human and natural
systems (see, e.g., Figure 4-3).
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The transformation of knowledge gained from climate research into
information that is useful for societal decisions presents many
challenges, as well as significant new opportunities.The process of
understanding climate impacts and using climate information
requires a detailed understanding of the interactions of climate,
natural systems, and human institutions.Thus, to obtain maximum
benefits from advances in knowledge of climate variability and
change, it will be essential to forge new relationships between the
climate research community, social scientists, and the rapidly
expanding base of public and private sector users of climate
information. For continued progress over the next decade, research
on climate variability and change will focus on answering two
overarching questions:
• How are climate variables that are important to human and
natural systems affected by changes in the Earth system resulting
from natural processes and human activities?
• How can emerging scientific findings on climate variability and
change be further developed and communicated in order to
better serve societal needs?
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Providing decision-relevant answers to these questions will require
a research infrastructure that includes: a sustained, long-term
observing system of a quality necessary for climate research and
assessments (Chapter 12); a highly focused and adequately funded
modeling activity to analyze and integrate climate observations and
support climate predictions and projections (Chapter 10); and a
research-based infrastructure to develop partnerships among climate
scientists, other natural scientists (e.g., biologists), social scientists,
and public/private-sector decisionmakers to accelerate the production
and applications of climate knowledge (Chapter 11). In addition,

Figure 4-2: Climate model simulations of the Earth’s temperature variations
compared with observed changes for (a) natural forcing due to solar
variations and volcanic activity; (b) anthropogenic forcing from greenhouse
gases and an estimate of sulfate aerosols; and (c) both natural and
anthropogenic forcing included. The model results show that the forcings
included are sufficient to explain the observed changes, but do not exclude
the possibility that other forcings may also have contributed. Source: IPCC
(2001d). For more information, see Annex C.

understanding of ENSO behavior under different climate states is
therefore needed.
We have also identified several major recurrent natural patterns of
climate variability other than ENSO, but do not yet know to what
extent they are predictable. Our predictive capabilities at local and
regional scales show promise in some regions and for some

Figure 4-3: Wind-blown dust buried farms and equipment, killed livestock,
and caused human death and misery during the Dust Bowl drought of the
1930s. Source: Monthly Weather Review, June 1936 (courtesy NOAA).
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coordinated research management will be required to ensure a
broad-based and collaborative research program spanning academic
institutions, government and private laboratories, and public and
private sector expertise, to sustain research into climate variability
and change and to provide advanced graduate and post-doctoral
training for the next generation of scientists (Chapter 16).
In developing a research strategy, it is vital to recognize that the
problems of climate variability and change are intrinsically connected:
for example, regional impacts of climate change will depend
directly on the variability of the global climate system. Moreover,
future climate variability (e.g., frequency of ENSO events) will
depend in part on changes in the mean climate.Therefore, problems
of climate variability and change cannot be cleanly separated, and
the success of understanding each will require improved
understanding of both.The overall scientific strategy described in
this chapter includes:
• Carefully designed, implemented, and managed observing
system elements that will directly improve our knowledge of
the climate system and will drive improvements in climate
models
• Systematic, ongoing programs of climate data collection,
integration, and analysis
• Process studies to elucidate critical processes that govern the
climate system, but which in many cases are poorly understood
and modeled
• Building a research infrastructure, such as the Earth System
Modeling Framework, that supports collaborations among climate
scientists and climate modeling centers
• Improving capabilities to assess climate information needs and to
provide needed information to decisionmakers at local, regional,
and national levels.
Advances will require improvements in paleoclimatic data as well as
modern observational data systems, because in general the latter
have been present for too short a time to extract robust features of
climate variability on decadal or longer time scales. For example, in
the Arctic, few climate stations have records extending back beyond
50 years, but paleoenvironmental analyses indicate that both the
magnitude and spatial extent of 20th century Arctic warming may
be unprecedented over the past 400 years. Paleoclimatic analyses
also reveal the occurrence of decades-long mega-droughts at lower
latitudes, including large portions of the United States (NRC,
2002).
The Climate Variability and Change research element will play a
central integrating role in the Climate Change Science Program
(CCSP). As indicated by the numerous linkages, the Climate
Variability and Change research element will provide the array of
advanced climate prediction and projection products that the other
CCSP elements will utilize.This can be achieved only through the
continued development of core climate system models that integrate
the observational, analytical, and specialized modeling capabilities
planned within the other CCSP elements, in order to provide
improved information necessary to respond to the scientific and
decisionmaking needs of the overall program.The overarching
questions in the areas of climate variability and change can be
addressed most effectively by focusing attention on five key science
questions and their associated research objectives, as described below.
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Question 4.1:To what extent can uncertainties in
model projections due to climate system feedbacks
be reduced?

State of Knowledge
Climate system feedbacks, such as from clouds, water vapor,
atmospheric convection, ocean circulation, ice albedo, and vegetation,
produce large uncertainties in climate change projections by
modulating the direct response to radiative perturbations that result
from changing greenhouse gas concentrations, solar variability, or
land-cover changes. State-of-the-art climate models exhibit a large
range in the cumulative strengths of these feedbacks, with major
U.S. models used in recent IPCC assessments lying at nearly the
opposite ends of this range (IPCC, 2001a). A key issue for climate
science is the extent to which the range in model projections resulting
from the differences in climate system feedbacks can be quantified
and reduced. Important feedbacks include relatively fast processes
on time scales of minutes to months (e.g., clouds and turbulent
ocean mixing). Such rapid processes also affect models used for
seasonal-to-interannual climate predictions, which can be used as
effective test beds for research in this area.
All major U.S. climate models fail to accurately simulate certain
climate system processes and their associated feedbacks in response
to natural or anthropogenic perturbations.The oceans store and
transport energy, carbon, nutrients, salt, and freshwater on multiple
time scales and help to regulate and determine climate changes on a
continuum of time scales.Yet some critical ocean phenomena,
including ocean mixing and large-scale circulation features that
determine the rate of storage and transport, remain as key challenges
to understand, assess, and model. Other critical processes that are
inadequately represented in climate models include atmospheric
convection, the hydrological cycle, and cloud radiative forcing
processses. Although observed changes in incoming solar radiation, a
natural climate forcing, are small relative to changes in net radiative
forcing by greenhouse gases (IPCC, 2001a,b), there is some evidence
that feedbacks within the climate system may magnify otherwise
weak solar variability. In spite of many research efforts over the past
several decades and longer, the physical processes responsible for
such feedbacks remain uncertain.
The cumulative effect of these processes influences the magnitude,
rate, and spatial distributions of the climate response to natural or
anthropogenic forcing. Modeling deficiencies are related both to
limits in understanding the physics of the climate system and
insufficient fine-scale treatment of the key processes.They contribute
to uncertainties in projections of climate change, and thereby hinder
the development of adequate response strategies and formulation of
environmental and energy policies. High-priority research will
focus on several sub-questions:
• 4.1.1—What are the key climate system feedbacks that determine
the transient and equilibrium responses for a specified radiative
forcing?
• 4.1.2—How and to what extent can uncertainties in these
feedbacks be quantified?
• 4.1.3—How sensitive are climate change projections to various
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strategies for limiting changes in anthropogenic forcing, such as
by enhancing biogeochemical sequestration or changing land use
and cover?
• 4.1.4—How can satellite, instrumental, and paleoclimatic
observations of the Earth’s past variations in climate be used to
quantify and reduce uncertainties in feedbacks and provide
bounds for the major elements of climate change projections for
the next century?
• 4.1.5—To what extent are climate changes as observed in
instrumental and paleoclimate records related to volcanic and
solar variability, and what mechanisms are involved in producing
climate responses to these natural forcings?
• 4.1.6—How may information about climate sensitivity and
feedbacks be used to develop effective strategies for the design
and deployment of observational systems?

Research Needs
U.S. research into climate forcing, feedbacks, and sensitivity is
conducted at a few major modeling centers, federal and private
laboratories, and universities.The intellectual quality of the research
is outstanding, with many new and innovative ideas for model
development and applications. However, the infrastructure and the
observational data are currently inadequate to implement and
evaluate these ideas cooperatively among the various modeling
groups. Steps are being taken to address these deficiencies, but
more must be done.
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trend analyses, process research, and model development and testing
(see also Question 4.2 and Chapter 12). Moreover, incorporation of
observational data into modeling through improved data assimilation
methods and more advanced models will address the reliability and
uncertainties of these frameworks as well as facilitate the design of
observing networks.
Further modeling research is required to improve simulations of
seasonal-to-interannual variability in global models used for climate
projections and to apply these models to improve seasonal-tointerannual climate predictions. Because many of the most important
effects of global change will be felt at regional to local scales,
improved capabilities of the global models to simulate and predict
seasonal-to-interannual variability at these scales will be important
both for validating the credibility of the models and building
confidence among decisionmakers regarding the use of these models
in global change projections.
A new research mode for accelerating improvements in climate
models will be tested and evaluated with Climate Process and
Modeling Teams (CPTs, see Box 4-1). CPTs are intended to
complement rather than replace single investigators or other
collaborative research on climate sensitivity and feedbacks. Pilot
CPTs will begin in FY2003-2004.

Milestones, Products, and Payoffs
Products

In order to optimize modeling resources and enable meaningful
collaborations among modelers, it is necessary to develop and
maintain a common and flexible infrastructure at the major modeling
centers. By adopting common coding standards and system software,
researchers will be able to test ideas at any of the major modeling
centers, and the centers themselves will be able to easily exchange
parameterizations as well as entire modules so that all groups benefit.
The CCSP-supported Earth System Modeling Framework is an
important start in this direction.
Additional infrastructure needs include: continuing enhancements
of computational resources to keep pace with increasing model
complexity (e.g., chemistry, biology); higher resolution, multi-century
climate model simulations run from many different initial states
(i.e., as ensembles) to help understand climate variability and change
of the 18th, 19th, and 20th centuries and quantify probabilities of
future climate events; additional software engineers for developing
and managing model codes and building common and flexible
infrastructure; and modeling center outreach scientists to aid and
enable collaborations with external researchers. Benefits will
include more efficient and rapid transfer of research results into
applications, thereby achieving savings in human resource and dollar
costs (Chapter 10).
Climate research also requires sustained, high-quality environmental
observations. Long-term climate observing systems (e.g., ARGO
floats and ocean profilers, aerosol-radiation-cloud observatories),
satellite data, retrospective data (instrumental and paleoclimatic),
field observations, and increased fidelity of current operational data
streams and improved reanalyses of historical data will all be needed
to produce data sets designed for climate change detection studies,

• Refined estimates of the role of climate feedback processes in
affecting climate sensitivity and improvements in their
representation in climate models, leading to a narrowing of the
range of climate model projections (Questions 4.1.1 and 4.1.2)
[2-4 years and beyond].
– For cloud and water vapor feedbacks, the Water Cycle
research element will provide theoretically based cloudresolving models, mesoscale models of cloud processes,
cloud/precipitation process research, cloud energy budgets,
and satellite data sets (e.g., CloudSat).The Climate
Variability and Change research element will be responsible
for cloud/water vapor feedback processes in the context of
the coupled climate system models (e.g., the use of cloudresolving models to test cloud parameterizations in climate
models).
• Improved estimates of the climate response to different emissions
[e.g., carbon dioxide (CO2), aerosols, black soot] and land-use
scenarios (Question 4.1.3) [2-4 years and beyond].
– The capabilities of current climate models to link emissions
to global atmospheric distributions of concentrations of
pollution, including the chemical and heating and cooling
properties of embedded atmospheric aerosols, will be
addressed in cooperation with the Atmospheric Composition
research element, as will assessments of the ability of the
models to simulate observed radiative forcing of chemically
active greenhouse gases, including improved uncertainty
ranges. Aspects of this research will also be conducted
cooperatively with the Land-Use/Land-Cover Change
research element.
• New and improved climate data products, including: assimilated
data from satellite retrievals and other remotely sensed and in
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BOX 4-1

CLIMATE VARIABILITY AND CHANGE
FY04 CCRI Priority - Cloud and
Water Vapor Feedbacks and Ocean
Circulation and Mixing Processes
The Climate Change Science Program
will address targeted climate processes
known to be responsible for large
uncertainties in climate predictions and
projections. A new paradigm for
conducting the research—Climate
Process and Modeling Teams—will be
used and evaluated.

as the climate warms. However, scientists
know neither how the amounts and
distributions of water vapor and clouds
will change as the total water vapor in
the atmosphere changes, nor how the
associated changes in radiative forcing
and precipitation will affect climate.
Improved representation of the distribution
of and processes involving water vapor
in climate models is therefore critical to
improving climate change projections.

Important processes that are inadequately
represented in climate models include
atmospheric convection, the hydrological
cycle, and clouds and their net radiative
forcing.Water vapor is the most important
of the greenhouse gases, and clouds
affect both vertical heating profiles and
geographic heating patterns. Results
from climate models suggest that there
will be an overall increase in water vapor

Ocean mixing plays a pivotal role in
climate variability and change, and is a
primary source of uncertainty in ocean
climate models.The highly energetic
eddies of the ocean circulation are not
well resolved and cannot be sustained
for the multiple thousands of years of
simulations required to assess coupled
climate sensitivity.This leaves the problem
of parameterization of eddy fluxes as a

situ data for model development and testing; consistent and
regularly updated reanalysis data sets suitable for climate studies;
centuries-long retrospective and projected climate system
model data sets; high-resolution data sets for regional studies
[e.g., Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) site data to
initialize and evaluate cloud-resolving models]; and assimilated
aerosol, radiation, and cloud microphysical data for areas with
high air pollution, such as urban centers throughout the world
(Question 4.1.4) [2-4 years and beyond].
– Some of these data will be collected, quality-controlled, and
integrated in cooperation with the Atmospheric Composition
and Water Cycle research elements, and will support these
and the Carbon Cycle research element.
• Increased understanding and confidence in attribution of the
causes of recent and historical changes in the climate (Questions
4.1.4 and 4.1.5) [2-4 years and beyond].
– The Atmospheric Composition research element will provide
emission and atmospheric concentration data and the LandUse/Land-Cover Change research element will provide
historical land-use change time series and land-use scenarios.
Selected Climate Variability and Change data and analyses
will be provided for the Atmospheric Composition research
element’s assessment of the impacts of tropospheric ozone
on radiative forcing brought about by clean air regulations
enacted during the last decade.
• Targeted paleoclimatic time series as needed, for example, to
establish key time series of observations and natural forcing
mechanisms as benchmarks of climate variability and change
(Question 4.1.5) [2-4 years and beyond].
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key issue for improving coupled model
simulations.
Accelerating improvements in climate
models requires coordinated observational,
process, and modeling programs by
teams of scientists—that is, CPTs, an
approach first proposed by U.S. CLIVAR
(a complete description of CPTs can be
found on its website,
<http://www.usclivar.org>). CPTs
will rapidly identify, characterize, and
ultimately reduce uncertainties in climate
model projections as well as determine
observational requirements for critical
processes. For problems that are generic
to all climate models (e.g., cloud
processes and ocean mixing), the CPTs
will consist of teams of climate process
researchers, observing system specialists,
and modelers working in partnership
with designated modeling centers.

• Improved effectiveness of global and regional observing systems,
including deployment of new systems and re-deployment of
existing systems, based on guidance provided by modeled climate
sensitivities and feedbacks (Question 4.1.6) [2-4 years and beyond].
• Policy-relevant information on climate sensitivities and the
uncertainties in climate model projections due to climate
system feedbacks, in support of the IPCC and other national and
international assessments (all 4.1 questions) [2-4 years and beyond].

Payoffs
• More efficient and rapid transfer of research results into
applications [2-4 years and beyond].
• Increased confidence in estimates of the global and regional
manifestations of future changes in climate [beyond 4 years].

Question 4.2: How can predictions of climate
variability and projections of climate change be
improved, and what are the limits of their
predictability?

State of Knowledge
One of the major advances in climate science over the past decade
has been the recognition that much of climate variability is associated
with a relatively small number of recurrent spatial patterns, or
climate modes.These include, in addition to ENSO, the North
Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), the northern and southern hemisphere
annular modes (NAM, SAM), Pacific Decadal Variability (PDV),
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The extent to which skillful regionally specific climate predictions
and climate change projections can be provided is an issue of
fundamental practical importance.Various approaches have been
proposed, including high-resolution global models, nested globalregional models, probabilistic information derived from ensembles
with either individual or multiple climate models, and statistical
downscaling. Much additional work is required to determine optimal
methods and the feasibility of downscaling climate information to
regional-to-local levels. Here, research on short-term climate
variability (e.g., due to ENSO) can provide valuable insights.
Developing capabilities to reproduce regional manifestations of
interannual climate variability in climate models will also be crucial
for establishing credibility with scientists and decisionmakers
regarding longer term climate change scenarios (see, e.g., Figure 4-4).

Tropical Atlantic Variability (TAV), the Tropical Intra-Seasonal
Oscillation (TISO), and monsoon systems. At present, there is
limited understanding of the physical mechanisms that produce and
maintain natural climate modes, the extent to which these modes
interact, and how they may be modified in the future by humaninduced climate changes.These limitations in knowledge introduce
major uncertainties in climate predictions, climate change projections,
and estimates of the limits of climate predictability, especially for
regional climate (see also Question 4.1).They directly hinder our
capabilities to address many of the “If…, then…” questions posed
by decisionmakers.
Simulations of past climate conditions for which forcing estimates
have been obtained provide an effective and practical means for
assessing the scientific credibility of climate models.They enable
detailed investigations of whether climate models realistically
reproduce past climate states and responses in key environmental
variables, such as sea level.They may also be used to evaluate how
well the models simulate the various naturally recurring modes of
climate variability. Process research that includes enhanced and
extended observations—such as over the Pacific, Atlantic, and
Indian Oceans basins and adjacent land and ice regions—provides a
critical means for evaluating physical mechanisms and feedbacks,
validating models, and assessing the corresponding effects on
regional climate.

High priority research will seek to answer the following questions:
• 4.2.1—How can advances in observations, understanding, and
modeling of ocean-atmosphere-land interactions be used to further
improve climate predictions on seasonal to decadal time scales?
• 4.2.2—What are the time scales for changes in climate variability
following major changes in the land surface, oceans, or sea ice,
and how does this “memory” contribute to climate predictability
on multi-year to decadal time scales?
• 4.2.3—What are the projected contributions from different
components of the climate system to future sea-level changes,
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Figure 4-4: Left Panel: Multi-model derived probability forecasts of the most likely category for (a) precipitation and (b) temperature for January-March 2003
(models run December 2002). Positive values indicate forecast probabilities in the above normal category (upper one-third of climatological temperature or
precipitation distributions, respectively) while negative values indicate probabilities in the below normal category (lower one-third of the distributions).
Right Panel: Ensemble predictions with a coupled model system of eastern Pacific sea surface temperature (SST) anomalies 9 months in advance, with
predictions starting in April (top) and September (bottom) of each year. The spread of the six-member ensembles, which is particularly evident in the 1 April
starts, indicates the relatively large uncertainties in predicting SST anomalies so far in advance. Sources: (a) International Research Institute for Climate
Prediction, and (b) NASA Seasonal-to-Interannual Prediction Project.
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what are the uncertainties in the projections, and how can they
be reduced?
• 4.2.4—What is the potential for improved representation of
natural modes of climate variability, such as ENSO, PDV, NAO,
TAV,TISO, monsoons, and the annular modes, and how might
this knowledge be used to extend and improve climate predictions?
• 4.2.5—How might human-induced changes that affect the climate
system, such as changes in atmospheric composition, aerosols,
ground cover and land use, and natural forcing from solar
variability and volcanic activity, alter climate forcing and hence
climate variability and predictability on global and regional
scales?
• 4.2.6—How do current and projected climate changes compare
with past changes and variations in climate in terms of patterns,
magnitudes, and regional manifestations? For example, is the
magnitude and time scale of the observed 20th century warming
of the Arctic unprecedented in the last 1,000 to 10,000 years?

Climate Change Science Program Strategic Plan

•

•
•

•

Research Needs
Essential research needs include the development and support for
long-term, sustained climate modeling and observing capabilities (see
also Question 4.1 and Chapters 10 and 12).These include remotesensing data sets, global and regional reanalyses, and retrospective
data including new high-resolution paleoclimate data sets. Field
observations and process studies are necessary for improving
understanding and modeling of the physical mechanisms responsible
for climate feedbacks, evaluating the extent to which climate
models successfully replicate these mechanisms, and determining
observational requirements for critical processes. Additional research
is required to develop improved methodologies to determine from
global model projections changes in regional climate and seasonalto-interannual variability.Vital constraints that must be considered
include the water cycle (Chapter 5) and global energy balance.
Focused research efforts, such as the CPTs described earlier in this
chapter, can play an important role in accelerating improvements in
global climate models. Sea-level observations, geodetic reference
frame measurements, ice sheet and glacier volume estimates, as
well as advances in modeling are required to further refine sea-level
change projections. Other research needs include producing data
sets from ensembles of extended model simulations, and an updated,
consistent reanalysis suitable for climate diagnostic analysis, attribution,
and detection, including, if feasible, all of the 20th century. Moreover,
access to model products, predictions, and tailored value-added
products/information must be provided to the decisionmaking
community to foster progress in utilizing prediction capabilities (see
Question 4.5 and Chapter 11).

•

•

•

•

Milestones, Products, and Payoffs
Products

• Dynamically consistent global time series of observations (e.g.,
regularly updated and extended global climate reanalyses; 50year long, 1° ocean data assimilation products) (Question
4.2.1.) [2-4 years].
– Some aspects of this work will be conducted in collaboration
with the Water Cycle research element. Selected data products
will provide the Carbon Cycle research element information
required for carbon cycle model development. Climate
46

•

•

model simulations of the 18th, 19th, and 20th centuries, and
projections for the next couple of centuries that contain
gridded values of all climate (ocean, atmosphere, sea ice,
etc.) variables, also will be available for use by several other
science elements.
Extended model-based data sets to assess predictability and
develop new approaches to improving seasonal-to-interannual
climate predictions (Question 4.2.1) [2-4 years and beyond].
Improved predictions of El Niño-La Niña, particularly the onset
and decay phases (Question 4.2.1) [2-4 years and beyond].
Improved probability forecasts of regional manifestations of
seasonal climate anomalies resulting from ENSO (Questions
4.2.1 and 4.2.4) [less than 2 years and beyond].
A paleoclimatic database designed to evaluate the ability of stateof-the-art climate models to simulate observed decadal- to
century-scale climate change, responses to large changes in climate
forcing, and abrupt climate change (Questions 4.2.2, 4.2.5, and
4.2.6) [2-4 years].
– The Carbon Cycle research element will provide information
on feedbacks to the climate from large changes in carbon
storage and fluxes.
Development and extension of critical data sets to improve
analyses of climate variability and attribution of causes of climate
change (Questions 4.2.2 and 4.2.6) [2-4 years and beyond].
Improved high-resolution, three-dimensional ocean circulation
models (Questions 4.2.1–4.2.4) [2-4 years and beyond].
– The Climate Variability and Change research element will
lead in development of suitable ocean models for climate
purposes, but will rely on other elements for model
subcomponents (e.g., Carbon Cycle for biogeochemistry,
Ecosystems for biological,Water Cycle for important forcings
such as continental freshwater runoff).
Improved estimates of global air-sea-land fluxes of heat, moisture,
and momentum needed to discern characteristics of oceanatmosphere-land coupling and to assess the global energy balance
(Questions 4.2.1–4.2.4) [2-4 years].
– The Water Cycle research element (providing precipitation
products and land-surface fluxes) will work jointly with
Climate Variability and Change on this product. Climate
Variability and Change, working with the Water Cycle
research element, will coordinate selected field measurements
with those of the Carbon Cycle research element to derive
more complete three-dimensional time series for flux and
transport studies of carbon and ocean nutrients.
Improved representation of processes (e.g., thermal expansion,
ice sheets, water storage, coastal subsidence) in climate models
that are required for simulating and projecting sea-level changes
(Question 4.2.3) [2-4 years and beyond].
– In addition to the above factors, local to regional changes in
sea level will be affected by movements in land due to natural
processes or human influences (e.g., the removal of
groundwater), which will require Climate Variability and
Change to coordinate in this area with the Water Cycle and
Land-Use/Land-Cover Change research elements.
Improved understanding and parameterizations of key mechanisms
for seasonal-to-decadal variability, based on process studies
together with modeling research and analyses (Question 4.2.4)
[2-4 years and beyond].
Improvements in the representation of major modes of climate
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variability in climate change projection models and predictions
of regional patterns of different modes of climate variability
(Question 4.2.4) [beyond 4 years].
• An assessment of potential predictability beyond ENSO (e.g.,
associated with PDV, NAO, annular modes, tropical Atlantic and
Indian Ocean variability and trends, and the monsoons)
(Question 4.2.4) [beyond 4 years].
• Estimates of the spatial and temporal limits of predictability of
climate variability and change forced by human activities
(Question 4.2.5) [beyond 4 years].
• Policy-relevant information on natural climate variability and
the potential predictability of climate variability and change in
support of national and international science assessments [2-4
years and beyond].

Payoffs
• An improved ability to separate the contributions of natural
versus human-induced climate forcing to climate variations and
change, resulting in more credible answers to “If…, then…”
policy-related questions [beyond 4 years].
• Increased understanding of changes in natural variability and
potential impacts on predictability that may result from
anthropogenic forcing [beyond 4 years].
• Research to address Questions 4.1 and 4.2 will provide more
reliable and useful climate prediction products and other essential
support to U.S. and international decisionmakers and resource
managers, and will assist climate assessment efforts by increasing
understanding of critical processes required to evaluate and
improve major climate models (see Chapter 10) [2-4 years and
beyond].
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with the crossing of a climatic threshold, the onset of nonlinear
responses, or feedbacks in the climate system.To date, however, the
causes of past abrupt changes are not fully explained or understood.
In addition, present climate models fail to adequately capture the
magnitude, rapidity, and geographical extent of past abrupt changes.
Consequently, at this time climate models cannot be used with
confidence to estimate the potential for future abrupt changes
(NRC, 2002). Improved knowledge of the causes for abrupt
changes, and the ability to project their future probabilities, will
provide policymakers with an improved scientific basis to evaluate
risks of future abrupt changes and, as needed, to develop strategies
to reduce vulnerabilities. Major questions include:
• 4.3.1—How common are abrupt changes, based on paleoclimate
records?
• 4.3.2—What are the observational requirements needed to
resolve the spatial and temporal patterns of past abrupt changes,
and to answer questions about differences in timing of the
changes in different parts of the globe?
• 4.3.3—What are the primary natural mechanisms for producing
abrupt climate changes?
• 4.3.4—When might future abrupt changes be expected to
occur, and what would be the expected global and regional
manifestations of such changes?

Question 4.3:What is the likelihood of abrupt
changes in the climate system such as the collapse of
the ocean thermohaline circulation, inception of a
decades-long mega-drought, or rapid melting of the
major ice sheets?
a)

State of Knowledge
Analyses of the paleoclimate record—the record of the Earth’s
environmental history derived from sources such as ice cores, tree
rings, and lake and ocean sediments—provide compelling evidence
for past abrupt climate changes. In some locations, changes of up to
16°C in temperature and a factor of two in precipitation have
occurred within decades to years, yet lasted for centuries and
longer (NRC, 2002). Paleoclimate data indicate that these changes
have been manifested by significant shifts in the baseline climate and
in the character and patterns of variations about average conditions.
The rapidity of such changes poses major challenges to the
vulnerability and adaptability of societies and ecosystems.
Previous paleoclimate research has provided significant advances in
our understanding of the general structure and geographic extent of
past abrupt climate changes. Much past research has focused on
colder climate conditions, and a challenge for the future will be to
understand the potential for abrupt change in the context of an
overall warming climate. Abrupt climate changes may be associated

b)
Figure 4-5: The retreat of the South Cascade Glacier in Washington’s
Cascade Mountains shown in photographs from (a) 1928 and (b) 2000.
Since 1957, the glacier has retreated about 700 meters, losing about onefifth of its length and one-third of its volume. Source: USGS.
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• 4.3.5—What is the nature and extent of abrupt climate change
in the Holocene? Are these stochastic events or the result of
periodic forcing?
• 4.3.6—What is the potential for high-impact climate changes,
such as much drier and warmer summers over the mid-continents
of North America and Eurasia, accelerated Arctic warming, and
more intense coastal storm surges and coastal erosion due to
rising sea levels?
• 4.3.7—What would be the environmental consequences of
extreme warming in the Arctic, and what would be the expected
feedbacks on global climate?

Research Needs

and maps of Arctic climate variability over the past 2,000 years
(Questions 4.3.2, 4.3.6, and 4.3.7) [2-4 years].
• Improved understanding of thresholds and nonlinearities in the
climate system, especially for coupled atmosphere-ocean,
ocean thermocline and deepwater, hydrology, land surface,
biogeochemical cycle, and ice processes (Questions 4.3.3 and
4.3.5) [beyond 4 years]. Advances require cooperation with the
Water Cycle and Carbon Cycle research elements.
• Improvements in the accuracy, management, and synthesis of
paleoclimatic data that can be combined with instrumental
observations and climate models to address the nature and
likelihood of future abrupt climate changes (Questions 4.3.2
and 4.3.4) [beyond 4 years].
• Policy-relevant information of the state of understanding on the
causes of abrupt changes, and probabilistic estimates of future
risks of abrupt global and regional climate-induced changes,
including the collapse of the thermohaline circulation, persistent
ENSO conditions, and abrupt sea-level rises, in support of
national and international assessments (Questions 4.3.4 and
4.3.6) [2-4 years and beyond].

Improved paleoclimatic data sets, expanded observing and monitoring
systems and rigorous paleoclimate modeling studies will be
required to identify the causes and mechanisms of past abrupt
changes. Efforts should be focused on key regions or phenomena
that may be especially vulnerable or contribute most strongly to
abrupt climate change, such as the tropics, the Arctic and Antarctic
regions, and the ocean thermohaline circulation. Significant
Payoff
research into how to numerically model the full three-dimensional
• Increased use and effectiveness of paleoclimate data and analyses
circulation of the ocean will be required in order to accurately
of abrupt change to better inform environmental decisions and
project impacts and time scales for abrupt changes, which range from
adaptation strategies [4 years and beyond].
interannual ENSO variability to centennial-millennial fluctuations in
the ocean circulation. Key research
needs include better understanding of
BOX 4-2
the relationships between abrupt change
and:
• Oceanic circulation, especially related
to deepwater formation
FY04 CCRI Priority capabilities for measuring climatic
• Sea-ice transport and processes,
Polar
Feedbacks
properties, such as ocean surface salinity,
particularly where they interact with
The
Climate
Change
Research
Initiative
mixed layer depth, and ice sheet thickness
deepwater formation
(CCRI)
will
leverage
existing
USGCRP
will also be carried out.
• Land-ice behavior, including conditions
research
to
address
major
gaps
in
beneath ice sheets
understanding climate change. Polar
The CCRI will support the obtaining of
• Modes of atmospheric variability and
systems
may
be
especially
sensitive
to
systematic data sets for a limited number
how they are altered by changes in
climate
change
and
might
provide
early
of Earth system parameters such as ice
mean climate conditions
indications
of
climate
change
as
well
as
thickness, extent, and concentration in
• The hydrological cycle, including
interact
with
climate
variability
and
change
the case of sea ice, and mass balance and
storage, runoff, and permafrost
through
several
important
feedback
surface temperatures in the case of land
changes.The Water Cycle research
processes.
ice and snow cover. It will shortly enable
element will provide studies and
the initiation of regular observations of
modeling of cryosphere hydrological
research
to
The
CCRI
will
support
ice-sheet thickness. Data assimilation
processes to complement the efforts
improve
understanding
of
processes
that
systems using satellite data that provide
of Climate Variability and Change to
determine
the
behavior
of
slowly
varying
for accurate, geophysically consistent
address cryosphere-atmosphereclimate
system,
elements
of
the
physical
data sets will also be carried out through
ocean coupling and feedbacks.
especially the oceanic and cryospheric
this program.The polar feedbacks
portions. Particular foci include the
research will also contribute to decision
processes by which ice-covered regions
support through cryospheric observations
of the high-latitude Earth behave, the
and associated models that enable the
processes
by
which
the
distribution
of
initialization and verification of climate
Products
sea
ice
varies,
and
the
way
in
which
models, and the reduction in uncertainty
• Databases of drought and megaknowledge
of
ocean
circulation
can
be
of model output.The models will also
drought occurrences in North
enhanced
through
use
of
global
observations
provide real-time information for use by
America (Questions 4.3.1 and
of
ocean
state
and
forcing
parameters.
the U.S. Navy and commercial maritime
4.3.6) [2-4 years].
The
development
and
testing
of
new
interests in high-latitude regions.
• Online database of annual-to-decadal
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resolution paleoclimatic time series
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Question 4.4: How are extreme events, such as
droughts, floods, wildfires, heat waves, and hurricanes,
related to climate variability and change?

State of Knowledge
One of the highest priorities for decisionmakers is to determine
how climate variations, whether natural or human-induced, alter
the frequencies, intensities, and locations of extreme events (NRC,
1999a).There is now compelling evidence that some natural climate
variations, such as ENSO, PDV, and the NAO/NAM, can significantly
alter the behavior of extreme events, including floods, droughts,
hurricanes, and cold waves (IPCC, 2001a,b). Studies of long-term
trends in extreme events show that in many regions where average
rainfall has been increasing, these trends are evident in extreme
precipitation events (there continues to be debate on how to define
an extreme precipitation event). For other high-impact phenomena,
such as tropical storms/hurricanes, no compelling evidence yet
exists for significant trends in frequency of occurrence (IPCC,
2001a,b).
A question central to both short-term climate predictions and
longer term climate change is how climate variability and change
will alter the probability distributions of various quantities, such as
of temperature and precipitation, as well as related temporal
characteristics (e.g., persistence), and hence the likelihood of
extreme events (see Figure 4-6). A key challenge is to develop
improved methods for modeling or downscaling climate information
to the scales required for extreme event analysis (IPCC, 2001a).
Further, understanding of the processes by which climate variability
and change modulate extreme event behavior is incomplete. Major
research questions include:
• 4.4.1—What is the range of natural variability in extreme
events, by phenomena and region?
• 4.4.2—How do frequencies and intensities of extreme events
vary across time scales?
• 4.4.3—What are observed and modeled trends in extreme
events and how do they compare?

Figure 4-6: Heavy rains and high surf from storms associated with the
1998 El Niño event produced severe erosion along the California coast,
leading to major property losses. Source: Paul Neiman, Environmental
Technology Laboratory, NOAA.
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• 4.4.4—How are the characteristics of extreme events changed
by natural climate variations, for example, by ENSO, PDV,
NAO/NAM and SAM?
• 4.4.5—To what extent are changes in the statistics of extreme
events predictable?
• 4.4.6—How are behaviors of extreme events likely to change
over this century, and what are the mechanisms that would be
expected to produce these changes?
• 4.4.7—How can the emerging findings on climate-extreme
event links be best developed and communicated to evaluate
societal and environmental vulnerability and opportunities?

Research Needs
Progress in this area will require two key steps. First, it will be
necessary to advance scientific understanding and quantitative
estimates of how natural climate variations such as ENSO,
NAO/NAM, SAM, or PDV alter the probabilities of extreme events
(e.g., floods, droughts, hurricanes, or storm surges). Second, it will
be essential to improve understanding of how human-induced climate
change may alter natural variations of the atmosphere, ocean, land
surface, and cryosphere, and hence the behavior of extreme events
in different regions.
Key data requirements include the development of improved climatequality data and reference data sets and higher resolution model
reanalyses to support analyses of extreme event variability and
trends. High-resolution observations together with focused process
studies will be essential for scientific evaluation of regional model
simulations, especially in regions with significant topographic
variations, such as mountainous and coastal regions. Higher resolution
paleoclimatic data will also be necessary to improve descriptions
and understanding of how natural climate variations have in the past
altered drought, mega-drought, flood, and tropical storm variability
(see Question 4.3). Improving hydrological extreme event risk
estimates will require improved hydrological data sets and advances
in coupled climate-land surface-hydrology models (see Chapters 5,
6, 11, and 12).
Empirical and diagnostic research will be required to ascertain
relationships between natural climate modes, boundary forcing
mechanisms (e.g., SST variations, land surface and cryospheric
changes), and extreme events; to clarify the physical bases for these
relationships; and to evaluate the veracity of model simulations and
projections. Model sensitivity experiments will significantly advance
understanding of how natural climate modes, boundary variations,
and human-induced climate trends alter the probabilities of extreme
events. Further development of regional climate modeling and improved
downscaling techniques will be necessary to provide information at the
scales needed by resource managers and decisionmakers.
Continuing development of ensemble-based approaches, and the
capabilities to produce large ensembles from climate models, will
be essential in order to improve probability estimates of extreme
events for either short-term climate predictions or longer term
climate projections. Because extreme events can have societal and
environmental impacts, it will be essential to identify key climate
information needed to better anticipate and plan for such events
(see Question 4.5 and Chapters 9 and 11).
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Milestones, Products, and Payoffs
Products

• Improved observational databases, including paleoclimate and
historical data records, and model simulations of past climate to
detect and analyze regional trends in extreme events and to
assess whether changes in the frequencies of extreme events lie
within or outside the range of natural variability (Questions
4.4.1-4.4.3) [2-4 years and beyond].
• Observational and statistical analyses to assess the relationships
between extreme events and natural climate variations, such as
ENSO, PDV, NAO/NAM, and SAM (Question 4.4.4) [2-4 years
and beyond].
• Improved diagnostic capabilities to better interpret the causes of
high-impact climate events, such as droughts or unusually cold
or warm seasons (Question 4.4.4) [2-4 years and beyond].
– Aspects of this research require data, information, and analyses
of regional hydrological processes related to floods and
droughts, to be provided by the Water Cycle ressearch element.
• Assessments of potential predictability and forecasts of probabilities
of extreme events associated with natural climate variations
(Questions 4.4.4 and 4.4.5) [2-4 years and beyond].
– For floods and droughts, the Water Cycle research element
will focus on the role of hydrological feedbacks and the
predictability of extreme events on weather time scales.The
Climate Variability and Change research element will focus
on variations and changes that generate conditions favorable
for extreme events, assess the predictability of these events,
and develop products useful for applications (e.g., extreme
event outlooks) on seasonal and longer time scales.
• Documented impacts of climate extremes on regions and sectors,
and evaluations of the implications should climate change in the
future (Question 4.4.6) [2-4 years and beyond].
• Policy-relevant information on past variability and trends in
extreme events, and probabilistic estimates of possible future
changes in frequencies, intensities, and geographical distributions
of extreme events in support of national and international
assessments (Question 4.4.1 and 4.4.6) [2-4 years and beyond].

Payoffs
• Improved anticipation of and response to extreme climate events
(e.g., to reduce regional impacts of ENSO or more rapidly
respond to emerging droughts) [2-4 years and beyond].
• Increased understanding of and capabilities to project the
regional manifestations of extreme climate events, to provide a
sounder scientific basis for policymakers to develop strategies to
minimize potential vulnerabilities [beyond 4 years].

Question 4.5: How can information on climate
variability and change be most efficiently developed,
integrated with non-climatic knowledge, and
communicated in order to best serve societal needs?

State of Knowledge
Research in this area focuses on making climate knowledge more
useful and responsive to the needs of decisionmakers, policymakers,
and the public. Climate information, when integrated together with
knowledge of non-climatic factors, can reduce costs and risks related
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to climate variability and change while increasing management and
decisionmaking opportunities across a broad range of sectors, from
local and regional to global scales (NRC, 1999a; IPCC, 2001b).
For example, pilot efforts in sustained regional integrated science
research, such as the NOAA-supported Regional Integrated Science
and Assessments (RISA) projects, NASA Regional Earth Science
Application Centers (RESACs), and NOAA-supported International
Research Institute for Climate Prediction (IRI) for areas outside of
the United States, have provided opportunities to apply climate
information in decision processes in climate-sensitive sectors,
including agriculture, water, energy (e.g., hydropower), and forest
(wildfire) management. USEPA also sponsors regional science and
assessment projects. Finally, specialized entities outside the research
domain, such as state climatologists, regional climate centers, and
agricultural cooperative networks, have served as partners and
liaisons by identifying and communicating climate information
needs and requirements between the climate research and service
communities and a broad array of users.
With continuing population growth and increasing demands on
environmental resources, the need to more effectively identify,
develop, and provide climate information useful for society will
become ever more vital. Even in the absence of human-induced climate
changes, further research in this area provides new opportunities
for resource managers and policymakers to develop strategies to
reduce vulnerabilities to natural climate variability. Major questions
include:
• 4.5.1—What new climate information would provide the greatest
potential for benefits, for different regions and sectors?
• 4.5.2—How can climate information be best developed for use
in adaptive management strategies?
• 4.5.3—Can new climate indicators be developed to better
assess climate vulnerability and resilience in climate-sensitive
sectors such as agriculture, water, marine fisheries and other
environmental resources, transportation, and the built environment,
as well as other potential societal impacts (positive and negative),
including on human health?
• 4.5.4—What are potential entry points and barriers to uses of
climate information?
• 4.5.5—How can access to and communication of climate data and
forecasts be improved in order to better serve the needs of the
public, scientific community, decisionmakers, and policymakers?

Research Needs
In recent reports the National Research Council (NRC) identifies
the “region” as a key scale for decisionmaking, and stresses the critical
need to improve regional scientific capabilities and user interactions
to better inform such decisions (NRC, 1999a, 2001e). As these
reports emphasize, the impacts of climate variability and change
will continue to be felt most directly at regional to local scales—for
example, within natural boundaries associated with coastlines,
mountains, or watersheds, within the context of demographics,
ecosystems, and land use, and within the context of its economic
and technological wherewithal. A central goal of research over the
next decade will be to improve capabilities to identify, develop, and
deliver climate information at regional to local scales in order to
better meet societal needs.
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A key challenge in this area is to continue developing the observational,
diagnostic, and modeling expertise required to determine the
impacts of climate variability and change at global and regional
scales.The required basic science research must be complemented
by a strong applied research component to ensure identification of
key regional issues and impacts of multiple stresses on resource
management, determine responsiveness to user needs, and develop
objective means for measuring success.To be developed most
effectively, these research efforts should be conducted as sustained,
two-way partnerships that directly involve decisionmakers and other
regional stakeholders.This will help to ensure that results of climate
research are made most useful for applications. Further, user needs
can provide important guidance for developing future research
directions. Regional “test beds” or “enterprises” can serve as important
foci for developing such partnerships, evaluating potential uses of
climate information at regional scales, and performing analyses of
regional climate impacts, vulnerabilities, adaptation, and mitigation
options related to climate variability and change.They can also be
used as demonstration projects for providing end-to-end delivery of
climate information and evaluations of its uses, and for establishing
an improved national decision support capability.
Because of the difficulties in evaluating the effectiveness of decisions
with long lead times, important initial steps toward building confidence
in the use of climate information can be made through focused
research on shorter term decisions, such as those that occur on
monthly and seasonal-to-interannual time scales (e.g., agriculture,
water management, energy distribution, wildfire management).
Improved information for supporting climate-sensitive decisions on
these time frames will be critical for building credibility on the uses
of climate data and projections to better inform difficult, long-term
decisions. A focus on shorter term climate variability also provides
opportunities to try various decision options.(e.g., through adaptive
management strategies). Evaluating the effectiveness of strategies on
shorter time scales will be useful for developing longer term policy
options and decisions.
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scientists and stakeholders in climate-sensitive regions to create
focused, user-responsive partnerships (Questions 4.5.1–4.5.5)
[less than 2 years and beyond].
Increased partnerships with existing stakeholder support
institutions, such as state climatologists, regional climate centers,
agricultural extension services, resource management agencies,
and state governments to accelerate uses of climate information
(Questions 4.5.1–4.5.5) [less than 2 years and beyond].
Assessments of the adequacy of existing operational climate
monitoring networks to provide regional decision support, and
to identify major data gaps in addressing critical regional and
policy issues, such as drought planning and response (Questions
4.5.1 and 4.5.2) [2-4 years].
Development of high-resolution climate products for climatesensitive regions, based on monthly instrumental data, annual
paleoclimatic data, and climate forecasts (Questions 4.5.1 and
4.5.3) [2-4 years and beyond].
Documented regional impacts of climate variability, and
development of reports on the potential implications of projected
climate changes (Questions 4.5.1 and 4.5.5) [beyond 4 years].
Development of a framework for assessing the effectiveness of
current regional-scale climate science and services (Question
4.5.5) [2-4 years].
Development of first-generation “test bed” integrated climate
science and assessment decision support systems for subsets of
user groups (e.g., farmers, ranchers, water managers, forest
managers, fisheries managers, coastal zone managers, urban
planners, and public health officials) in regions where user
demand is already demonstrated (Question 4.5.5) [2-4 years
and beyond].
Policy-relevant information on uses and needs for climate
information, and potential impacts of future climate variability
and change at regional to local levels, in support of national and
international assessments (Question 4.5.1-4.5.5) [2-4 years and
beyond].

Payoffs
As climate knowledge improves, evaluation can be extended to
multi-year and decadal time scales, which will provide an important
bridge to policy and decision options related to longer term changes.
In this regard, the decadal time scale offers a valuable bridge for
research on climate-sensitive adaptive strategies across time scales.
It links the management of the impacts of individual extreme events
and interannual variations to longer term variations and can provide
tangible observational regional analogs for climatic change.
To ensure that these efforts are efficient and cost-effective, it will be
crucial to involve existing regional experts in climate information,
applications, and user needs, such as state climatologists, regional
climate centers, university extension agents, local weather service
offices, and members of the private sector.These regional efforts must
ultimately be coordinated effectively in order to provide information
that will serve the needs of policymakers and decisionmakers at the
national level (see Chapter 11).

Milestones, Products, and Payoffs
Milestones and Products

• Establishment of research teams involving climate and social

• Expanded decision support resources and the capacity to effectively
apply climate knowledge [2-4 years and beyond].
• Increased public and decisionmaker use of research-based
information on climate variations, forecasts, and impacts
[2-4 years and beyond].
• Knowledge to develop and sustain effective climate services for
all parts of the nation and to support national decisionmaking
capabilities [2-4 years and beyond].

National and International Partnerships
Internationally coordinated research programs such as the World
Climate Research Programme (WCRP) and its projects Climate
Variability and Predictability (CLIVAR), Stratospheric Processes and
their Role in Climate (SPARC), Climate and Cryosphere (CliC), the
Global Energy and Water Cycle Experiment (GEWEX), as well as
the International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme (IGBP) PAGES
paleoscience project are critical for developing global infrastructure
and research activities designed to ensure that global aspects of climate
variability and change are addressed in a coordinated manner.
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In particular, CLIVAR—the broadest of the WCRP programs
(WCRP, 1995)—has a suite of vigorous activities that address
numerous facets of the climate problem. For example, its Working
Group on Seasonal-to-Interannual Prediction leads worldwide
development and assessment of prediction approaches and forecast
systems while the CLIVAR-WCRP Working Group on Coupled
Modeling is fostering advancements in coupled modeling. In the
Atlantic region, CLIVAR is actively coordinating and encouraging
international (e.g., U.S., European, and South American) observational,
analysis, and modeling activities that will advance understanding and
predictions of the puzzling climate changes that impact this region.
These research activities are identifying how the regional climate
changes are manifested through features such as TAV and
NAO/NAM. Furthermore, CLIVAR investigations are elucidating
critical ocean-atmosphere-land-cryosphere (and with WCRPSPARC, stratosphere-troposphere) coupled processes as well as
critical inherent features such as the Atlantic Ocean thermohaline
circulation that must be correctly modeled to project future climate
changes. CLIVAR and WCRP are fostering numerous activities in
the Americas that are addressing global issues (e.g., process studies
focusing on the evolution and dynamics of the monsoons) as well as
regional issues (e.g., extreme events, paleoenvironmental variability)
and their implications for the global climate system.
Within the United States there are a number of partners that will
coordinate implementation of the Climate Variability and Change
strategic vision. U.S. CLIVAR has in place a nucleus of scientific
and programmatic elements, but will need to strengthen ties with
additional WCRP groups (e.g., U.S. CliC) as well as with focused
model and assimilation system development (e.g., at the National
Center for Atmospheric Research, Geophysical Fluid Dynamics
Laboratory, and the Goddard Space Flight Center).The deep-ocean
observation program—a joint U.S. CLIVAR-Carbon Cycle Study
Program effort—is fostering a complementary international
component that is providing an example of the benefits of program
coordination. Additionally, NOAA’s International Research Institute
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of Climate Prediction is leading international development of climate
predictions and their applications. Finally, NOAA’s National Centers
for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) will also contribute in many
key areas including climate monitoring and diagnostics, forecasting,
reanalyses, and high-resolution weather modeling. Stronger linkages
with NCEP and other members of the weather modeling community
will be most helpful in advancing capabilities to address issues of
high societal relevance, such as downscaling information to regional
and local scales and improving predictions and projections of extreme
events. Finally, involving the cadre of regional climate centers and
state climatologists will help ensure that regional and user expertise
is represented in the development of effective frameworks for
developing useful information.
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Water Cycle

CHAPTER CONTENTS
Question 5.1:What are the mechanisms and
processes responsible for the maintenance and
variability of the water cycle; are the characteristics
of the cycle changing and, if so, to what extent are
human activities responsible for those changes?
Question 5.2: How do feedback processes control
the interactions between the global water cycle and
other parts of the climate system (e.g., carbon
cycle, energy), and how are these feedbacks
changing over time?
Question 5.3:What are the key uncertainties in
seasonal-to-interannual predictions and long-term
projections of water cycle variables, and what
improvements are needed in global and regional
models to reduce these uncertainties?
Question 5.4:What are the consequences over a
range of space and time scales of water cycle
variability and change for human societies and
ecosystems, and how do they interact with the Earth system to affect sediment transport and
nutrient and biogeochemical cycles?
Question 5.5: How can global water cycle information be used to inform decision processes
in the context of changing water resource conditions and policies?
National and International Partnerships

The water cycle is essential to life on Earth. As a result of
complex interactions (see Figure 5-1), the water cycle acts
as an integrator within the Earth/climate system, controlling
climate variability and maintaining a suitable climate for
life.The water cycle manifests itself through many
processes and phenomena, such as clouds and precipitation;
ocean-atmosphere, cryosphere-atmosphere, and landatmosphere interactions; mountain snow packs; groundwater;
and extreme events such as droughts and floods.
Inadequate understanding of and limited ability to model
and predict water cycle processes and their associated
feedbacks account for many of the uncertainties associated
with our understanding of long-term changes in the climate
system and their potential impacts, as described by the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). For
example, clouds, precipitation, and water vapor produce
feedbacks that alter surface and atmospheric heating and
cooling rates, and the redistribution of the associated heat

sources and sinks leads to adjustments in atmospheric circulation,
evaporation, and precipitation patterns.
Because water cycle processes occur, are observed, and are studied
at a wide variety of scales (watershed, basin,continental, global),
understanding of the water cycle is extremely challenging.
Characterizing the interactions between the land and the
atmosphere will require capabilities, such as improved observations
and regional climate models, to scale down global climate model
fields and to scale up the effects of land surface heterogeneity.
The interactions between oceans and the atmosphere manifest
themselves as the slower modes of climate variability, as described
in Chapter 4.
Clean water is an essential resource for human life, health, economic
growth, and the vitality of ecosystems. From social and economic
perspectives, the needs for water supplies adequate for human
uses—such as drinking water, industry, irrigated agriculture,
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Figure 5-1: Conceptualization of the
global water cycle and its interactions
with all other components of the
Earth-climate system. The water
cycle involves water in all three of its
phases [solid (snow, ice), liquid, and
gaseous], operates on a continuum
of time and space scales, and
exchanges large amounts of energy
as water undergoes phase changes
and is moved dynamically from one
part of the Earth system to another.
These interactions with radiation and
atmospheric circulation dynamics link
the water and energy cycles of the
Earth system. Source: Paul Houser
and Adam Schlosser, NASA GSFC.
For more information, see Annex C.

hydropower, waste disposal, and the protection of human and
ecosystem health—are critical.Water supplies are subject to a range
of stresses, such as population growth, pollution, and industrial and
urban development. These stresses are exacerbated by climate
variations and changes that alter the hydrologic cycle in ways that
are currently not predicted with sufficient accuracy for
decisionmakers. A number of these concerns and related questions
and strategies are documented in a recent report on research needs
and opportunities, A Plan for a New Science Initiative on the Global
Water Cycle (USGCRP, 2001), which formed the basis for initial
interagency planning related to the global water cycle.
Advances in observing techniques, combined with increased computing
power and improved numerical models, now offer new opportunities
for significant scientific progress. Furthermore, field studies and
modeling initiatives like the Global Energy and Water Cycle
Experiment (GEWEX) Continental-Scale International Project,
observation systems such as the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission
(TRMM, see Figure 5-2), and regional test beds such as the Cloud
Atmospheric Radiation Testbed (CART)/Atmospheric Radiation
Measurement (ARM) site have provided data and insights that
accelerated improvements in model physics. Recently, for example,
credible predictions of seasonal variations in the water cycle have
been produced for the western United States and Florida.This
activity has served as a basis for dialogue between the research
community and decisionmakers on the latter’s information needs
and on opportunities for improving the adaptability of infrastructure
and management practices to long-term changes and extremes.
Along with the growing ability to provide advance notice of
extreme hydrologic events, this forecast capability provides new
options for social and economic development and resource and
ecosystem management.
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In addition, recently launched satellites such as Terra, Aqua,
GRACE, and IceSAT, among others, will substantially increase the
detailed data needed to better understand and model global and
regional water cycle processes. The water cycle variables needed
from satellite and in situ systems and field campaigns are included in
the comprehensive list shown in Appendix 12.1. In addition, there
are some central water cycle variables that will be featured in water
cycle prediction efforts including clouds, precipitation, soil moisture,
runoff, evaporation, and infiltration rate.
At the same time, considerable additional effort will be required to
extract accurate regional and local climate predictions from global
models. Furthermore, effective operational application of many of
these new prediction and measurement capabilities is hampered by the
lack of adequate networks for observing critical water cycle variables
such as soil moisture, and the absence of effective coordination of
terrestrial water observing activities.
To address the urgent need for better information on the water
cycle, the Climate Change Science Program (CCSP) is planning its
Water Cycle research program around two overarching questions:
• How does water cycle variability and change caused by internal
processes, climate feedbacks, and human activities influence the
distribution of water within the Earth system, and to what
extent is this variability and change predictable?
• What are the potential consequences of global water cycle
variability and change for society and the environment, and how
can knowledge of this variability and change improve decisions
dependent on the water cycle?
The following five questions address different aspects of these
overarching questions.The first overarching question is dealt with in
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questions 5.1 to 5.3. Questions 5.4 and 5.5 relate to the second
question. Further clarification of the science emphasis planned for
each of the five areas is provided by the illustrative science questions.
Linkages between the Water Cycle element and other CCSP elements
are noted in parentheses after each illustrative question.

Question 5.1:What are the mechanisms and
processes responsible for the maintenance and
variability of the water cycle; are the characteristics
of the cycle changing and, if so, to what extent are
human activities responsible for those changes?

State of Knowledge
The global water cycle encompasses the distribution and movement
of water in its three phases throughout the Earth system and
includes precipitation, surface and subsurface runoff, oceans, cloud
cover, atmospheric water vapor, soil moisture, groundwater, and so
on.The Third Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on
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Climate Change (IPCC, 2001a) cites evidence of possibly significant
changes in critical water cycle and related climate variables during
the 20th century.These include a 0.6 ± 0.2°C increase in global mean
surface temperature, a 7-12% increase in continental precipitation
over much of the Northern Hemisphere, massive retreats of most
mountain glaciers, and later autumn freeze-up and earlier spring
break-up dates for ice cover on many Northern Hemisphere lakes.
Less certain, but potentially important possible changes, include a
2% increase in total cloud cover over many mid- to high-latitude
land areas, increases in total area affected globally by combined
extreme events including droughts and floods, and a 20% increase in
the amount of water vapor in the lower stratosphere. Other studies
suggest other conclusions, indicating that the question of significant
changes may still be open for some water cycle variables.
Because there is a substantial range of natural variability in the climate
system due to internal processes alone, it is difficult to distinguish
natural excursions from the “norm” from changes that might be the
result of forcing due to human activities, such as land-use change and
aerosols (see Figure 5-3).The distribution and nature of atmospheric
aerosols have an effect on both cloud radiative properties and the
generation of precipitation. Moreover, the impact of increased
upper tropospheric/lower stratospheric water vapor on the radiative
balance and cloud structure is potentially quite large.These effects
are not yet well enough understood to accurately project their
impact on water and energy cycles or to predict the effects of climate
change on regional water resources. Although significant advances
have been made in modeling moderately sized watersheds, current
global climate models cannot properly simulate many aspects of the
global water cycle, such as precipitation amounts, frequency, and
diurnal cycle, as well as cloud distribution and its influence on climate.
Without appropriate models to conduct tests, it is difficult to
attribute observed trends to human-induced climate changes or
natural variability.

Illustrative Research Questions

Figure 5-2: The TRMM Space-Based Observatory—a joint project of NASA
and Japan’s National Space Development Agency (NASDA)—monitors
global tropical precipitation, sea surface temperature, hurricane structure,
and other key aspects of the global water cycle. These particular renderings
are visualizations of the vertical structure of a typical hurricane created
using data from TRMM’s Precipitation Radar (Hurricane Bonnie,
August/September 1998). Source: X. Shiraz and Y. Morales, NASA
Scientific Visualization Studio.

• How have the characteristics of the water cycle changed in
recent years, and to what extent are the changes attributable to
natural variability and human-induced causes (Chapter 4)?
• What are the key mechanisms and processes responsible for
maintaining the global water cycle and its variability over space
and time scales relevant for climate (Chapter 4)?
• How are regional groundwater recharge, soil moisture, and
runoff affected by changing global precipitation and vegetation
patterns, and cryospheric processes (Chapter 8)?
• How have changes in land use and water management and
agricultural practices affected trends in regional and global
water cycles (Chapter 6)?
• How do aerosols, their chemical composition, and distribution
affect cloud formation and precipitation processes, patterns, and
trends (Chapter 3)?
• With what accuracy can local and global water and energy
budgets be closed?
• What is the relative importance of local and remote factors in
extreme hydrologic events such as droughts and floods (Chapter 4)?
• What are the characteristics of upper tropospheric/lower
stratospheric water vapor and clouds and how are they affected
by deep convection (Chapter 4)?
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•

•
Figure 5-3: Observational evidence showing the effect of aerosols on
cloud formation and precipitation processes over south Australia. The yellow
patches within Area 2 have reduced droplet sizes, indicating the presence
of pollution. White patches outside Area 2 indicate rainfall. Although
measurements indicated ample water in the polluted clouds, the smaller
droplet size may have prevented precipitation. Source: NASA GSFC
(research results from Daniel Rosenfield, The Hebrew University of
Jerusalem). For more information, see Annex C.

Research Needs
Although techniques for measuring water cycle variables have
improved, the number of observations is limited and, in some cases,
new sensors are needed. New satellite and in situ observing capabilities
will be critical for detecting patterns and quantifying fluxes, especially
in terrestrial variables such as soil moisture, and atmosphere-ocean
fluxes. Existing in situ networks need to be maintained and
enhanced, particularly those monitoring precipitation, river discharge,
and snow pack. Data sets should be developed using historical and new
observations to ensure consistency in the record and for sufficiently
long time periods to assess climate variability. Network enhancements
and open data access are needed to address water-related issues
especially in areas that are currently underrepresented. Also needed
are new data assimilation techniques to produce consistent data
products for research and process studies from inhomogeneous
and/or disparate observations. Appropriate paleoclimate data sets
must be assembled to provide a long-term perspective on water
cycle variability. New models are needed that can simulate critical
water processes at resolutions that allow comparison with long-term
data sets. Finally, a wide range of process studies must be conducted
to provide understanding of the mechanisms that maintain the
water cycle system.

Milestones, Products, and Payoffs
• In collaboration with the Observing and Monitoring research
element, development of an integrated global observing strategy
for water cycle variables, employing Observational System
Simulation Experiments (OSSE) as appropriate [less than 2 years].
• Documentation of trends in key water cycle variables through
data analysis and comparisons with model simulations to assess
the mechanisms responsible for these trends [beyond 4 years].
• Planned satellite measurements and focused field studies to
better characterize water vapor in the climate-critical area of
the tropical tropopause (the boundary between the troposphere
and the stratosphere) [2-4 years].
• Regional and global precipitation products that merge
measurements from different satellite and other remote-sensing
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•

data streams to support joint Water Cycle/Climate Variability
and Change studies of ocean- and land-atmosphere coupling and
the global energy balance [2-4 years].
Integrated long-term global and regional data sets of critical
water cycle variables such as evapotranspiration, soil moisture,
groundwater, clouds, etc., from satellite and in situ observations
for monitoring climate trends and early detection of potential
climate change [2-4 years].The Ecosystems, Carbon Cycle, and
other CCSP research elements will use these data sets as inputs
for their analyses and model development studies.
Results from process studies related to the indirect effects of
aerosols on clouds will be available for future assessments of
climate sensitivity to aerosols [2-4 years].
Improved regional water cycle process parameterizations based
on process studies conducted over regional test beds to improve
the reliability of climate change projections [beyond 4 years].
Development of analyses for a State of the Water Cycle evaluation
[beyond 4 years].

Question 5.2: How do feedback processes control
the interactions between the global water cycle and
other parts of the climate system (e.g., carbon cycle,
energy), and how are these feedbacks changing
over time?

State of Knowledge
Feedback processes operating between the global water cycle and
other components of the Earth/climate system represent the
response to external forcing, such as increases in atmospheric carbon
dioxide (CO2). For example, results from climate models suggest
there will be an increase in water vapor as the climate warms.
Water vapor is the dominant greenhouse gas in the atmosphere;
therefore, an increase would result in a strong positive feedback on
temperature. Clouds strongly influence the energy budget because
of their impact on the radiative balance, but the net cloud-radiation
feedback is uncertain. Quantifying the water vapor-cloud-radiation
feedback is key to understanding climate sensitivity and the factors
governing climate change.
Because the physical processes responsible for the vertical transport
of water vapor, cloud formation, cloud-radiation interactions, and
precipitation occur at scales that currently are not resolved by climate
models, they are parameterized. Although progress has been made
in developing and applying high-resolution cloud-resolving models,
to date the benefits of these developments for parameterizing threedimensional cloud distributions in climate models have not been
fully realized.
Climate model results also indicate that temperature increases will
be amplified in the Arctic due to feedbacks involving permafrost,
snow, and ice cover. Should these amplified increases occur, melting
continental snow and ice may result in changes in northern river
runoff and ocean salinity, while thawing permafrost may lead to
increased releases of methane (a greenhouse gas) to the atmosphere.
Given the same greenhouse gas increases, individual climate models
produce different rates of warming and drastically different patterns
of circulation, precipitation, and soil moisture depending on how
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feedback processes are represented in the models. Basic understanding
of feedback processes must be improved and incorporated into models.

Illustrative Research Questions
• What is the sign and magnitude of the current water vaporcloud-radiation-climate feedback effect (Chapter 4)?
• How do changes in water vapor and water vapor gradients, from
the stratosphere to the surface, affect radiation fluxes, surface
radiation budgets, cloud formation and distribution, and
precipitation patterns, globally and regionally (Chapter 4)?
• How do freshwater fluxes to and from the ocean that affect the
global ocean circulation and climate (precipitation, river discharge,
sea-ice melt, evaporation) vary, and how may they be changing
(Chapter 4)?
• How do changes in global and regional water cycles interact
with evapotranspiration, vegetation and the carbon cycle and
vice versa (Chapters 7 and 8)?
• What are the interactions between land surface changes and
regional water cycles (Chapter 6)?
• How might an intensification of the hydrological cycle, warming
in the Arctic, and melting permafrost affect the production of
methane and nitrous oxide (Chapters 4 and 7)?

Research Needs
Model development can be accelerated by acquiring data from
interdisciplinary field studies over regional test beds, such as those

Altitude (km AGL)

6

shown in Figure 5-4, to provide a better understanding of scaling
effects and the best way to include them in parameterizations. New
parameterizations of water cycle/climate feedbacks (e.g., cloudaerosol and land-atmosphere) and sub-grid-scale processes (e.g.,
clouds, precipitation, evaporation) will have to be developed and
validated, and the sensitivity of global climate models to these new
parameterizations will have to be evaluated. Research on water and
clouds will have to be closely linked to investigations of aerosols.
The development and implementation of instrument systems over
selected, globally distributed, test beds is essential. The data
products must be comprehensive and include groundwater, and
they should have sufficient resolution to assess optimal sampling
strategies for future observational campaigns and field programs
over larger regions.Where appropriate, data and experimental field
sites will be shared with the Ecosystems and Carbon Cycle research
elements.

Milestones, Products, and Payoffs
• New observationally tested parameterizations for clouds and
precipitation processes for use in climate models based on
cloud-resolving models developed in part through field process
studies [2-4 years].This will support Climate Variability and
Change research element work on climate feedbacks.
• Incorporation of water cycle processes, interactions, and
feedbacks into an integrated Earth system modeling framework
[2-4 years].
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Figure 5-4: Water vapor measurements at the Atmospheric Radiation Measurement Program (ARM) Southern Great Plains (SGP) site from 29 November to
2 December 2002. Top Panel: Measured water vapor mixing ratio from the Raman lidar. These charts of the fundamental measured quantity from the lidar
give unique information about the vertical and horizontal scales of turbulent fluxes that transport moisture. Middle Panel: Relative humidity calculated from the
mixing ratio and associated temperature data at the SGP. Bottom Panel: Comparison between the integrated water vapor from the Raman lidar and the
measured water vapor path from the microwave radiometer. Source: David Turner, University of Wisconsin, DOE ARM Program.
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• Quantification of the potential changes in the cryosphere,
including the effects of permafrost melting on regional hydrology
and the carbon budget, and the consequences for mountain
snowpacks, sea ice, and glaciers [beyond 4 years].These efforts
will complement those of the Climate Variability and Change
and Carbon Cycle research elements in the area of cryosphereatmosphere-ocean coupling and feedbacks.
• In collaboration with the Climate Variability and Change
research element, sensitivity tests of global models to improve
parameterizations of feedbacks and sub-grid-scale processes
(land-cover change, land surface processes, precipitation, clouds,
etc.) [beyond 4 years].
• Enhanced data sets for feedback studies, including water cycle
variables, aerosols, vegetation, and other related feedback
variables, generated from a combination of satellite and groundbased data [2-4 years].These data sets will be critical for most
CCSP research elements.
• Together with the Land-Use/Land-Cover Change and Carbon
Cycle research elements, improved coupled land-atmosphere
models and enhanced capability to assess the consequences of
different land-use change scenarios [beyond 4 years].

limited skill in predicting precipitation, soil moisture, and runoff on
seasonal and longer time scales.Water managers indicate this skill
level to be inadequate for their needs.
Seasonal-to-interannual predictability is a function of local and
remote influences involving various ocean and land processes.
Enhanced predictability can result from persistence of specific
phenomena or slowly varying boundary conditions (soil moisture/
groundwater, snow/ice, vegetation/land cover, and ocean and land
surface temperatures) that persist over periods of weeks, months,
or even years. More accurate initial surface fields for prediction
models produced by recently developed land data assimilation
systems provide a basis for reducing prediction errors.
Understanding of the El Niño/La Niña cycle has provided some
predictive skill, particularly with respect to seasonal outlooks for
floods and droughts (see Figure 5-5); however, the memory effects of
land conditions on the atmosphere are not well enough understood.
Cloud and precipitation feedbacks and the interactions of the lower
boundary layer (lower 500 meters of the atmosphere) with land and
ocean surface conditions also are not well understood.
A critical prediction problem involves advance warning for major
flood and drought events.The ability to reliably assess whether
hydrologic extremes will increase as greenhouse gas concentrations
rise is also important. Extreme events arise from a combination of
large-scale circulation patterns that enhance atmospheric conditions
conducive to flood or drought, regional patterns and feedbacks that
accentuate the larger scale factors, and preconditioning of the system
to increase the impacts of the flood or the drought event.
Understanding the relative roles of remote and local factors in
initiating, maintaining, and terminating extreme events will require
the Water Cycle and the Climate Variability and Change research
elements to work collaboratively on this topic.

Question 5.3:What are the key uncertainties in
seasonal-to-interannual predictions and long-term
projections of water cycle variables, and what
improvements are needed in global and regional
models to reduce these uncertainties?

State of Knowledge
Improved seasonal predictions of water resource availability and
their application can have major economic benefits. For example, in
1999, if the experimental spring runoff forecasts for the Green
River had been used, improved water management decisions could
have resulted in more efficient use of stored water and yielded more
than $3.1 million in additional revenues from power production and
irrigation.While precipitation forecasts on “weather” time scales
have improved, current global and regional models demonstrate

Illustrative Research Questions
• How predictable are water cycle variables at different temporal
and spatial scales over different regions of the Earth’s surface
(Chapter 4)?
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Figure 5-5: Predictability of precipitation in summer (June, July, and August) on seasonal time scales, through analysis of an ensemble of multi-decadal
coupled land-atmospheric model simulations. In map (a), values close to 1 indicate areas where precipitation is strongly determined by sea surface
temperature (SST) and therefore is predictable when SST is predictable; values close to 0 indicate where foreknowledge of SST may not lead to useful
seasonal precipitation predictions. Map (b) shows the same information for SST and land surface moisture state. The addition of land surface information
appears to improve predictability. Source: R.D. Koster, M. Suarez, and M. Heiser, NASA. For more information, see Annex C.
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• For different model resolutions, how can key water cycle
processes be better simulated, in order to enhance the capability
of producing more accurate seasonal-to-interannual predictions
of water cycle variables (Chapters 4 and 8)?
• How can the representation of water cycle processes in climate
models be improved to reduce uncertainties in projections of
climate change (Chapter 4)?
• What are the critical hydrological and atmospheric factors
present in major flood and drought events that can be isolated,
quantified, and incorporated into water cycle prediction
methodologies (Chapter 4)?
• What model improvements are needed to assess the changes in
seasonality, intensity, and variability of high-latitude freshwater
fluxes (precipitation, evapotranspiration, runoff) and stores (soil
moisture, snow/ice, permafrost) that may result from climate
change, specifically in large basins covering a range of climate
regions?
• What processes and model resolutions are needed to improve
regional models used to downscale global predictions to local
and watershed scales? Are there other downscaling techniques
(e.g., statistical approaches) that can be equally effective
(Chapter 4)?
• How can the uncertainty in the prediction of water cycle variables
be characterized and communicated to water resource managers
(Chapter 11)?

Research Needs
Advances in prediction capabilities will depend on improvements in
model structure and initialization, data assimilation, and parameter
representations. Predictability studies will be required to determine
the regions, seasons, lead times, and processes most likely to provide
additional predictive skill. Better understanding and improved
model representations of less well-understood processes—such as
the seasonal and longer term interactions of the atmosphere with
vegetation, soils, oceans, and the cryosphere—are needed.The
modeling of regional feedbacks leading to extreme events also
requires a better understanding of land-atmosphere interactions,
while the modeling of antecedent conditions requires hydrologic
and biospheric models and monitoring programs that will account
for the effects of prolonged rainfall, or lack thereof, in a given
region.The goal of better predictions must be achieved by accurate
representations of precipitation processes in climate models.The
role of mountains in the annual water cycle also needs to be
better understood. Data sets are needed for the calibration and
validation of global coupled climate models and the development
of regional downscaling and statistical forecasting techniques.
In addition, model evaluation studies with enhanced data sets
are needed to improve models and to characterize and reduce
uncertainties.

Milestones, Products, and Payoffs
• Regional reanalysis providing a wide range of high-resolution,
daily water cycle analysis products for a 25-year period, for use
in analyzing features absent in global climate data assimilation
products [less than 2 years].
• Observational data sets to initialize and test boundary layer and
other components (including parameterizations) in mesoscale,
regional, and global models [2-4 years].
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• Results from field and modeling experiments to study the role of
mountain environments on precipitation and runoff production
[2-4 years].
• New drought monitoring and early warning products based on
improved measurements of precipitation, soil moisture, and
runoff, and data assimilation techniques to inform drought
mitigation planning [2-4 years].This initiative will be
undertaken in collaboration with extreme event activities in
the Climate Variability and Change and Ecosystems research
elements.
• Metrics for representing the uncertainty in predictions of water
cycle variables and measurably improved forecast products for
water resource managers [2-4 years].
• In collaboration with the Climate Variability and Change
research element, the capability for long-range prediction of
drought and flood risks (seasonal-to-interannual time scales)
[beyond 4 years].The Water Cycle research element will focus
on the role of terrestrial feedbacks to extreme events while the
Climate Variability and Change research element will address
the seasonal and longer term changes in remote influences such
as sea surface temperatures.
• Downscaling techniques, such as improved regional climate
models, that bridge the disparate spatial and temporal scales
between global model outputs and atmospheric, land surface,
and river basin processes, for improved evaluation of potential
water resource impacts arising from climate variability and
change [beyond 4 years].
• New space-based systems for measuring global precipitation will
be developed and implemented to support the needs of the
Climate Variability and Change, Carbon Cycle, and Land-Use/
Land-Cover Change research elements [beyond 4 years].

Question 5.4:What are the consequences over a
range of space and time scales of water cycle
variability and change for human societies and
ecosystems, and how do they interact with the Earth
system to affect sediment transport and nutrient and
biogeochemical cycles?

State of Knowledge
Variability and changes in the water cycle have been shown to have
profound impacts on human societies (including human health) and
ecosystems, but many of the linkages between these changes and
their outcomes are not yet understood in the detail needed to
inform policy and management responses. In addition, the
strategies used for water management throughout the last century
to adapt to climate variability have had impacts on water availability
and water quality that must be identified and evaluated as part of
the process of separating climate change effects from other forms
of global change arising from factors such as industrialization and
population growth. Furthermore, the ability to simulate variations
in water availability and quality and their consequences for
agriculture, wetlands, energy production and distribution, urban
and industrial uses, and inland shipping, among others, should be
further developed and integrated into a common modeling
framework.
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Many of the impacts of water variability arise because of its effects
on sediment loadings and the transport of nutrients and sediments.
As water cycles through the environment, it interacts strongly with
other biogeochemical cycles—notably carbon, nitrogen, and other
nutrients. Flowing water also erodes, transports, and deposits
sediments in rivers, lakes, and oceans, altering water quality and
affecting agricultural production and ecosystem functioning, among
other socially relevant impacts.Yet our ability to quantify the role of
flowing water as the primary agent for sediment transport that
reshapes the Earth’s surface, and for nutrient transport that feeds
riparian (relating to rivers) habitats and degrades water bodies, is
inadequate. Currently, we do not have the monitoring framework
needed to generate a database to support research on these processes.
The priority challenges are to quantify water flow and the various
transport rates, biochemical transformations, and constituent
concentrations and feedbacks whereby the water cycle alters media
and ecosystems.

Illustrative Research Questions
• How does the water cycle interact through physical, chemical,
biophysical, and microbiological processes with other Earth system
components at the watershed scale (generally 50 to 20,000 km2)
(Chapters 6, 7, and 8)?
• How do changes in climate, land cover, and non-point waste
discharges alter water availability, river flows, water quality, and
the transport of sediments, nutrients, and other chemicals, and
how do these changes affect human and ecosystem health
(Chapters 6 and 8)?
• How do surface and subsurface processes change the quantity
and quality of water available for human and environmental uses
(Chapters 6 and 8)?
• How might an intensification of the hydrological cycle enhance
soil erosion and result in soil degradation, especially losses in
soil carbon (Chapters 6 and 7)?
• How would ongoing systematic depletion of groundwater
resources be influenced by climate change and how is this
process affected by sea-level rise (Chapters 4, 6, and 8)?
• How might ongoing and potential future changes in hydrologic
regimes, such as earlier melting of the snowpack and lake and
river ice, affect the amount and timing of spring, summer, and
fall flows, surface water temperatures, and their impacts on
aquatic biota (Chapters 4 and 8)?
• How do variability and change in the water cycle affect riparian and
estuarine environments in the United States (Chapters 6 and 8)?
• How might water cycle variability and change affect the spread
of vector-mediated disease (Chapters 4, 6, and 8)?

Research Needs
Overall, there is a basic need to develop an integrated research
vision (complete with hypotheses) for addressing multiple-process
(hydrological, physical, chemical, and ecological) interactions
between water and other Earth systems.Techniques that scale up
processes active at watershed and sub-watershed scales to larger
scales must be developed and tested. In addition, it is necessary to
refine geophysical methods and the use of tracers, including isotopes,
to determine subsurface paths, flow rates, and residence times, and
to track pollution plumes. Experimental watersheds are needed to
develop an understanding of these processes. Information on trends
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in land use and land cover will be needed to assess consequences for
water supply. It also will be essential to work closely with social and
ecosystem scientists to develop understanding of impacts of water
cycle variability, and social and biological responses and feedbacks
arising from that variability.

Milestones, Products, and Payoffs
• Reliable, commensurate data sets at the watershed scale that
scientists from various disciplines will use to examine critical
water-Earth interactions for improved integrated watershed
management [2-4 years].
• Development and application of better methods for monitoring
subsurface waters for inventorying current and future water
availability, including tracking aquifer storage and how it responds
to water withdrawals and climate change [beyond 4 years].
• Development of data sets and analyses of spatial and temporal
trends in stream flow and water quality (including sediments
and chemicals) for a range of watershed conditions including
watersheds with minimal effects from human activities,
agricultural watersheds, sensitive ecosystems, and large river
basins [2-4 years].These activities will address the needs of the
Ecosystems research element for baseline water cycle information.
• Evaluations of the effects of water cycle variability and change
on trends in water-quality conditions [2-4 years]. Information
from these evaluations is needed for studies by the Ecosystems
research element.
• Improved modeling and remote-sensing methods for scaling up
from individual pathways and mixing zones to the scale and
complexity of watershed systems [beyond 4 years].
• Models that partition precipitation among surface and subsurface
pathways, route flows, and quantify physical and chemical
interactions for evaluating climate and pollution impacts
[beyond 4 years].
• Contributions of data and advice to Human Contributions and
Response studies, including use of improved epidemiological
models, to examine the potential for major water-mediated
infectious diseases [2-4 years].
• Scientific capability to assess the climate-related consequences of
water use trends and water management practices [beyond 4
years].This capability is needed to evaluate the effects of water
management on the health of ecosystems, and together with the
Climate Variability and Change research element to examine the
combined effects and relative contributions of groundwater
pumping and climate change on sea-level rise and coastal flooding.

Question 5.5: How can global water cycle
information be used to inform decision processes in
the context of changing water resource conditions
and policies?

State of Knowledge
Results of recent research on the water cycle can contribute to the
capacities of decisionmakers in such sectors as water management,
agriculture, urban planning, disaster management, energy, and
transportation. Improved understanding of water cycle variability
and trends at regional and watershed scales appears to benefit
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decisionmakers dealing with climate-sensitive issues (see Figure 5-6).
Whether the water cycle is changing as a result of human activities
or natural low-frequency variation, human societies will have to
adapt, and focused scientific information must be provided to support
their choices.The growing economic and social costs of extreme
events indicate that there is need for improved responses to these
disruptions, whether or not their frequency and intensity are changing.
Currently, climate forecasts are often temporally or spatially too
coarse to be of use for many water-dependent decision processes. In
addition, factors such as regulatory inflexibility, institutional structures,
and time pressures make it difficult to change established management
and decision systems. Interactions between decisionmakers and
research scientists are needed to make mutual adjustments as
appropriate to match scientific information with decision processes.
Efforts to eliminate the barriers between researchers and research
users have been initiated and indicate that early collaboration and sideby-side demonstrations may be effective tools for speeding innovation.

•

•

•

•

•

Illustrative Research Questions
• How could climate variability and change potentially alter the
effectiveness of current and future water management practices
and their feedbacks on the climate (Chapter 9)?
• What are the consequences of demographic and land-use trends
on groundwater and surface water supplies domestically and
globally (Chapters 6 and 9)?
• What are effective means for transferring stochastic water cycle
research products (e.g., hydro-climatological predictions,
projections, and associated uncertainties) into the management,

For scientific information to have an impact, it will have to rely on
refined and extended research on the role, entry points, and types
of water cycle knowledge required for water management and policy
decisionmaking processes. In order to make rapid progress it will
be necessary to integrate data from a broad range of sources and
disciplines. A basic requirement for achieving this goal is the
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planning, and design of water decision systems and infrastructure
(Chapters 9 and 11)?
How can advance knowledge of water availability be used to
manage conflicting demands on domestic and transboundary
water resources for water consumption, ecological functions,
industrial uses, and transport (Chapter 9)?
How can changes in the quality and quantity of water flowing
within riparian and coastal environments arising from land
management and policy decisions affect the provision of
ecosystem services (Chapters 8 and 9)?
How have water consumption patterns and trends changed as a
result of major climatic events, technological innovation, and
economic conditions, and how are they likely to change as a result
of projected changes in the same factors (Chapters 9 and 11)?
What are the trends in agricultural, industrial, municipal, and
instream water uses, and what implications do they have for
adaptation strategies (Chapters 6, 8, and 9)?
What are the economic implications of strategies for the
application of improved capabilities to predict seasonal water
cycle variability and change (Chapters 9 and 11)?
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Figure 5-6: Schematic of the
flow of data and information
between land surface models,
numerical forecasting products,
and decision support systems
used by water managers to
operate reservoirs and river
systems. Improved forecasts
and data assimilation systems
from water cycle research will
lead to more equitable and
sustainable management of
precious water resources.
Improved forecasts will lead to
enhanced river system
management, and increased
water storage and efficient
hydropower generation, while
preserving flood control space.
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development of frameworks for integrating the natural and social
science information necessary for multiple-objective decisionmaking.
Inputs should include research in remote sensing, uncertainty of
predictions, data management for decision support, risk management,
economic impact assessments, and water and environmental law,
among many others.
An ability to assess the consequences of both historic and potential
future water development paths is needed for assessing trends and
variability in water resources. In addition, to determine patterns
and trends, it will be necessary to inventory existing data sources
and regional and sectoral studies, especially for data for which
regional, national, and global repositories are rare or non-existent
(e.g., water demand, diversion, use, and consumption). An
integrated data system for collection, storage, and retrieval of these
data would enhance national capacities for evaluating policy and
decision options.

Milestones, Products, and Payoffs
A number of the following milestones, products, and payoffs will be
developed in collaboration with the Decision Support Resources
element.
• An experimental surface and subsurface moisture monitoring
product for land resource management (e.g., fires or agriculture)
[less than 2 years].
• An experimental online decision support tool designed to provide
users with streamflow conditions and their accompanying
probabilities in the Pacific Northwest arising from near- and
far-term future climate predictions and projections [less than
2 years].
• Refinements of web-based tools that improve the communication
and usability of climate/water forecasts [less than 2 years].These
developments will contribute to Human Contributions and
Responses research element analyses of techniques for
communicating and disseminating climate forecasts.
• Transfer to operations of capabilities to produce improved
stochastic operational streamflow forecasts over a range of
spatial and temporal scales (days, weeks, months, and seasons)
to support water management decisions [2-4 years].
• Development of an ensemble forecast system to predict snowpack,
streamflow, and reservoir storage over the western United
States, based on information about global climate teleconnections,
for lead times ranging from several weeks to 1 year for
operational purposes, and from decades to a century for water
resource planning [2-4 years].
• Demonstration of system simulation and forecasts using
advanced watershed and river system management models and
decision support systems, to facilitate acceptance and utilization
of these advanced technologies for improved hydropower
production and river system management [2-4 years].
• Assessment reports on the status and trends of water flows,
water uses, and storage changes for use in analyses of water
availability [2-4 years].
• Integrated models of total water consumption for incorporation
into decision support tools that identify water-scarce regions
and efficient water use strategies [beyond 4 years].The Human
Contributions and Responses research element will supply inputs
on the effects of climate on human drivers of water demand.
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National and International Partnerships
As indicated throughout this chapter, the Water Cycle research
element will have strong ties to many of the other components of
the CCSP. It will also contribute to water initiatives that may be
forthcoming from the newly formed Subcommittee on Water
Availability and Quality (SWAQ) and the hydrologic aspects of the
U.S.Weather Research Program.
The Water Cycle research element has strong links to the World
Climate Research Programme (WCRP) and its Global Energy and
Water Cycle Experiment (GEWEX). In particular, the activities
outlined in this chapter will use data sets from the Coordinated
Enhanced Observing Period (CEOP) in model development.The
Water Resources Applications Project (WRAP) will provide a
framework for studies to assess the benefits of improved hydrological
forecasts in decisionmaking.The Earth System Science Partnership’s
Global Water System Project will be a partner for studies of the
feedbacks of water management practices and infrastructure to
regional and global climate.Water cycle observational issues will
form the basis for activities under the water cycle theme of the
International Global Observing Strategy (IGOS) Partnership and
related observational activities, namely the Global Climate
Observing System (GCOS), the Global Ocean Observing System
(GOOS), and the Global Terrestrial Observing System (GTOS).
Improved coordination of terrestrial observations is a critical need of
the Water Cycle research element that will be addressed at the
international level in the IGOS Water Cycle theme report.The
Water Cycle research element also has developed strong linkages
with the Hydrology and Water Resources Programme of the World
Meteorological Organization (WMO), the International Hydrology
Programme of the United
Nations Educational,
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Land-Use/Land-Cover Change

CHAPTER CONTENTS
Question 6.1:What tools or methods are needed
to better characterize historic and current land-use
and land-cover attributes and dynamics?
Question 6.2:What are the primary drivers of
land-use and land-cover change?
Question 6.3:What will land-use and land-cover
patterns and characteristics be 5 to 50 years into
the future?
Question 6.4: How do climate variability and
change affect land use and land cover, and what are
the potential feedbacks of changes in land use and
land cover to climate?
Question 6.5:What are the environmental, social,
economic, and human health consequences of
current and potential land-use and land-cover
change over the next 5 to 50 years?
National and International Partnerships

Land-use and land-cover are linked to climate and weather
in complex ways. Key links between changes in land cover
and climate include the exchange of greenhouse gases
(such as water vapor, carbon dioxide, methane, and nitrous
oxide) between the land surface and the atmosphere, the
radiation (both solar and longwave) balance of the land
surface, the exchange of sensible heat between the land
surface and the atmosphere, and the roughness of the land
surface and its uptake of momentum from the atmosphere.
Because of these strong links between land cover and
climate, changes in land use and land cover can be
important contributors to climate change and variability.
Moreover, reconstructions of past land-cover changes and
projections of possible future land-cover changes are
needed to understand past climate changes and to project
possible future climate changes; land-cover characteristics
are important inputs to climate models. In addition,
changes in land use and land cover, especially when
coupled with climate variability and change, are likely to
affect ecosystems and the many important goods and
services that they provide to society.The National
Research Council recently identified land-use dynamics as
one of the grand challenges for environmental research
(NRC, 2001b).

Determining the effects of land-use and land-cover change on the
Earth system depends on an understanding of past land-use practices,
current land-use and land-cover patterns, and projections of future
land use and cover, as affected by human institutions, population
size and distribution, economic development, technology, and other
factors.The combination of climate and land-use change may have
profound effects on the habitability of Earth in more significant ways
than either acting alone.While land-use change is often a driver of
environmental and climatic changes, a changing climate can in turn
affect land use and land cover. Climate variability alters land-use
practices differently in different parts of the world, highlighting
differences in regional and national vulnerability and resilience.
The interaction between land use and climate variability and change
is poorly understood and will require the development of new
models linking the geophysics of climate with the socioeconomic
drivers of land use. Providing a scientific understanding of the process
of land-use change, the impacts of different land-use decisions, and
the ways that decisions are affected by a changing climate and
increasing climate variability are priority areas for research.
In addition to being a driver of Earth system processes affecting the
climate, carbon cycle, and ecosystems, land-use and land-cover
change is a global change in its own right, requiring its own research
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State of Knowledge
During the previous decade, significant progress was made in
planning and launching satellites with instruments suited for Earth
observation. In addition, a number of national- to global-scale
experimental land-cover databases were developed that led to
increased use of land cover in climate and carbon cycle models.
Methodological advancements were also made. As a result, there is
an improved capability for and strong reliance on remote-sensing
and land-cover databases for multi-scale environmental studies.The
research and development associated with this question involves the
continuation of, and improvements in, data collection systems and
data products.This will provide new information leading to regular
updates of land-cover databases at scales relevant for issues ranging
from local resource management to global-scale analyses.
Figure 6-1: Land use: strip cropping and woodlots in Leelanau County,
Michigan. Source: USDA NRCS (photo by Lynn Betts, 2001).

foundation. Key issues to be addressed by this research element
include the spatial and temporal dynamics of land-use change, the
role of fragmentation and degradation, the role of multiple drivers,
the role of institutions, and the interactions among drivers and
types of land-use change.
This research element provides the scientific underpinning for landuse decisionmaking and projections of future land use, and has
substantial benefits beyond climate change assessment and mitigation
by supporting a wide array of issues important to users of this
information.To meet multiple objectives, the land-use and land-cover
change research element will address two overarching questions:
• What processes determine the temporal and spatial distributions
of land cover and land use at local, regional, and global scales,
and how and how well can land use and land cover be projected
over time scales of 5-50 years?
• How may changes in land use, management, and cover affect
local, regional, and global environmental and socioeconomic
conditions, including economic welfare and human health, taking
into consideration socioeconomic factors and potential
technological change?
To address these overarching questions, a focused, integrated
research agenda is required that includes process studies, systematic
observations, modeling and prediction, retrospective studies,
research on impacts, and regional science networks and assessments.
In addition, research collaboration with other program elements
will be necessary to gain detailed understanding of the direct impacts
of land-use and land-cover change on climate, as well as the combined
effects of land use and climate change on ecosystems, water, and
carbon cycles. Answers to the overarching questions will require
research focused on the five specific questions posed in this chapter.

Question 6.1:What tools or methods are needed to
better characterize historic and current land use and
land cover attributes and dynamics?
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While remote sensing provides quick and comparatively inexpensive
information about land-cover changes over large areas, land-cover
database improvements will require integration of data from
ground-based networks (see Figure 6-2).These networks offer a
wealth of historical data (often with data records extending back
50-100 years), and can provide detailed site information (e.g., primary
production, species composition, habitat quality, wildlife population
statistics, soil type, tillage and crop rotation history, and land-use
classifications). Integrating ground-based and remote-sensing data
collection systems provides an opportunity to vastly improve the
speed and quality of land-use and land-cover data for use in applied
research. Much of our understanding of land-use and land-cover
change has built up from individual case studies, using both remote
sensing and ground-based data, and we will continue to rely on case
studies as a means to gain required knowledge.

Illustrative Research Questions
• What improvements need to be made to current observing
systems and what programs need to be put in place to provide
the necessary long-term data and information to support the
study of land-use and land-cover change at the global, regional,
and national scales?
• What are the methodological advances needed to improve landuse and land-cover change analyses, including strategies for
integrating ground-based data, socioeconomic statistics (e.g.,
census information), and remotely sensed measurements?
• What are the historical and current patterns and attributes of
land use and land cover at national to global scales that affect the
carbon cycle, atmospheric processes, and ecosystem structure
and function?
• What are the national and global rates, patterns, and characteristics
of contemporary land-use and land-cover change?
• Where are the current areas of rapid land-use and land-cover
change at national and global scales?

Research Needs
Evolving public and private land management questions call for
new data and information and improved scientific bases for
decisionmaking. They also require long-term continuity in data
collection, and the acquisition of data at the global scale.
Coordination and prioritization of the specific land-use and landcover change data requirements with the Observing and Monitoring
research element is imperative. Methods and procedures now exist
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to make routine global observations of land cover, but there is
currently no operational program.With the current suite of satellite
sensing systems and archived data sets available to the research
community, studies at the large spatial scales needed to depict landcover and management changes can begin.
While considerable progress has been made in mapping land-cover
characteristics, the ability to accurately map the wide range of
landscape attributes, including land use and biomass, will require a
considerable research effort. Coordination of existing in situ data
collection efforts, and the retrieval, analysis, and integration of
historical data are needed to extend the usefulness of existing data
and to enrich and standardize data attributes in future data collection
and use. In addition, improvements in remotely sensed data quality
and in automated algorithms for detection of local land-cover
changes and their characteristics are needed. Data integration will
be particularly important so that in situ, remotely sensed, and other
forms of data can be merged and used to derive the needed landuse and land-cover information. As scientific demands and needs for

land-use and land-cover information change, parallel innovation in
the resulting data products will be essential.

Milestones, Products, and Payoffs
• National land-cover database for the United States that includes
attributes of land cover and vegetation canopy characteristics [less
than 2 years].This product is a required model input needed by the
Carbon Cycle,Water Cycle, and Ecosystems research elements.
• Continued acquisition of global calibrated coarse-, moderate-,
and high-resolution remotely sensed data [ongoing].
• Global moderate-resolution land-cover database with attributes
required for parameterization of climate, carbon cycle, and
ecosystem models [less than 2 years]. Parameter specifications
must be coordinated with the Climate Variability and Change
research element.
• Global maps of areas of rapid land-use and land-cover change
and location and extent of fires [less than 2 years].
• Quantification of rates of regional, national, and global land-use
and land-cover change [regional, less than 2 years; national, 2-4
years; global, beyond 4 years].This product is a required model
input needed by the Carbon Cycle,Water Cycle, and
Ecosystems research elements.
• Integrated land-use and land-cover change detection strategies
and operational prototypes of detection systems that enable
accurate and cost-effective detection of local to global changes
[less than 2 years].
• Global high-resolution satellite remotely sensed data and landcover databases with attributes required for national to global
scale applications [beyond 4 years].
• Global and national land-use history maps spanning the period
from the industrial revolution to the present (300 years).This
product is required by the Carbon Cycle and Ecosystems
research elements [beyond 4 years].
• Operational global monitoring of land-use and land-cover
conditions [beyond 4 years].This product will be used by several
other research elements including Carbon Cycle, Ecosystems,
and Climate Variability and Change.
• Analysis of the global occurrence, extent, and impact of major
disturbances (e.g., fire, insects, drought, and flooding) on land
use and land cover [beyond 4 years]. Input on the frequency of
drought and flooding will be sought from the Climate Variability
and Change research element.

Question 6.2:What are the primary drivers of
land-use and land-cover change?

State of Knowledge
Figure 6-2: Forest cover increase and abandonment of marginal agricultural
lands in Grand Traverse County, Michigan. The left image illustrates landuse change by parcel interpreted from aerial photographs. Green colors
are forest, beige/yellow agriculture, and pink residential development. The
right image is forest cover from Landsat satellite images. Green is forest
and light yellow is not forest. Source: School of Natural Resources and
Environment, University of Michigan. For more information, see Annex C.

The ability to forecast land-use and land-cover change and, ultimately,
to predict the consequences of change, will depend on our ability to
understand the past, current, and future drivers of land-use and
land-cover change.These factors as well as other emerging social and
political factors may have significant effects on future land use and
cover. Patterns of land use, land-cover change, and land management
are shaped by the interaction of economic, environmental, social,
political, and technological forces on local to global scales (see, for
example, Figure 6-3).
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An improved understanding of historical land-use and land-cover
patterns provides a means to evaluate complex causes and responses
in order to better project future trends of human activities and
land-use and land-cover change.We must understand the primary
modern and future drivers of land use and their interrelationship
with land management decisions and resource policies to develop
projections of future land-use and management decision outcomes
under a range of economic, environmental, and social scenarios.
This ability will allow better projections and hopefully minimize
negative impacts, especially as related to climate change.This type
of analysis will require the integration of various disciplines from
the physical and social sciences.

Illustrative Research Questions
• What are the primary historic and contemporary natural and
human drivers of land-use and land-cover change and what will
they be in the future?
• What has been the historical relationship between land use and
land management systems and how will the relationship change
through the next few decades?
• What are the most significant drivers of land-use and land-cover
change?
• How have and will the driving forces of change affect(ed) land
use and cover at different scales (i.e., local, regional, and global)
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Figure 6-3: Land-cover
change in eastern U.S.
ecosystems, 1973-2000. An
analysis of land-use and landcover change in the eastern
United States provides
evidence of distinctive regional
variation in the rates and
characteristics of changes. The
color of each ecoregion
indicates the rate of change,
while the pie charts indicate
the type of change. In some
areas, rapid, cyclic harvesting
and replanting of forests was
the main cause of change,
while urbanization dominated
in other areas. Source: USGS
EROS Data Center. For more
information, see Annex C.

and where are there opportunities for managing land-use change
to minimize negative impacts and maximize positive outcomes?
• How, and to what extent, do extreme events (e.g., natural
disasters, public health emergencies, and war) affect land-use
and land-cover change and vice versa?
• How will environmental, institutional, political, technological,
demographic, and economic processes determine the temporal
and spatial distribution of land use and land cover over the next
few decades?

Research Needs
An innovative approach is needed to quantify, understand, model, and
project natural and human drivers of land-use and land-cover change.
Research is needed to understand and project the interactions of
economic, social, and environmental choices on land use and
management policies and decisions. New techniques and tools that
integrate understanding of human behavior, opportunities,
consequences, and alternatives are needed for improved
decisionmaking and policymaking.There must be close collaboration
with the Human Contributions and Responses research element to
understand the social and economic drivers that affect human choices.
Improvements are needed in process models of land-use and landcover change dynamics in space and time, combining field-level case
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studies for analysis of processes and management systems, statistical
studies for large regions, and empirical analyses using remote sensing
at local scales.This process-level understanding of land-use and
land-cover dynamics and interactions with socioeconomic and
biophysical factors will aid the analysis of land-use and land-cover
change across scales.Work is needed to understand the interactions
between agents or causes of land-use change and climate change and
variability.

Milestones, Products, and Payoffs
• Summary of the historical and contemporary regional driving
forces of land-use and land-cover change [United States, less
than 2 years; global, beyond 4 years].This product is needed by
the Ecosystems research element.
• Understand how primary drivers of land use and land management
decisions are likely to change over the next few decades [United
States, 2-4 years; global beyond 4 years].
• Quantify and project possible drivers of land-use change for a
range of economic, environmental, and social values [beyond 4
years].This product is needed by the Ecosystems and Carbon
Cycle research elements.

Question 6.3:What will land-use and land-cover
patterns and characteristics be 5 to 50 years into the
future?

biogeochemical cycles, climate, ecosystem health, and other systems,
it will be necessary to make significant advances in documenting the
rates and causes of land-use and land-cover change. Our current
understanding of historic land-use and land-cover change is weak
due to the anecdotal or very local nature of past research in this
area. Future understanding of land-use and land-cover changes will
be greatly improved through new systematic methods and study
designs for land-use change research.To understand the forces of
change that operate at different scales, it will be necessary to conduct
studies that explicitly reveal the local and regional variations in landuse and land-cover changes.With this, the historical and contemporary
data needed to develop models that project land use and land cover
for specific intervals into the future will be produced.

Illustrative Research Questions
• What are the major feedbacks and interactions between climatic,
socioeconomic, and ecological influences on changes in land use
and land management?
• What spatial and temporal level of information and modeling
are needed to project land use and land management and its
impacts on the Earth system at regional, national, and global
scales?
• Given specific climate, demographic, and socioeconomic
projections, what is the current level of skill and what are the
key sources of uncertainty and major sensitivities in projecting
characteristics of land-use and land-cover change 5 to 50 years
into the future?

State of Knowledge

Research Needs

To understand the historical, contemporary, and future linkages
between land-use and land-cover change and its resulting effects on

A new suite of models that combine climatic, socioeconomic, and
ecological data to model projected changes at scales that are relevant

1994 Land Use

Central Maryland Region
(shaded area)

Projected Land Use

Commercial/Industrial
High-Density Residential
Medium-Density Residential
Low-Density Residential
Undeveloped
Protected
Highway
Major Road

Figure 6-4: The map on the
left shows actual land use in
the seven-county area of
central Maryland in 1994,
while the map on the right is
the predicted distribution of
land-use types based on a
‘polycentric’ city model. There
is remarkable similarity
between the two maps in
commercial, high, and medium
densities, but disagreement
in the low-density residential
category. Models with
improved projections of this
fragmented, low-density
residential development—
which consumes a
disproportionate amount of
open space and causes high
public service costs—will
better support decisionmaking
regarding this type of
development. Source: Nancy
Bockstael, University of
Maryland. For more
information, see Annex C
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to resource management and to those relevant for global assessments
is needed.This need for predictive models calls for a better
understanding of the drivers of land-use change, characterization/
parameterization of land-use elements, and credible predictions of
land cover and land use at annual to decadal time scales.
Partnerships are needed with state and regional assessment and
research efforts, to ensure comparability between national/global
and state/regional models. Integration among the Carbon Cycle,
Ecosystems, and Human Contributions and Responses research
elements will be needed to develop and test models for generating
scenarios of land-use and land-cover change, and for making
projections of change that take into account the various influences
of ecosystem functioning, carbon, water, and energy cycling as well
as human-managed systems. Model validation will be a particularly
challenging element of this research area. Simulation of past
conditions will be a necessary strategy for testing the performance
of models, placing more significance on the need to understand
land-use and land-cover change in both historical and contemporary
contexts.

Question 6.4: How do climate variability and
change affect land use and land cover, and what are
the potential feedbacks of changes in land use and
land cover to climate?

State of Knowledge
Land-use and land-cover change is linked in complex and interactive
ways to global climate change, and the feedback between the two
exists at multiple spatial and temporal scales. Changes in greenhouse
gas emissions, albedo, and surface roughness are the primary
mechanisms by which land-use and land-cover change affect climate.
Climate variability and change, in turn, can affect the land cover of
a given area and the ways in which land is used. Some of the impacts
of these feedbacks are local while others have global ramifications.
For example, trace gas emissions and removals by sinks depend
strongly on land cover and land-use practices (see, for example,
Figure 6-5), while the deposition of atmospheric constituents affects
the potential rate and magnitude of terrestrial sinks.

Milestones, Products, and Payoffs
• Single-sector (e.g., urban, suburban, agriculture, forest, etc.)
change models [prototypes for selected sectors, less than 2
years; operational models for selected sectors, 2-4 years;
operational models for all sectors, beyond 4 years].
• Identification and integration of components of land-use and
land-cover change models [regional, less than 2 years; national,
2-4 years; global beyond 4 years].
• Development of regional, national, and global land-use and
land-cover change projection models, incorporating advances in
understanding of drivers [regional, less than 2 years; national,
2-4 years; global beyond 4 years].This product will be used by
the Climate Variability and Change,Water Cycle, Carbon Cycle,
Ecosystems, and Human Contributions and Responses research
elements.

Illustrative Research Questions
• What are the critical land uses and landscape variables that affect
climate?
• What can we learn about the relationship between climate and
land cover from studies of the past?
• How do climate variability and extreme events affect land use
and land cover?
• How will climate and land use/cover influence each other in the
future?

Research Needs
Simulation of climate-land use/cover feedbacks will require
advancement of current understanding of multiple stress processes
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Figure 6-5: Increasing atmospheric carbon dioxide, climatic variation, and fire disturbance play substantial roles in the historical carbon dynamics of Alaska.
Analyses of stand-age distribution in Alaska indicate that fire has likely become less frequent compared to the first half of the 20th century. Application of the
Terrestrial Ecosystem Model indicates that regrowth under a less frequent fire regime leads to substantial carbon storage in the state between 1980 and 1989.
Source: David McGuire and Dave Verbyla, University of Alaska, Fairbanks. For more information, see Annex C.
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at local to global scales.We need to identify past changes in land use
and land cover that are attributable to changes in climate, in order
to project future changes in land use and land cover that could
result from changes in climate.Validation of the interacting climateland use effects for specific regions of the globe will be particularly
challenging. Inputs will be needed from the Climate Variability and
Change,Water Cycle, and Carbon Cycle research elements.
International cooperation will be needed to optimize the currently
existing and emerging observational networks.

Milestones, Products, and Payoffs
• Analysis of existing databases and theories about climate-related
processes that affect land-use change, including uncertainty
analysis [less than 2 years].
• Evaluation of how the type and distribution of land cover affects
regional weather and climate patterns [less than 2 years].
Collaborative research with the Climate Variability and Change
research element will be necessary.
• Sensitivity studies addressing how land-use and land-cover related
changes in surface albedo, greenhouse gas fluxes, and particulates
affect climate (such data will be given to the Climate Variability
and Change research element) [2-4 years].This investigation will
involve collaboration with the Carbon Cycle and Climate
Variability and Change research elements.
• Report on the effects of land-use and land-cover changes on
local carbon dynamics.The report will discuss implications for
sources and sinks of terrestrial carbon and the overall carbon
budget and will be developed in collaboration with the Carbon
Cycle and Climate Variability and Change research elements
[2-4 years].
• Reports on the effects of land use and land cover on mitigation
and management of greenhouse gases [beyond 4 years]. Data on
greenhouse gas concentrations and history will be needed from
the Carbon Cycle research element.
• Report on past trends in land cover or land use attributable to
changes in climate (e.g., changes in forest type, changes in specific
agricultural crops, or changes in the presence or absence of
agriculture) [beyond 4 years]. Input will be needed from the
Climate Variability and Change research element.
• Report on projected trends in land cover or land uses that are
attributable to changes in climate (e.g., changes in forest type,
changes in specific agricultural crops, or changes in the presence
or absence of agriculture) [beyond 4 years].
• National and global models with a coupled climate-land use system
[beyond 4 years].This will be a collaborative task conducted
with the Climate Variability and Change research element.

Question 6.5:What are the environmental, social,
economic, and human health consequences of current
and potential land-use and land-cover change over
the next 5 to 50 years?

State of Knowledge
There is clear evidence that changing land use and land cover has
significant impacts on local environmental conditions and economic
and social welfare. For example, the water cycle depends heavily on

vegetation, surface characteristics, soil properties, and water
resources development by humans (e.g., dam construction, irrigation,
channeling, and drainage of wetlands) which in turn affects water
availability and quality. Land-use and land-cover change, climate
variability and change, soil degradation, and other environmental
changes all interact to affect natural resources through their effects on
ecosystem structure and functioning. In turn, ecological systems may
respond unexpectedly when exposed to two or more perturbations.
The following research questions address the effects of changes in
land use and land cover on other research elements (i.e., Ecosystems,
Water Cycle, Carbon Cycle, Human Contributions and Responses).

Illustrative Research Questions
• How will different scenarios of land-use change stress or
enhance the productivity of our natural resource base and the
industries that depend on it, including agriculture and forestry?
• How will land-use and land-cover changes affect the form and
functioning of ecosystems, including the ability to provide
essential goods and services and levels of ecosystem biodiversity,
and what are the ecological, economic, public health, and social
benefits and costs of the changes?
• What are the impacts of future land-use and land-cover change
on water quality and quantity (research will be undertaken with
the Water Cycle research element)?
• Using focused case studies, how can landholders, land managers,
and decisionmakers formulate land use and land management
decisions and practices at various scales in order to mitigate
negative impacts of, and take advantage of any new opportunities
due to, climate change?

Research Needs
The other Climate Change Science Program research elements
provide complementary information about the environmental and
biophysical forces that influence potential land uses (e.g., atmospheric
chemistry and processes, climate variability and change, water
resources, nutrient flows, and ecological processes) and the
anthropogenic pressures that will give rise to various land uses and
processes (e.g., the Human Contributions and Responses research
element). Development of coupled climate-land use/cover models
that incorporate socioeconomic factors and ecosystem function
should be accelerated.The challenge will be to use contemporary
impacts of land-use and land-cover change to calibrate impacts on
ecosystem goods and services; biogeochemical, water, and energy
cycles; and climate processes. Research will require multidisciplinary
cooperation to develop land-use and land-cover projections that
address the necessary spatial and temporal scales, and include the
necessary physical, biological, and social factors of interest, to ensure
that projections of land use and land cover can be incorporated into
models of impacts.

Milestones, Products, and Payoffs
• Report on the social, economic, and ecological impacts of
urbanization on other land uses [less than 2 years].This product
will be used by the Ecosystems and Human Contributions and
Responses research elements.
• Report on the social, economic, and ecological impacts of different
scenarios of land-use change on agriculture, grazing, and
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forestry [2-4 years].This product will be used by the Ecosystems
and Human Contributions and Responses research elements.
Assessment of the impacts of different scenarios of urban and
agricultural expansion on natural (terrestrial and aquatic) systems
[2-4 years].This product will be used by the Ecosystems
research element.
Reports on the relationship between land-use and land-cover
change and human health [2-4 years].This product will be used
by the Human Contributions and Responses research element.
Identification of the regions in the United States where land use
and climate change may have the most significant implications
for land management [2-4 years].This product will be used by
the Human Contributions and Responses research element.
Report on the regional and national impacts of different scenarios
of land use and land cover on water quality and quantity,
conducted with the Water Cycle research element [regional,
2-4 years; national, beyond 4 years].
Report on land management options associated with different
climate change scenarios [beyond 4 years].This product will be
used by the Human Contributions and Responses research
element.

National and International Partnerships
Nationally, several programs have identified land-use and land-cover
change as part of their individual agency research agendas (e.g., the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, the U.S. Geological
Survey, the National Science Foundation, the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, and the U.S. Department of Agriculture) and
have played an active role in developing this research element. It will
be important as the program proceeds to engage multiple agencies
and organizations working in this and related fields (e.g., the
National Institutes of Health, the Department of Transportation, the
Bureau of Land Management, and the U.S. Agency for International
Development). In the next decade of global change research, it will
be particularly important to include stakeholders (e.g., the National
Governors Association, non-governmental organizations, and state
and local land managers) in guiding this research element.
Global change research is strengthened through international
partnerships. In the next 10 years, the establishment of international
land-use and land-cover science programs will augment ongoing
efforts such as the International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme
to help bridge the gap between climate change researchers, land
managers, and decisionmakers. For example, the Global
Observation of Forest Cover and Global Observations of Land
Cover Dynamics (GOFC-GOLD) is a new program and part of the
Integrated Global Observing System (IGOS) for coordinating global
land observations. GOFC-GOLD is implemented through regional
networks of data providers and users to address a combination of
global change and natural resource management questions, and
engages local scientists with local and regional expertise and
knowledge. Regional observational and monitoring networks and
associated case studies are key to understanding phenomena at fine
scales, and provide a test bed for models and a mechanism for
comparative analysis.
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Another example is the United Nations Land Cover Network—an
emerging cooperative activity of the Food and Agriculture
Organization (FAO) and the United Nations Environment
Programme (UNEP) to develop monitoring and measurement of
land-cover change in support of their global environmental outlooks
and assessments (e.g., the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment). In
addition to these activities, development agencies are attempting to
address questions concerning the societal impacts of global change
through new programs such as the U.S. Agency for International
Development’s Geographic Information and Sustainable
Development program. Such programs can help in strengthening
the scientific underpinning for the decisionmaking process.
To facilitate the U.S. science community achieving broad science
and societal objectives in global land-use and land-cover research,
international partnerships are being formed for regional studies of
global importance. For example, during the last 10 years, studies of
the Amazon have been conducted in the framework of the LargeScale Biosphere-Atmosphere Experiment in Amazonia (LBA), a
cooperative international project led by Brazil. Created through an
international cooperative agreement, LBA has important institutional
relations, including ties with over 40 Brazilian institutions, 25
institutions from various Amazonian countries, as well as institutions
from the United States and eight European nations.The LBA project
is expected to continue for at least 3 years.
During the next 3-5 years, the Northern Eurasia Earth Science
Partnership Initiative (NEESPI) will produce a large-scale
interdisciplinary program of research aimed at developing a better
understanding of the interactions between ecosystems, the
atmosphere, and human dynamics in northern Eurasia.This region,
representing a quarter of the world’s land masses, will be studied by
U.S. scientists in partnership with scientists from northern Eurasia
to enhance scientific knowledge and develop predictive capabilities
to support informed decisionmaking with respect to land-use and
land-cover changes.
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7

Carbon Cycle

CHAPTER CONTENTS
Question 7.1:What are the magnitudes and
distributions of North American carbon sources
and sinks on seasonal to centennial time scales, and
what are the processes controlling their dynamics?
Question 7.2:What are the magnitudes and
distributions of ocean carbon sources and sinks on
seasonal to centennial time scales, and what are the
processes controlling their dynamics?
Question 7.3:What are the effects on carbon
sources and sinks of past, present, and future landuse change and resource management practices at
local, regional, and global scales?
Question 7.4: How do global terrestrial, oceanic,
and atmospheric carbon sources and sinks change
on seasonal to centennial time scales, and how can
this knowledge be integrated to quantify and
explain annual global carbon budgets?
Question 7.5:What will be the future atmospheric concentrations of carbon dioxide,
methane, and other carbon-containing greenhouse gases, and how will terrestrial and marine
carbon sources and sinks change in the future?
Question 7.6: How will the Earth system, and its different components, respond to various
options for managing carbon in the environment, and what scientific information is needed
for evaluating these options?
National and International Partnerships

Carbon is important as the basis for the food and fiber that
sustain and shelter human populations, as the primary
energy source that fuels economies, and as a major
contributor to the planetary greenhouse effect and potential
climate change. Carbon dioxide (CO2) is the largest single
forcing agent of climate change, and methane (CH4) is also
a significant contributor. Atmospheric concentrations of
CO2 and CH4 have been increasing for about 2 centuries
as a result of human activities and are now higher than
they have been for over 400,000 years. Since 1750, CO2
concentrations in the atmosphere have increased by 30%
and CH4 concentrations in the atmosphere have increased
by 150%. Approximately three-quarters of present-day
anthropogenic CO2 emissions are due to fossil-fuel
combustion (plus a small amount from cement production);
land-use change accounts for the rest.The strengths of

CH4 emission sources are uncertain due to the high variability in
space and time of biospheric sources (IPCC, 2001a). Future
atmospheric concentrations of these greenhouse gases will depend
on trends and variability in natural and human-caused emissions and
the capacity of terrestrial and marine sinks to absorb and retain
carbon.The global carbon cycle is depicted in Figure 7-1.
Decisionmakers searching for options to stabilize or mitigate
concentrations of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere are faced
with two broad approaches for controlling atmospheric carbon
concentrations: (1) reduction of carbon emissions at their source,
such as through reducing fossil fuel use and cement production or
changing land use and management (e.g., reducing deforestation);
and/or (2) enhanced sequestration of carbon,either through
enhancement of biospheric carbon storage or through engineering
solutions to capture carbon and store it in repositories such as the
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deep ocean or geologic formations. Enhancing carbon sequestration
is of current interest as a near-term policy option to slow the rise in
atmospheric CO2 and provide more time to develop a wider range
of viable mitigation and adaptation options. However, uncertainties
remain about how much additional carbon storage can be achieved,
the efficacy and longevity of carbon sequestration approaches,
whether they will lead to unintended environmental consequences,
and just how vulnerable or resilient the global carbon cycle is to
such manipulations.
Successful carbon management strategies will require solid scientific
information about the basic processes of the carbon cycle and an
understanding of its long-term interactions with other components
of the Earth system such as climate and the water and nitrogen
cycles. Such strategies also will require an ability to account for all
carbon stocks, fluxes, and changes and to distinguish the effects of
human actions from those of natural system variability (see Figure
7-2). Because CO2 is an essential ingredient for plant growth, it will
be essential to address the direct effects of increasing atmospheric
concentrations of CO2 on terrestrial and marine ecosystem productivity.
Breakthrough advances in techniques to observe and model the
atmospheric, terrestrial, and oceanic components of the carbon cycle
have readied the scientific community for a concerted research effort
to identify, characterize, quantify, and project the major regional carbon
sources and sinks—with North America as a near-term priority.
The overall goal for Climate Change Science Program (CCSP)
carbon cycle research is to provide critical scientific information on
the fate of carbon in the environment and how cycling of carbon
might change in the future, including the role of and implications
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Figure 7-1: The global carbon
cycle. Carbon is exchanged
among the atmosphere,
oceans, and land. This cycling
of carbon is fundamental to
regulating Earth’s climate. In
this static figure, the
components are simplified
and average values are
presented. Storages [in
petagrams carbon (PgC)] and
fluxes (in PgC yr-1) of carbon
for the major components of
the Earth’s carbon cycle are
estimated for the 1990s.
For more information, see
Annex C.

for societal actions. In this decade, research on the global carbon
cycle will focus on two overarching questions:
• How large and variable are the dynamic reservoirs and fluxes of
carbon within the Earth system, and how might carbon cycling
change and be managed in future years, decades, and centuries?
• What are our options for managing carbon sources and sinks to
achieve an appropriate balance of risk, cost, and benefit to society?
A well-coordinated, multidisciplinary research strategy, bringing
together a broad range of needed infrastructure, resources, and
expertise from the public and private sectors, will be essential to
answer these questions. A continuing dialogue with stakeholders,
including resource managers, policymakers, and other decisionmakers,
must be established and maintained to ensure that desired information
is provided in a useful form (NRC, 1999c).
Specific research questions that will be addressed in support of the
two overarching questions are covered in the following sections.
These six carbon cycle questions focus on research issues of high
priority and potential payoff for the next 10 years.They derive from
the program goals recommended by the research community in A
U.S. Carbon Cycle Science Plan (CCWG, 1999). Carbon cycling is an
integrated Earth system process and no one of these questions can
be addressed in isolation from the others—or without contributions
from and interactions with the other research elements of the
CCSP, the Climate Change Technology Program (CCTP), and the
international scientific community. Many of the research activities,
research needs, and milestones, products, and payoffs identified
under each question will be relevant to more than one question,
indicating a high degree of complementarity across questions.
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growing confidence that these differences can be reconciled (IPCC,
2000a, 2001a).The Carbon Cycle science program will coordinate
the observational, experimental, analytical, and data management
activities needed to reconcile the discrepancies, to reduce the
uncertainties, and to produce a consistent result for North America
through the North American Carbon Program (NACP, 2002).When
integrated with results from corresponding international research
projects in Europe and Asia (Global Carbon Project, 2003), the
results of the NACP will contribute to locating and accurately
quantifying the Northern Hemisphere carbon sink.

Question 7.1:What are the magnitudes and
distributions of North American carbon sources and
sinks on seasonal to centennial time scales, and what
are the processes controlling their dynamics?

State of Knowledge
There is compelling evidence of a current Northern Hemisphere
extra-tropical terrestrial sink of 0.6-2.3 PgC yr-1 (IPCC, 2001a).
Recent work suggests that this sink is a result of land-use change,
including recovery of forest cleared for agriculture in the last century,
and land management practices, such as fire suppression and reduced
tillage of agricultural lands. Other studies suggest that elevated
atmospheric CO2 concentration, nitrogen deposition, changes in
growing season duration, and changes in regional rainfall patterns
also play a role. Atmospheric studies indicate that the net terrestrial
sink varies significantly from year to year (see Figure 7-3).

Illustrative Research Questions
• What is the carbon balance of North America and adjacent
ocean basins, and how is that balance changing over time? How
large and variable are the sources and sinks, and what are the
geographic patterns of carbon fluxes?
• What are the most important mechanisms, both natural and
human-induced, that control North American carbon sources
and sinks, and how will they change in the future?
• How much do North America and adjacent ocean basins
contribute to the Northern Hemisphere carbon sink?

Current estimates of regional distributions of carbon sources and
sinks derived from atmospheric and oceanic data differ from forest
inventory and terrestrial ecosystem model estimates, but there is
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Figure 7-2: Average annual global budget of CO2 and uncertainties for 1989 to 1998 expressed in PgC yr-1. Error bounds correspond to a 90% confidence
interval. The numbers reported here are from Land Use, Land-Use Change, and Forestry, a special report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC, 2000a). There is compelling evidence that a large fraction of the “unidentified sink” may be accounted for by uptake in the temperate and/or boreal
zones of the terrestrial Northern Hemisphere. Source: F. Hall, Office of Global Carbon Studies, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center.
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• Are there potential “surprises,” where sources could increase or
sinks disappear?

Research Needs
Continued and enhanced NACP research will require multidisciplinary
investigations that merge observational, experimental, and modeling
approaches at various scales to produce a consistent North American
carbon balance (NACP, 2002). Observational needs include reliable
measurements of atmospheric concentrations, vertical profiles, and
transport of CO2, CH4, and related tracers (e.g., the ratio of oxygen
to nitrogen (O2/N2), CO2 isotopes); micrometeorological estimates of
net CO2 and CH4 fluxes with accompanying biometric measurements
at ecosystem and landscape scales; biomass and soil inventories of
carbon in forests, crop and grazing lands, wetlands, and unmanaged
ecosystems; monitoring of carbon transport by erosion and rivers;
and measurements of coastal ocean carbon constituents, processes,
and air-sea and land-ocean fluxes.There is a need for improved
measurement technologies and standardization of analytical methods
and reference materials.The work to secure the required observational
networks and enhancements will need to be closely coordinated with
the Climate Change Research Initiative (CCRI) plan for climatequality observations.
A field program, with intensive campaigns, process studies, and
remote sensing of productivity and land cover, will be conducted
initially within selected regions of the United States, and subsequently
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Figure 7-3: Rate of
increase of atmospheric
CO2 and fossil-fuel
emissions. The upper curve
shows the annual global
amount of carbon added
to the atmosphere (in PgC
yr-1) in the form of CO2 by
burning coal, oil, and
natural gas. The strongly
varying curve shows the
annual rate of increase of
carbon in the atmosphere.
The difference between the
two curves represents the
total net amount of CO2
absorbed each year by the
oceans and terrestrial
ecosystems. For more
information, see Annex C.

expanded to include the entire continent. Innovative ecosystem,
inverse, and data assimilation modeling approaches will be needed to
enable comprehensive carbon accounting and improve understanding
of North American carbon stocks and flows.
Joint activities with the Water Cycle research element to measure
CO2 and water vapor fluxes and the transport of carbon and nutrients
through surface waters and wetlands will be needed to economize
on costly field measurements and share expertise. Collaboration
with the Ecosystems research element will be needed to characterize
process controls on carbon flow through plants, soils, and aquatic
systems and to conduct multi-factor manipulative experiments (i.e.,
experiments in which key environmental factors are varied under
controlled conditions) in terrestrial and marine ecosystems. Research
on human system influences, requiring inputs from the Human
Contributions and Responses research element, will be equally
important, especially in studies of emissions from fossil-fuel use; land,
animal, and waste management practices; and the effects of adaptation
actions implemented at local, state, regional, or national levels.

Milestones, Products, and Payoffs
• Improved methodologies for carbon source and sink accounting
in agriculture and forestry [2 years].This will be an important
input for the Decision Support element.
• Quantitative measures of atmospheric CO2 and CH4 concentrations
and related tracers in under-sampled locations [2-4 years].
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• Landscape-scale estimates of carbon stocks in agricultural, forest,
and range systems and unmanaged ecosystems from spatially
resolved carbon inventory and remote-sensing data [beyond 4
years].This will be an important input for the Ecosystems
research element.
• Quantitative estimates of carbon fluxes from managed and
unmanaged ecosystems in North America and surrounding
oceans, with regional specificity [beyond 4 years]. Measurement
sites will be coordinated with the Water Cycle, Ecosystems, and
Land-Use/Land-Cover Change research elements.
• Carbon cycle models customized for North America [2-4 years],
with improved physical controls and characterization of respiration
[2 years] and employing the first carbon data assimilation
approaches [2-4 years].
• Prototype State of the Carbon Cycle report focused on North
America [2 years], followed by a more comprehensive report
[beyond 4 years].This will be a valuable input for the Decision
Support element.
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carbon accounting on regional and continental scales.These results
are a prerequisite for planning, implementing, and monitoring carbon
management practices in North America. Decisionmakers will
receive a series of increasingly comprehensive and informative reports
about the status and trends of carbon emissions and sequestration in
North America, and their contribution to the global carbon balance,
for use in policy formulation and resource management.

Question 7.2:What are the magnitudes and
distributions of ocean carbon sources and sinks on
seasonal to centennial time scales, and what are the
processes controlling their dynamics?

State of Knowledge

The ocean is the largest of the dynamic carbon reservoirs on
decadal to millennial time scales, and ocean processes have regulated
the uptake, storage, and release of CO2 to the atmosphere over past
New data and models will provide enhanced capability for estimating
glacial-interglacial cycles. Globally, the ocean’s present-day net
the future capacity of carbon sources and sinks and will guide full
uptake of carbon is approximately 2 PgC yr-1 (see Figure 7-4),
accounting for the removal from the
atmosphere of about 30% of fossil-fuel
emissions (IPCC, 2001a). Marine carbon
BOX 7-1
storage is jointly modulated by ocean
circulation and biogeochemistry.
Physical processes, primarily the
ventilation of surface waters and mixing
between terrestrial ecosystems and the
FY04 CCRI Priority—North
with intermediate and deep waters, have
America’s Carbon Balance
atmosphere, documenting how much
been largely responsible for regulating
Climate Change Research Initiative
carbon is gained or lost on an annual
the historical uptake and storage of this
research on the carbon cycle will focus
basis. New experimental studies of carbon
anthropogenic carbon. However,
on North America’s carbon balance.This
cycling processes in forests and soils and
knowledge is not yet sufficient to account
research will reduce uncertainties related
new ocean carbon surveys along the
for regional, seasonal, or interannual
to the buildup of CO2 and CH4 in the
continental margins of North America
variations in ocean carbon uptake.
atmosphere and the fraction of fossil-fuel
will be conducted. Development of new
in situ and remote-sensing technologies
carbon being taken up by North
There is growing appreciation of the
for measuring atmospheric CO2 and CH4
America’s ecosystems and adjacent
importance and complexity of factors
and carbon in plants, soils, and the ocean
oceans (NRC, 2001a).This work will be
governing the biological uptake of CO2
is being accelerated. New investments
undertaken in the context of the U.S.
and subsequent export of organic carbon
in diagnostic analyses and modeling will
Global Change Research Program’s
to the deep sea (e.g., iron limitation,
focus on developing innovative modeling
ongoing North American Carbon
nitrogen fixation, calcification, aquatic
frameworks and model-data fusion
Program to quantify the magnitudes and
community structure, subsurface reapproaches that will bring together and
distributions of terrestrial, oceanic, and
mineralization).The discovery that iron
ensure synergistic uses of diverse carbon
atmospheric carbon sources and sinks, to
is a limiting nutrient for major regions
data sets.
understand the processes controlling their
of the world’s oceans has profound
dynamics, and to produce a consistent
implications for understanding controls
These CCRI investments will yield nearanalysis of North America’s carbon
on ocean carbon uptake, as well as for
term information to be summarized in a
budget that explains regional and
evaluating carbon management options.
first State of the Carbon Cycle report
sectoral contributions and year-to-year
The responses of air-sea CO2 fluxes and
focused on North America that will
variations.
marine ecosystems to daily, seasonal, and
provide: (1) an evaluation of our
interannual variations in nutrient supply
knowledge of carbon cycle dynamics
The CCRI will augment monitoring
and climate are not well documented
relevant to the contributions of and
capabilities for atmospheric concentrations
outside the equatorial Pacific.
impacts on the United States, and (2)
of CO2, CH4, and related tracers.The
CCRI will invest in expanding and
scientific information for U.S. decision
Knowledge is also lacking on the
enhancing the AmeriFlux network,
support focused on key issues for carbon
magnitudes, locations, and mechanisms
which measures net CO2 exchange
management and policy.
of surface carbon export and subsequent
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Figure 7-4: Map showing the climatological mean annual distribution of net sea-air CO2 flux (in moles CO2 m-2yr-1) over the global oceans. The blue-magenta
areas indicate that the ocean is a sink for atmospheric CO2, and the yellow-red areas, a source. The annual CO2 uptake by the oceans has been estimated to
be in the range of 1.5 to 2.1 PgC. Source: T. Takahashi, NOAA Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory. For more information, see Annex C.

(100-1,000 m) zone, the deep ocean, and sediments. Past analyses
have not fully accounted for carbon fluxes and dynamics on continental
margins or in the coastal ocean, where sediment-water interactions
are significant and terrestrial inputs and human-induced perturbations
are large.The future behavior of the ocean carbon sink is most
uncertain because of potentially large feedbacks among climate
change, ocean circulation, marine ecosystems, and ocean carbon
cycle processes (CCOIIG, 2003).

Illustrative Research Questions
• What is the global inventory and geographic distribution of
anthropogenic CO2 in the oceans?
• What is the magnitude, spatial pattern, and variability of air-sea
CO2 fluxes?
• How are the ocean inventories of carbon and related
biogeochemical constituents changing over time?
• What biogeochemical, ecological, and physical processes control
oceanic uptake and release of carbon, and how may these
processes change in the future? What are the major feedback
mechanisms and climate sensitivities for ocean carbon storage?
• What quantity of carbon is transported to the oceans from the
land and associated freshwater systems, and how much of this
carbon contributes to net storage?

Research Needs
CCSP carbon cycle research will need to continue and enhance
global ocean observations (in situ and remotely sensed) to track the
fate of carbon in the oceans, characterize fluxes of carbon and
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nutrients (e.g., iron, nitrogen, phosphorus), quantify transfers from
the land and atmosphere to the ocean over large space and time
scales, and understand the physical and biogeochemical processes
that control ocean carbon fluxes now and in the future. Global carbon
hydrographic surveys, surface water partial pressure of CO2 (pCO2)
observations, time-series measurements, satellite remote sensing,
and a North American coastal observing system are needed to
understand the feedback links among the open ocean, ocean margins,
the terrestrial environment, and the atmosphere (CCOIIG, 2003;
GOOS, 2002; LSCOP, 2002; Ocean Theme Team, 2001).
Enabling activities will be needed in the areas of chemical reference
standards, in situ sensor and autonomous platform technology
development, remote-sensing algorithms and validation, data
management and accessibility, and computational capacity for
modeling. Research will be required to integrate and reconcile
oceanic and atmospheric carbon uptake estimates through enhanced
data synthesis and numerical modeling approaches including both
forward and inverse models as well as data assimilation. Data from
the Climate Variability and Change research element will be needed
to support the development and implementation of models linking
climate, ocean circulation, ocean carbon biogeochemistry, and
marine ecosystem dynamics to assess more accurately the relationship
of carbon sources and sinks to global climate change.
Multidisciplinary process studies will be needed to understand the
response of ocean ecosystems to interannual climatic variability,
biogeochemical cycling in the upper 1,000 meters of the ocean,
continental margin carbon dynamics, and air-sea gas exchange.
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Focused process studies in the North Atlantic, North Pacific, and
along the continental margins of those basins, including inputs from
rivers and estuaries, are needed in the next several years to provide
independent constraints on quantification of the Northern
Hemisphere carbon sink, enable designation of sources and source
dynamics, and improve estimation of the retention capability of the
sinks (NACP, 2002).
It is anticipated that in 5 to 10 years, an intensive program of
research will be needed to resolve uncertainties about the sensitivity
to climate change of the physical, chemical, and biological factors
regulating carbon fluxes in the Southern Ocean. The specific
objectives of this Southern Ocean Carbon Program will be defined
in the next several years as the results of recent research in the
Southern Ocean [i.e., Joint Global Ocean Flux Study (JGOFS) and
World Ocean Circulation Experiment (WOCE)] are synthesized
and become available, carbon cycle models are improved, and new
enabling technologies are developed.

Milestones, Products, and Payoffs
• Quantification of temporal changes in the global ocean inventories
of anthropogenic carbon and related biogeochemical constituents
[2-4 years].
• Estimates of the interannual variability in the regional- and
basin-scale air-sea CO2 fluxes for the North Atlantic and North
Pacific based on in situ measurements, remote sensing, and data
assimilation [2-4 years].
• Greater understanding of the role of nutrients and trace metals,
phytoplankton functional groups, primary productivity, and
subsurface transport and dynamics in carbon export to the deep
sea [2-4 years].
• Improved models of ocean biogeochemical processes based on
linkages with ocean observations from repeat transects and
time-series measurements [2-4 years].
• Observational and modeling constraints on ocean carbon
dynamics, land-ocean exchange, and air-sea fluxes for the
continental margin regions surrounding North America [beyond
4 years].
• Quantification of global air-sea fluxes of CO2, lateral ocean
carbon transport, delivery of carbon from the land to the ocean,
particle fluxes and export rates, and the spatial distribution of
carbon in the ocean on seasonal to interannual time scales using
remote and in situ measurements and data assimilation models
[beyond 4 years].These products will be important inputs for
the Climate Variability and Change and Modeling research
elements.
• Models of ocean uptake of carbon that integrate biogeochemistry,
ocean circulation, and marine ecosystem responses [beyond 4
years].These models will be important inputs for the Climate
Variability and Change and Modeling research elements.
• Estimates of the climate sensitivity and potential feedbacks to
climate change of carbon cycling processes in the Southern
Ocean [beyond 4 years].
This research will quantify the capacity of the oceans to absorb
fossil-fuel CO2 and sequester carbon through export to the deep
sea. Scientific information will be provided on the potential for
large feedbacks to the climate system.
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Question 7.3:What are the effects on carbon
sources and sinks of past, present, and future landuse change and resource management practices at
local, regional, and global scales?

State of Knowledge
Historic and current land-use changes and resource management
practices impact the overall carbon cycle. For example, there has
been widespread reforestation since 1900 in the eastern United
States following the movement of agricultural production toward
the Midwest. Forest growth and conversion of forests to long-lived
wood products increase the carbon stored in the forest products
pool. Better land management practices (e.g., reduced soil tillage in
cropping systems), increased agricultural productivity, and conversion
from cropland to grassland can increase carbon storage in soil.
However, changes in land use and management, such as clearing
forests and grasslands and intensive tillage and harvest practices,
release CO2 to the atmosphere.
Currently, terrestrial ecosystems offset only a modest fraction of
fossil-fuel emissions, but deliberate management options offer the
potential to achieve additional carbon storage (IPCC, 2000a,
2001a). Utilizing terrestrial carbon sequestration as a near-term
option for reducing the buildup of atmospheric greenhouse gases
requires an improved understanding of the role of land use and
management in the carbon cycle.

Illustrative Research Questions
• What are the roles of past and current land use and management
in terrestrial carbon sources and sinks at local to continental
scales?
• How do resource management practices and likely future changes
in management, at local to continental scales, affect carbon
stored in terrestrial ecosystems and durable products?
• How do social, political, and economic forces influence decisions
regarding land use and resource management, and how might
changes in these forces affect the carbon cycle?

Research Needs
Continued monitoring of carbon fluxes and storage (in soil, litter, root
systems, vegetation, forest products, woody debris, and sediments)
and their response to land-use changes, nutrient inputs, and
resource management practices will be required to accurately
quantify the role of land-cover and land-use change in the global
carbon cycle. Maintenance and enhancement of the data collection and
synthesis capabilities of national networks of long-term experimental
sites in forests, rangelands, wetlands, agricultural lands, and other
ecosystems are needed to provide an essential foundation of
ecosystem monitoring data. Carbon cycle research will require
close collaborations with national and international operational
resource management and inventory programs to ensure the
availability of reliable long-term observations of ecological processes,
environmental changes and impacts, and treatment effects.
Continued satellite land-cover data products and new remote-sensing
estimates of aboveground biomass will be needed. Process studies
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linked with observations and long-term manipulative experiments
will be required to identify cause-and-effect relationships and evaluate
interactions with other biogeochemical cycles (e.g., the nitrogen
cycle and effects on nitrous oxide emissions).
Research in this area will require inputs from the Land-Use/LandCover Change research element to document global patterns of
land use and land cover and to understand changes in them, along
with land management practices, as powerful drivers of terrestrial
carbon sinks and sources.There is also an urgent need for improved
understanding of the processes of land-use change and the impacts
of environmental and resource management decisions. Models are
needed to link ecosystem, management, policy, and socioeconomic
factors to better project future changes in both carbon storage and
flux and land use and development.Thus, collaborations with social
scientists and inputs on the social and economic drivers of land-use
change from the Land-Use/Land-Cover Change research element
will be necessary.

Milestones, Products, and Payoffs
• Database of agricultural management effects on carbon emissions
and sequestration in the United States [2-4 years].
• Evaluation of the effects of land-cover and land-use change and
disturbance (e.g., fire, erosion) on carbon sources and sinks and
the fate of carbon in selected ecosystems (e.g., in Amazonia [2-4
years], northern Eurasia [4 years], and the pan-tropics [beyond 4
years]).This product will be developed in collaboration with the
Land-Use/Land-Cover Change research element.
• Quantification of the effects of different land-use changes and
management practices on biomass and soil carbon storage and
release and their costs [beyond 4 years].These results will be an
important input for the Decision Support element.
• Analysis of the effects of historical and contemporary land-use
on carbon storage and release across environmental gradients
[beyond 4 years].This product will be developed in collaboration
with the Land-Use/Land-Cover Change research element.
• Linked ecosystem, resource management, and human dimensions
models that enable scientific evaluation of effects on carbon
sequestration in a context of other management concerns such
as market prices, land allocation decisions, and consumer and
producer welfare [beyond 4 years]. These models will be
developed in collaboration with the Human Contributions and
Responses, Land-Use/Land-Cover Change, and Ecosystems
research elements.They will provide important inputs for the
Decision Support element.
Quantifying past and current effects of land-use change and
resource management on the carbon cycle will enable policymakers
and resource managers to predict how current activities will affect
the carbon cycle at multiple scales and to develop alternative policies
and practices for near-term carbon management.

Question 7.4: How do global terrestrial, oceanic,
and atmospheric carbon sources and sinks change on
seasonal to centennial time scales, and how can this
knowledge be integrated to quantify and explain
annual global carbon budgets?
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State of Knowledge
There is a growing realization that the carbon cycle can only be
understood as an integrated global system. It is necessary to study
individual components of the carbon cycle (e.g., North America, the
world’s oceans, ecosystems experiencing changes in land use), but
additional attention must be devoted to integrating the results of
such studies and placing them in a global context. Many of the most
important advances over the last decade involved new combinations
of data and models for components of the Earth’s carbon cycle to
provide valuable understanding of, and constraints on, carbon
sources and sinks in other components. Estimates of regional ocean
sources and sinks can now be used in combination with atmospheric
data to constrain estimates of terrestrial carbon sinks. A major
advance in the past decade has been the ability, enabled by new
techniques for atmospheric measurement, to distinguish the roles of
the ocean and land in the uptake and storage of atmospheric carbon
(CCWG, 1999).
Inverse modeling techniques are approaching continental-scale
resolution of sources and sinks, but with significant uncertainties due
to sparse input data and the limitations of atmospheric transport
models. For much of the world, CO2 emissions are calculated from
national reports of fossil-fuel usage; these country-level statistics are
not adequately resolved spatially for many scientific studies and
independent validation information is not available. Key processes
dominating uptake and release of carbon can vary in different
regions of the world, and can change in response to changes in
natural and human forcings (IPCC, 2000a, 2001a). New remotesensing observations have engendered a new appreciation for the
significant spatial and temporal variability of primary productivity
in Earth’s ecosystems (FAO, 2002; Ocean Theme Team, 2001).

Illustrative Research Questions
• What are the current state of and trends in the global carbon cycle?
• What natural processes and human activities control carbon
emissions and uptake around the world, and how are they
changing?
• How will changes in climate, atmospheric CO2 concentration,
and human activity influence carbon sources and sinks both
regionally and globally?

Research Needs
Sustained investments will be needed in the collection, standardization,
management, analysis, and reporting of relevant global carbon
monitoring and inventory data; in the elucidation of carbon cycling
processes; and in the development of improved process models,
interactive carbon-climate models, and, ultimately, Earth system
models. New in situ and space-based observational capabilities will
be needed (FAO, 2002; Ocean Theme Team, 2001). Measurements
of atmospheric carbon isotopic signatures and new approaches for
deriving or measuring fossil-fuel emissions at higher spatial resolution
(i.e., at least 100 km) will be needed to better understand global
fossil-fuel emissions. Process studies must focus on characterizing
key controls as they vary around the world (e.g., land-use history,
ecosystem disturbance regimes, nutrients, climatic variability and
change, ocean circulation, resource and land management actions)
and on explaining changes in the growth rates of atmospheric CO2,
CH4, and other greenhouse gases (the effects of black carbon
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aerosols on the global radiation balance are addressed by the
Atmospheric Composition research element).
Improving models will require development of innovative new
assimilation and modeling techniques and rigorous testing, evaluation,
and periodic intercomparison. Climatic and hydrological data
products (e.g., precipitation, soil moisture, surface temperature, sea
surface winds, salinity) from the Water Cycle and Climate
Variability and Change research elements will be required as inputs
for these models. Activities to secure enhanced measurements of
atmospheric CO2, CH4, other important carbon-containing
greenhouse gases, carbon monoxide, and related tracers will need to
be coordinated with the Atmospheric Composition research element.
Joint improvement of land-atmosphere exchange and atmospheric
transport models with the Water Cycle, Atmospheric Composition,
and Ecosystems research elements will be required.The Carbon
Cycle science program will need to collaborate with all CCSP
research elements to assemble, merge, and integrate carbon,
biogeochemical, physical, and socioeconomic information for
comprehensive reporting on the state of the global carbon cycle.
Continued international cooperation will be necessary to integrate
results and ensure widespread utility.

Milestones, Products, and Payoffs
• U.S. contributions to an international carbon observing system,
including measurements of carbon storage and fluxes,
complementary environmental data, and assessment of the
current quality of measurements [ongoing; less than 2 years for
enhancements]. Some of these will be the systematic climate
quality observations needed for the CCRI.
• Global, synoptic data products from satellite remote sensing
documenting changes in terrestrial and marine primary productivity,
biomass, vegetation structure, land cover, and atmospheric column
CO2 [all but CO2, ongoing; CO2, beyond 4 years].
• Global maps of carbon stocks derived from model-based analysis
of actual land cover [1-km resolution, 2 years; 30-m resolution,
beyond 4 years].
• Identification and quantification of the processes controlling soil
carbon storage and loss and global CO2 exchange among the
land, ocean, and atmosphere [2-4 years]. Aspects related to
intercontinental transport of carbon-containing trace gases will
be addressed in collaboration with the Atmospheric
Composition research element.
• Identification of the processes controlling carbon sources and
sinks through multi-factor manipulative experiments, studies
of disturbance, and integration of decision sciences and risk
management studies [beyond 4 years].
• Interactive global climate-carbon cycle models that explore the
coupling and feedbacks between the physical and biogeochemical
systems [2-4 years].
• First State of the Global Carbon Cycle report and balanced global
carbon budget [beyond 4 years].These products will be important
inputs for the Decision Support element.
Policymakers and resource managers will be provided with consistent,
integrated, and quantitative information on global carbon sources
and sinks that can be used in worldwide carbon accounting and for
evaluating and verifying carbon management activities. Improved
global carbon models and understanding of key process controls on
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carbon uptake and emissions, including regional variations, will be
made available to improve applied climate models and decision
support systems.

Question 7.5:What will be the future atmospheric
concentrations of carbon dioxide, methane, and
other carbon-containing greenhouse gases, and how
will terrestrial and marine carbon sources and sinks
change in the future?

State of Knowledge
Geological and paleoclimatic records indicate that major changes in
carbon cycle dynamics have occurred in the past.These changes
have been attributed to a variety of feedbacks, non-linear responses,
threshold effects, or rare events. For example, there is evidence that
huge, near-instantaneous releases of CH4, very likely from clathrate
(CH4 hydrate) deposits, have affected the climate system in the
past. Changes in the ocean’s thermohaline circulation may have
caused large changes in ocean CO2 uptake. Failure to consider such
possibilities in model projections could result in large over- or
under-estimates of future atmospheric carbon concentrations, with
consequent implications for policy scenarios (IPCC, 2001a).
Understanding of how carbon cycling may change in response to
conditions significantly different from those of the present can be
achieved through three complementary approaches: (1) Paleoclimatic
and paleoecological information is used to refine our understanding
of the processes controlling carbon cycling under past conditions;
(2) analogs of future states are employed in manipulative experiments
to observe and quantify the behavior of the system under new
combinations of conditions; and (3) models (both inverse and forward)
are used to simulate future system behavior based on a set of
assumed initial conditions and hypothesized system interactions.
Several different types of carbon models are available, but most lack
complete integration of all components, interactive coupling, ability
to portray rare events or abrupt transitions, and/or full validation.
While no one of these models is ideal, as a group they are becoming
quite useful for exploring global change scenarios and bounding
potential future CO2 conditions and responses of ecosystems
(IPCC, 2001a). Current models are less useful for projecting future
CH4 conditions, primarily because sufficient measurements and
process understanding are lacking.

Illustrative Research Questions
• How will the distribution, strength, and dynamics of global carbon
sources and sinks change in the next few decades and centuries?
• What are the processes that control the responses of terrestrial
and marine carbon sources and sinks to future increases in CO2,
changes in climate, and inherent natural variability?
• How can we best represent carbon cycle processes in models to
produce realistic projections of atmospheric concentrations?
• What are the important land use-climate-ocean-carbon cycle
interactions and feedbacks? Which of these are most sensitive to
climate change and/or have the potential to lead to anomalous
responses?
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Research Needs
Accurate projections of future atmospheric CO2 and CH4 levels are
essential for calculating radiative forcings in models that project
changes in climate and their impact on the sustainability of natural
resources and human populations (NRC, 2001a). Advances will
require a combination of observations, manipulative experiments,
and synthesis via models enabled by increases in computational
capabilities. Paleoecological and paleoclimatic studies will be needed
to provide insight into the magnitude and mechanisms of past
changes and the potential for abrupt changes in atmospheric levels
of CH4 or CO2. Manipulative experiments will be needed to
understand physiological acclimation to enhanced CO2 levels,
effects on processes that influence feedbacks to the climate system
(e.g., nitrous oxide production, evapotranspiration, melting of
permafrost), and the integrated effects of changes in multiple,
interacting environmental factors.
Modeling activities will need to focus on incorporating improved
process understanding into carbon cycle models, developing new
generations of terrestrial and ocean carbon exchange models, and
developing Earth system models with a dynamic coupling between
carbon cycle processes, human activities, and the climate system.
Collaborations with the Ecosystems research element on processes
of ecosystem change and nitrogen cycling and with the Atmospheric
Composition research element on future atmospheric greenhouse gas
composition will be essential. Modeling of future carbon conditions
will require inputs on future human actions and responses (including
changes in energy consumption, land use and management, technology
utilization, and adaptation and mitigation practices) from the
Human Contributions and Responses and Land-Use/Land-Cover
Change research elements and from the CCTP.

Milestones, Products, and Payoffs
• Synthesis of whole ecosystem response to increasing atmospheric
CO2 concentrations, and changes in temperature, precipitation,
and other factors (e.g., iron fertilization for the ocean, nitrogen
fertilization for terrestrial ecosystems) based on multi-factor
experimental manipulation studies [2-4 years].This synthesis
will be developed in collaboration with the Ecosystems research
element.
• Advanced carbon cycle models that incorporate improved
parameterizations based on data from manipulative experiments,
soil carbon transformation studies, and paleoclimatic and
paleoecological studies [beyond 4 years].
• Carbon models that include the long-term effects of land use
[2-4 years].
• Advanced carbon models able to simulate interannual variability
at ecosystem, landscape, and ocean basin scales for selected
areas [2-4 years].
• Analysis of global CH4 dynamics, with the potential for reduced
uncertainties, based on a new synthesis of observational data and
improved models that address radiative forcing and the potential
for abrupt change [beyond 4 years]. This product will be
developed in collaboration with the Atmospheric Composition
research element.
• Evaluation of the potential for dramatic changes in carbon storage
and fluxes due to changes in climate, atmospheric composition,
ecosystem disturbance, ocean circulation, and land-use change,
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and characterization of potential feedbacks to the climate system
[beyond 4 years].This information will provide important inputs
to the Climate Variability and Change and Modeling research
elements.
• Improved projections of climate change forcings (i.e., atmospheric
CO2 and CH4 concentrations) and quantification of dynamic
feedbacks among the carbon cycle, human actions, and the climate
system, with better estimates of errors and sources of uncertainty,
from prognostic models [beyond 4 years].This information will
provide important inputs to the Climate Variability and Change,
Modeling, and Land-Use/Land-Cover Change research elements
and will be of use to the Ecosystems research element for
designing and interpreting ecosystem experiments.
New understanding of the controls on carbon cycle processes will
be provided to improve parameterizations and/or mechanistic
portrayals in climate models. Projections of future atmospheric
concentrations of CO2 and CH4 will be made available for use in
applied climate models and analysis of impacts on ecosystems. Both
will aid in improving model projections of future climate change.

Question 7.6: How will the Earth system, and its
different components, respond to various options for
managing carbon in the environment, and what
scientific information is needed for evaluating these
options?

State of Knowledge
Questions about the effectiveness of carbon sequestration, the
longevity of storage, the economic consequences of reducing
emissions, technological options, resultant impacts on natural and
human systems, and the overall costs and economic viability of carbon
management approaches create an imperative for better scientific
information to inform decisionmaking. Current interest in carbon
sequestration centers on land management practices that enhance the
storage of carbon in soils and biomass (see Figure 7-5), fertilization
of the ocean via iron inputs that enhance biological uptake of carbon,
and direct CO2 injection into the deep sea or geological formations.
Presently, there is limited scientific information to evaluate the full
range of impacts of these various carbon management strategies.
Little is known about the long-term efficacy of new management
practices for enhancing carbon sequestration or reducing emissions
or how such practices will affect components of the Earth system
(NRC, 1999a,c). Basic research is needed to assess new management
practices, their feasibility and effectiveness in keeping carbon out
of the atmosphere on centennial time scales, and their potential
environmental consequences or benefits.This research element is
tightly linked to the CCTP, which focuses on engineered technologies,
carbon offsets, and economic systems.

Illustrative Research Questions
• What is the scientific basis for mitigation strategies involving
management of carbon on the land and in the ocean, and how can
we enhance and manage long-lived carbon sinks to sequester carbon?
• What are potential magnitudes, mechanisms, and longevity of
carbon sequestration by terrestrial and marine systems?
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• How will elevated atmospheric CO2, climatic variability and
change, and other environmental factors and changes (such as
air, water, and land pollution; natural disturbances; and human
activities) affect carbon cycle management approaches?
• What scientific and socioeconomic criteria should be used to
evaluate the sensitivity of the carbon cycle and the vulnerability
and sustainability of carbon management approaches?

Research Needs
Field studies, manipulative experiments, and model investigations
will be needed to evaluate the effectiveness of designed management
approaches (e.g., emissions reductions, sequestration through
manipulation of biological systems, engineered sequestration) to
manipulate carbon in the ocean, land, and atmosphere and to assess
their impacts on natural and human systems. Approaches for
establishing a baseline against which to measure change will be
required as will be methods for distinguishing natural system
variability from the effects of particular human actions. New
monitoring techniques and strategies to measure the short- and
long-term efficacy of carbon management activities will be needed,
including reliable reference materials that are available to the
international community. Experiments and process studies also will
be needed to evaluate the likelihood of unintended environmental
consequences resulting from enhanced carbon sequestration or
emissions reductions practices as well as the full cost of such
approaches.
Research on the scientific underpinning for carbon management
will require coordination with the Ecosystems research element and
CO2
Plant Respiration

the CCTP as well as public and private programs responsible for
developing and/or implementing carbon management. It is expected
that, whenever possible, field and experimental studies will be
conducted in collaboration with existing carbon management
projects. Inputs from the social sciences will be needed to
characterize societal actions and responses. Models will be needed
to incorporate understanding of basic processes into evaluation of
natural and enhanced mechanisms of carbon sequestration and to
assess the economics of direct CO2 injection in the ocean and carbon
management practices in the agricultural and forestry sectors.
Research is needed to support assessments of carbon sequestration
and emissions reduction potentials, comprehensive accounting of
carbon stocks and fluxes, decisionmaking processes that involve
multiple land management scenarios, approaches for calculating net
carbon emissions intensity, and verification of the reports required
by international agreements.

Milestones, Products, and Payoffs
• Evaluation of the biophysical potential of U.S. ecosystems to
sequester carbon [selected regions, 2 years; United States, 4
years] and assessment of carbon sequestration management
practices in crops and grazing systems [2-4 years].
• Monitoring techniques and strategies to improve quantitative
measurement of the efficacy of carbon management activities:
from new in situ and existing satellite capabilities [2-4 years] and
from new satellite capabilities [beyond 4 years].This will be an
important input for the Decision Support element.
• Identification of the effects of enhanced nutrient availability on
carbon uptake in the oceans and on land and of elevated CO2 on
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Figure 7-5: Soil processes influence carbon
sequestration and transport. The dynamics of
carbon transformations and transport in soil
are complex and can result in sequestration in
the soil as organic matter or in groundwater as
dissolved carbonates, increased emissions of
CO2 to the atmosphere, or export of carbon in
various forms into aquatic systems. Source:
DOE. For more information, see Annex C.
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physiological processes and carbon allocation [beyond 4 years].
The terrestrial product will be developed in collaboration with
the Ecosystems research element.
• Evaluation of the environmental effects of mitigation options that
involve reduction or prevention of greenhouse gas emissions
[beyond 4 years].This product will be developed in collaboration
with the Ecosystems research element.
• Analysis of options for science-based carbon management decisions
and deployment by landowners [beyond 4 years].
This research will provide the scientific foundation to inform decisions
and strategies for managing carbon stocks and enhancing carbon
sinks in terrestrial and oceanic systems. It will provide scientific
information for evaluating the effects of actions that change emissions.
Firm quantitative estimates of key carbon cycle properties (e.g., rate,
magnitude, and longevity) will provide fundamental information for
projecting carbon sequestration capacity, for calculating net emissions,
for full carbon accounting, and for evaluating compliance with
international agreements.
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Observing System (GTOS), the Global Ocean Observing System
(GOOS), and the Global Climate Observing System (GCOS)] in
securing the global observations needed to support carbon cycle
modeling and projections of future atmospheric concentrations of
CO2 and CH4 (FAO, 2002; GOOS, 2002; Ocean Theme Team, 2001).
Coordination to establish common standards and measurement
protocols and means of interrelating measurements will be a priority.
Interactions with, and contributions to, the joint Global Carbon
Project (Global Carbon Project, 2003) of the International
Geosphere-Biosphere Programme (IGBP), the International Human
Dimensions Programme (IHDP), and the World Climate Research
Programme (WCRP) will be essential for scientific interpretation
of results from around the world and global-scale integration. CCSP
carbon cycle research will contribute to bilateral activities of the
Administration by promoting cooperative research on carbon cycle
science. Results of CCSP carbon cycle research are anticipated to
contribute substantially to future international assessments,
especially Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
assessments and the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (MA
Secretariat, 2002).

National and International Partnerships
Carbon cycle research will depend upon contributions from national
programs and projects managed outside of the CCSP and CCTP as
well as significant investments by state, tribal, and local governments
and the private sector. Priorities for cooperative partnerships are:
(1) coordination with long-term ecological research and monitoring
programs; (2) collaboration with agricultural, forest, and soil
inventories; (3) coordination with the National Oceanographic
Partnership Program (NOPP); and (4) collaboration with carbon
sequestration and emissions reduction projects supported by
governments, non-governmental organizations, and industry.
Partnerships with established data repositories and information
systems will be needed to ensure access to required data.
Cooperation with programs that provide national computational
infrastructure will be essential for advances in carbon cycle and
climate system modeling.These partnerships will be accomplished,
when feasible, through joint planning and coordinated implementation
with all participants.
International cooperation will be necessary to integrate scientific
results from around the world and ensure widespread utility of State
of the Carbon Cycle reports and model projections. Close cooperation
with Canada and Mexico under the NACP will be important to
the success of the program.The United States will depend upon
observational networks and field-based carbon programs in Europe
(e.g., CarboEurope) and Asia to contribute to an overall understanding
of the Northern Hemisphere carbon sink. Partnerships are anticipated
with the Integrated Global Observing Strategy-Partnership (IGOS-P)
and the global observing system programs [the Global Terrestrial
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Ecosystems

CHAPTER CONTENTS
Question 8.1: What are the most important
feedbacks between ecological systems and global
change (especially climate), and what are their
quantitative relationships?
Question 8.2:What are the potential consequences
of global change for ecological systems?
Question 8.3:What are the options for sustaining
and improving ecological systems and related goods
and services, given projected global changes?
National and International Partnerships

Ecosystems shape our societies and nations by providing
essential renewable resources and other benefits.They
sustain human life by providing the goods and services it
depends on, including food, fiber, shelter, energy, biodiversity,
clean air and water, recycling of elements, and cultural,
spiritual, and aesthetic returns. Ecosystems also affect the
climate system by exchanging large amounts of energy,
momentum, and greenhouse gases with the atmosphere.
The goal of the Ecosystems research element of the U.S.
Climate Change Science Program (CCSP) is to understand
and be able to project the potential effects of global change
on ecosystems, the goods and services ecosystems provide,
and ecosystem links to the climate system (see Box 8-1
and Figure 8-1).
Global change is altering the structure and functioning of
ecosystems, which in turn affects availability of ecological
resources and benefits, changes the magnitude of some
feedbacks between ecosystems and the climate system, and
could affect economic systems that depend on ecosystems.
Research during the last decade focused on the vulnerability
of ecosystems to global change and contributed to
assessments of the potential effects of global change on
ecological systems at multiple scales.
We now know that effects of environmental changes and
variability may be manifested in complex, indirect, and

BOX 8-1

TWO KEY DEFINITIONS
Ecosystem
A community (i.e., an assemblage of populations of
plants, animals, fungi, and microorganisms that live in an
environment and interact with one another, forming
together a distinctive living system with its own
composition, structure, environmental relations,
development, and function) and its environment treated
together as a functional system of complementary
relationships and transfer and circulation of energy and
matter.
Ecosystem Goods and Services
Through numerous biological, chemical, and physical
processes, ecosystems provide both goods and services.
Goods include food, feed, fiber, fuel, pharmaceutical
products, and wildlife. Services include maintenance of
hydrologic cycles, cleansing of water and air, regulation
of climate and weather, storage and cycling of nutrients,
provision of habitat, and provision of beauty and
inspiration. Many goods pass through markets, but
services rarely do.
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conflicting ways. For example, warming may enhance tree growth
by extending growing season length (in temperate and cool
regions), but pathogens better able to survive the winter because of
higher temperatures may decrease forest productivity and increase
vulnerability of forests to disturbances such as fire. Subtle changes in
winds over the ocean can affect currents which in turn may alter the
ranges and population sizes of fish species and increase or decrease
fish catches.Whether environmental changes are anthropogenic or
natural in origin, human societies face substantial challenges in
ensuring that ecosystems sustain the goods and services on which
we depend for our quality of life and survival itself.
During the next 10 years, research on ecosystems will focus on two
overarching questions:
• How do natural and human-induced changes in the environment
affect the structure and functioning of ecosystems at a range of
spatial and temporal scales, including those processes that can in
turn influence regional and global climate?
• What options does society have to ensure that ecosystem goods
and services will be sustained or enhanced in the face of potential
regional and global environmental changes?
Research should be focused on building the scientific foundation
needed for an enhanced capability to forecast effects of multiple
environmental changes (such as concurrent changes in climate,
atmospheric composition, land use, pollution, invasive species, and
resource management practices) on ecosystems, and for developing
products for decision support in managing ecosystems. Near-term
priorities will be placed on economically important ecosystems
(e.g., Figure 8-2) and special studies relevant to regions where
abrupt environmental changes or threshold responses by ecosystems
may occur. Investigations will emphasize changes in ecosystem
84

Figure 8-1: Key linkages and
feedbacks between ecological
systems, human systems
(societies), and the climate system
and atmospheric composition.
Spatial scales are implicit and span
from local to global. Humans
manage some ecosystems
intensively and others lightly. All
ecosystems are affected to some
degree, positively or negatively, by
major global changes.

structure and functioning and changes in the frequency and intensity
of disturbance processes anticipated to have significant consequences
for society during the next 50 years, including altered productivity,
changes in biodiversity and species invasions (including pests and
pathogens), and changes in carbon, nitrogen, and water cycles.
Ensuring the desired provision of ecosystem goods and services will
require an understanding of interactions among basic ecosystem
processes and developing approaches to reduce the vulnerabilities to,
or take advantage of opportunities that arise because of, global and
climatic changes. Scientific research can contribute to this societal goal
by addressing three questions that focus on linkages and feedbacks
between ecosystems and drivers of global change, important
consequences of global change for ecological systems, and societal
options for sustaining and enhancing ecosystem goods and services
as environmental conditions change.This research will produce
critical knowledge and provide a forecasting capability that will
continuously improve decisionmaking for resource management and
policy development.

Question 8.1:What are the most important
feedbacks between ecological systems and global
change (especially climate), and what are their
quantitative relationships?

State of Knowledge
Biological, chemical, and physical processes occurring in ecosystems
affect and are affected by weather and climate in many ways. For
example, ecosystems (and the organisms they contain) exchange
large amounts of greenhouse gases with the atmosphere, including

Climate Change Science Program Strategic Plan

water vapor, carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), and nitrous
oxide (N2O). Moreover, the reflection (or absorption) of solar
radiation by ecosystems is important to the temperature of Earth’s
surface. Linkages among the physical, chemical, and biological
components of ecosystems are important on short (minutes to days)
and long (years to millennia) time scales, as well as local to global
spatial scales.
Global change has the potential to alter ecosystem structure (e.g.,
amount of leaf area, plant height, or species composition) and
ecosystem functioning (e.g., rates of evapotranspiration, carbon
assimilation, and biogeochemical cycling), and those potential
changes in ecosystems might enhance or reduce global change
through numerous feedback mechanisms (see Box 8-2). In addition
to its direct linkages with ecological systems, global change could
alter human actions that affect the structure, functioning, and spatial
distribution of ecosystems, which in turn could alter important
feedbacks from ecological systems to climate.
The most important feedbacks, either positive or negative, are likely
to involve:
• Altered ecosystem/atmosphere exchanges of greenhouse gases

Chapter 8. Ecosystems

• Altered releases of aerosols from ecosystems (including black
carbon and sulfur resulting from controlled and uncontrolled
ecosystem burning)
• Altered releases of volatile organic compounds from ecosystems
• Changes in surface albedo resulting from changes in ecosystems
• Changes in the fraction of absorbed solar radiation that drives
evapotranspiration compared to directly heating the plants and
soils in terrestrial ecosystems
• Long-term changes in ecosystem structure or shifts in the geographic distribution and extent of major ecosystem types.

Illustrative Research Questions
• How might changes in temperature and precipitation affect net
ecosystem exchanges (or timing or geographic distribution of
those exchanges) of greenhouse gases and aerosols?
• How might changes in climate and atmospheric composition, in
combination with other factors such as land-use/cover changes,
affect ecosystem albedo, evapotranspiration, and nutrient cycling?
• How might changes in regional air quality (including chemicals
and aerosols released from industrial sources or ecosystem
disturbances such as wildfires and crop residue burning), in
combination with climatic variability and change, affect ecosystem
albedo and exchange of greenhouse gases?
• How might changes in ecosystems alter Earth’s radiation balance,
freshwater cycle, and carbon cycle, and could any such alterations
contribute to abrupt climate change?
• How might human activities affect the release or uptake of
greenhouse gases by ecosystems?

Figure 8-2: Landscapes and ecosystems are
managed (some intensively, some lightly) by
humans to produce grain, timber, and cattle,
among many other goods and services
desired by societies. For example, according
to the United Nations Food and Agriculture
Organization, 96% of the protein and 99% of
the energy (usable calories) in the U.S. food
supply come from terrestrial ecosystems (the
remainder is derived from the ocean).
Globally, about 94% of protein and 99% of
energy in the human food supply come from
terrestrial ecosystems. Photo sources: Tim
McCabe (left and right) and Jeff Vanuga
(bottom), USDA NRCS.
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BOX 8-2

FEEDBACKS
A feedback from an ecosystem to climate or atmospheric
composition occurs when a change in climate or
atmospheric composition causes a change in the ecosystem
that in turn alters the rate of the “original” change in
climate or atmospheric composition. A positive feedback
intensifies the original change whereas a negative feedback
slows the original change (but does not change its sign).
A positive feedback could occur, for example, if warming
and drying (caused by increasing atmospheric CO2
concentration) of high-latitude terrestrial ecosystems
containing large amounts of carbon in plants and soils
(e.g., tundra and peatland) resulted in greater ecosystem
respiration, and this increased the rate of atmospheric CO2
increase, which then accelerated the warming and drying. A
negative feedback might occur, for example, if increasing
atmospheric CO2 concentration increased primary
production in aquatic and/or terrestrial ecosystems, and
that increased production resulted in greater carbon storage
on land and in waters.This could slow the increase in
radiative forcing from greenhouse gases in the atmosphere.

Milestones, Products, and Payoffs
• Reports presenting a synthesis of current knowledge of
observed and potential (modeled) feedbacks between ecosystems
and climatic change to aid understanding of such feedbacks and
identify knowledge gaps for research planning [2-4 years]; Arctic
Climate Impact Assessment [2 years].
• Definition of the initial requirements for ecosystem observations
to quantify feedbacks to climate and atmospheric composition,
to enhance existing observing systems, and to guide development
of new observing capabilities [2-4 years].This will provide key
input to the Observing and Monitoring component of CCSP
research.
• Quantification of important feedbacks from ecological systems
to climate and atmospheric composition to improve the accuracy
of climate projections [beyond 4 years].This product will be
needed by the Climate Variability and Change research element
to ensure inclusion of appropriate ecological components in
future climate models.

Research Needs
Research needs include improved experimental facilities and
capabilities for making measurements in those facilities, ecosystem
models, and ecosystem observing capabilities (and their related
measurements) at multiple scales (to scale up from point observations
with remotely sensed data). Initial efforts will be directed at
enhancing existing capabilities and improving use of existing data
streams. Studies should include identification of early indicators of
changes in ecosystems that may be important as feedbacks to climate
and atmospheric composition. Specific research needs include:
• Field and controlled-environment experimental facilities and
long-term ecological observing systems at multiple locations to
quantify ecosystem-environment interactions (focusing on
ecosystem greenhouse gas and energy exchanges) to better
parameterize, calibrate, and evaluate models of land-oceanatmosphere chemistry feedbacks. Primary linkages are to the
Carbon Cycle and Water Cycle research elements to share data
and experimental sites and facilities.
• Spatially explicit ecosystem models capable of representing
complex interactions between diverse ecosystems and their
physical and chemical environments.
• Models that link remote sensing of land surface albedo to changes
in the spatial distribution of ecosystems and exchanges of mass,
energy, and momentum for implementation in climate models. It
is anticipated that these models will be developed in collaboration
with the Water Cycle and Carbon Cycle research elements. A
primary linkage is to the Land-Use/Land-Cover Change research
element to provide model-based projections of future land cover.
• Social science research to explore human factors in ecosystemclimate linkages and feedbacks.The Human Contributions and
Responses element must supply information on the magnitude
and significance of the primary human drivers of global change.
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Figure 8-3: When stressed, corals frequently expel their symbiotic algae
en mass, leaving coral bereft of pigmentation and appearing nearly
transparent on the animal’s white skeleton, a phenomenon referred to as
coral bleaching. This image of bleached coral colonies was obtained during
the January-March 2002 coral bleaching event in Great Barrier Reef,
Australia, the worst bleaching event on record for this reef. Bleaching
events reported prior to the 1980s were generally attributed to local
phenomena (e.g., major storm events, sedimentation, or pollution); but,
since then, a direct relationship between bleaching events and elevated
ocean temperature (see Figure 8-4) was found. Source: Ray Berkelmans,
Australian Institute of Marine Science.
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Question 8.2:What are the potential consequences
of global change for ecological systems?

State of Knowledge
Many research programs that support long-term observations [e.g.,
forest productivity, ultraviolet-B (UV-B) radiation received by
ecosystems, greenhouse gas concentrations and fluxes, atmospheric
nitrogen deposition, nutrient loading, fisheries, and the spread of
invasive species] have unambiguously established that large-scale
ecological changes are occurring, and there is considerable evidence
that some of those changes are the result of ecological responses to
climatic variability and change. For example, recent warming has
been indicated as potentially linked to longer growing seasons (i.e.,
period of leaf display) in temperate and boreal terrestrial ecosystems,
grass species decline, changes in aquatic biodiversity, and coral
bleaching (IPCC, 2001b) (see Figures 8-3 and 8-4). Natural modes
of climatic variability (e.g., El Niño-Southern Oscillation, North
Atlantic Oscillation, and Pacific Decadal Variability) are known to
affect plankton and fisheries, such as those yielding sardine, anchovies,
and salmon. Soil-borne plant pathogens and parasitic nematodes have
been found to move northward (in the Northern Hemisphere) with
increased surface temperature. Because survival and spread of
pathogens and their vectors (carriers) depend on climate and weather,
climatic change and increased natural climatic variability would be
expected to affect disease-causing organisms that could alter the
ecological status of fauna and flora.These and other observations and
expectations have come from both experiments and in situ monitoring.
Most ecosystems are now subject to multiple environmental
changes.The dynamics and interactions of those changes and the

consequences for ecological systems are poorly understood (NRC,
1999a). Recent reviews (e.g., IPCC, 2001b) summarized the range
of observed and potential consequences of combinations of changes
in climate, atmospheric composition, and local drivers (e.g., invasive
species, pollution, and physical habitat modification) on ecological
systems. For example, in aquatic systems, alterations in wind
speeds and precipitation patterns, in combination with increased air
temperature, would affect water column stratification and circulation,
resulting in changes in the rates of nutrient supply and productivity
at all trophic levels. For terrestrial ecosystems, a large knowledge
base of effects of a change in a single environmental parameter exists,
but effects of multiple changes on most ecosystem processes are
uncertain (see, e.g.,Table 8-1). Nonetheless, we know, for example,
that interactions among changes in temperature, precipitation, and
fire regimes can influence vulnerability to invasive species in
terrestrial ecosystems.We also know that elevated atmospheric CO2
concentration can sometimes eliminate the negative effects of elevated
tropospheric ozone (O3) concentration and warming on crop
yields.

Illustrative Research Questions
• How might the combination of increasing CO2 concentration,
increasing tropospheric O3 concentration, and warming affect
yield of major U.S. crops?
• What are the effects of changes in atmospheric CO2 concentration,
precipitation, and temperature on the structure and functioning
of boreal forests?
• What are the effects of increased UV-B radiation, increased rates
of sea-level rise, temperature changes, and elevated concentration
of CO2 on biodiversity, structure, and functioning of coastal
ecosystems?
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Figure 8-4: Top: Annual global sea surface temperature (SST) anomalies relative to the 1880-2002 mean based on in situ and satellite measurements. The
warmest annual global SST occurred in 1998. Bottom: Incidences of coral bleaching were influenced by unprecedented SST anomalies in 1998, due to a
severe El Niño event as shown by this satellite retrospective annual composite monthly mean coral bleaching “HotSpot” chart for 1998. A coral bleaching
HotSpot is defined as an SST anomaly above a coral-bleaching threshold SST climatology. HotSpot charts illustrate the magnitude and spatial distribution of
thermal stresses that may contribute to coral bleaching. This chart was derived from the NOAA/NASA 9-km satellite AVHRR (Advanced Very High-Resolution
Radiometer) Oceans Pathfinder SST data set, the most refined available. Source: NOAA National Climatic Data Center.
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Figure 8-5: Scientific user facility for the
study of effects of simultaneous changes in
concentrations of CO2 and O3 on the structure
and functioning of northern hardwood tree
stands. This facility is located near
Rhinelander, Wisconsin, and is supported by
DOE, USDA, NSF, and others. Source: North
Central Station, U.S. Forest Service.

• Does climatic variability and change modify effects of other
changes (e.g., pollution, invasive species, and changes in land,
water, and resource use) on ecosystems?
• How will basin-scale changes in physical forcing mechanisms
affect the productivity, distribution, and abundance of plankton,
fish, seabird, and marine mammal populations in coastal marine
ecosystems?
• How do changes in climate and weather (both its variability and
extremes) affect the ecology and epidemiology of infectious
pathogens, dissemination by their vectors, and susceptibility of
the humans, animals, and plants that are their hosts?
• How rapidly might ecosystems, or individual species, move
poleward and to higher elevations in response to regional
warming?
• What are the effects of increasing atmospheric CO2 concentration,
warming, and sea-level rise on wetland plant contributions to
soil elevation and shoreline stability?
• How will changes in the hydrologic
cycle affect aquatic, riverine, and
inland wetland ecosystems?

parks and preserves) and regions where abrupt changes or threshold
responses may occur, such as high-altitude and high-latitude ecosystems
and transitional zones between ecosystems (e.g., forest-grassland,
agriculture-native prairie, ocean boundary currents, coastal zones, and/
or rural-urban interfaces). Field studies should, where appropriate,
share experimental facilities and research sites (see, e.g., Figure 8-5)
with the Carbon Cycle and Water Cycle research elements. Highresolution ocean shoreline topographic data will be needed to
adequately project effects of sea-level rise on coastal ecosystems.
Specific research needs include:
• Experiments to study the interactive effects of climatic variability
and change, elevated atmospheric CO2 concentration, nutrient/
pollution deposition, increased UV-B radiation, invasive species,
and land use on key species and intact ecosystems. Understanding
the effects of warming, increasing CO2 concentration, and

TABLE 8-1

Documented effects of environmental changes on net
primary production (NPP) of terrestrial ecosystems

Research Needs
Identifying and quantifying the rates and
consequences of global change for ecological
systems is essential for appropriately
evaluating options for responding to such
changes. Determining the most important
and societally relevant effects of global
change on ecosystems will require
collaboration among physical, biological,
and social scientists and an improved
understanding of complex interactions
between natural and human disturbances
and climatic variability. Near-term
research priorities should include both
ecosystems of special importance to society
(e.g., major crops, commercial forests, and
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Environmental Change Factor

Observed Effect on NPP

Increasing atmospheric CO2 concentration

Stimulation

Increasing temperature

Stimulation or inhibitiona

Increasing tropospheric O3 concentration
Changes in regional hydrologic cycles

Inhibition

Inhibition or stimulationa

Increasing atmospheric nitrogen deposition Stimulation or no effecta
Increasing land-surface UV-B radiation
Combinations of the above
a Depends

No effect or inhibitiona

Highly uncertain for most combinations and ecosystems

on other factors and circumstances. For example, warming might stimulate NPP in a presently cool region,
but inhibit NPP in a presently warm region.
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changing precipitation on the structure and functioning of
ecosystems will require improved projections of the rate of
change of climate and atmospheric CO2 concentration.These
improved projections will be provided by the Climate Variability
and Change and Carbon Cycle research elements, and will be
needed to both design experiments and interpret experimental
results.
Quantification of biomass, species composition, and community
structure of terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems in relation to
disturbance patterns, through observations, modeling, and
process studies. Information on disturbance patterns will require
inputs from the Land-Use/Land-Cover Change research element
and information on biomass (carbon) pools will require inputs
from the Carbon Cycle research element.
Experiments and models that can identify threshold responses of
ecosystems and species to potential climatic variability and
change.
Studies to connect paleontological, historical, contemporary,
and future changes and rates of change in ecosystem structure
and functioning. Long-term data sets and projections of climate
and the spatial distribution and intensity of various land uses will
be required from the Climate Variability and Change and LandUse/Land-Cover Change research elements.
Maintenance and enhancement of long-term observations to track
changes in seasonal cycles of productivity, species distributions
and abundances, and ecosystem structure. Improved spatial,
spectral, and especially temporal resolution in observing systems
from the Observing and Monitoring research element is
needed to better understand and project ecological processes to
parameterize models and verify model projections.
Determination of organismal rates of adaptation and the
magnitude of subsequent effects on community structure in
relation to rates of global change.
Investigations of the link between biodiversity and ecosystem
functions and resulting services.
Studies of effects of changes in “upstream” ecosystems on
receiving-water ecosystems. Primary linkages are to the Water
Cycle and Land-Use/Land-Cover Change research elements.
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Milestones, Products, and Payoffs
• Data from field experiments quantifying aboveground and
belowground effects of elevated CO2 concentration in combination
with elevated O3 concentration on the structure and functioning
of agricultural [less than 2 years], forest [2-4 years], and aquatic
[beyond 4 years] ecosystems. Some of the data will be obtained
in collaboration with the Carbon Cycle research element.
• Reports describing the potential consequences of global and
climatic changes on selected arctic, alpine, wetland, riverine,
and estuarine and marine ecosystems; selected forest and
rangeland ecosystems; selected desert ecosystems; and the Great
Lakes based on available research findings, to alert decisionmakers
to potential consequences for these ecosystems [2-4 years].
Results will be important input to the Human Contributions
and Responses research element.
• Field experiments (and user facilities) in place to study responses
of ecosystems (including any changes in nutrient cycling) to
combinations of elevated CO2 concentration, warming, and
altered hydrology, with data collection underway. Such facilities

will be essential for evaluating ecosystem models used to assess
effects of climatic variability and change on ecosystem goods
and services (and therefore input to the Human Contributions
and Responses research element), as well as feedbacks to the
climate system and atmospheric composition (and therefore
input to the Climate Variability and Change and Atmospheric
Composition research elements).Where appropriate, these
research facilities will be developed in collaboration with the
Carbon Cycle research element [2-4 years].
Synthesis of known effects of increasing CO2, warming, and
other factors (e.g., increasing tropospheric O3) on terrestrial
ecosystems based on multi-factor experiments [2-4 years].This
synthesis will be developed with the Carbon Cycle research
element.
A new suite of indicators of coastal and aquatic ecosystem
change and health based on output from ecosystem models,
long-term observations, and process studies [2-4 years].
Definition of the initial requirements for observing systems to
monitor the health of ecosystems, to serve as an early warning
system for unanticipated ecosystem changes, and to verify
approaches for modeling and forecasting ecosystem changes
[2-4 years].This will be an important input to the Observing
and Monitoring component of the program.
Development of data and predictive models determining the
sensitivity of selected organisms and their assemblages to
changes in UV-B radiation and other environmental variables
relative to observations of UV-B radiation in terrestrial, aquatic,
and wetland habitats [beyond 4 years].
Development of data and predictive models determining the
sensitivity of selected organisms and their assemblages to
contaminants and other environmental variables in terrestrial,
aquatic, and wetland habitats [beyond 4 years].
Spatially explicit ecosystem models at regional to global scales,
based on data from remote-sensing records and experimental
manipulations focused on effects of interactions among global
change variables, to improve our understanding of contemporary
and historical changes in ecosystem structure and functioning
[beyond 4 years].
Enhanced understanding of potential consequences of major
global changes on key ecological systems [beyond 4 years].

Question 8.3:What are the options for sustaining
and improving ecological systems and related goods
and services, given projected global changes?

State of Knowledge
Experiments and observations have demonstrated linkages between
climate and ecological processes, indicating that future changes in
climate could alter the flow of ecosystem goods and services (IPCC,
2001b). Several specific mitigation and adaptation measures have
been identified and evaluated, including integrated land and water
management; genetic selection of plants and livestock; multiple
cropping systems; multiple use of freshwater and terrestrial
ecosystems; programs for protection of key habitats, landscapes,
and/or species; intervention programs [e.g., captive breeding and
(re)introduction programs]; more efficient use of natural resources;
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and institutional and infrastructure improvements (e.g., market
responses, crop insurance, and water flow and supply management)
(IPCC, 2001c).

Much ecosystem management for the foreseeable future will proceed
with imperfect knowledge about the effects of multiple global
change processes and about fundamental aspects of ecosystem
structure and functioning. Routine monitoring (see, e.g., Figure 8-6),
scientific evaluation, and feedback from managers could enable
adaptive shifts in management strategies as knowledge about an
ecological system grows, and at the same time will provide important
opportunities for scientists to test hypotheses about ecosystem
responses to environmental change. Substantial improvements in
modeling capabilities are also needed to develop and deploy effective
options to maintain and enhance the supply of critical goods and
services and to evaluate alternative management options under
changing environmental conditions. Modeling alternative management

27 November 2002

Research Needs

• How can aquatic ecosystems be managed to balance the
production and sustenance of ecosystem services across multiple
demands (e.g., management of rivers to supply freshwater for
drinking, irrigation, recreation, hydropower, and fish),
considering potential effects of interacting environmental
changes?
• How can terrestrial ecosystems such as rangelands, forests,
woodlands, and croplands be managed (e.g., maintaining wildlife
corridors) to balance the production and sustenance of ecosystem
goods and services across multiple demands (e.g., food, fiber,
fuel, fodder, recreation, biodiversity, biogeochemical cycles,
tourism, and flood control), considering the future effects of
interacting environmental changes?

27 September 2002

Illustrative Research Questions

26 September 2002

It is clear that management practices can affect climate-related
ecosystem goods and services. For example, management can
influence the emission of greenhouse gases and aerosols from
ecosystems; the rate at which ecosystems gain or lose carbon,
nitrogen, phosphorus, and other elements as well as the total
amount of those elements stored; the radiation balance of ecosystems
(i.e., land surface albedo); and the production of goods valued by
humans.While some management strategies have been studied,
society’s knowledge and ability to manage the broad array of
ecosystem goods and services in the context of increasing and
potentially conflicting demands (e.g., increasing food and fiber
production while storing more carbon in soils and reducing CH4
emissions) is very limited.

• What options exist for society to preserve genetic diversity;
respond to species migrations, invasions, and/or declines; and
manage changing disease incidence and severity in the face of
global change?
• How can coral reefs be managed for tourism, erosion protection,
refugia for commercially and recreationally important species,
and biodiversity, considering potential global changes?
• How can coastal and estuarine ecosystems be managed to sustain
their productivity and use in the face of existing stresses (e.g.,
pollution, invasive species, and extreme natural events) and
potential global changes?
• What options exist for responding to abrupt changes in ecological
systems?
• What are the effects of management practices on global and
regional environments (e.g., atmospheric chemistry, water supply,
and water quality), nitrogen cycling, and the health, productivity,
and resilience of ecosystems?

Figure 8-6: Brightly colored waters in the Gulf of Mexico indicate the presence of sediment, detritus, and blooms of marine plants called phytoplankton (noted
by arrow). The blooms may be caused, or enhanced, by changes in land management “upstream” and/or changes in regional climate. By late November, this
bloom appears to have subsided. Images are true-color Moderate-Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) products. This type of remote-sensing
technology is essential to monitoring and quantifying ecosystem and landscape states and changes. Source: NASA MODIS Ocean Team.
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options will require evaluation of the influence of societal demands
on ecosystems.
Specific research needs include:
• Improve understanding of causal mechanisms that drive complex
changes in ecological systems, including robust indicators and
likely rates of change, to develop predictive management tools
such as ecological forecasting models using socioeconomic data
as an input.
• Identify ecological systems susceptible to abrupt environmental
changes with potentially significant (positive or negative)
impacts on goods and services in order to develop adequate
mitigation and adaptation responses.
• Evaluate the use of ecological information and projections in
decisionmaking.
• Apply information on water quantity, quality, and delivery from
the Water Cycle research element and frequency of extreme
events from the Climate Variability and Change research element
to evaluate ecosystem performance and management options.
• Develop and evaluate local- to regional-scale ecosystem-climate
models.

Figure 8-7: Summer (top) and
winter (bottom) composite of
global ocean chlorophyll a
concentration (a surrogate for
phytoplankton biomass) and
terrestrial vegetation “greenness”
(a measure of potential
productivity) from September
1997 to December 2001. Some
responses to global change
may be evident on extremely
large spatial scales, requiring
global-level observing systems
and international collaborations
for detecting and interpreting
changes. When evaluated over
time, composite photographs
such as this may reveal globalscale changes in the spatial
distribution, structure, and
functioning of ecosystems.
Source: SeaWiFS Project,
NASA/Goddard Space Flight
Center and ORBIMAGE.

• Assess the direct and indirect ecological effects and economic
costs of management practices through regular monitoring,
evaluation, and experimentation with a goal of enabling adaptive
shifts in management.
• Explore obstacles to the implementation of ecosystem
management strategies.
• Understand consequences of harvest practices in marine fisheries
on changes in the age structure of the harvested populations, the
structure and productivity of fisheries ecosystems, and responses
of fisheries to global change.

Milestones, Products, and Payoffs
• For forests, agricultural systems, rangelands, wetlands, fisheries,
and coral reefs, conduct preliminary comparisons of the
effectiveness of selected management practices in selected regions
focusing on greenhouse gas exchange, health, productivity, and
biodiversity of the targeted ecosystems and their goods and
services under changing environmental conditions [2-4 years].
• Initiation of development of decision support tools relevant to
regions where abrupt or threshold ecological responses may
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occur, especially high-altitude and high-latitude ecosystems and
transitional zones between ecosystems (i.e., ecotones) such as
forest-grassland, agriculture-native prairie, riparian and coastal
zones, and rural-urban interfaces [2-4 years].
• Data sets and spatially explicit models for examining effects of
management and policy decisions on a wide range of ecosystems
to predict the efficacy and tradeoffs of management strategies at
varying scales [beyond 4 years]. A subset of these products will
be developed in collaboration with the Carbon Cycle research
element.

National and International Partnerships
Interagency and international facilities and mechanisms must be in
place to process, archive, and distribute the data collected and to
generate relevant products. Given the nature of global change,
research must span large spatial scales (from small experimental
plots to global satellite image mosaics; see, e.g., Figure 8-7) and
long time scales (paleontological data from ice cores, tree rings, and
fossil pollen to near-real-time forecast models), and monitor a wide
range of variables important for characterizing the state of ecosystems.
National and international observing systems at multiple spatial
scales are needed to develop a consistent record of environmental
change over time. Data from such observing systems would provide
inputs to models and allow evaluation and improvement of model
performance. The resulting large collections of ecological and
environmental data will necessitate large databases and new
approaches to data integration and analysis and will require new and
enhanced national and international partnerships.
Future experimental and observing systems may rely on networks
of terrestrial and aquatic ecosystem observatories within particular
biomes or larger ecoregions.They should link together efficiently
and build on existing networks of field stations, experimental forests
and ranges, environmental and resource monitoring programs, and
long-term ecological research sites sponsored by many governmental
and nongovernmental organizations, some of which have lengthy
records (many in non-machine-readable forms) of ecological and
environmental data.
Scientists conducting research under the Ecosystems research
element of the CCSP will participate in the planning of international
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collaboration activities, including those sponsored wholly or in part
by the International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme (IGBP), such
as the Global Climate and Terrestrial Ecosystems (GCTE) project,
the Global Environmental Change and Food Systems (GECaFS)
project, the Land-Ocean Interactions in the Coastal Zone (LOICZ)
project, the Surface Ocean-Lower Atmosphere Study (SOLAS), the
Global Ocean Ecosystem Dynamics (GLOBEC) program, the
Global Ecology and Oceanography of Harmful Algal Bloom
(GEOHAB) program, and the Biospheric Aspects of the
Hydrological Cycle (BAHC) project. Also important are the
Global Ocean Observing System (GOOS), the Global
Terrestrial Observing System (GTOS), the Global Climate
Observing System (GCOS), the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment,
and the International Long-Term Ecological Research (ILTER)
network.
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9

Human Contributions and Responses to Environmental Change

CHAPTER CONTENTS
Question 9.1:What are the magnitudes,
interrelationships, and significance of the primary
human drivers of and their potential impact on
global environmental change?
Question 9.2:What are the current and potential
future impacts of global environmental variability
and change on human welfare, what factors influence
the capacity of human societies to respond to
change, and how can resilience be increased and
vulnerability reduced?
Question 9.3: How can the methods and capabilities
for societal decisionmaking under conditions of
complexity and uncertainty about global environmental
variability and change be enhanced?
Question 9.4:What are the potential human
health effects of global environmental change, and
what climate, socioeconomic, and environmental
information is needed to assess the cumulative risk
to health from these effects?
National and International Partnerships

Human activities play an important part in virtually all
natural systems and are forces for change in the environment
at local, regional, and even global scales. Social, economic,
and cultural systems are changing in a world that is more
populated, urban, and interconnected than ever. Such
large-scale changes increase the resilience of some groups
while increasing the vulnerability of others. A more
integrated understanding of the complex interactions of
human societies and the Earth system is essential if we are
to identify vulnerable systems and pursue options that take
advantage of opportunities and enhance resilience. Basic
social science research into human-environment interactions
provides a foundation for applied analyses and modeling of
human behavior at its interface with global environmental
change.
The need for understanding human contributions and
responses—sometimes referred to as “human dimensions”
of global change—motivates the research questions in this
chapter and elsewhere in this plan. Human dimensions
research includes studies of potential technological, social,
economic, and cultural drivers of global change, and how

these and other aspects of human systems may affect adaptation and
the consequences of change for society. Much of this research is
“cross-cutting”—integral to explorations of causes and impacts of
changes in atmospheric composition, climate, the water cycle, the
carbon cycle, ecosystems, land use and land cover, and other global
systems. Research on human contributions and responses integrates
information from different research elements to establish baseline
characterizations of man acting in and reacting to his environment.
The complex interactions of multiple environmental stressors on
human activities must be examined. It is widely acknowledged
that human dimensions research has special challenges associated
with the cross-disciplinary nature of its topics and with the mix
of qualitative and quantitative data and analyses employed in its
pursuit.
Across the range of human dimensions research there is a particularly
strong need for the integration of social, economic, and health data
with environmental data. Such integration requires data from physical,
biological, social, and health disciplines on compatible temporal and
spatial scales, to support the synthesis of data for research and to
support decisionmaking.There is an especially critical need for georeferenced data.
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A broad research agenda for human contributions and responses has
been identified in a series of national and international reports,
including the assessment reports of the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC, 2001a,b,c,d) and a series of focused reports
and monographs from the National Research Council (NRC,
1999a,e, 2001c,e).The NRC report Climate Change Science:An
Analysis of Some Key Questions concluded that: “In order to address
the consequences of climate change and better serve the Nation’s
decisionmakers, the research enterprise dealing with environmental
change and environment-society interactions must be enhanced.”
Such an enterprise should include, “…support of interdisciplinary
research that couples physical, chemical, biological, and human
systems” (NRC, 2001a).This chapter draws from these reports and
from priority areas identified by the research community through
federal research programs.
Two overarching questions for research on the human contributions
and responses to global change are:
• How do humans and human societies drive changes in the global
environment?
• How do humans prepare for and respond to global environmental
change?
These questions frame the human dimensions research outlined in
the four key questions that follow.

Question 9.1:What are the magnitudes,
interrelationships, and significance of primary human
drivers of and their potential impact on global
environmental change?

State of Knowledge
Human drivers of global environmental change include consumption
of energy and natural resources, technological and economic choices,
culture, and institutions.The effects of these drivers are seen in
population growth and movement, changes in consumption, de- or
reforestation, land-use change, and toleration or regulation of
pollution.The IPCC (IPCC, 2000 a,b, 2001a,b,c,d), the NRC
(NRC, 1999a, 2001a), and additional U.S. studies have summarized
social science research on these drivers in the specific context of
climate change, and the International Human Dimensions
Programme has contributed to this body of knowledge. For example,
research has pointed to population changes (including an aging
population in the United States with rapid growth of human
settlements, especially in the South,West, and coastal areas) that
have affected consumption patterns and other drivers of global
environmental change.
Research into the human drivers of global change has focused on
changes in land use and energy use. But there is also a growing body
of work on fundamental socioeconomic processes that drive human
use of the environment (e.g., changes in population densities,
advances in technology, the emergence of new institutional
structures). Furthermore, current research on sustainability
emphasizes the roles played by societies in driving global
environmental change. Recent research has also improved our
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understanding of many of the factors that affect environmentally
significant consumption at the household level. Important advances
have been made in understanding the effects of economic
transformation—for instance, how the growth of the service sector
in urban areas contributes both to social wealth and vulnerability of
human settlements. Similarly, research on technological change has
helped to identify trends in innovation, efficiency, and expanded
living standards, and their implications for natural and depletable
resources.

Illustrative Research Questions
Research questions related to human drivers span a range of topics,
including:What are the key processes and trends associated with
population growth and demographic change, management of natural
resources (including land and water), the development of advanced
technologies, and trade and global economic activity? How can
improved understanding of these issues be used to improve scenarios
and projections of global change? Who are the principal actors, both
individuals and institutions, and what are the key factors, such as
households, markets, property and land tenure, and government
policies and practices? How can researchers develop appropriate
scenarios and link them to decisionmaking frameworks? How can
stakeholder involvement be used to help determine the research
agenda? In addition, questions specific to population and technological
change and the role of trade and economic activity include:
• Population growth and demographic change
– How do population growth, composition, distribution, and
dynamics (fertility, mortality, migration, and household
change) affect the sustainability of energy and land use,
economic activity, land cover, the climate system, and other
global environmental systems?
– How is the relationship between population dynamics and
environmental change affected by the scale at which populationenvironmental linkages are measured (e.g., the plot, the
community, the state, the region, the nation)?
– How do people use information and form perceptions about
potential or actual global environmental changes, along with
other social, economic, and political considerations, to make
decisions about production, consumption (including use of
natural resources), and mobility (including migration)?
– What are the roles played by institutions in structuring the
activities that drive global environmental change?
• Technological change
– What are the drivers, especially institutional factors that induce
technological innovation and adoption of new technologies?
What influences the transfer of technology from region to
region or country to country? How does technological
innovation and transfer impact systemic environmental
change and figure in adaptation and mitigation strategies?
– How can research that identifies viable technology options
be modeled as policy options?
– What can be projected about the effectiveness, cost, and
environmental and health effects of alternative energy and
mitigation technologies, including sequestration options?
– How can this research contribute to efforts to develop
mitigation technology options by, for example, placing values
on such items as temporary carbon storage and the availability
of limited resources such as land and water?
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• Trade and global economic activity
– What influences the movement of goods and services
domestically and from one country to another? How does
movement of goods and services impact global environmental
change?
– How do operational and technological changes affect economic
productivity and energy use?

Research Needs
Key needs have been identified, including:
• Development of a connection to decision support capabilities by
improving the scientific information that helps to inform the
policy process.
• Development of more coherent and plausible scenarios with
projections of social, economic, and technology variables. Here,
linkages to outputs from the Climate Change Technology
Program (CCTP) will be made.
• Development of integrated assessment models with the ability
to better analyze the effects (social, economic, and health) of
measures directed at reducing greenhouse gas emissions and that
include non-market submodels for the analysis of quantitative
and qualitative data related to human health and well-being.
• Development of integrated assessment models that introduce
new energy and carbon sequestration technologies (including
technologies under consideration in the CCTP) and incorporate
new knowledge about innovation and diffusion.
• Development of the capability to study the economic and trade
effects of various mitigation options that differ in complex ways,
both within and among countries, including broad policy
approaches (e.g., emissions targets, technology subsidies,
voluntary national goals) and means of implementation (e.g.,
voluntary programs, incentives, taxes, cap and trade systems,
and quantity constraints).
• Assessment of the full costs and benefits (including productivity
impacts) of environmental policy and technology choices
(mitigation and adaptation) that affect human well-being at
different scales, including the individual or household level.

Milestones, Products, and Payoffs
• Research in this area is expected to improve our understanding
of how human societies drive global environmental change.
Inputs on potential future human drivers of change are required
for Ecosystems,Water Cycle, and Carbon Cycle research.
Available information will be reassessed for its relevance and
contribution to interdisciplinary studies of human-induced
environmental change [less than 2 years].
• Scenarios will be strengthened by an improved understanding of
the interdependence among economic growth; population
growth, composition, distribution, and dynamics (including
migration); energy consumption in different sectors (e.g., electric
power generation, transportation, residential heating and
cooling); advancements in technologies; and pollutant emissions
[less than 4 years] (a benefit to the Carbon Cycle research
element).
• Evaluations will be developed of the economic opportunities to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions or increase sequestration in the
agricultural and forestry sectors [2-4 years].
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• Structured methods will be developed to define the connections
and tradeoffs among economic development, technological
change, and human well-being at multiple scales and at the
intersection of complex institutional arrangements
[beyond 4 years].
Human Contributions and Responses products will provide needed
inputs to the Carbon Cycle and Land-Use/Land-Cover Change
research elements related to changes in energy consumption,
technology utilization, and adaptation policies (see also Question 9.2).

Question 9.2:What are the current and potential
future impacts of global environmental variability
and change on human welfare, what factors influence
the capacity of human societies to respond to change,
and how can resilience be increased and vulnerability
reduced?

State of Knowledge
For the purpose of this question, “global environmental variability
and change” includes climate variability and change and related sealevel rise.These environmental changes need to be analyzed in the
context of other natural and social system stresses, such as land-use
and land-cover change, population changes and migrations, and
global economic restructuring.There has been significant progress
in analyzing and modeling regional vulnerabilities and possibilities
for adaptation, including in the context of multiple stresses.
Progress has been made in understanding how society adapts to
seasonal climate variability and, by extension, how it may adapt to
potential longer term climate change (IPCC, 2001b).
The state of global change impact and adaptation research varies,
depending on the nature of the impact, the scale of the analysis, and
the region of the world. For most types of impacts, this field of
inquiry has advanced from modeling direct impacts on natural and
human systems (e.g., crops, forests, water flows, coastal infrastructure)
to analyses of how people might alter specific activities in reaction
to changing climate, and for several types of impacts, anticipatory
responses have been investigated as well. For example, with respect
to sea-level rise, the direct impacts and possible responses are fairly
well established for the United States. However, a high priority for
research concerns the environmental impacts of adaptive responses
in the future.
On a global scale, considerable gaps exist in understanding, modeling,
and quantifying the sensitivity and vulnerability of human systems
to global change and measuring the capacity of human systems to
adapt. For instance, little is known about the effectiveness of applying
adaptation experiences with past and current climate variability and
extreme events to the realm of climate change adaptation; nor
about how this information could be used to improve estimates of
the feasibility, effectiveness, and costs and benefits of adaptation to
long-term change. Gaps also exist in understanding differences in
adaptive capacity across regions of the world and different
socioeconomic groups (IPCC, 2001b). Also less well known are the
roles that institutional change and consumption patterns in the
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future will play in the capacity of society to prepare for and respond
to global changes.

Illustrative Research Questions
• What factors determine the vulnerability of human systems to
climate variability and change, and how can vulnerability be
reduced?
• What factors determine the vulnerability of natural systems to
the adaptive measures that people may implement in response to
global change?
• How are climate variability, trends in climate, and sea-level rise
likely to affect resource management (e.g., water, fish, agriculture,
forestry, transportation, energy supplies), urban planning, coastal
zone management, and the effectiveness of federal environmental
and infrastructure programs?
• What are the economic and social costs and benefits of current
climate variability and longer term climate change and what are
the market and non-market tradeoffs, feasibility, and effectiveness
of potential adaptation and/or mitigation options?
• To what extent will consumption patterns (e.g., per capita water
consumption) and/or land-use changes influence the vulnerability
of human systems to the impacts of climate variability and change?
• How may methods be refined to accurately assess the combined
impacts of the full range of potential climate change, water
quality and availability, land use, sea-level rise, and ecosystems
on human welfare?

Climate Changes

Temperature

Precipitation

Sea-Level Rise

Figure 9-1: Potential climate variability and change impacts.
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Research Needs
Research needs include empirical studies and model-based simulation
studies of the influence of social and economic factors on vulnerability
and adaptive capacity in households, organizations, and communities;
assessments and economic analyses of the potential impacts of climate
variability and change (including using products from the Ecosystems
research element); retrospective analyses of the consequences of
surprising shifts in climate and the ability of society to respond to
negative impacts and potential opportunities; and studies analyzing
the factors that affect adaptive capacity in the context of multiple
social and natural system stresses (climate change, land-use change,
population change and movements, sea-level rise, changes in political
institutions, technology gains, and economic restructuring).
Much of this research will need to be place-based analysis at regional
and local scales in order to capture the complexities of the humanenvironment interface and the adaptive strategies of individuals,
industries, institutions, and communities (requiring connection to the
place-based research planned through the Decision Support element).
Comparative studies at different locations and in different
socioeconomic contexts are critical. Longitudinal data sets need to be
developed, as do data sets that track adaptation strategies across time
(linkage to the Observing and Monitoring working group is key).

More extensive research crossing social science disciplines as well as
research integrating social and natural system components is needed
for improved understanding and
modeling of impacts and adaptation
and their feedback to possible
Health Impacts
Weather-Related Morbidity and Mortality
mitigation efforts. Integrating
Infectious Disease
across these connections is
Air Pollution Respiratory Effects
complex and will require methods
for integrating qualitative and
quantitative data and analyses as
Agricultural Impacts
well as improvements in linking
Crop Yields
Irrigation Demands
component models. Use of
qualitative and quantitative
approaches is critical if we are to
Forest Impacts
make progress at a range of scales.
Forest Composition
Specifically, attention needs to be
Geographic Range
paid to the associated costs and
Change in Water Quality
benefits of adaptation strategies,
strategies for mitigating the
Water Resources Impacts
impacts of global change on different
Change in Water Supply
economic sectors and people in
Change in Water Quality
different locations and economic
brackets, market and non-market
valuation of positive and negative
Coastal Impacts
Beach Erosion
impacts, the possibility of new
Inundation of Coastal Land
economic instruments for responding
Cost to Defend Coastal Communities
to global change, and the role of
public and private institutions and
public policies in influencing adaptive
Species and Natural Lands
capacity (IPCC, 2001b). Research
Loss of Habitat and Species
Shift in Ecological Zones
could include input from studies of
mitigation and adaptation measures
undertaken by the Ecosystems
research element.
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Milestones, Products, and Payoffs
Research on these questions can be expected to improve analytical
methods and models of how climate variability and change and
sea-level rise combined with socioeconomic changes are likely to
affect decisionmaking in water management, agriculture, forest
management, transportation infrastructure, urban areas, coastal
areas, public health, and other climate-sensitive sectors in the
United States and developing countries.The research will enable
decisionmakers in both the public and private sectors to make more
enlightened choices regarding the nature and timing of actions to
undertake in response to the challenges and opportunities associated
with anticipated climate variability, potential climate change, and
sea-level rise.
Some expected products/milestones include:
• Improved characterization and understanding of vulnerability
and adaptation based on analyses of societal adjustment to climate
variability and seasonal-to-interannual forecasts [2-4 years].
• Identification of adaptation strategies effective for managing the
impacts of seasonal and year-to-year climate variability that could
prove useful for adaptation to projected longer term climate
change [beyond 4 years].
• Elevation maps depicting areas vulnerable to sea-level rise and
planning maps depicting how state and local governments could
respond to sea-level rise [less than 2 years].
• Assessments of the potential economic impacts of climate
change on the producers and consumers of food and fiber
products [2-4 years].

• Estimates of the value of the ancillary benefits (e.g., enhanced
wildlife habitat and improved water quality) that could result
from implementing various mitigation activities within the
forestry sector [2-4 years].
• Assessments of how coastal environmental programs can be
improved to adapt to sea-level rise while enhancing economic
growth [2-4 years].

Question 9.3: How can the methods and capabilities
for societal decisionmaking under conditions of
complexity and uncertainty about global
environmental variability and change be enhanced?

State of Knowledge
Decisionmaking is rife with uncertainties including risks of irreversible
and/or non-linear changes that may be met with insufficient or
excessive responses whose consequences may cascade across
generations.The difficulties associated with characterizing and
explaining uncertainty have become increasingly salient given the
interest of policymakers in addressing global environmental change.
Uncertainties arise from a number of factors, including problems
with data, problems with models, lack of knowledge of important
underlying relationships, imprecise representation of uncertainty,
statistical variation and measurement error, and subjective judgment
(IPCC, 2001b,d).

BOX 9-1

HUMAN CONTRIBUTIONS
AND RESPONSES TO
ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE
FY04 CCRI Priority Decisionmaking Under Uncertainty
The Climate Change Research Initiative
(CCRI) will leverage existing U.S.
Global Change Research Program
(USGCRP) efforts to provide structured
information to inform national, regional,
and local discussions about possible
global change causes, impacts, and
mitigation and adaptation strategies.
The CCRI will provide continuing
support for a set of interdisciplinary
centers focusing on Decisionmaking Under
Uncertainty associated with climate change
and variability.These centers, which
should be established in FY04 following
a special competition, will conduct
fundamental research on decisionmaking
associated with climate change and

variability.The centers are expected to
advance basic understanding about
decision processes dealing with issues
such as inter-temporal choice, risk
perception, hazards and disaster
reduction, opportunities, trade-offs,
equity, framing, and probabilistic
reasoning associated with uncertainty.
The centers will develop tools that
people, organizations, and governments
can use to better understand the risks
and uncertainties associated with climate
variability and change and the options
they have to address them. In order to
do this, they will develop and disseminate
tangible products for researchers,
decisionmakers and other relevant
stakeholders and make them readily
accessible through a range of media.

Illustrative Research
Questions
How can methods or approaches be
improved:
• For representing, analyzing,
describing, and communicating
uncertainties and for evaluating and
addressing scientific disagreements
about the nature and extent of
risks?
• For understanding the costs (market
and non-market) and opportunities
(societal, organizational, and
individual) associated with global
climatic variability and change?
• For representing how individuals,
organizations, and societies make
choices regarding risks whose
consequences are long-term and
uncertain?
• For evaluating and comparing the
effectiveness of different approaches
to modeling decisionmaking?
• For understanding how public and
private decisionmaking impacts
human health and the natural
environment?
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• For designing processes that combine scientific analyses with the
policy deliberations and judgments of decisionmakers?
• For disseminating, communicating, and evaluating climate forecast
information for use by decisionmakers?

Research Needs
Associated research needs include analysis of decision processes to
identify what information on global environmental variability and
change is most useful and at what stage in the decision process that
the information is needed.This work will be done in collaboration
with the Decision Support Resources development described in
Chapter 11.

Milestones, Products, and Payoffs
• Research on these questions will enable the development of
assessments of the kind of knowledge and information needed
by different decisionmakers and stakeholders in order to
enhance decisionmaking associated with climate change, and will
produce decision support resources [beyond 4 years].
• Research centers will be expected to facilitate interactions
among researchers and relevant decisionmakers and stakeholders
[less than 2 years]; provide educational opportunities for U.S.
students and faculty [less than 2 years]; increase understanding
of the types of information needed by decisionmakers [less than
2 years]; develop tools that people, organizations, and governments
can use to better understand the risks associated with climate
variability and change and the options they have to address
those risks [2-4 years]; and increase basic understanding of
decisionmaking processes associated with climate change and
variability [2-4 years].
• In addition to the advancement of basic understanding and
modeling of decisionmaking, the program expects to develop
improved modeling frameworks that better link general circulation,
ecological, and economic models of the agricultural and forestry
sectors [2-4 years].
• Recommendations will be developed for producing,
communicating, and disseminating climate information and its
associated uncertainties to resource managers (e.g., farmers,
forest landowners, drought policy planners, water utilities) and
urban planners at local to national levels. Integration with
Decision Support efforts will be important as will drawing on
communication and dissemination tools developed by the Water
Cycle research element [2-4 years].

Question 9.4:What are the potential human health
effects of global environmental change, and what
climate, socioeconomic, and environmental
information is needed to assess the cumulative risk to
health from these effects?

State of Knowledge
It is well established that human health is linked to environmental
conditions, and that changes in the natural environment may have
subtle, or dramatic, effects on health.Timely knowledge of these
effects may support our public health infrastructure in devising and
implementing strategies to compensate or respond to these effects.
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Over the past decade, several research and agenda-setting exercises
have called for continued and expanded research and development of
methods in this area (WAG, 1997; NRC, 1999a,d, 2001c; EHP, 2001;
IPCC, 2001b). Given the complex interactions among physical,
biological, and human systems, this research must be highly
interdisciplinary, well integrated, and span the breadth from
fundamental research to operations. A multi-agency interdisciplinary
research effort to examine the linkages across these sectors is in
place with research focusing on global and developing country
impacts, and on the effects of simultaneous environmental and
economic shifts on human health and well-being.
Federally supported research has thus far provided information on a
broad range of health effects of global change, including the adverse
effects of ozone, atmospheric particles and aeroallergens, ultraviolet
(UV) radiation, vector- and water-borne diseases, and heat-related
illnesses (see Figure 9-2). Research continues to improve understanding
of the potential impact of climate variability on certain infectious
diseases, and researchers are developing and evaluating tools and
information products for anticipating and managing any such
impacts that capitalize on the enormous protections afforded by
wealth and the public health infrastructure. However, many questions
remain unanswered.

Illustrative Research Questions
• What are the impacts of changes in water quantity and quality,
temperature, ecosystems, land use, and climate on infectious
disease and what is the relative importance of these impacts
compared to other socioeconomic and technological factors?
• What are the impacts of atmospheric and climatic changes on the
health effects associated with ambient air quality and UV radiation?
• What are the health effects and effective preparedness and
response strategies associated with temperature extremes and
with extreme weather events?
• What are the best methods for assessing known and potential
climate-related health impacts and for developing and evaluating
useful tools and information products to enhance public health
and support decisionmaking?
• How can we improve the capacity of public health and societal
infrastructure to prevent, detect, and effectively respond to
health impacts that may be associated with climate change?
• How can the incorporation of health impacts and trends into
climate change scenarios improve tools for decisionmaking at
various time scales?

Research Needs
Research needs include:
• Work on improved understanding of the health effects of UV
radiation, including exposure across regions and populations,
risk awareness, and early detection.
• Initiation of a temporally and spatially compatible long-term
field study, empirical analysis, and integrated modeling effort of
the physical, biological, and social factors affecting the potential
impact of climate variability and change on public health issues
of national importance.
• Research on the climatic effects of temperature on air quality,
particularly in urban heat islands and other regional settings, and
the potential health consequences.
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• Research on the effect of seasonal-to-interannual climate variation
on public health, especially at a regional scale, and the integration
of this information into decisionmaking processes.
• Research on preventing and reducing the adverse health impacts
of extreme weather events.
• Research on prevention and control of infectious diseases that
might increase in incidence as a result of climate change.
• Research on the regional control and treatment of vector- and
water-borne diseases (this work should be linked to the
Ecosystems research element).
• Economic analysis of the prevention, control, and treatment
strategies for potential public health impacts associated with
climate variability and change.
• Studies on the costs and benefits to public health of mitigation
strategies for greenhouse gas emissions.
A parallel need exists to develop additional appropriate tools and
methods for assessing and adapting to potential health outcomes,

Skin Cancers
Ocular Cataracts
Immuno-Suppression

Figure 9-2:
Possible
pathways of
public health
impacts from
climate change.
For more
information,
see Annex C.

and for evaluating the impact of research, the effectiveness of Earth
science information and products, the methods for communicating
that information, and the systematic identification of knowledge
gaps and feedback to the research communities.

Milestones, Products, and Payoffs
Products from this area include operational tools, research to support
innovative institutional arrangements and processes, and research
results that may be used by decisionmakers. Expected milestones,
products, and payoffs include:
• Additional tools for preventing and managing the public health
threat of infectious diseases [2-4 years].
• Assessments of the potential health effects of combined exposures
to climatic and other environmental factors (e.g., air pollution,
and including input from the Atmospheric Composition research
element) [beyond 4 years].
• A multi-agency joint award for competitive grants to support
research on climate variability and health [2-4 years and beyond].
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• The next phase of health sector assessments to understand the
potential consequences of global change for human health in the
United States, especially for at-risk demographic and geographic
subpopulations [2-4 years].

National and International Partnerships

The study of human contributions and responses to global change
within the Climate Change Science Program (CCSP) has ties to a
number of national and international programs beyond those
represented among the CCSP member agencies, including the
International Human Dimensions Programme, the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, the World Health
Organization, the Pan American Health Organization, Environment
Canada, Health Canada, the Climate Change Technology Program,
the National Research Council, the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention, the National Institute of Environmental Health
Sciences, the National Institute for Child Health and Human
Development, the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious
Diseases, the U.S. Census Bureau, the Bureau of Labor Statistics,
and other federal agencies and programs, and to the International
Research Institute for Climate Prediction and the Inter-American
Institute for Global Change Research (see Chapter 15).
Collaborations between the federal agencies involved in global
change research and the abovementioned organizations include
co-sponsorship of scientific workshops and conferences, efforts to
set scientific agendas in research areas of mutual interest, and
collaborative assessments of the state of knowledge.
Furthermore, numerous collaborative research projects between
scientists in the United States and other countries are underway.
As examples, U.S. scientists collaborate with developing country
scientists to analyze coping strategies and the use of climate
information in the face of year-to-year climate variability. In addition,
U.S. researchers in the field of economics and other areas associated
with creating decisionmaking frameworks collaborate through
institutions such as Stanford University’s Energy Modeling Forum
(EMF). For example, an annual EMF meeting of specialists in
integrated assessment modeling and related disciplines, such as
climate science, biology, and health, has generated a great many
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successful research partnerships across both countries and
disciplines.
The scientific community has called for strengthening international
cooperation and coordination related to human contributions and
responses research, particularly in the areas of the potential impacts
of climate on human welfare and resource management, vulnerability
assessments, and adaptation research. Progress depends on advances
in these areas, as well as in improvements in climate modeling,
observations, and our understanding of the integrated climate system
and associated socioeconomic and environmental responses.
Cooperation should include the collection and archiving of social
and economic data, as well as exchanging methodologies and
research insights.
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Modeling Strategy

CHAPTER CONTENTS
Goal 1: Improve the scientific basis of climate and
climate impacts models.
Goal 2: Provide the infrastructure and capacity
necessary to support a scientifically rigorous and
responsive U.S. climate modeling activity.
Goal 3: Coordinate and accelerate climate modeling
activities and provide relevant decision support
information on a timely basis.

This chapter introduces goals and objectives intended to
provide accelerated scientific improvements in climate and
climate impact models responsive to the needs of the
Climate Change Science Program’s (CCSP) scientific
research and decision support activities.

new process understanding in models; (2) assimilation and integration
efforts that employ new types of observations and tools and nextgeneration understanding and model coupling; and (3) “high-end”
climate models run for scenarios required in periodic scientific
assessments or to achieve higher resolutions.

Models are essential tools for synthesizing observations,
theory, and experimental results to investigate how the Earth
system works and how it is affected by human activities.
Models can be used in both a retrospective sense, to test
the accuracy of modeled changes in Earth system forcing
and response by comparing model results with observations
of past change, and in a prognostic sense, for calculating the
response of the Earth system to projected future forcing.
Comprehensive climate system models provide the primary
quantitative means to integrate scientific understanding of the
many components of the climate system and, thus, are the
principal tools available for making quantitative projections.

The CCSP strategy envisions two complementary streams of climate
modeling activities.The first is principally a research activity, which
will maintain strong ties to the global change and computational
science research communities to rapidly incorporate new knowledge
into a comprehensive climate and Earth system modeling capability.
Closely associated with the research activity, but distinct from it, will
be the sustained and timely delivery of predictive model products
that are required for assessments and other decision support needs.
CCSP will ensure that a productive partnership is maintained
between product-driven modeling activities and the discovery-driven
modeling research program that will underpin its credibility and
future success.

The CCSP modeling strategy consists of three goals:
Improve the scientific basis of climate and climate impacts
models; provide the infrastructure and capacity necessary
to support a scientifically rigorous and responsive U.S.
climate modeling activity; and coordinate and accelerate
climate modeling activities and provide relevant decision
support information on a timely basis. In order to achieve
these goals, three modeling arenas will be implemented:
(1) diverse and disparate research activities that represent

In his 11 June 2001 speech, the President asked his Administration
to work to “develop state-of-the-art climate modeling that will help
us better understand the causes and impacts of climate change.” In
response to this directive, the program is addressing the following
overarching question:
How can we most effectively accelerate the development,
testing, and application of the best possible scientifically
based climate and climate impact models to serve scientific
research and decision support needs?
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Based on recommendations in National Research Council (NRC)
reports on U.S. climate modeling (NRC, 1999b, 2001d), the CCSP
agencies initiated new activities to strengthen the national climate
modeling infrastructure.These activities will accelerate the delivery
of improved model products that are especially important for
making climate simulations, predictions, and projections more
usable and applicable to the broader research, assessment, and policy
communities (see Annex D for definitions of climate “prediction”
and “projection”).The new activities form the basis of a longer term
solution that will maintain the pace and progress of the basic
research, while simultaneously creating a path for the rapid
exploitation of new knowledge in model development, testing, and
applications.

Goal l: Improve the scientific basis of climate and
climate impacts models.
Virtually all comprehensive climate models project a warmer Earth,
an intensified hydrologic cycle, and rising sea level as consequences
of increasing atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases.
However, projections of the details about the magnitude, timing,
and specific regional impacts and consequences are variable (IPCC,
2001a,b).The program is placing the highest priority on research
aimed at addressing known modeling deficiencies (see Chapter 4,
Question 4.1).The following objectives in pursuit of Goal 1
describe CCSP’s long-term approach.

Objective 1.1:Accelerate research on climate
forcing, responses, and feedbacks aimed at improving
methods for quantifying and reducing uncertainties
in the current generation of prediction and
projection models
The climate system responds in complex ways to changes in forcing
that may be natural (e.g., variations in the magnitude of solar radiation
reaching the top of the atmosphere) or human-induced (e.g., changing
atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases). Several of the
program’s science elements will provide climate modelers with the
best scientific estimates of past and expected future climate forcing
factors—for example, the Climate Variability and Change research
element for solar variability; the Atmospheric Composition, Carbon
Cycle, and Human Contributions and Responses research elements
for radiatively active trace gases and aerosols; and the Land-Use/
Land-Cover Change and Ecosystems research elements for land
surface cover changes and energy exchanges.
The direct response of the climate to a change in forcing may be
either diminished or amplified by feedback processes within the
climate system itself. For example, warmer upper oceans will result
in increased evaporation and, thus, increased concentrations of
atmospheric water vapor—itself a strong greenhouse gas—a positive
or amplifying feedback. Increased water vapor will alter cloudiness,
which may be either a positive or a negative feedback, depending on
the cloud height and type. Climate-induced changes at the land
surface (e.g., through more intense and higher frequency droughts)
may in turn feed back on the climate itself, for example, through
changes in soil moisture, vegetation, radiative characteristics, and
surface-atmosphere exchanges of water vapor.
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Near-Term Priorities
• Because of the highly interdisciplinary and complex nature of
climate processes in general, understanding and modeling
feedbacks is a challenging research task.The program will give
high priority to research conducted under the research elements
aimed at understanding and modeling the most important
known feedback processes (see Chapter 4, Question 4.1), with
the goal of better quantifying and reducing uncertainties in
climate predictions and projections.
• CCSP-supported climate modeling centers will work closely
with scientists to use observations and research advances to
improve modeling capability and provide more useful products
for decision support.The knowledge transfer will be enabled and
accelerated by Climate Process and Modeling Teams (CPTs), a
new paradigm for CCSP climate modeling and applications
research (CPTs are discussed later in this chapter and in Box 4-1).
Enhanced understanding and improved representation in models of
the processes that influence climate will improve confidence in
model forecasts and projections. Reductions in uncertainty will be
measured by the degree to which differences between the major
climate models as well as differences between observations and
relevant model fields are reduced.

Objective 1.2: Develop the next generation of global
climate models through the addition of more
complete representations of coupled interactive
atmospheric chemistry, terrestrial and marine
ecosystems, biogeochemical cycling, and middle
atmospheric processes
Past emphasis has been on the development and testing of physical
aspects of coupled atmospheric and ocean general circulation models
(GCMs).This occurred primarily because climate models have their
roots in numerical weather prediction models (atmospheric GCMs
with some ocean coupling that treat primarily physical processes),
and the available observations were those derived for the application
of weather prediction models. Significant advances have been
achieved on the physical aspects of climate modeling, but much
more research is required (see Chapter 4).
In the 1990s, motivated by unresolved questions about long-term
climate change, modeling efforts expanded to include additional
components of the climate system, such as chemistry and biology,
that are important to longer term climate processes. Here too,
much has been accomplished, but much remains to be done. In
parallel with continued research into physical climate processes and
modeling, the program will enhance efforts to more fully develop
the chemical and biological components of climate models, including
their human dimensions, in the context of a coupled interactive
system, and also expand the atmospheric domain to include middleatmosphere processes.This priority is motivated by the need to
provide answers to pressing questions about long-term change and
variability that may result from human-induced climate forcing
involving chemical, biological, and human-induced processes.

Near-Term Priorities
• In the near term, work will concentrate on improved
representations of aerosols, elements of the carbon cycle,
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interactive land surface-atmospheric processes, and middleatmosphere dynamics and chemistry.This work will integrate
research advances by the CCSP research elements (see Chapters
3-9).The products will be next-generation climate system
models with enhanced capabilities to more comprehensively
model the interactive physical, chemical, and biological
components of the climate system.This work will continue
over the longer term, leading to fully interactive Earth system
models. For a more detailed description of research planned for
one key next-generation climate system model, see the
Community Climate System Model website,
<http://www.ccsm.ucar.edu/management/sciplan2004-2008>.
The Role of the Middle Atmosphere in Climate
• The representation of the stratosphere will be improved in climate
models, including feedbacks between stratospheric dynamics
and stratospheric ozone, and between stratospheric dynamics
and water vapor (see Chapter 4).
• CCSP will examine whether variations in solar irradiance can play
a significant role in the natural variability of the climate system.
Models will be developed that extend vertically through the
mesosphere and include interactions between ultraviolet radiation,
ozone chemistry, and atmospheric circulation and transports
(see Chapters 3 and 4).
Interaction of Aerosols, Chemistry, Ecosystems, and Hydrology
• CCSP will develop the capability to model a fully interactive
aerosol system within climate models, in order to examine the

Figure 10-1: The development
of climate models over the
last 25 years showing how the
different components are first
developed separately and
later coupled into
comprehensive climate
models. Source: IPCC (2001a).

multi-faceted roles of aerosols in the climate system (see
Chapters 3, 4 and 5).
Atmospheric Composition
• CCSP climate system models will be developed to include both
tropospheric and stratospheric chemistry, chemical processes
related to interactions at the Earth’s surface, and interactions
with hydrologic processes, in order to adequately represent the
sources, sinks, and transformation processes of those molecules
that are important for climate because of their ability to absorb
and/or emit radiation and whose concentration and properties
must be adequately simulated in climate models (see Chapter 3.)
Biogeochemistry and Ecosystems
• CCSP will develop the modeling tools and validation data sets
for incorporating and assessing historical and future land use;
the dynamics of managed forest, rangeland, agricultural, coastal,
and ocean systems; and deliberate carbon sequestration activities
(see Chapters 6-9).
High-Resolution Climate Model
• At present, there are two complementary approaches to modeling
climate change and climate impacts at regional and sector scales.
One approach uses a variety of “downscaling” techniques, ranging
from nested mesoscale (regional scale) models to adaptable
global grids (see Objective 1.6).The second approach is to
increase the resolution of the global models themselves,
throughout the entire global domain.The former approach is
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complicated by several unresolved issues, ranging from the
effects of lateral boundary processes to conservation principles.
The second approach is not practical without very large increases
in computing capability. The CCSP strategy is to continue to
support research in and applications of regional-scale climate
models and other downscaling methods. On a smaller scale, the
program will support pilot projects for next-generation very
high-resolution global climate model development, in anticipation
of continuing advances in computational technologies.
Climate models and observations are intimately connected, as
described under Objectives 1.3-1.5 below. Models must be evaluated
and constrained by observations, which also serve to initialize models
used for prediction. Models provide a dynamically consistent
framework into which diverse climate observations can be assimilated
to produce “value-added” data sets of gridded, continuous time
series of hybrid field observations and modeled data.

Objective 1.3: Foster model analysis and testing
through model diagnostics and intercomparison
activities, including comparison with observations
Given the complexity of climate models, it is difficult to ascertain
why a particular model performs “better” or “worse” than others in
any given situation. Generally speaking, a measure of a model’s
quality is its ability to simulate the current climate [global averages,
annual cycle, major modes such as the El Niño-Southern Oscillation
(ENSO) and North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), etc.] and the climate
of the past centuries (19th and 20th) as measured by available
observations. Therefore, it is essential to carefully identify and
document model deficiencies, such as systematic biases (“bias”
refers to the tendency of a model’s prediction to drift toward the
model’s climatology, which may be at variance with the real world).
Furthermore, thorough diagnostics of model deficiencies (e.g.,
intercomparison of various models, comparison of models to
observations, analysis of physical mechanisms using simplified or
conceptual models, and carrying out model sensitivity experiments)
are essential to identify sources of model errors, which then provide
the basis for model improvement.

Near-Term Priorities
• Various projects aimed at fostering intercomparison among
climate models or their components are underway.The program
will continue to support these efforts in model intercomparisons,
with an emphasis on the diagnostics for the sources of deficiencies
common to many climate models, such as the “double
Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ)” problem in the tropical
Pacific Ocean, which is closely associated with the modeling of
tropical deep convection and cloud feedbacks. A key approach is
to bring together the expertise and interests of observation
specialists, process modelers, diagnosticians, and climate
modeling centers to tackle the problem from various angles in a
coordinated manner (e.g., the CPT approach).
• Given the status of observations, it is not obvious which
model(s) are “better” (see Chapter 12, Goal 4). In practice,
when assessing how models simulate the present climate, most
of the comparisons are made using “reanalysis data” provided by
one of several groups. A wealth of satellite data is already available,
with much more coming available.The linkage between satellite
data and the needs of modeling groups that has been made very
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effectively in some modeling organizations (e.g., NASA’s Data
Assimilation Office, NOAA’s National Centers for
Environmental Prediction) should be replicated by other CCSP
modeling groups.The program will address the role of both the
modeling groups and the remote-sensing teams (see Chapter 12,
Goal 6).Those modeling groups that have not made use of
satellite data in the past will be encouraged to utilize it as part of
their activity. Remote-sensing projects will be better integrated
into the modeling community, with the scientific research team
associated with each instrument encouraged to provide userfriendly data sets for modeling as part of their data collection
responsibility.
• For paleoclimate studies, there is often a large gap between the
actual data being obtained and the interpretation of those data in
terms of the climate variables output from each model.When
there is an apparent mismatch between model output and climate
interpretation, it is often unclear whether the interpretation of
the paleoclimate proxy data is responsible.To minimize this
problem, the program will encourage modelers to include
direct representations of the paleoclimate proxy data (e.g.,
water isotopes), so that comparisons can then be made with the
proxy data independent of any climate interpretation.This will
also help to improve the value of proxy data.
• At times, model performance can look satisfactory when
compared with one reanalysis data set, and less so compared
with another. As in the case of GCM differences, the reasons for
the reanalysis differences need to be better understood.The
program will encourage improved understanding through close
cooperation between the reanalysis modeling data centers and
observational and empirical scientific research (e.g., via a CPT).
This effort will require international cooperation, and possibly
some joint funding of such comparisons through international
entities, such as the World Meteorological Organization (see
also Objective 1.5).
Some key examples of global climate model intercomparison projects
include the Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Project (AMIP,
<www-pcmdi.llnl.gov/amip/>), the Coupled Model
Intercomparison Project (CMIP, <www-pcmdi.llnl.gov/cmip/>),
and the Paleoclimate Model Intercomparison Project (PMIP,
<www-lsce.cea.fr/pmip/>). AMIP was initiated in 1989, for the
purpose of identifying and documenting the differences among the
various atmospheric models and observations, to provide a basis for
model improvement. Nearly all atmospheric models in use today
have been calibrated using the AMIP experimental protocol. AMIP
is closely integrated with CMIP, and provides a calibration for
understanding how coupled models respond to increasing levels of
greenhouse gases. Model-model and model-measurement
intercomparisons have been carried out for a number of component
models that will ultimately need to be incorporated into global
climate models. For instance, multi-dimensional stratospheric
composition models have been intercompared with both each other
and with observations in a series of “Modeling and Measurement”
papers.
CMIP, like AMIP, is an activity of the World Climate Research
Programme (WCRP). It was initiated in 1995 with the goal of
collecting and intercomparing simulations from global coupled
climate models—that is, models that operate over the complete
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global three-dimensional domain of the climate system, with
components typically consisting of atmosphere, ocean, sea ice, and
land surface.Virtually every global coupled model group worldwide
is participating in CMIP, including groups from Australia, Canada,
China, France, Japan, Germany, South Korea, Russia, the United
Kingdom, and the United States.
PMIP, launched in 1994 and endorsed by the International
Geosphere-Biosphere Programme and WCRP, is an international
project involving members of all the major modeling groups
worldwide.The aims of the PMIP project are to improve
understanding of the mechanisms of climate change by examining
such changes in the past, and to evaluate the ability of climate
models to reproduce paleoclimate conditions radically different
from present-day climate.

Objective 1.4: Improve short-term climate
predictions through model initialization with
enhanced observational data
Over the past several decades, progress in improving numerical
weather forecasting has been achieved primarily through the
continuing increase in model resolution and improvement in
initializing (specifying the values of the model’s variables at the start
of the forecast) the prediction models. Initialization has been
improved through the increase in available observations, particularly
from remote-sensing platforms, and by advances in data assimilation
techniques.
Improving climate prediction can follow a similar path. Although
seasonal climate forecasting using coupled climate models is still at
an early stage of development, the most significant impact on
forecasts in the past decade has come through the use of ocean data
assimilation to assimilate in situ observations for initializing the
coupled models for ENSO forecasts.

Near-Term Priorities
• To improve short-term climate forecasts, CCSP modeling will
incorporate new and improved technologies in data assimilation,
such as coupled ocean-atmosphere data assimilation and land
data assimilation, and better utilization/assimilation of in situ
and remotely sensed global oceanic, atmospheric, and terrestrial
observations (e.g., better utilization of altimetric sea-level data
and improved methodologies for assimilating soil moisture and
sea surface salinity; see also Chapter 12).
• The most significant challenge in data assimilation for climate
prediction is the bias in prediction models.To reduce model bias,
CCSP will significantly improve physical formulations of climate
models, through improved incorporation of existing and new
observations as well as through results from new process studies.
• Observations of several new variables have been demonstrated to
be critical for improving seasonal forecasts, including sea surface
salinity (SSS), particularly in tropical oceans, and soil moisture
over the land. Satellite missions for measuring SSS and soil
moisture have been planned for the next decade (see Chapter 12).
In conjunction with efforts to make these observations available
globally, the program will invest in research and development
on the use of salinity and soil moisture observations in data
assimilation for initialization of climate forecast models.
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Objective 1.5: Provide comprehensive observationally
based model-assimilated climate data sets for
climate process research and testing of climate
model simulations and retrospective projections
There is a critical need for an ongoing effort to provide complete
descriptions of the present and past state of the atmospheric and
oceanic components of the global climate system, together with
continually updated data sets compiled in consistent ways to enable
comparison of models with observations (see Chapter 12). As new
climate observations are obtained, it is essential to place them in a
historical context to enable the accurate evaluation of departures
from normal, and trends and change in variability. New observations
can provide additional information about climate when they are put
in the context of past observations at uniformly spaced points in
space.This is accomplished through the systematic processing and
integration of climate observations using the state-of-art climate
models and data assimilation methods.

Near-Term Priority
• The program will support research and development of
advanced data assimilation methods and the production of global
climate time series to establish reliable climatologies, identify
real versus fictitious trends, and develop techniques to minimize
the effects of changing observing systems and model biases.

Objective 1.6:Accelerate the development of
scientifically based predictive models to provide
regional- and fine-scale climate and climate impacts
information relevant for scientific research and
decision support applications
Regional climate models (RCMs, also called mesoscale models) are
used in conjunction with GCMs to provide “downscaling” of climate
variables for regional-scale predictions or projections. RCMs operate
on scales that could not be accessed directly in GCMs due to
computational capability limitations.Thus, while global climate
models will be approaching 100-km resolution in the foreseeable
future, it is unlikely that in the near future they will reach the 10-km
scale that regional models can simulate. RCMs represent the most
prevalent current approach to dynamic downscaling. An alternative
approach is statistical downscaling, for which the applicability to
climate change is uncertain. Other dynamic approaches include
stretched-grid GCMs, with uneven horizontal resolution, which can
provide regional-scale resolution over certain domains.
RCMs can also be used for “upscaling” of information to test GCMs.
To the extent that many small-scale processes, parameterized in
general circulation models as “sub-grid scale,” can be better simulated
in regional models, they can provide feedback on the adequacy and
limitations of the coarse-grid parameterization schemes.
While the finer resolution provided by regional-scale models is
desirable, the quality of the resulting solutions is limited, except
perhaps in better delineating orographic (mountain region)
precipitation.There are several broad issues involved in the use of
regional models.While such models may allow many physical
processes to be incorporated on the scale at which they occur (e.g.,
rainfall in the vicinity of mountains), the physics on regional scales
is often uncertain.The uncertainties have led to the existence of
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multiple versions of most RCMs.When utilizing them for climate
change simulations, the different versions can produce results that
differ from each other by as much as the observed climate changes
they are attempting to simulate, which questions their use by
policymakers and decisionmakers.
A second issue is consistency. Regional-scale models of necessity
generally utilize physical parameterizations that differ from those of
the GCM, if for no other reason than because parameterizations are
often scale-dependent.The GCM supplies boundary conditions
generated with one physics package, and the RCM utilizes these
boundary conditions in conjunction with different physics.This
effect is made worse in “two-way coupling,” in which the mesoscale
result is fed back to the GCM. Using a mesoscale model over the
Rocky Mountains, for example, and not at the same time over the
Himalayas, provides inconsistent forcing for the GCM planetary
wave structure, which is affected by both mountain chains.

Near-Term Priorities
• Many challenging downscaling and upscaling research issues
remain to be addressed in order to provide the most useful
information possible for decision support. Although regional
modeling is highly relevant to most of CCSP’s participating
agencies, research and applications are often centered on the
missions and interests of individual agencies.This has resulted in
a need for more focused leadership and coordination following
the guidelines given in Chapter 16. Toward this end, CCSP
will establish a process for coordination of regional modeling
activities, including the development of methods to transfer
regional decision support products into operations. Regional
and sectoral climate and climate impacts research and modeling
is a high program priority and its support will be accelerated.
• Reducing the uncertainty associated with such issues will require
diagnostics and intercomparison of regional-scale models and
application techniques.With CCSP support. regional models will
be tested systematically when forced by real-world and GCMproduced boundary conditions, and the results quantified against
regional observations for different locations.The different physical
parameterizations being used on regional scales will be compared
with observations when available, and assessments made of their
realism. Regional reanalysis and observational data sets will be
used for verification purposes when evaluating RCM output.
• To provide greater consistency and to help improve GCMs, CCSP
will support upscaling of well-validated physics at the regional
level to provide insight into parameterizations for the coarser
grid GCM. For example, the mesoscale model resolution will be
expanded systematically to learn how the results change, and
help determine what is appropriate for GCMs.This approach is
promising (e.g., for physically based cloud-resolving models).

Goal 2: Provide the infrastructure and capacity
necessary to support a scientifically rigorous and
responsive U.S. climate modeling activity.
The principal U.S. agencies that support climate model development
and application commissioned NRC to analyze U.S. modeling
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efforts as well as to suggest ways that the agencies could further
develop the U.S. program so that the need for state-of-the-art
model products can be satisfied.The NRC reports, The Capacity of
U.S. Climate Modeling to Support Climate Change Assessment Activities
(NRC, 1999b) and Improving the Effectiveness of U.S. Climate Modeling
(NRC, 2001d), provided valuable guidance on how to improve U.S.
climate modeling efforts. Also, the U.S. Global Change Research
Program issued High-End Climate Science: Development of Modeling
and Related Computing Capabilities (USGCRP, 2000), a report
commissioned by the Office of Science and Technology Policy to
make recommendations on climate modeling activities.
These documents emphasized four key points: (1) the acknowledged
U.S. leadership in basic climate research that generates the knowledge
base, which underpins both domestic and international modeling
programs; (2) the limited ability of the United States to rapidly
integrate the basic climate research into a comprehensive climate
modeling capability; (3) the challenges, including software, hardware,
human resource, and management issues, to routinely produce
comprehensive climate modeling products; and most important,
(4) the need to establish a dedicated capability for comprehensive
climate modeling activities, including the global climate observations
and data that support modeling.

Objective 2.1: Provide the computing, data storage
and retrieval, and software engineering resources
required to support a world-class U.S. climate
modeling activity
The production of global model predictions of climate variability
and change with sufficient resolution and veracity to provide useful
regional information to decisionmakers requires a comprehensive
computational infrastructure of computing resources, data centers,
networks, and people.The success of this enterprise is predicated
on a long-term commitment of the program to sustain the
institutional support and investment required to maintain a resilient
and state-of-the-art computational and information technology
infrastructure.

Near-Term Priority
• CCSP will support researchers in developing more comprehensive
coupled models that need to be evaluated, then exercised to
produce ensemble projections of multi-century climate change
scenarios.The results from these runs will be analyzed and
employed by hundreds of researchers engaged in climate studies,
impacts research, and assessment.
High-end computing needs are often divided into the two broad
and overlapping categories of capability needs and capacity needs.
The former refers to applications that require the capability to do
sophisticated, cutting-edge simulations that were impossible just a
few years ago because the computing platforms to execute them did
not exist.Typically, these simulations require the dedicated use of
the most powerful computer available for several weeks at a time.
Ensemble simulations with the current and next generations of
coupled models fall into this category. In addition to capability
resources, CCSP requires a large amount of capacity resources to
carry out the bulk (in terms of total computing cycles) of its
modeling and analysis needs.
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Near-Term Priority
• To meet its mandate, CCSP will provide researchers at the major
modeling centers with access to steadily growing computational
resources that increase by a factor of four each year.This will
result in a 256-fold increase in available computing power over
4 years and a roughly 1,000-fold increase over 5 years. The
factor of 1,000 will provide a three-fold increase in resolution
which corresponds to a factor of 20 increase in computing
requirements, a factor of two for improved process representation,
a factor of four for increased comprehensiveness, a factor of
three for increased ensemble size, and a factor of two for an
increased number of scenarios.This level of enhancement will
meet the computational requirements for the next-generation
climate system models (described in Objective 1.2).This will be
accompanied by appropriately scaling investments in software
engineering, input/output systems, and local storage systems
together with increasing investments in high-end analysis and
visualization software development. A part of the growth will
be met as computing equipment is replaced periodically every
3 to 5 years, with better technology at lower prices (Moore’s
“law”).
Currently, capability resources needs are met through a combination
of dedicated and shared resources. The dedicated resources—
particularly the computers at the NOAA, NASA, DOE, and NCAR
laboratories—do not fully meet the needs of the modeling
community.The shortfall is made up by additional resources
acquired at several shared-access supercomputer centers by the
researchers themselves, through individual proposals.These centers
are not supported by CCSP and provide computing through a
competitive review process among many researchers from many
fields of science and engineering. CCSP objectives cannot be met
without these additional computing resources.
One example of such computing resources is DOE’s National
Energy Research Scientific Computing (NERSC) facility at the
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory.To help meet computing
needs for U.S. climate modeling, 10% of the computing cycles at
NERSC will be made available to the broader scientific community
in an open competition, with a special emphasis on climate modeling.
Those cycles that might be allocated for climate modeling in that
open competition would supplement the cycles at NERSC already
used for climate modeling.
Possible collaborations with the Earth Simulator center in Japan,
which has a computer with 20-50 times the capability of any existing
U.S. machine for climate model applications, may help meet some
of the near future needs. Unfortunately, this resource is now not
directly accessible to U.S.-based researchers, because its lack of
appropriate communication and mass storage and retrieval capacity
requires users to be physically located at the center. Data generated
at the center must be transferred to storage media that are then
physically transported to data archives in the United States.This
problem may be resolved in the near future.

Near-Term Priority
• In April 2003, the Office of Science and Technology Policy
initiated a High-End Computing Revitalization Task Force
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(HECRTF) to assess the current high-end computing capability
and capacity within the federal agencies, and to develop a plan
to revitalize high-end computing research and enable leadingedge scientific research using high-end computing. CCSP has
been coordinating with HECRTF to ensure that the CCSP
computing capability and capacity needs are considered.
The divergence in high-end computing architectures over the last
decade has made developing models for high-end capability
machines more labor-intensive, requiring the addition of a software
engineering component to model development.

Near-Term Priority
• Recent CCSP projects, including the NASA Earth System
Modeling Framework (ESMF) program (see Objective 3.2) and
the DOE Community Climate System Model (CCSM) Software
Engineering Consortium program address this requirement.
CCSP will support their continuation.
In addition to these primary capability computational resources,
CCSP requires a network of available capacity computing engines,
data archives, and associated information technology infrastructure
to make the model products readily available and accessible, so that
further analysis and the development of secondary products, such
as downscaled model information, can be used for research and
assessment.While the current archive of model results totals several
tens of terabytes (trillions of units of information), future model
data archives, and associated observational data to evaluate the
models, will consume tens of petabytes (thousand terabytes).

Near-Term Priority
• The information technology infrastructure will be tailored to
meet the specific needs of the CCSP modeling community,
which will require the development and maintenance of both
the software and hardware components that form the backbone
of the infrastructure.To accommodate the rapid rate of turnover
in information technology, the infrastructure will be flexible and
dynamic so that it can evolve over time to meet increasing
demands and utilize the best available technology. Projects such
as the DOE Earth System Grid (ESG) provide a start in this
direction by cataloging and making a subset of the existing model
archives available over the Internet, but far more is needed.
Contingent on continued progress and merit of the ESG project,
the DOE Office of Science will continue to directly support
ESG through at least 2005.

Objective 2.2: Establish graduate, post-doctoral,
and visiting scientist programs to cross-train new
environmental scientists for multidisciplinary
climate and climate impacts modeling research and
applications
The development, testing, and application of climate system models
requires environmental and computer technicians and scientists with
expertise in a broad range of disciplines.The scientific disciplines
include atmospheric physics and chemistry; ocean physics, chemistry,
and biology; ice physics; biological ecology; geology; applied
mathematics; and the interactions among them.The activity also
requires computer software engineering to develop, test, and manage
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model code (which, for a state-of-the-art climate system model, is
currently about 500,000 lines and is projected to grow to about one
million lines over the next 5 years).

Near-Term Priority
• As climate modeling becomes ever more complex, a shortage of
appropriately trained scientists and technicians has become one
of the limiting factors to progress.To meet this need, CCSP will
establish a graduate student, post-doctoral, and visiting scientist
fellowship program for climate modeling research and applications.
The program will offer cross-training opportunities in climate
modeling and computer sciences/software engineering. A modest
post-doctoral and visiting scientist program has been established
in FY2003 and will be expanded in future years.

Goal 3: Coordinate and accelerate climate modeling
activities and provide relevant decision support
information on a timely basis.

The NRC review of U.S. climate modeling (NRC, 2001d)
recommended the following as high priorities for the nation:
• Centralized operations and institutional arrangements for delivery
of climate services
• A common modeling infrastructure
• Human resources.
The dispersed and diverse nature of climate research, including
climate modeling research, in the United States requires an
integrating strategy to rapidly infuse new knowledge into the most
complete models used to simulate and predict future climate states.
At the same time, the ability to provide decision support requires a
robust and ready modeling capability to perform specialized
projections and simulations to inform policymaking. A multi-tiered
CCSP strategy has evolved over the last several years to address
shortcomings identified in NRC reports on U.S. integrated climate
modeling efforts (NRC 1999b, 2001d), as well as to meet anticipated
future demands.The strategy combines a “bottom-up” approach
required to solve difficult basic research problems with a “top-down”
approach to focus a component of modeling research on the needs
for decision support.
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climate forcing fields and uses these to model and study climate
sensitivity to natural and human forcings; the NASA Goddard Space
Flight Center, which focuses on the use of satellite data to generate
research-quality data sets, to improve climate models, and to
improve weather and coupled model predictions; the International
Research Institute for Climate Prediction, which prepares and
internationally distributes seasonal-to-interannual climate prediction
and impacts products; and the Center for Ocean-Land-Atmosphere
Studies, which focuses on studies of the predictability of climate.
The second type is a number of smaller centers that have focused
research interests on specific questions in climate research.
The strategy includes, at its third level, two “high-end” climate
modeling centers that will continue to develop, evaluate, maintain,
and apply models capable of executing the most sophisticated
simulations, such as those required for assessments by the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC).These two
centers—one based at the NOAA Geophysical Fluid Dynamics
Laboratory (GFDL) and the other based on CCSM and coordinated
by the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR)—are
complementary, cooperative, and collaborative. Both high-end
modeling groups have a long legacy of successful climate change
research that predates the IPCC process and have led U.S.
participation in international modeling evaluations and assessments.
A healthy balance of resources (financial, human, and computer)
among these three levels is essential to maintain a strong U.S.
applied modeling program. Researchers collaborate extensively
across all three tiers, ensuring the rapid flow of knowledge and
understanding, as well as the definition of new problems. One
example of such collaboration is support for a common modeling
infrastructure (CMI) and the Earth System Modeling Framework to
optimize modeling resources and enable meaningful knowledge
transfer among modelers. By adopting common coding standards
and system software, researchers will be able to test ideas at any of
the several major modeling centers and the centers themselves will
be better able to exchange model components.
The multi-tiered strategy provides a structure by which the diverse
contributions of the basic research community can be quickly utilized
and integrated in state-of-the-art models used for climate simulation
and prediction. At the same time, the strategy supports the decision
support requirements of CCSP to make model simulations available
for policy and impacts studies.

At the most fundamental level of the strategy is the large number of
basic research projects at universities, federal laboratories, and in
the private sector, which, along with the larger centers, produce
new knowledge required to further improve climate models.

Objective 3.1: Provide routine, on-demand
state-of-the-science model-based global
projections of future climate

The middle level includes modeling centers that conduct essential
research and development for climate, weather, and data assimilation
applications.These centers are of two types, the first of which are
the large modeling centers that develop and maintain state-of-thescience global models but have primary missions other than centuryscale global climate projection, although they may have some activities
in that area.These centers include the NOAA National Center for
Environmental Prediction, which conducts operational weather and
climate prediction; the NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies,
which focuses on using satellite data to provide representations of

A major CCSP objective is to develop scientifically based global,
time-dependent, multi-century projections of future climate change
for different scenarios of climate forcing caused by natural variations
and human activities. These projections are a primary form of
scientific information to support decisionmaking about options to
address the potential consequences of climate change. Development
of capabilities to produce world-class climate change projections on
demand to meet the needs of international and national assessments
and other decision support requirements will bring new cohesion and
coherence to the efforts of the U.S. climate modeling community.
Given current scientific uncertainty and gaps in knowledge, it is
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essential that the United States maintain more than one high-end
modeling center focused on long-term climate change, so that
differing approaches to unsolved problems can be explored.
Both CCSM and GFDL support ongoing development of
comprehensive climate system models, involving chemistry,
biogeochemistry, and ecological processes.The centers are engaged
in the development and application of distinct models.Their
methods, innovations, and working hypotheses differ regarding
many of the outstanding unresolved theoretical and modeling issues.
The different approaches are essential at this stage, given the highly
complex nature of the climate system with its numerous feedback
mechanisms across a broad range of temporal and spatial scales.
Further, a comprehensive U.S. climate modeling strategy benefits
from a measure of differentiation between the roles of the two
centers. Despite an apparent overlap in responsibilities, the missions
and structures of the two centers are more complementary than
duplicative. CCSM is an open and accessible modeling system that
integrates basic knowledge from the broad, multidisciplinary basic
research community for research and applications.The GFDL model
development team participates in these community interactions and
will focus on model product generation for research, assessments,
and policy applications as its principal activity. GFDL models and
products are integral to the development of the NOAA Climate
Services program, which provides operational climate products
and services to policymakers and resource managers. GFDL
maintains dedicated computer resources that can be allocated
flexibly to meet mission requirements.
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atmospheric carbon dioxide concentrations. Initial studies indicate
that the prediction of changes in cloud amount in response to
atmospheric warming is very different in the two models (see
Figure 10-2).This suggests that an important factor leading to
differences in climate sensitivity is the differences in representation
of cloud processes.
• The centers will work with the broader scientific community of
university and other laboratory modeling groups to focus
research, including climate process studies, to better understand
and resolve the differences between the models.
• Further enhancement of the collaborations will be enabled by the
following actions, some of which are dependent upon sufficient
resources: a program of focused model intercomparisons (see
also Objective 1.3); a graduate student, post-doctoral, and visitors
program to accelerate interactions (see also Objective 2.2); and
development of common model diagnostics.
• The centers will work cooperatively to develop methods for
providing global model output for a variety of decision processes
(see Chapter 11).

Objective 3.2: Develop mechanisms for effective
collaborations and knowledge transfer
Climate Process and Modeling Teams. Climate scientists who
conduct observational and empirical research into climate processes
are often not well connected with modeling centers and model

Near-Term Priorities
• Results from GFDL and CCSM models will comprise the
primary U.S. contributions to IPCC assessments, as well as
provide input to other assessments of the science and impacts
of climate change. Independent century-long climate
projections will be executed by each center on schedules to
meet national and international assessment demands.
• CCSM will maintain an open model development system
with major changes developed through consensus from the
broad scientific community engaged in climate research.
Computer resources for CCSM research will continue to
be provided mostly at shared-access supercomputer centers
through allocations given to the many projects associated
with CCSM.This arrangement works well for the IPCC and
other major assessments that have long lead-times that
allow for sufficient planning.
• GFDL plans to procure additional supercomputing
resources to enable the systematic generation of model
products needed by the impacts, assessments, and policy
communities to document and assess the regional and global
impacts of long-term climate variability and change. In
addition to products derived from GFDL model simulations,
additional products will be generated using results from
other modeling centers, including CCSM.
• Although they will maintain separate model development
paths, the two centers have developed, and will implement,
a plan for extensive scientific interaction and collaboration.
The first step is to understand why the two coupled models
have significantly different climate sensitivity to increased
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Figure 10-2: Changes in the amount of low clouds simulated by the GFDL model
(top) and CCSM (bottom) resulting from a doubling of atmospheric carbon dioxide
concentration. In many areas, the amount of low cloud is reduced in the GFDL
model, where the amount of clouds increases over most areas in CCSM. This
difference in behavior may be a major source of the models’ differing climate
sensitivities. Source: GFDL and NCAR.
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developers.The U.S. Climate Variability and Predictability (CLIVAR)
program has developed and promoted a research strategy that involves
the formation of Climate Process and Modeling Teams in order to
improve collaboration between researchers and modelers. CPTs consist
of process-oriented observation specialists, researchers, and individual
process and parameterization modelers, working collaboratively
with climate model developers.The teams are organized around an
issue, model deficiency, and/or parameterization(s) that are generic
to all climate models. An important distinction between CPTs and
other more conventional model development research is the emphasis
on directed teamwork, demonstrated progress, and delivery of products
that will be tested and possibly implemented in climate models.

Near-Term Priority
• The goal of the CPT approach is to facilitate and accelerate
progress in improving the fidelity of climate models and their
predictions and projections. Specifically, CPTs will:
– Speed the transfer of theoretical and practical process-model
understanding into improved treatment of processes in climate
system models (e.g., coupled models and their component
models, assimilation and prediction systems), and demonstrate,
via testing and diagnostics, the impact of these improvements
– Identify process study activities necessary to further refine
climate model fidelity
– Develop observational requirements for climate system models.
Success of CPTs will be measured not only by advances in
knowledge, but more importantly by the development of new
modeling capabilities and products. Several pilot-scale CPTs are
being funded by CCSP in FY2003 (see Chapter 4).
Common Modeling Infrastructure and Earth System Modeling
Framework. One of the great strengths of atmospheric, oceanic,
and climate modeling in the United States is the variety, availability,
and wide use of models. But this diversity has also led to duplication
of effort and a proliferation of models and codes that, due largely to
technical reasons, cannot interoperate and have been unable to keep
up with and exploit advances in computing technology.
Climate models are increasingly being used to support decisionmaking.
The predictive requirements are becoming more stringent.The
demand for interoperability of climate model components has
intensified as various modeling groups are engaging in collaborative
research.Without exchangeable model components, it is often difficult
to point to a component as a clearly identifiable cause of divergent
results when one model is compared against another or against
observations. In order to optimize modeling resources and enable
meaningful collaborations among modelers, it is necessary to build
common and flexible modeling infrastructure at the major centers.
The common modeling infrastructure that will be implemented by
the two centers will enable the exchange of model components
between different modeling systems and facilitate analyses and
intercomparisons of model results by adopting common coding
standards for model components and common output formats, and
developing common diagnostics packages.To achieve part of this
commonality, the Earth System Modeling Framework project has
been established. ESMF is a community-wide engineering effort to
develop common software to facilitate interoperability of climate
models on various hardware platforms, especially on massively
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parallel architecture platforms (i.e., many individual computational
units operating in parallel, connected by data communication links).

Near-Term Priority
• CCSP will support further development of CMI/ESMF through
multi-agency mechanisms that will ensure participation of the
major U.S. climate modeling centers and groups. CMI/ESMF will:
(1) facilitate the exchange of scientific codes (interoperability)
so that researchers may more readily interface with smaller scale,
process-modeling efforts and can share experience among diverse
large-scale modeling efforts; (2) promote the implementation of
standard, low-level software, the development of which now
accounts for a substantial fraction of the software development
budgets in many institutions; (3) focus community resources to
deal with changes in computer architecture; (4) present the
computer industry and computer scientists with a unified, welldefined, and well-documented task to address; (5) share the
overhead costs of software development, such as platformspecific user libraries and documentation; and (6) provide
greater institutional continuity to model development efforts by
distributing support for modeling infrastructure throughout the
community. Products will include more efficient and rapid
transfer of research results into model applications, and human
resources and dollar cost savings.

Objective 3.3: Provide for interagency coordination of
CCSP modeling activities to improve implementation
and external advisory processes to evaluate performance

Near-Term Priorities
• CCSP modeling activities are carried out by a number of agencies.
In order to improve the coordination of the implementation of
these activities at the program level, CCSP will establish a
process for coordination of CCSP modeling activities that lie
beyond the boundaries of the missions or programs of single
agencies, including coordination of the use of computer
resources that can be shared between agencies.
• CCSP will use advisory processes to facilitate its programs (see
Chapter 16). In the
case of its modeling
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CHAPTER CONTENTS
The Role of Decision Support
Goal 1: Prepare scientific syntheses and assessments
to support informed discussion of climate variability
and change issues by decisionmakers, stakeholders,
the media, and the general public.
Goal 2: Develop resources to support adaptive
management and planning for responding to climate
variability and climate change, and transition these
resources from research to operational application.
Goal 3: Develop and evaluate methods (scenario
evaluations, integrated analyses, alternative
analytical approaches) to support climate change
policymaking and demonstrate these methods with
case studies.
Decision Support Management Strategy

The Role of Decision Support
In order to fulfill the scientific assessment requirements of
the 1990 Global Change Research Act (P.L. 101-606)3, and
to enhance the utility of the extensive body of observations
and research findings developed by the U.S. Global
Change Research Program (USGCRP) since 1990, the
Climate Change Science Program (CCSP) is adopting a
structured approach to match, coordinate, and extend
resources developed through the research activities to the
support of policy and adaptive management decisionmaking.
The USGCRP has made very large investments in research
and observing programs since 1990. By comparison, the
USGCRP investment in assessment activities and other
decision support resources has been much smaller to date.
The largest assessment program previously undertaken by
the USGCRP was the National Assessment initiated in
1998, which produced overview reports in late 2000 and a
series of specialty reports in the period 2001-2003.
The decision support approach for analyses and assessments
adopted by the CCSP builds upon the “lessons learned”
from earlier USGCRP assessment analyses, as well as other
sector, regional, national, and international assessments.
The Climate Change Research Initiative (CCRI) will place
enhanced emphasis on the extraction of mature scientific

knowledge from the core research program for use in assessment
and decision support.The principal guidelines for the CCSP decision
support approach follow:
• Analyses structured around specific questions.This approach enhances
consistent communications among all involved scientists and
stakeholders addressing designated questions.
• Early and continuing involvement of stakeholders. Stakeholder feedback
is essential in defining key science and observation questions,
and in defining the key issues in each analysis.
• Explicit treatment of uncertainties.The CCSP and the general scientific
community have the responsibility to define the applicability
limits imposed on various projections and other analyses, as
related to the uncertainties in the underlying data and analysis
methods.The CCSP will consistently address the uncertainties
and the limits of applicability (related to underlying uncertainties)
associated with the decision support analyses it reports.
3“On

a periodic basis (not less frequently than every 4 years) the Council,
through the Committee, shall prepare and submit to the President and
the Congress an assessment which:
1) Integrates, evaluates, and interprets the findings of the Program and
discusses the scientific uncertainties associated with such findings
2) Analyzes the effects of global change on the natural environment,
agriculture, energy production and use, land and water resources,
transportation, human health and welfare, human social systems, and
biological diversity
3) Analyzes current trends in global change, both human-induced and
natural, and projects major trends for the subsequent 25 to 100 years.”
(from Section 106).
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• Transparent public review of analysis questions, methods, and draft results.
In the same manner that the CCSP published a Discussion Draft
Strategic Plan for public review in November 2002, the CCSP
will publish drafts of decision support analysis plans for open
review. Draft results from the analyses will also be published for
review before their completion.
• Evaluate ongoing CCSP analyses and build on the lessons learned.The
CCSP plans to conduct, through a variety of mechanisms, a
limited number of decision support case studies during the next
2 years, and to expand the scope of these analyses only after
evaluating scientific and stakeholder community feedback from
the initial experiences.
The CCSP activities in Decision Support Resources go beyond what
has been accomplished in the past in the breadth of interagency
activity and commitment to extend beyond traditional science
assessments to new forms of stakeholder interactions that focus
development and delivery of information in more effective and
credible ways.The CCSP Decision Support Resources activities will
build on the science foundation established by the USGCRP, the
CCRI, and related international research programs, as well as the
lessons learned from other assessments and stakeholder interaction
projects conducted during the last decade.The planned decision
support resource development will address key recommendations
from the National Research Council (NRC), particularly those

discussed in Global Environmental Change: Research Pathways for the
Next Decade (NRC, 1999a), Climate Change Science:An Analysis of Some
Key Questions (NRC, 2001a), and The Science of Regional and Global
Change: Putting Knowledge to Work (NRC, 2001e).
Priorities on decision support resources are guided by national and
international priorities that have been established with stakeholder
partnerships. National priorities include the management of carbon,
energy, water, air quality, community growth, disaster, invasive
species, and coasts, along with possible negative ancillary impacts
associated with health and agricultural efficiency.
The analyses and development of other decision support resources
are intended to support the decisionmaking process and to be
capacity-building activities. By sponsoring these activities (conducted
by government, academic, and other groups), the CCSP will
enhance the capabilities of various interdisciplinary research groups
to assist in the evaluation of the many different policy and adaptive
management questions likely to arise in the coming years. Decision
support resources are improved on an iterative basis, requiring a
continuous process of incorporating new technologies, processes, and
knowledge.The CCSP plan for evaluation is to systematically verify
and validate the integration of each new generation of climate change
research results into decision support resources and to determine the
confidence in using the enhanced tools in a variety of applications.

BOX 11-1

WORKING DEFINITIONS
Decision Support Resources
Decision support resources refers to
the set of analyses and assessments,
interdisciplinary research, analytical
methods (including scenarios and
alternative analysis methodologies),
model and data product development,
communication, and operational services
that provide timely and useful
information to address questions
confronting policymakers, resource
managers and other stakeholders.
Policy Decisions
Policy decisions result in laws, regulations,
or other public actions.These decisions
are typically made in government settings
(federal, state, local) by elected or
appointed officials.These decisions, which
usually involve balancing competing
value issues, can be assisted by—but not
specified by—scientific analyses.
Adaptive Management Decisions
Adaptive management decisions are
operational decisions, principally for
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managing entities that are influenced by
climate variability and change.These
decisions can apply to the management
of infrastructure (e.g., a waste water
treatment plant), the integrated
management of a natural resource (e.g.,
a watershed), or the operation of
societal response mechanisms (e.g.,
health alerts, water restrictions).
Adaptive management operates within
existing policy frameworks or uses
existing infrastructure, and the decisions
usually occur on time scales of a year or
less.
Planning
Planning is a process inherently important
for both policy decisions and adaptive
management. It usually occurs in the
framework of established or projected
policy options.
Stakeholders
Stakeholders are individuals or groups
whose interests (financial, cultural,
value-based, or other) are affected by

climate variability, climate change, or
options for adapting to or mitigating
these phenomena. Stakeholders are
important partners with the research
community for development of decision
support resources.
Assessments
Assessments are processes that involve
analyzing and evaluating the state of
scientific knowledge (and the associated
degree of scientific certainty) and, in
interaction with users, developing
information applicable to a particular set
of issues or decisions.
Scenario
A scenario is a coherent statement of a
potential future situation that serves as
input to more detailed analysis or
modeling. Scenarios are tools to explore
“If …, then…” statements, and are not
predictions of or prescriptions for the
future.
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Figure 11-1: Schematic representation of decision support framework illustrating components of problem identification and formulation, development of decision
resources, and final outcomes.

The planned CCSP Decision Support Resource activities respond to
the following three goals:
1) Scientific syntheses. Prepare scientific syntheses and assessments to
support informed discussion of climate variability and change
issues by decisionmakers, stakeholders, the media, and the
general public.
2) Adaptive management for resources and infrastructure. Develop
information resources to support adaptive management and
planning for responding to climate variability and climate change,
and transfer these resources from research to operational
application.
3) Support for policymaking. Develop and evaluate methods (scenario
evaluations, integrated analyses, alternative analytical approaches)
to support climate change policymaking and demonstrate these
methods with case studies.
Management and advisory processes (involving both government
and non-government reviewers) will be developed to ensure
implementation of a coordinated CCSP decision support effort
using review and feedbacks to identify and set priorities.
Three decisionmaking categories will be addressed by the CCSP:
(1) public discussion and planning based on state-of-science syntheses
and assessments; (2) operational adaptive management decisions
undertaken by managers of natural resources and built infrastructure
(i.e., “climate services applications”); and (3) support for policy
formulation. Each of these decisionmaking categories has a unique
set of stakeholders and requires different decision support tools. A
common framework of activities will be used where appropriate for

all three categories as shown in Figure 11-1.The figure illustrates
stakeholder partnerships with scientists to identify and formulate
the problems to be addressed, the development of decision support
resources, and expected outcomes. Key elements in this framework
include:
• Involvement of stakeholders in question identification and
formulation
• Science syntheses and assessments focused on the identified
question(s)
• Formation of interdisciplinary research teams that interact with
the decisionmaking communities, and that integrate the natural
and social sciences
• Development, with users, of a decision support “toolbox” (a
collection of validated and verified products and processes that
can be used by decisionmakers)
• Quantification and communication of the level of confidence in
reported findings
• Evaluation and review processes for the decision support analyses
that engage the relevant decisionmaking communities.
The “decision support toolbox” refers to the collection of decision
support products [including communication methods, integrated
maps, geographic information system (GIS)-based analysis products,
targeted forecasts for particular sectors, “decision calendars,”
scenarios, etc.] that have been validated, verified, and evaluated
from the perspective of users. In its mature state, decisionmakers
will be able to assess the extent to which analytical tools applied in
a particular sector or circumstance could be applied or modified in
their particular setting.The toolbox depends upon the physical,
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natural, social science, and, now, assessment foundations of the
CCSP, including Earth observation networks and systems, Earth
system models, the data and data-handling infrastructure of the CCSP
research activities, and an evolving network of socioeconomic data.
The expected outcomes from the CCSP Decision Support
Resources activities include:
• Improved science syntheses and assessments for informing public
discussion of climate change issues
• Expanded adaptive management capacity to facilitate the
responses of resource managers to climate variability and change
• Assessment information for evaluating options for mitigation of
and adaptation to climate variability and change
• Identification of information needs to guide the evolution of the
CCSP science agenda.

Goal 1: Prepare scientific syntheses and assessments
to support informed discussion of climate variability
and change issues by decisionmakers, stakeholders,
the media, and the general public.
The Global Change Research Act of 1990 (P.L. 101-606, Section 106)
directs the USGCRP to support research to “produce information
readily usable by policymakers attempting to formulate effective
strategies for preventing, mitigating, and adapting to the effects of
global change” and to undertake periodic science assessments.
Assessments are an effective means for integrating and analyzing
CCSP research results with other knowledge, and communicating
useful insights in support of a variety of applications for decision
support. Assessments also help identify knowledge gaps and thus
provide valuable input to the process of focusing research.
During the next decade, CCSP will continue to support assessment
analyses. Given the broad set of policy, planning, and operational
decisions that would benefit from climate and global change
information, there are a wide variety of candidates for CCSP
assessment analyses. A focused, systematic approach for selecting
and producing a practical number of assessments—and for
continuously addressing the “lessons learned” from each assessment
analysis—will be developed and published by the CCSP.

Climate Change Science Program Strategic Plan

Objective 1.2: Plan and implement designated
assessment analyses in collaboration with the
stakeholder and research communities
The CCSP will produce a set of assessments that focus on a variety
of science and policy issues important for public discussion and
decisionmaking.The assessments will be composed of syntheses,
reports, and integrated analyses that the CCSP will complete by the
third quarter of 2006. CCSP cooperating agencies will sponsor or
carry out the analyses with interagency oversight to ensure that
resources from the entire program are best utilized.This approach
will cover the full range of CCSP goals and will provide a “snapshot”
of knowledge concerning the environmental and socioeconomic
aspects of climate variability and change. A list of the planned CCSP
scientific synthesis and assessment reports is provided in Box 11-2.
This list reclassifies the product summary in Table 2-1 (Chapter 2)
by primary decision support purpose.

Goal 2: Develop resources to support adaptive
management and planning for responding to climate
variability and climate change, and transition these
resources from research to operational application.
Adapting to climate variability and potential change poses challenges
to management of resources, infrastructure, and the economy.The
pressures of increased population densities and intensified land use,
common throughout much of the United States and other nations,
increase the demand for effective management of resources sensitive
to climate in many regions. For example, information on short-term
climate variability (i.e., weekly, monthly and seasonal projections) is
relevant for the development of state and regional drought action
plans, agricultural operations management, water resource system
management, and fishery management. Much of the information
from CCSP research is relevant to these decisions, but often is
insufficiently focused on management applications to be directly
useful.Thus, the CCSP decision support resource activities will play
an important role in the “transition from research to operations” for
major elements of the underlying research. In the transition
process, particular attention will be placed on the establishment of
validation and verification guidelines for the extension of the
research, analyses and assessments, model and data products, and
other resources into operational decision support.

Objective 1.1: Produce scientific synthesis reports
The CCSP participating agencies will coordinate their work to
produce a number of synthesis reports that integrate research
results focused on identified science and decision issues.These
reports will provide current evaluations of the science foundation
that can be used for informing public debate, policy, and operational
decisions, and for defining and setting the future direction and
priorities of the program.
The CCSP agencies and scientists funded by these agencies will also
continue to participate in the principal international science
assessments including the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) fourth assessment scheduled for completion in
2007, and the World Meteorological Organization (WMO)/United
Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) assessments of stratospheric
ozone depletion and associated environmental impacts.
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CCSP research results, data products, forecasts, and model results
are already being applied to adaptive management decision support
in a limited number of regional and sectoral case studies. Elements
of climate and associated ecosystem observations from satellite,
ground-based, and in situ platforms are also being synthesized into
useful data products for decisionmakers. Examples include a variety
of maps for crop management, water quality management, and
urban planning, and integrated products illustrating snowpack,
precipitation, streamflow, and potential for drought conditions.
Climate projections, especially those from El Niño-Southern
Oscillation (ENSO) analyses (which have demonstrated elements of
seasonal- to biennial-scale forecast skill), have provided information
for state and local emergency preparedness organizations; water
resource management plans for the western regions; agricultural
planning for the southeast; and fire management for drought-stricken
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BOX 11-2

CCSP TOPICS FOR INTEGRATED
SYNTHESIS AND ASSESSMENT PRODUCTS
CATEGORIZED BY PRIMARY END USE
Science Reports to Inform
Evolution of the Science Research
Agenda
• Temperature trends in the lower
atmosphere—steps for understanding
and reconciling differences
• Past climate variability and change in
the Arctic and at high latitudes
• Updating scenarios of greenhouse gas
emissions and concentrations, in
collaboration with the Climate
Change Technology Program
(CCTP); review of integrated scenario
development and application
• North American carbon budget and
implications for the global carbon cycle
• Climate models and their uses and
limitations, including sensitivity,
feedbacks, and uncertainty analysis
• Climate projections for research and
assessment based on emissions
scenarios developed through the CCTP
• Climate extremes including
documentation of current extremes;
prospects for improving projections
• Relationship between observed
ecosystem changes and climate change

• State of the science of socioeconomic
and environmental impacts of climate
variability
Synthesis and Assessment
Products to Inform Adaptive
Management Decisions
• Risks of abrupt changes in global
climate
• Coastal elevation and sensitivity to
sea-level rise
• Within the transportation sector, a
summary of climate change and
variability sensitivities, potential
impacts, and response options
• Preliminary review of adaptation
options for climate-sensitive
ecosystems and resources
• Uses and limitations of observations,
data, forecasts, and other
projections in decision support
for selected sectors and
regions
• Best practice approaches for
characterizing, communicating, and
incorporating scientific uncertainty
in decisionmaking

regions. Decision support tools are also employed by federal
agencies to serve the public in local and regional decisionmaking
and include applications in the management of carbon, water,
disasters, invasive species, and coastal ecosystems along with
information on public health, agriculture efficiency, and energy use.
All of these products have been co-developed by scientists and users
after extensive dialogue and are potential resources for a “decision
support toolkit.”
Making use of information on variability and potential future
changes in climate requires that decisionmakers be directly involved
in shaping their key questions, and not passive consumers of general
scientific information. User partnerships that actively engage scientists
provide the opportunity for understanding where scientific
resources and knowledge can best be used and what new research
may be needed. Outputs from such interactions include decision
calendars and assessments that frame the context in which the science
will be used, determination of what products need to be developed
using the science information base and experiential knowledge of
stakeholders, and determination of the limits of existing knowledge
to be applied to the problem.

• Decision support experiments and
evaluations using seasonal-tointerannual forecasts and observational
data
Synthesis and Assessment Products
to Inform Policy Decisions
• Re-analyses of historical climate data
for key atmospheric features;
implications for attribution of causes
of observed change
• Aerosol properties and their impacts
on climate
• Trends in emissions of ozone-depleting
substances, ozone layer recovery, and
implications for ultraviolet radiation
exposure and climate change
• State-of-knowledge of thresholds of
change that could lead to discontinuities
(sudden changes) in some ecosystems
and climate-sensitive resources
• Scenario-based analysis of the
climatological, environmental,
resource, technological, and
economic implications of different
atmospheric concentrations of
greenhouse gases

Decision support for adaptive management requires advances in
basic knowledge and progress in applying scientific information
within adaptive management settings. Conducting research within a
decision support framework can provide multiple benefits for both
practitioners and scientists. Ideally, users of research information are
served so that new options exist for minimizing negative impacts or
pursuing opportunities, and researchers benefit from refinement
and prioritization of research agendas through the identification of
the uncertainties most relevant to decisionmaking.
CCSP will play an important role in generating processes and
products relevant to adaptive management decision options.
Examples of pilot products include historical data analyses and
products; forecasts for particular sectors at key time periods;
probabilistic climate variability and change information integrated
with decision models; “decision calendars;” geo-referenced maps of
critical climate and associated environmental parameters; and specific
model runs or data sets.The CCSP will also develop mechanisms to
sustain interactions between users and researchers in order to better
understand how to optimize the delivery of research results, data
products, and forecasts.
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Objective 2.1: Conduct research to extend the uses
and identify the limits of existing decision support
resource capabilities for adaptive management
The CCSP’s approach for accelerating and enhancing decision support
for adaptive management will be based on the following:
• Enhancement of existing case studies of adaptive management
decision support using a variety of approaches sponsored by
CCSP agencies
• Implementation of evaluation processes to address (1) the role
of scientific uncertainties in the analyses and (2) feedback
information to help frame future research agendas
• Development and demonstration of elements of a decision support
toolkit.

support are the foundation for a “tool kit,” a term that describes a
range of products useful to individuals and institutions responding
to the effects of climate variability and change.The CCSP will support
the mechanisms to help users identify and use the capabilities in the
tool kit, including web-based tutorials, workbooks, and interactive
forums.

Objective 2.2: Promote the transition of resources
from research to operations for sustained use
Once decisionmakers begin using new products, there is a need to
ensure the continuity of that product through services entities.
While the CCSP itself does not have a service mission, many of the
CCSP collaborating agencies do.The CCSP will work to facilitate
the successful transitioning, verification and validation, and
maintenance of newly developed decision support products within
its collaborating agencies or other non-federal service entities.
CCSP will work to support collection of data, information, and
other resources utilized by the decision support products and will
aid in the transition of this collection to operational entities when
appropriate. In the transition process, it is important to benchmark

CCSP research will target adaptive management issues and
information use, including the potential entry points and barriers to
using climate information as well as the types of new information
that would provide the greatest benefit to decision processes.This
research will integrate natural and social systems within an application
context of managed resources or infrastructure, utilizing climate
and environmental observations, model
outputs, socioeconomic data, and decision
BOX
models. It will incorporate elements of
regional/ sub-regional climate science
and associated environmental processes,
socioeconomic impacts, technological
capabilities, management institutions
and policies, and decision processes
including evaluation.
New experimental long-lead (12-month)
streamflow forecasts for major watersheds
CCSP will integrate lessons learned
of the United States, coupled with
from current adaptive decision support
improved decision-support for water
case studies sponsored by CCSP
managers and users [2-4 years].
participating agencies.These lessons will
provide a mechanism for evaluating how
Experimental to operational decision
scientific information is currently used
support systems for agriculture and
by decisionmakers (to help frame
ranching in selected regions (Southwest
problems) and for evaluating the quality
and Southeast) of the United States
of the scientific resources available to be
[2-4 years].
applied to the problems.

11-3

ILLUSTRATIVE RESOURCES TO BE
DEVELOPED FOR ADAPTIVE
MANAGEMENT DECISION SUPPORT

Within a case studies framework, CCSP
will support development of resources
for decision support, and will develop
methods to quantify uncertainty and its
effect on the adaptive management
process in a range of example cases.
Illustrative resources to be developed
are listed in Box 11-3.
CCSP will periodically organize
workshops and forums to gather
information on lessons learned from
adaptive management decision support
activities, and will prepare summary
reports that help transition knowledge
and resources across regions and sectors.
The resources (processes and tools) that
emerge from this research in decision
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Prototype regional (Western and
Southeastern) integrated “multi-stress”
and multi-jurisdiction decision support
systems for forest and wildfire
management [2-4 years].
Development of a blueprint for the
improved regional climate, hydrologic, and
ecological observing systems needed for
enhanced decision support, particularly
in mountainous regions [2-4 years].
Tests of existing regional modeling
capabilities, and definition of the
improved regional modeling capabilities
needed for enhanced decision support
[2-4 years and beyond].

Improved public health decision support
for major climate-modulated infectious
disease threats in the United States,
including mosquito-borne viral disease,
Hantavirus, and Valley Fever [2-4 years].
Analysis of historical records in target
areas to gain a better understanding of
past and current climate variability across
all time-scales for use in sensitivity
analyses of existing and planned physical
infrastructure [2-4 years and beyond].
Assessments of potential effects of climate
change and land-use change on water
and vector-borne diseases [2-4 years].
Assessment of the potential effects of
climate change, land-use change, and UV
radiation on aquatic ecosystems
[2-4 years].
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the improvement in performance of solutions that result from
integrating research-quality observations with research-quality
predictions and outlooks into operational decision support
tools.

Goal 3: Develop and evaluate methods (scenario
evaluations, integrated analyses, alternative analytical
approaches) to support climate change policymaking
and demonstrate these methods with case studies.

Two case studies of adaptive management decision support,
summarized in Boxes 11-4 and 11-5, illustrate the transition of
decision support analyses into the type of operational management
resources anticipated by the CCSP Decision Support Resource
development goals.

Policy-related questions regarding climate change typically arise
from numerous sources, for example from:
• Consideration of climate change policy within federal government

BOX 11-4

HANTAVIRUS PULMONARY SYNDROME IN THE
SOUTHWESTERN UNITED STATES
This case study describes research and
assessment activities undertaken to better
understand the cause of outbreaks of
hantavirus pulmonary syndrome (HPS)
in the southwestern United States in the
1990s.The research and assessment efforts
led to pilot production and evaluation of
risk maps, which were then used by
public health officials for on-the-ground
interventions to prevent disease outbreaks
and protect public health.This study
illustrates how multidisciplinary, placebased research and assessment, conducted
in response to questions raised by a
particular user group (public health
officials), can lead to the development of
products (risk maps) that successfully
increase regional adaptive capacity
(enhanced public health care).
Problem Formulation
In 1993, a disease characterized by acute
respiratory distress with a high death rate
(greater than 50%) among previously
healthy persons was identified in the
southwestern United States.This disease,
HPS, was traced to a virus maintained
and transmitted primarily within
populations of a common native rodent,
the deer mouse (Peromyscus maniculatus).
Public health officials wanted to understand
the cause of the outbreak so they could
develop effective techniques for intervening
and preventing the disease.
Researchers hypothesized that the
outbreak was due in part to the unusual
weather in 1991-1992 associated with
the El Niño-Southern Oscillation.
Unseasonable rains in 1991 and 1992

during the usually dry spring and summer,
and the mild winter of 1992, were
thought to have created favorable
conditions for an increase in local
rodent populations. It was suggested
that a cascading series of events from
weather—through changes in vegetation,
to virus maintenance and transmission
within rodent populations—culminated
in changes in human disease risk from
HPS.
The Assessment
A study explored this hypothesis by
comparing the environmental
characteristics of sites where people
were infected with those sites where
people were not infected.The study
used a retrospective epidemiologic
approach to risk assessment. Satellite
imagery (Landsat Thematic Mapper
images), combined with epidemiologic
surveillance, retrospectively identified
areas at high risk for HPS associated
with Peromyscus populations over broad
geographic regions during the 1993
outbreak.Thematic Mapper data
identified environmental conditions
approximately 1 year before the outbreak
that were measurably different near HPS
sites than in rural, populated sites where
the disease did not occur.
Pilot Production and
Evaluation of Risk Maps as a
Decision Support Tool
The assessment revealed that
environmental conditions near HPS sites
varied with the presence or absence of
ENSO.The geographic extent and level

of predicted HPS risk were higher during
ENSO, supporting the view that El Niño
may increase the likelihood of HPS
outbreaks.
It was then determined that high-risk
areas for HPS can be predicted more than
6 months in advance based on satellitegenerated risk maps of climate-dependent land cover. Predicted risk paralleled
vegetative growth, supporting the
hypothesis that heavy 1992 rainfall due
to El Niño was associated with higher
rodent populations that triggered the
Hantavirus outbreak in 1993. Landsat
satellite remote-sensing images from
1995, a non-El Niño “control” year,
showed low risk in the region, whereas
the images from the 1998 strong El Niño
again showed high risk areas as in
1992-1993.Trapping mice in the field
validated the satellite-generated risk
maps with mouse populations directly
related to risk level, with a correlation
factor of over 0.90. Risk classification
also was consistent with the numbers of
HPS cases in 1994, 1996, 1998, and 1999.
Next-Generation
Integrated Knowledge
This information was used to develop an
early warning system, with intervention
strategies designed to avoid exposure.
These strategies, developed in partnership
with the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC) and the Indian
Health Service, are already being
implemented by the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services for disease
prevention in the southwest.
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BOX 11-5

CLIMATE-ECOSYSTEM-FIRE MANAGEMENT
Wildland fires burn millions of acres each
year and major resources are committed to
fuel (live and dead vegetation) treatment,
fire prevention, and fire suppression.
Effective decision support products and
tools can improve resource allocation
decisions and maintain a high standard of
safety for firefighters and the public.The
fire-climate assessment tool, which is in
essence a structured process, allows fire
and fuels specialists and fire weather
meteorologists in each of the National
Interagency Fire Center’s eleven
Geographic Area Coordination Centers
(GACCs) to work with climatologists to
develop GACC-level assessments of fire
risk at seasonal to shorter time scales.
The tool also allows Predictive Services
staff to develop and update a national
map and discussion of fire potential for
the fire season each year.
Problem Formulation
• La Niña conditions prompted the
first climate-fire-society stakeholder
workshops in 2000.These annual
workshops have established a dialogue
between stakeholders (fire managers
and decisionmakers) and climatologists.
• The workshops evolved over 3 years,
refining the contribution of climate
information to seasonal fire outlooks
at the regional level and focusing on
“fire science,” including the nature of
the fire regime (frequency, size,
intensity); conditions in the natural
system (adaptive ecosystems,
vegetation, fuels, watershed, soil,
wildlife); and characteristics of the
human systems (property, economic
sectors affected, policy and land-use
planning, multi-agency jurisdictions).
• The workshop process is supported
by interdisciplinary teams of research
scientists interested in focusing climate
impacts research on information and
insights essential to decision challenges
influenced by climate variability and
change.
Research Modules
• Design and communication of climate
information and forecasts useful for fire

management involves collaboration
between decisionmakers and scientists
in the conduct of research to
improve institutional capacity to
integrate scientific information and
predictions into planning and
operations; analysis of individual
stakeholder perceptions of fire risk
and of their capabilities and
willingness to use scientific
information in their decision
processes; and identification of the
factors (environmental, economic,
and public health) that are most
relevant in the context of overall
public good, as viewed across
geographic and agency boundaries.
• Climate and ecological processes
including improving understanding
of the spatial variability of fire.
Recent investigations have found
strong associations between the
Palmer Drought Severity Index
(PDSI) several months to 2 years
earlier and fire season severity.
Correlating anomalous wildfire
frequency and extent with the PDSI
illustrates the importance of prior
and accumulated precipitation
anomalies to future wildfire season
severity.
• Risk assessment and mitigation
including strategic planning for fire
use (i.e., prescribed burns and
allowing selected fires to burn) and
fire suppression; improving
predictive capabilities based on
improved understanding of
relationships between wildland fire
and climate before, during, and after
events; and determination of how
science can inform development of
wildland fire objectives important
to interagency preparedness
planning.
• Development of an integrated model
called Fire-Climate-Society (FCS-1)
to provide a planning tool, accessible
to fire managers and community
members, that would integrate the
climate, fuels, fire history, and
human dimensions of wildfire
behavior for strategic management.

Next-Generation
Integrated Knowledge
The objective is to develop an
understanding of the interactions among
climate, ecology (e.g., fuel load), and
human factors (e.g., real estate, land use,
recreation, conservation, jurisdiction, law)
such that decision support insights reflect
the true “multiple-stressor” realities of
wildland fire risk and management.
Particularly important are questions
such as:
• What federal/state policies and
programs increase fire risks and
severity; what policies pose barriers
to adoption of innovations such as
new decision support tools?
• What are the scales of impacts
(temporal and spatial) that influence
fire regimes?
• What are the connections between
multi-year drought and fire risk?
Pilot Product
Development and Evaluation
• A new Predictive Services program
has been launched to anticipate
where fires are most likely to occur
in order to allocate the appropriate
firefighting resources to these areas.
Geographic area predictive services
units, established by the 2000
National Fire Plan, are tasked with
integrating information about climate,
weather, fire danger, and firefighting
resources to provide decision support
to fire managers on the location,
timing, and severity of fire potential.
• The National Wildland Fire Outlook
is the compilation of the 11
geographic area outlooks generated
at the National Seasonal Assessment
Workshop, and provides the first
national-level, interagency, climatebased seasonal fire outlook.
In the spirit of the adaptive learning
approach built into many of the regional
projects, pilot products are inspiring a
new round of research into understanding
decision structures and constraints in
order to transfer knowledge gained in this
particular decision support experience.
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•
•
•
•

Proposals advanced by private and non-governmental organizations
Preparation for international negotiations
Consideration of legislative proposals
Priority-setting processes for science and technology programs.

The CCSP will work in close collaboration with the Climate Change
Technology Program (CCTP) to develop evaluations of relevant
policy questions that incorporate up-to-date knowledge of both
scientific and technology issues. The CCSP will focus on two
objectives in this area: (1) developing scientific syntheses and
analytical frameworks (“resources”) to support integrated evaluations,
including explicit characterization of uncertainties to guide appropriate
interpretation, and (2) initially conducting a limited number of case
studies with evaluation of the lessons learned, to guide future analyses.

Objective 3.1: Develop scientific syntheses and
analytic frameworks to support integrated evaluations,
including explicit evaluation and characterization of
uncertainties
One of the challenges of developing scientific syntheses is providing
a systematic way of integrating knowledge across disciplines, each
having their own methodologies, resolutions, and degrees of certainty
of scientific information. Meeting this challenge requires defining
and meeting information needs across these borders, and developing
methods and approaches to put information from different disciplines
in compatible formats. Integrated models are an important tool for
synthesis and comparative evaluation because they impose stringent
standards of cross-disciplinary consistency and intelligibility.The
CCSP supports the development of a number of integrated modeling
frameworks that are useful for exploring many dimensions of climate
and global change.The CCSP will also adopt other approaches for
synthesis, including integration of expert knowledge across the
relevant fields.
The CCSP will structure its syntheses and integrated analyses of
policy questions related to climate variability and change using four
types of approaches and drawing on research results produced
throughout all areas of the program.These four approaches are:
1) Evaluations of net greenhouse gas flux and uptake using a variety
of methods
2) Climate system analyses to study sensitivities and quantify
ranges of climate variability and change
3) Analyses of the effects of climate variability and change
4) Integrated analytic frameworks.
Evaluation of net greenhouse gas flux and uptake in the Earth system
(including human activities, the land surface, ecosystems, the
atmosphere, and the oceans).The CCSP will use several methods to
evaluate historical, current, and projected future patterns of
greenhouse gas flux uptake, and consequent concentrations.These
methods include state-of-science syntheses for emissions and carbon
cycle information, evaluation of the effects of future technology
adoption in the United States and globally (in collaboration with the
CCTP), use of expert working groups (including both government
and non-government specialists) to evaluate historical and projected
greenhouse gas emission information and uncertainties (including
uncertainties arising from different assumptions about human driving
forces), and various inverse-calculation methods to verify greenhouse
gas flux rates compared to recent and current observations of
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greenhouse gas levels. Consistent with overall CCSP guidelines,
these analyses will be developed in response to specific questions,
and will be released for public review prior to publication in final
form.
Climate system analyses.The CCSP will examine the range of natural
variability (short- and long-term), responsiveness of the climate
system to changes in net greenhouse gas fluxes and concentrations,
and the potential for abrupt climate changes. CCSP analyses will
use analytic approaches to improve the evaluation of uncertainty in
important variables. It is well-recognized that there are significant
questions about climate model sensitivity, as well as questions about
verification of climate model projections when compared to longterm observation records.The CCSP will prepare an updated
analysis on the uses and limitations of climate models for various
policy support applications, and this CCSP analysis will guide the
use of climate models in other CCSP analyses. In addition to
computer-based climate models, several other analytical techniques
will be used by the CCSP in developing policy-support analyses.
These include atmospheric and oceanographic process research,
historical and analog evaluations, and various data analysis and
projection techniques. The CCSP supports a major program of
climate model development and verification (see Chapter 10), and
results from this program will be used in support of syntheses as
appropriate.
Analyses of the effects of climate variability and change. Evaluation of the
potential impacts associated with different atmospheric concentrations
of greenhouse gases and aerosols is an important input to weigh the
costs and benefits associated with different climate policies. Further
research is required to integrate our understanding of the range of
effects of different concentration levels and to develop methods for
aggregating and comparing those impacts across different sectors
and settings.Working with external advisory groups and the broad
range of CCSP scientists, the CCSP-supported research will analyze
a range of possible climate change impacts determined from climate
system modeling and arising from different assumptions about natural
and human influences, including (among many others) implications
for agriculture, forestry, drought, fire, water resources, fisheries,
coastal zones, and built environments such as ports. It will also
address (to the extent possible given uncertainties) the potential
implications of various response options for both the climate system
and the economy.
Integrated analytic frameworks. Integrated analysis of climate change is
essential for bringing together research from many contributing
disciplines and applying it to gain comparative insight into policyrelated questions. Full integration of information including research
on human activities, greenhouse gas and aerosol emissions, land-use
and land-cover change, cycling of carbon and other nutrients, climatic
responses, and impacts on people, the economy, and resources is
necessary for analysis of many important questions about the
potential implications (both economic and environmental) of
different greenhouse gas concentrations and various technology
portfolios. Development and use of techniques for scenario and
comparative analysis is useful for exploring the implications of
different hypothetical policies for curbing emissions growth or
encouraging adaptation. Answers from integrated analysis can only
reflect the existing state of knowledge in component studies, but it
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is important to develop frameworks and resources for integration,
exercise them, and learn from analysis of the results. CCSP will
encourage innovation and development of approaches to integrated
analysis, and test these approaches in case study evaluations.
Evaluation of uncertainty. For all four of the analytical approaches
described above, the issue of evaluation and communication of
uncertainty and levels of confidence is fundamental. Uncertainties
can arise from lack of knowledge; from problems with data, models,
terminology, or assumptions; and from other sources. Integrated
models are strong tools for examining uncertainty through repeated
model runs with variation of key parameters. Use of scenarios,
sensitivity analysis, and the specification of probability distributions
for many inputs coupled with model runs are among the ways in
which integrated models can be used to explore uncertainty. CCSP
will use these and other techniques to evaluate uncertainty, and
couple this analysis with its commitment to reporting levels of
confidence and uncertainty clearly and transparently.The approaches
to uncertainty evaluation and communication will enable users of
CCSP analyses to understand the uses and limits of the information.
As indicated elsewhere in this plan, broad guidelines for consideration
of scientific uncertainty by the CCSP include the following:
• Uncertainty by itself (i.e., without regard to its magnitude in each
specific case) should not prevent the development of analyses that
may provide useful information for policy considerations.
• The magnitude (or importance) of uncertainty should be directly
reported as a key element of analytical results in all cases where
policy-supporting analyses are conducted.
Analytic approaches. Within the four analytical domains described
above, a variety of approaches will be used and tailored to the study
of a particular set of policy questions.The approaches are a means for
examining proposed courses of action that incorporate knowledge of
important key factors and uncertainty. In addition to development
of decision support-related resources, the CCSP will also support
research that furthers development of resources for integrated and
comparative analysis, including:
• Use of historical climates (climate analogs)
• Techniques for posing and analyzing “If …, then…” questions,
and reporting analytical results in the form of probability
distributions of possible outcomes, thereby incorporating
uncertainty information directly in the projected outcomes
• Models and qualitative frameworks for integrating scientific
and technical information to compare environmental and
socioeconomic effects of alternative response options
• Techniques for developing and analyzing scenarios using only a few
of the most important variables (parametric analysis techniques)
• Techniques for “inverse analysis” that start from the study of
temperature, precipitation, and other climate inputs required to
maintain a system or activity, then identify rates or levels of
climate change that would lead to discontinuities or thresholds.
An emphasis will be placed on the development of the greenhouse gas
net flux scenarios through collaboration with CCTP.The distinctive
feature of scenarios is that they integrate knowledge from the full
range of relevant sources into a consistent description of potential
future events.The specific variables incorporated in scenario
development depend on the question being addressed. Scenarios for
atmospheric chemistry, climate, impacts, adaptation, and mitigation
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models all require different techniques and variables. Scenarios will
be constructed using up-to-date information on projections for key
variables (e.g., demography, technology characteristics and costs,
and economic growth and characteristics) and the relationship of
key driving forces to environmental change (e.g., land use and land
cover). CCSP will coordinate its scenario development plans with
CCTP plans for analysis of different plausible technology portfolios
and with the scenario efforts of the IPCC.

Objective 3.2: Conduct a limited number of case
study analyses and evaluate the lessons learned in
order to guide subsequent analyses
During the next 2 years, CCSP will conduct a limited number of
case study integrated analyses using the approaches described above.
For each case study analysis, a project team will be established that
is responsible for design and implementation of the decision support
methodology and products. Diverse input will be solicited to frame
the questions, determine analytic methodologies to be used, identify
needed observations to address the problem, and determine what
resulting analyses and products are to be prepared. Stakeholder
involvement will be sought throughout the case studies to aid in
question development, selection of analytical methods, review of
products, and guidance for communication of results. CCSP will
provide support and coordination of the scientific community,
stakeholder, and public interactions. End products of each case
studied will include appropriate assessment reports, as well as the
related “lessons learned” documents.
The lessons learned during the decision resource case studies
conducted in the next 2 years will be used to guide the definition of
a wider set of analyses to be completed in a 2- to 4-year time period.
Both the initial and subsequent case studies will be specified (e.g.,
by choice of technical issues addressed, and by parameters selected
for analysis) to reflect relevant climate variability and change issues.
An illustrative case study demonstrating the application of the policy
decision support process to an examination of technology mitigation
is summarized in Box 11-6. Note that this illustration does not
constitute a specific plan for analysis. As mentioned previously,
CCSP will present specific plans for decision support analyses in
separate announcements when ready, and will solicit public comment
on each proposed plan.
Other case studies being considered for short-term (within 2 years)
or longer term (2-4 years) analysis include:
• Possible climate and ecosystem responses to long-term
greenhouse gas stabilization at various specified levels
• Projected climate, socioeconomic, and environmental outcomes
of various carbon sequestration initiatives adopted both in the
United States and globally
• Application of scientific information on the carbon cycle,
ecosystems, and other research elements for the development of
guidelines for crediting carbon sequestration activities—for
example, as related to land use and soil type, cover species type,
management practices, and so on
• Possible outcomes (in terms of projected greenhouse gas
concentrations and climate system response) projected for various
scenarios of new energy technology penetration both in the
United States and globally
• Risk analyses related to various examples of abrupt climate change
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BOX 11-6

TECHNOLOGY SCENARIO CASE STUDY: AN ILLUSTRATIVE
CASE STUDY (IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE CCTP)
Evaluate Two Categories
of Scenarios
1) What combinations of technologies
can be expected to provide energy
consistent with different emission
levels between now and 2050?
2) What are the range of plausible
consequences (on the climate system
and socioeconomic parameters) of
different emission scenarios reflecting
the technology options responsive to
the previous question?
Analysis Planning
A project workshop—with expert
stakeholders including climate scientists,
energy technology engineers and scientists,
energy economists, and industry,
government, and non-government
organization representatives would be
held (late 2003/early 2004) to gain
alignment and organize cooperative
research on deliverables. Additional
project working groups would be formed
for continued dialogue throughout the
project time frame. A draft study plan,
including competitive proposal processes
and federal in-house research assignments,
and a timeline for completion of tasks
would be prepared by early 2004. CCSP
would post the draft plan for public
comment on its website,
<www.climatescience.gov>.
Scenarios for Technology
Performance with Alternative
Profiles
Each profile would include technologies
that are presently part of the global
energy system and that are expected to
have their performance improved over
time, as well as new technology options
presently under development (e.g., carbon
capture and disposal, hydrogen systems,
fusion energy, and biotechnology).
Performance improvements with
alternative technology options would
also be explored. Estimates of potential
benefits in terms of greenhouse gas
emissions, energy security, and oil
dependence would be assessed. The

scenarios would also explore the potential
for unintended consequences—both
positive and negative. For example, if
wind energy were extracted over large
areas, it could reduce conventional air
pollution as well as reduce greenhouse
gas emissions, but it could also conceivably
affect regional atmospheric circulation.
Interaction with CCTP would be
essential in developing these baseline
scenario profiles. Incorporation of
current scientific information about
socioeconomic, technological, climatic,
and environmental factors would be
undertaken, with a characterization of
the uncertainty in the scenarios.The
scenarios would be completed by the
end of 2004.
Modeled Climate Change for Each
Greenhouse Gas Scenario, including
Dynamic Carbon Cycle and
Reasonable Projections of Land Use
This climate modeling task would be the
responsibility of the large U.S. modeling
groups. The model runs would also
estimate the uptake of greenhouse gases
by natural systems.This modeling must
be informed by the results of carbon
cycle research.The veracity of the model
simulations for carbon sources and sinks
needs to be tested ahead of time by
comparisons to historical observations
of the carbon cycle and the contribution
of land-use changes.The model results
would likely be presented in probabilistic
form, and would be required to achieve
agreed confidence limits to be considered
usable for decision support.The large
baseline computer modeling would be
completed by mid-2005.
Modeled Environmental
Impacts on Soil Moisture,
Streamflow, and Vegetation
It is likely that one or both of the highend U.S. climate models used for these
studies would include fully interactive
hydrologic-carbon-biogeochemical
cycles (i.e., the major natural systems
being impacted by climate).Workshops

would be held to engage the broader
community of researchers studying
climate impacts in the analysis of these
experiments, and provide guidance as to
how process-driven impacts models can
be interfaced with these simulations.The
baseline global impacts modeling would be
completed with probability distributions
of projected outcomes by the end of
2005. Higher resolution (50-km or
greater) simulations may be available for
portions of the baseline scenarios starting
in FY06, but only if such higher resolution
models are shown to have useful
confidence limits by that time.
Analyses, Assessments, and Reports
Throughout the process, several interim
analyses, assessments, and reports would
be generated. Example products for this
case could include the following:
• Synthesis report on the scenario
development and the characterization
and evaluation of the uncertainties in
the scenarios (2005).
• Evaluation of the impacts on the
climate system for the baseline and
alternative technology pathways.
Report on the analysis of the scenarios
of response of the climate system to
various emission scenarios with
emphasis on intercomparison of the
different pathways (2006).
• Analysis of the scenarios of
environmental responses to those
response scenarios of the different
climate states. Reports on the intercomparison of those responses to the
different climate states. One example
may be an evaluation of the potential
for carbon sequestration in different
ecosystems and agricultural systems,
including initial greenhouse gas
accounting analyses and guidelines
for agriculture and forestry (2006).
• Final synthesis report on the intercomparison of different technology
pathways with the baseline pathways
including an analysis of potential
environmental benefits and associated
costs of each scenario (2007).
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• Projected climate and ecosystem outcomes related to significant
changes in land use and land cover, both in the United States and
globally
• Analysis of adaptation strategies related to specified changes in
climate or ecosystem parameters.

Decision Support Management Strategy
CCSP management and advisory processes will ensure implementation
of an open and credible process for development of decision support
resources.

Management Structure
Leadership and direction will be provided by the CCSP interagency
governing body, working with representatives of the Interagency
Working Group on Climate Change Science and Technology
(IWGCCST) and CCTP to:
• Select syntheses or assessments to be conducted by the program,
and provide oversight for these activities
• Review needs for decision support focused on adaptive
management and promote development of CCSP research and
resources to respond to these needs
• Periodically identify and define topics of importance to national
decisionmaking to be addressed by the CCSP case studies of
integrated analyses and scenario evaluations
• Establish external advisory mechanisms.
CCSP decision support activities will be implemented through an
interagency working group with management and coordination
support from the Climate Change Science Program Office
(CCSPO). Specific responsibilities of the working group
include:
• Carry out approved activities (e.g., identify resource requirements,
develop implementation plans) under supervision of the CCSP
interagency governing body
• Evaluate program needs and develop initiatives that respond to
these needs
• Maintain an inventory of ongoing decision support and assessment
activities within the CCSP agencies
• Coordinate agency activities
• Support advisory mechanisms as directed by the CCSP, including
workshops, committees, or NRC activities.
CCSPO will support development of decision support activities,
under the supervision of the CCSP interagency governing committee.
CCSPO will be responsible for helping to coordinate the preparation
of assessment and synthesis products; connecting the assessment
activities, lessons learned, and decision tools development to broader
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interests and communities; and evaluating, reporting, and
communicating results from the decision support activities.

Stakeholder Input and Evaluation
CCSP decision support activities will be conducted openly with
input from external technical experts and other stakeholders.
Advisory processes will be structured to meet specific requirements
for each activity. Past experience has indicated that open framing of
the questions to be addressed and methods to be adopted are crucial
to establishing an open process and credible product. Ongoing
advisory processes will provide independent review and oversight and
ensure that products developed bring in all relevant perspectives.
Independent evaluation of both products and processes will be
included as a component of decision support efforts to ensure that
future activities are improved by consideration and application of
experience garnered through initial case study activities.
A first step that will be taken in developing stakeholder input is to
hold a focused workshop to provide comments on (1) initial selection
of topics/questions for policy decision support activities; (2) possible
structures of “If …, then…” scenario analyses and other approaches
for providing insight into the identified topics; (3) suggestions
regarding the appropriate role of CCSP-supported research in
fostering problem-oriented/solution-based adaptive management
decision support; and (4) suggestions for ongoing external advisory
and review mechanisms.
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CHAPTER

12

Observing and Monitoring the Climate System

CHAPTER CONTENTS
For each of six overarching goals, this chapter
introduces objectives that provide products and
milestones to be addressed in the coming decade
based upon current knowledge.
Goal 1: Design, develop, deploy, integrate, and
sustain observation components into a
comprehensive system.
Goal 2: Accelerate the development and deployment
of observing and monitoring elements needed for
decision support.
Goal 3: Provide stewardship of the observing system.
Goal 4: Integrate modeling activities with the
observing system.
Goal 5: Foster international cooperation to develop
a complete global observing system.
Goal 6: Manage the observing system with an
effective interagency structure.

The Global Change Research Act of 1990 specifically calls for
“global measurements, establishing worldwide observations
necessary to understand the physical, chemical, and biological
processes responsible for changes in the Earth system on
all relevant spatial and time scales,” as well as “documentation
of global change, including the development of mechanisms
for recording changes that will actually occur in the Earth
system over the coming decades.”The program continues
to respond to this call by following a strategy for the
development and deployment of a global, integrated, and
sustained observing system to address science requirements
and decision support needs at appropriate accuracies and
space and time resolutions.
The Climate Change Science Program (CCSP) strategy for
observations and monitoring includes guiding principles,
identification of priorities, and effective management of
available resources.The purpose of this chapter is to
describe how all the disparate observations described by the
CCSP plan will be systematically organized and managed to
improve our understanding of the climate system.The data
management discussion that follows (see Chapter 13)
describes the plan for archival and distribution of these data.

The CCSP observations and monitoring component seeks to
address the following overarching question:
How can we provide active stewardship for an observation
system that will document the evolving state of the climate
system, allow for improved understanding of its changes,
and contribute to improved predictive capability for society?
The development of space-based and in situ global observing
capabilities was a primary focus of the program’s first decade.
Several new Earth-observing satellites, in situ networks, reference
sites, and process studies are now producing unprecedented highquality data that have led to major new insights about the climate
system.The observing system for the future will build upon this
success. For the purposes of this document, surface-based remotesensing observations, as well as aircraft or suborbital measurements—
in addition to direct observations within the atmosphere, ocean,
ice, or land—will be considered as in situ measurements, and any
references to in situ measurement networks should be considered as
applying to networks using these techniques wherever appropriate.
The challenge for the coming decade is to maintain current capabilities,
implement new elements, make operational the elements that need
to be sustained, and integrate these observations into a comprehensive
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“Knowledge of the climate system and projections about the
future climate are derived from fundamental physics and
chemistry through models and observations of the atmosphere
and the climate system. Climate models are built using the best
scientific knowledge of the processes that operate within the
climate system, which in turn are based on observations of these
systems.A major limitation of these model forecasts for use
around the world is the paucity of data available to evaluate
the ability of coupled models to simulate important aspects of
past climate. In addition, the observing system available today is
a composite of observations that neither provide the information
nor the continuity in the data needed to support measurements
of climate variables.Therefore, above all, it is essential to ensure
the existence of a long-term observing system that provides a
more definitive observational foundation to evaluate decadal- to
century-scale variability and change.This observing system must
include observations of key state variables such as temperature,
precipitation, humidity, pressure, clouds, sea ice and snow cover,
sea level, sea surface temperature, carbon fluxes, and soil moisture.
Additionally, more comprehensive regional measurements of
greenhouse gases would provide critical information about their
local and regional source strengths.”
Climate Change Science:
An Analysis of Some Key Questions (NRC, 2001a)

global system to address the objectives of the CCSP research elements
and decision support activities. Fundamental questions about the
climate system and societal benefits that can be addressed are
described in Chapters 3 through 11; these provide the basis for the
observing system design and implementation. Illustrative examples
of CCSP observation needs and milestones that address the research
questions are described in Appendix 12.2. In addition, the overall
climate observing system must address the five basic integrating
goals for CCSP outlined in the introductory chapter:
• Improve knowledge of the Earth’s past and present climate and
environment, including its natural variability, and improve
understanding of the causes of observed variability and change
• Improve quantification of the forces bringing about changes in
the Earth’s climate and related systems
• Reduce uncertainty in projections of how the Earth’s climate
and related systems may change in the future
• Understand the sensitivity and adaptability of different natural
and managed ecosystems and human systems to climate and
related global changes
• Explore the uses and identify the limits of evolving knowledge
to manage risks and opportunities related to climate variability
and change.
A system that integrates atmospheric, oceanographic, terrestrial,
cryospheric, and cross-cutting observations does not currently exist
per se. However, many components are available. For example, the
Global Climate Observing System (GCOS) is a fairly well documented
but not completely implemented international approach that has
components in place to satisfy some climate requirements (see
GCOS, 2003). GCOS is intended to provide a focused set of
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observations from a subset of established measurement sites that are
considered to have a sufficient climate history and spatial distribution.
The system discussed here, however, goes beyond GCOS. CCSP has
expanded the initial inventory of important climate observations
(see Appendix 12.1) to encompass the needs of research on and
applications to the global cycles of carbon, water, energy, and
biogeochemical constituents; atmospheric composition; and changes
in land use.
Building on the CCSP mission, the United States has also taken a
leading role in fostering the development of a more broadly defined
and integrated global observing system for all Earth parameters—
for example, including geological as well as climate information.
The United States hosted a ministerial-level Earth Observation
Summit in July 2003, with participation by many developed and
developing nations as well as many intergovernmental and
international nongovernmental groups. This summit initiated a
10-year commitment to design, implement, and operate an expanded
global observing system that builds on the major observational
programs currently operated by the U.S. and many other governments
and international organizations. CCSP agencies have provided the
leadership, definition, and support for the Earth Observation
Summit, and CCSP will closely integrate the U.S. observation and
data management programs with the international programs
launched at the summit.
The global observation system needed to fully implement CCSP
includes the evolution of the observing capability provided through
the U.S. Global Change Research Program (USGCRP) and the
operationally oriented monitoring systems routinely provided by
several federal agencies.The latter were never included as part of
USGCRP, and may or may not be included as part of CCSP in
budget inventories. In fact, as noted below, a critical issue associated
with the implementation of the observing system for CCSP is the
transitioning of research observations, typically made through
USGCRP, into operations, not currently included as part of USGCRP
(see Objective 1.3). Any consideration of budgets associated with
global observations should be based on those for all the component
programs, and not the historic USGCRP budget.
The basic elements of a global observing system must consist of:
• Routine and continuing measurements of selected variables,
collected using established principles
• Shorter term exploratory observations carried out with satellites,
process-oriented field campaigns with in situ techniques, and
other, finite duration, research observations, collected using
established principles
• A comprehensive and reliable distribution network and longterm archive
• Analysis and integration activities, including the use of fourdimensional (space, time) data assimilation and scientifically
validated models.
These elements must be managed by an effective national entity,
and coordinated at the international level.The management must
have the capability to establish observing protocols, provide oversight,
address deficiencies, and mobilize resources as required to maintain
the integrity of the entire end-to-end system. A major challenge
for CCSP in this decade will be the transition of many observation
elements developed in a research mode to a sustained and operational
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environment [e.g., NASA research satellites to National Polarorbiting Operational Environmental Satellite System (NPOESS) and
some in situ networks].The resulting global system must obviously
engage many countries in a cooperative enterprise. Developing such
a system presents a daunting challenge that must be met to provide
essential information for decisionmakers.

these augmentations are required because resources are limited.The
CCSP research element questions and decision support goals provide
the basis for determining priorities. In CCSP implementation plans,
the research and decision support elements will provide a link
between research question or decision support goal, measurement
requirements, and the observation elements that meet the
requirements.The prioritization criteria include: benefit to society,
scientific return, partnership opportunities, technology readiness,
program balance, and implementation of the climate monitoring
principles (see Appendix 12.4).The management of the program will
recommend priorities in consultation with the scientific community
using the management mechanisms outlined in Chapter 16.

In order to move toward a global observing system, CCSP will
focus on six goals:
1) Design, develop, deploy, integrate, and sustain observation
components into a comprehensive system
2) Accelerate the development and deployment of observing and
monitoring elements needed for decision support
3) Provide stewardship of the observing system
Evaluation. A key lesson learned over the past decade is that observing
4) Integrate modeling activities with the observing system
systems and networks must be implemented in a way that allows
5) Foster international cooperation to develop
a complete global observing system
6) Manage the observing system with an
a) Ten-Year Record of Atmospheric CO2
effective interagency structure.

A system is the integration of interrelated,
interacting, or interdependent components
into a complex whole.The path to an overall
observing system must address a number of
key issues in addition to the observation
components themselves, including the priorities
for development, the implementation strategy,
assessment, utilization, cooperation with other
providers of environmental measurements,
data management, international development,
and system management. Some of these
activities are considered in this goal, but others
are of sufficient complexity that they are a
goal unto themselves and are discussed later in
this chapter.
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Active and Recently Discontinued Long-Term HCDN Streamflow Gaging Stations

Still Active in 2002
Discontinued since 1988
Figure 12-2: The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) Hydro-Climatic Data Network (HCDN) was compiled in 1988 and included 854 gauges that were active and
had at least 36 years of record. Stations that are still active are shown in green. Stations discontinued since 1988 are shown in red. These stations would
have had at least 50 years of record as of 2002, if they had been kept in operation. Source: William Kirby, Global Hydroclimatology Program, USGS.
For more information, see Annex C.

flexibility as both requirements and technology evolve.Therefore,
the program will regularly assess the science and decision support
requirements and propose modifications to the observing systems
required for CCSP to execute its research plans.This process
will involve the scientific community and program managers
working on each research element, as well as those involved in
modeling, scientific assessment, and other integrative activities (see
Goal 6).
Cooperation. Many important observing systems are developed and
operated by organizations that are not formal participants in CCSP,
making the development of strong cooperative relationships that
extend beyond the current CCSP a necessity. CCSP will work with
observing system partners and the scientific community to identify
climate requirements for these observing systems and to set priorities
in light of available resources and competing needs.

Objective 1.1: Develop a requirements-based design
for the climate observing system
A requirements-based design will be developed to identify baseline
and minimum requirements that will address CCSP research element
questions and decision support goals. U.S. needs and contributions
will be weighed in the global context of the requirements and
contributions of other nations and coordinated with them in a
manner that will lead to a global system.The most efficient and
126

effective observation elements and networks will be selected that
will meet the requirements.

Objective 1.2: Stabilize and extend existing
observational capabilities
CCSP will maintain and improve basic research observing facilities,
networks, and systems (both space-based and in situ). Climatequality data requires long-term continuous records (see Chapter 4,
Figure 4-1). It is critical to maintain records required to answer
research questions before they are lost for other reasons (see
Figure 12-2). Long-term observations require a focus on
maintenance and replacement to sustain the capability at a sufficient
level of accuracy to detect climate change over decades.To meet
this objective, CCSP will:
• Continue satellite missions (see Figure 12-3) that are critical to
answering the research element questions and upgrade the quality
of their data to climate standards
• Extend and stabilize in situ networks for global coverage with
consistent data quality, including moored, drifting, and shipbased networks in the ocean; surface and upper air networks in
the atmosphere; and the major terrestrial networks
• Provide a uniform global set of surface reference sites of key
ocean, land, atmosphere, and hydrology variables [see
Figure 12-1 as an example of a global system for carbon
dioxide (CO2)]
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• Provide careful calibration and overlapping operation of new
and old technology during transitions to maintain quality control
of data records
• Extend the capacity in terrestrial inventory programs to provide
comprehensive information for key ecosystems within the
United States.

incremental costs, will satisfy significant parts of the climate
observing requirements as described in the climate monitoring
principles (see Appendix 12.4). Scientific, as well as decision support,
oversight of operational systems for climate must be implemented
using the concept of Climate Data Science Teams described in
Goal 6 below.

Objective 1.3: Develop and implement a strategy
for the transition of proven capabilities to an
operational mode

Objective 1.5: Identify, develop, and implement
measurement improvements

The transition of proven research observation elements to sustained
or operational status will make these components more cost-effective
and sustainable for long-term benefit. CCSP will work toward an
effective integration for the planning and development of research
and operational systems. CCSP will develop a strategy to transition
from research to operations that will adhere to the climate monitoring
principles (see Appendix 12.4), including continuity, in order to
have the most benefit to its objectives. Management structures will
be developed to provide for a handoff from research management
to operational systems management.The operation management
will be responsible for continuing the research mission and producing
and delivering day-to-day operational results and products.

Objective 1.4: Incorporate climate and global change
observing requirements in operational programs at
the appropriate level
Operational observation networks continue to be the backbone of
climate system measurements.These networks, with only modest
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CCSP must maintain a sustained research and technology
development program to address major deficiencies in observing
systems and the paleoclimate record identified in Chapters 3 to 9
(e.g., closing the budgets for carbon, energy, and water cycles;
integrating the coastal ocean monitoring systems; and completing
records about decadal- and century-scale climate variability prior to
the instrumental record).To the extent possible, new or improved
measurements will be integrated into existing networks so as to
minimize redundant operations and costs. Future global measurements
from satellites and regional in situ networks will be developed that
dramatically improve quality and vertical, spatial, and/or temporal
resolution, especially to enhance regional coverage for decision
support applications.

Objective 1.6: Continue intensive field missions
The science chapters have described and justified numerous field
studies that integrate airborne (in situ), surface, and satellite
observations over regional scales and durations from days to several
weeks.These intensive observation periods provide valuable data for
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Figure 12-3: For scientists to understand climate, they must also determine what drives the changes within the Earth’s radiation balance. From March 2000 to
May 2001, the Clouds and Earth’s Radiant Energy System (CERES) satellite measured some of these changes and produced new images that dynamically
show heat (thermal radiation) emitted to space from Earth’s surface and atmosphere (left sphere) and sunlight reflected back to space by the ocean, land,
aerosols, and clouds (right sphere). Source: CERES Project, NASA (<http://asd-www.larc.nasa.gov/ceres/ASDceres.html>).
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testing and validating satellite retrieval algorithms, and for the finescale resolution necessary to test, validate, and constrain physical
processes in climate models.These coordinated observation efforts
will need to become even more sophisticated as satellites evolve
towards formation flying, onboard processing, and smart sensor
technology. Aircraft remain a valuable platform for CCSP and
mechanisms to make efficient use of these facilities across the CCSP
agencies will be investigated.

tematic reprocessing and integration of climate observations using
state-of-the-art climate models and data assimilation technology.
This must be continued through a routine and iterative improvement
process that incorporates a rigorous research and validation
component.

Objective 1.7:Assess observing system performance
with uniform monitoring tools and
evaluation standards

The integration of satellite and in situ observing networks for
synthesis of the ocean, atmosphere, or terrestrial spheres in a
systematic manner will be addressed through focused pilot programs.
The Global Ocean Data Assimilation Experiment, while not specifically
focused on climate issues, is an example of a pilot approach to the
synthesis of ocean observations.

A global effort of this magnitude must be managed as a system in
order to be effective. For agencies to assess the performance of the
observing system, an institutional mechanism must be put in place
to monitor the status of the globally distributed components and to
evaluate their combined capabilities.
CCSP, working with international partners, will develop a system
architecture for monitoring distributed global operations that
establishes and maintains links among the in situ and satellite elements
and the data and modeling activities that are essential components
of climate observation.The purpose is to provide a framework so
that the nation can manage its observing system more efficiently
and effectively, and:
• Provide an integrated view of the observing system linked to the
CCSP mission
• Develop a more cost-effective observation system
• Allow all observations to be accessible by all customers when
needed
• Provide a framework for examining future requirements and costs
• Allow for evolutionary improvements
• Identify gaps and overlaps
• Identify opportunities to migrate observations from the research
elements into a sustained operational status.
The guiding principles for development of this uniform interagency
and international monitoring capability include:
• Provide a system that is requirements-based
• Provide elements that are standards-based and interoperable
• Provide for system evolution that is minimally intrusive to other
national and international missions
• Provide ample margins to accommodate changing requirements
• Provide a basis for continual evaluation and evolution.

Objective 1.8: Generate climate information through
analysis and assimilation
Many countries have gathered climate system data to document climate
system variability using many different instrument types during the
past 150 years. In order to document and understand change from a
historical perspective, we need to develop global, comprehensive,
integrated, quality-controlled databases of climate system variables
based on historical or modern measurements, and provide the user
community with open and easy access to these databases.We must
integrate these records as far into the past as is practical to reduce
uncertainties in the climate trend estimates of individual parameters.
Our understanding of some of the changes in the physical climate
system over the past 50 or more years has improved because of sys128

Objective 1.9: Initiate or participate in end-to-end
pilot demonstrations of atmosphere, ocean, and
terrestrial hydrologic observing systems

Objective 1.10: Develop a requirements-based
program for collecting, integrating, and analyzing
social, economic, and health factors with
environmental change
Across the range of research on human response and consequences
to climate change there is a particularly strong need for the
integration of social, economic, and health data with environmental
data (see Chapter 9). Observations will be used to address gaps in
understanding, modeling, and quantifying the sensitivity and
vulnerability of human systems to global change and measuring the
capacity of human systems. Using retrospective analyses of
consequences of shifts in climate will also help model future ability
of hazard and resource management institutions to respond.

Goal 2: Accelerate the development and deployment
of observing and monitoring elements needed for
decision support.
CCSP provides resources to develop observation systems and
processing and support systems that will lead to reliable and useful
products.These products will provide critical policy-neutral
information for decision support and policymakers in areas such as
climate and weather forecasting, human health, energy, environmental
monitoring, greenhouse gases, and natural resource management.
CCSP will enhance the existing long-term monitoring elements
with accelerated focused initiatives to provide a more definitive
observational foundation for determining the current state of the
climate. Many shortcomings of the current climate observing system
relate to understanding climate forcings. In addition, fundamental
observations for characterizing and understanding the state of the
climate are needed for the global ocean, atmosphere, land surface,
and ice variables. For the atmosphere, only half of the GCOS
Upper-Air Network (GUAN), established for climate purposes, has
been reporting regularly, and the GCOS Surface Network (GSN)
for climate has had similarly disappointing results.The ocean is
poorly observed below the surface, which limits our understanding
about the ocean’s response to a warming planet and its ability to
naturally sequester greenhouse gases. Over land, the spatial
heterogeneity requires detailed measurements and presents a major
challenge.
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In the budget requests for the past 2 years (FY2003 and FY2004),
progress has been made to address many of these deficiencies, as
described in Appendix 12.3. The objectives in this goal outline
specific CCSP elements that will expand on this progress and support
a directed strategy to focus resources and accelerate observations
for climate change and decision support.

Objective 2.1: Complete the required atmosphere
and ocean observation elements needed for a
physical climate observing system
Within the climate monitoring arena, atmosphere and ocean
observation elements to measure the physical aspects of the climate
system are the most complete, and are ready to be brought together
as a system. For example, the detailed open ocean observing system
has been designed at both national and international levels through
numerous community workshops, and implementation is about
40% complete (see Figure 12-4).The atmospheric system, which is
a mixture of both climate and non-climate elements, has been
recently examined (GCOS, 2003) and needs support for fixing
degradations, sustaining current capabilities, and adding improvements.
An accelerated effort to complete these two subsystems will
improve understanding of climate characterization, forcing, and
prediction, as well as facilitate the implementation and testing of
the interagency management of complete observing systems.
Focused new data management practices are being developed and
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will promote efficient acquisition, validation, delivery, and archival
of the measurements and data products. In order to complete these
systems the following steps need to be taken in conjunction with
international partners:
• GSN measures surface temperature, pressure, and precipitation
at about 1,000 sites within the World Weather Watch
(WWW) surface climate network.The network is not
providing useful data at many sites in underdeveloped countries
because of a lack of resources and training. Furthermore,
only one-third of the network has provided historical data for
examining climate extremes. CCSP will improve GSN data
reporting.
• GUAN collects upper atmosphere temperature, wind, and
humidity at 150 stations around the world. Performance at
about one-third of the stations is poor. CCSP will improve
in situ atmospheric column observations in GUAN. In addition,
CCSP will identify techniques and implementation strategies
for in situ atmospheric column observations of temperature,
wind, and water vapor over the ocean, where GUAN cannot be
used.
• CCSP will complete the U.S. Climate Reference Network of
250 stations nationwide to provide long-term homogeneous
observations of temperature and precipitation that can be coupled
to past long-term observations for the detection and attribution
of present and future climate change.

Sea Surface Temperature,
Sea Surface Height, and Surface
Vector Wind from Space

Tide Gauge Network
3¡x3¡ Argo Profiling Float Array
5¡x5¡ Surface Drifting Buoy Array
Moored Buoy
Ocean Reference Station
High-Resolution XBT and Flux Line
Frequently Repeated XBT Line
Carbon and Deep Ocean Survey

45% Complete
25% Complete
35% Complete
Existing
Planned
Existing
Planned
Existing
Planned
Existing
Planned
Global Survey Every 10 Years

Figure 12-4: In 2003, the international global ocean observing system for measurements of the physical climate system was 40% complete. Source:
Michael Johnson, NOAA Office of Global Programs.
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• The United States will increase contributions to monitoring
upper-ocean temperature and salinity structure that will
improve understanding of the ocean’s response to a warming
planet. CCSP will support 50% of the international ocean
profiling float program (Argo) and additional expendable
bathythermographs from ships-of-opportunity to observe
changes in heat and freshwater content.
• CCSP will improve estimates of global sea surface temperature
for climate model initialization for better prediction capability,
as well as regional barometric pressure and surface current
velocity for improved model validation, by completing the global
distribution of 1,250 surface drifting buoys.
• CCSP will reduce uncertainty in sea-level rise estimates by
obtaining absolute positions for sea-level stations that are
required to improve the calibration of satellite altimeters, used
for the detection of long-term sea-level trends.
• The United States will continue to monitor the state of the
tropical atmosphere and oceans in the Pacific and Atlantic
Oceans with instrumented moored buoys and satellites,
and contribute to the development of a similar network in
the Indian Ocean for improved climate prediction and
research.
• CCSP will improve model-based global air-sea flux estimates
with surface flux reference moored buoy sites and Volunteer
Observing Ships (also collect routine surface meteorological
observations) with upgraded instruments for climate-quality
observations.

egg-laying in birds, and shifts in a forest-woodland ecotone (the
boundary between the forest and the woodland).

Objective 2.2: Retrieve important paleoclimate
records to provide a global long-term perspective on
historical changes in climate

CCSP will initiate studies of early effects and indicator systems
across diverse ecosystems and geographic regions. A substantial
amount of existing climate and effects data, a variety of monitoring
efforts, and comparisons to scenario-based effects studies can be
marshaled in this effort. CCSP will facilitate linked analyses of
climatic trends and observed biological and ecological effects by
supporting identification of appropriate past and ongoing monitoring
efforts, design of needed new monitoring systems, and synthesis of
results across ecosystems and regions. Research efforts will target
those ecosystems that are subjected to the most rapid or extensive
environmental changes and/or are most sensitive to possible
environmental changes.

There are three aspects of the paleoclimatic record that need to be
addressed by accelerated and focused programs within CCSP in
order to improve characterization of long-term climate change and
provide a valuable benchmark for testing models that are used to
project the future (see Goal 4):
• Increase priority for retrieving rapidly disappearing paleoclimate
information (e.g., melting glaciers, loss of corals and trees
whose growth patterns are used for dating purposes, etc.)
before these records are permanently lost
• Accelerate efforts to obtain interannual climate information in
the Southern Hemisphere and tropics to develop a global record
of millennium-scale climate variability
• Improve the integration of paleoclimatic observations and
measurements with historical and modern climate data to form
continuous time series of climatic information.

Objective 2.3: Develop new capabilities
for ecosystem observations
Changes in an environmental variable—most often warming, but
also changes in precipitation and air quality—have often been related
to observed changes in biological and ecological systems. Several
examples were mentioned in the Working Group II contribution to
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s Third Assessment
Report (IPCC, 2001b), including thawing of permafrost, lengthening
of the period of active photosynthesis in mid- and high-latitude
ecosystems, poleward shifts of plant and animal species ranges,
movement of plant and animal species up elevation gradients, earlier
spring flowering of trees, earlier spring emergence of insects, earlier
130

These changes in ecosystems and organisms are consistent with
warming and changes in precipitation, but the possibility remains
that the observed biological and ecological changes were caused (in
part) by other factors such as biological invasions or human land
and marine resource management. Because of this, the attribution
of the causes of biological and ecological changes to climatic change
or variability is extremely difficult. Moreover, because many
ecosystem-environment interactions play out over long periods—
ultimately involving evolutionary changes and adaptations within
ecosystems—long periods of study are needed in many cases to
draw firm conclusions about relationships between environmental
change, effects of that change on biological and ecological systems,
and the significance of any observed biological or ecological changes
for the functioning of ecosystems (see Chapter 8).
New research is needed to provide a significantly more complete
picture of how biological and ecological systems may have responded
to recent climatic change and variability, including possible biological
or ecological responses to extreme events. New observational systems
will also be needed to appropriately monitor potential future changes
in the environment and accompanying biological or ecological
changes (if any). A key challenge will be to provide organization,
guidance, and synthesis for the emerging field of observed effects of
climate change on biological and ecological systems.

Long-term, spatially explicit, and quantitative observations of
ecosystem state variables and concomitant environmental variables
are needed. Initial activities and products will include:
• Define ecosystems sensitive to climate change and thresholds for
measurable impacts
• Identify ecosystems and the interfaces between ecosystems
(ecotones) that are either sensitive or resilient to environmental
change
• Identify ecosystems experiencing the most rapid environmental
changes (e.g., ecosystems located at high latitudes and high
elevations or coastal ecosystems affected by ongoing sea-level
rise and intensive human influences)
• Identify concurrent trends in other factors, such as population
and land-use change and provide links to data sets that document
these trends
• Identify links to biological and ecological data sets from
monitoring programs, including those from remote-sensing
platforms
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• Validate impacts studies done with climate change scenarios
over the near term or for small amounts of warming using
observed climate and impact data
• Develop observational design criteria related to risk assessment
and identification of causes of changes in distribution of
pests and pathogens (e.g., climatic change interacting with
weather)

a) USCRN Station (Fairbanks, Alaska)

• Develop design criteria for remote and in situ observations of
biological and ecological systems that will help determine
whether any observed ecological changes are attributable to
global change
• Produce global, synoptic observational data products from
satellite remote sensing documenting changes in biomass, albedo,
leaf area and duration, and terrestrial and marine ecosystem
composition for use in geographic information system (GIS)based decision support systems
• Produce climate data at appropriate temporal and spatial scales
for impacts studies.

Objective 2.4: Provide regular reports documenting
the present state of the climate system components

b) Proposed Initial USCRN Locations (~296 stations)
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Figure 12-5: The U.S. Climate Reference Network is being established to
reduce uncertainty and biases in long-term trends of key atmospheric
variables at 296 stations (a&b). The monitoring system is designed such
that multiple independent measurements are being made to capture sensor
drift or biases (c). Source: NOAA National Climate Data Center.

CCSP will initiate a regular reporting program on the state of the
climate system. Reports on various components of the system will
highlight analysis products from the observing system to address the
overarching question stated at the beginning of the chapter:
• Provide regular State of the Climate reports that include analyses
of trends and variability in climate throughout the historical
record using instrumental and paleoclimate records
• Evaluate the capabilities of existing and planned observing
networks for providing data that will support the analysis of
changes and trends in climate extremes and hazards
• Calculate the number of Climate Reference Network observing
sites required to reduce the uncertainty in the observed climate
signal for surface temperature to less than 0.1°C per century
and precipitation to less than 1% per century on national and
regional scales (see Figure 12-5)
• Regular reports evaluating the reduction in time-dependent
biases in the space-based observing system obtained through
implementation of the GCOS satellite monitoring principles
and scientific data stewardship including the development of
complementary independent observation and analysis techniques
for critical climate variables
• For all operational monitoring networks, develop the tools
necessary to identify time-dependent biases in the data as close
to real-time as possible
• For climate monitoring networks, develop an operational system
to identify non-climatic biases in the observing system for those
climate system variables identified by the NRC (1999g) report
on the adequacy of climate observing systems as relevant to
detection, attribution, and direct societal impacts
• Identify and quantify the source of biases in climate system
variables in existing climate reference data sets.

Goal 3: Provide stewardship of the observing system.
Observations of the climate require careful scientific oversight
because climate signals are usually quite small relative to higher
frequency phenomena in the data. Consequently, the climate science
community has developed a set of principles that can be uniformly
applied to all relevant measurements. In addition, special rigor must
be applied to the algorithms, which are used to translate fundamental
physical measurements into useful geophysical products,so that
consistent results can be obtained and improved. Finally, scientific
oversight of the algorithm, instrument calibration, and data processing
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and validation is critical to understanding the differences between
instrument error and climate signal, and reduction of the error bars
that define the uncertainty.This approach is captured in the four
objectives of this goal.

Objective 3.1: Follow climate monitoring principles
Efforts in the last decade to use current research and operational
data sets in global climate change research have provided a critical
set of lessons learned.These lessons have been gathered into two
sets of climate monitoring principles (see Appendix 12.4).These
principles and experience will be used to guide the major
improvements needed for the observing system. Instrument
calibration, characterization, and stability become paramount
considerations. Instruments must be tied to national and international
standards such as those provided by the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST).When observations cannot
achieve sufficient absolute accuracy or changes in spatial or temporal
sampling occur, overlapping observations with high stability are
required to ensure accurate monitoring of global change. Agreedupon measurement protocols and procedures (e.g., continuous data
validation and intercomparisons) are required to produce climatequality data.

Objective 3.2: Provide independent
measurement and analysis
To be policy-relevant, climate data must have reliable confidence
intervals. Narrow intervals are most effective for decision support
and policy development. Experience from previous scientific
assessments, NIST, and other national standards laboratories have
shown that actual accuracy is only known after comparison of
independent measurements and analysis from multiple laboratories.
Most climate observing systems are pushing the edge of capability
in calibration.This suggests a final climate observing principle that
climate observations should strive to address: Each key climate
variable will be measured using independent observations and examined with
independent data analyses.
Observation independence verifies instrument accuracy, while
analysis independence verifies algorithms and computer code. For
sea surface temperatures, examples of independent observations
include satellite-derived measurements via infrared [Advanced Very
High-Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR)] and passive microwave
[Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer (AMSR)], and in situ
instruments on ships, buoys, and floats. But many climate variables
do not yet have independent sources.When surprises in climate
data sets occur relative to current theory, independent confirmation
is essential to ensure policy-relevant confidence in the results. A
recent key example of this need is the air temperature record from
radiosondes and the Microwave Sounding Unit (MSU) satellite data,
as well as the different results from two analyses of the MSU satellite
record. Using a single measurement of a key climate variable is a highrisk approach to reducing uncertainty for policymaking decisions.

Objective 3.3: Provide a sound foundation for
climate-quality data products that will maintain
integrity over time using well-characterized sensors
and validated algorithms
An instrument radiometric mathematical model, termed the
“measurement equation” by metrology experts, is developed to
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define, describe, and represent the relationship between the sensor
output and desired physical observable (e.g., volts to temperature,
counts to radiance, etc.). Additional models are used to reference
the results in space and time (geo-location), and, finally, models are
used to derive desired physical parameters (ozone profile, chlorophyll
concentration, etc.).This process of characterization has been very
successful in the past, especially for satellite programs. Its practice
will continue to be encouraged, the results promulgated, and the
instrument designs critically evaluated so that future measurements
will produce the desired results.
It is important to understand that a sensor does not have to be
ideal, but it must be well-characterized so that systematic effects
can be evaluated and removed, even years after the mission, if new
effects are identified. If these data are not available, the utility of the
measurements is greatly compromised.The measurement equation
approach defines the problem and places the entire procedure on a
scientific basis. In the future all climate-quality observations need to
be linked to their climate data records through an approved algorithm
model that is described, for example, in an algorithm theoretical
basis document (ATBD).These documents were pioneered by
NASA in its implementation of the Earth Observing System (EOS)
and provide a valuable lesson learned for future measurements.

Objective 3.4: Scientific stewardship for
production of climate data records
Achieving climate accuracy with global and decadal sampling
represents a unique scientific and organizational challenge.
Calibration and stability requirements for climate data are often an
order of magnitude more stringent than weather data.This accuracy
is often achieved in research in situ and satellite data sets, with the
length of this accuracy being dependent on the lifetime of the
platforms and rate of instrument degradation; while in the longest
satellite case (Earth Radiation Budget Satellite) this may approach
2 decades, in other cases it is much shorter. Global decadal sampling
is often achieved in operational data sets, but without the accuracy
and stability. Scientific data stewardship addresses this challenge
through the production of Climate Data Records (CDRs).
Ultimately, the production of CDRs includes setting climate accuracy
and stability requirements, instrument calibration and characterization,
algorithm selection and development, end-to-end data validation
and error analysis, quality control, and data production. Long-term
archival and effective distribution are also essential and are
addressed in Chapter 13. Experience in the last decade has shown
that achieving CDR stewardship requires active and continual
collaboration with the science community including both data
producers and data users. Examples include Atmospheric Radiation
Measurement (ARM) and Aeronet surface observations, the global
surface temperature record,Tropical Atmosphere-Ocean buoys, and
many forms of satellite observations for ocean, land, and atmosphere
climate variables. Climate Data Science Teams (CDSTs) will be
discussed in Goal 6 as a critical implementation strategy for the
climate observing system.
Long-term CDRs will come about through the harmonious integration
of highly accurate, research-quality observing systems with longer
term operational and paleoclimate data.To reach the desired level
of climate quality will also require additional efforts for current
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operational systems.We anticipate that CDSTs will be required to
produce climate-quality data and represent the organizational link
that provides operational level continuity with research-quality science
direction.
The stewardship of scientific data is required to produce the climatequality data sets that are a critical resource for policymakers and a
legacy for future generations. As the length of CDRs increase, the
power of the data to narrow uncertainties will increase and provide
a basis for future decisions.

Goal 4: Integrate modeling activities with the
observing system.
There are two primary roles for observations in the improvement of
climate models: evaluation and initialization. At the same time, climate
system models provide important insights for the improvement and
interpretation of measurements through the use of simulations.
These two-way interactions of observations and models affect not
only the design but also the improvement of the observing system.

Objective 4.1: Develop protocols to evaluate models
with climate-quality observations
Model testing uses observations to determine the uncertainties in
current climate models and to prioritize needed improvements in
future models.This is the most critical function of climate data
records and depends primarily on two factors: (1) accuracy and
stability of the climate data; and (2) the intrinsic background
variability or noise in the Earth’s climate system. Both factors vary
with temporal and spatial scale. Climate system noise is typically
largest at short time scales and small spatial scales (e.g., seasonal/
regional scales), and smallest at long time scales and large spatial
scales (e.g., century/global scales). Useful climate model tests
require that both the data accuracy and the climate system noise be
carefully assessed. As a result, climate accuracy requirements cannot
be specified as a single number per variable, but must also be defined
at several relevant temporal and spatial scales. Examples of relevant
temporal/spatial scales include monthly/local, seasonal/regional,
annual/zonal, and decadal/global. Some climate data records will
have sufficient accuracy or stability to resolve regional climate
change but inadequate coverage to resolve global changes and vice versa.
Consequently, observations and models of the climate system
cannot make progress without continuous interaction between and
understanding of the uncertainties in each research area (see also
Chapter 10, Objective 1.3). Rapid progress requires regular interaction
between the modeling and observation communities through
CDSTs. One of the most critical collaborations between climate
model and measurement scientists in the future will be the definition
of prediction accuracy metrics capable of constraining key model
uncertainties, such as cloud and water vapor feedback. Currently,
such metrics are rather ad hoc because of the difficulty in unraveling
the complex nonlinear climate system and in documenting climate
data accuracy as a function of time and space. In the simplest sense,
how would you recognize a perfect climate model if you had one?
What tests would it pass? How will we know when the observing
network is sufficient to characterize, attribute, and predict climate
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changes accurately? The answers are a function of both climate
models and the climate observing system design.
The definition of climate model evaluation metrics will affect
observing system design. As models and data improve in quality,
these metrics will evolve in an iterative fashion over the next decade.

Objective 4.2: Use observations to initialize
climate variability models
Climate model initialization is primarily effective only for seasonalto-interannual time scales, and for initialization of the state of the
world’s oceans, soil moisture, and vegetation.These latter conditions
reflect climate processes with sufficiently long time scales that their
initial state can affect seasonal-to-interannual climate states.The
prime initialization example is prediction of El Niño events using
initial ocean conditions.To improve short-term climate forecasts, it
will require new and improved technologies in data assimilation
and better utilization of in situ and remotely sensed global ocean,
atmosphere, and terrestrial observations of key physical variables,
such as ongoing observations of temperature and new measurements
of salinity and soil moisture (see Chapter 10, Objective 1.4).

Objective 4.3: Utilize climate system models to
assist in the design of observation systems
While climate models are not perfect, for some variables they can
strongly support the estimation of accuracy requirements for
CDRs. Consider the following simple paradigm of climate change:
forcing => feedback => response => climate change. If
the Earth were such a simple linear system, then designing observing
systems and testing climate model predictions would be a relatively
straightforward process. But the climate system is highly coupled and
fundamentally nonlinear. Consequently, intrinsic internal variability
is an inherent part of the real climate system. Climate change must
be detected and understood. However, this signal is usually smaller
than the background climate variability (e.g., year-to-year climate
variability). CDRs will require accuracies at a temporal and spatial
scale greatly below the level of natural variability.
Unfortunately, most quantitative observations of the climate system
only exist for the last century and are a combination of background
and climate variability, climate change, and observation error. Using
the total variability of the system to define measurement requirements
represents only an upper limit on required accuracy and is not likely
to be sufficient. Climate model simulations, on the other hand, do not
include the full complexity of the Earth’s climate system.The models
typically represent an underestimate of background variability. As a
result, climate model ensemble simulations can be used to estimate
the required accuracy for the observation system.The ensembles
can also specify intrinsic variability of the system as a function of
temporal and spatial scale.These simulations can use varying climate
forcing and can separate background variability from the climate
signal by running large numbers of simulations with slightly varying
initial conditions, but the same boundary conditions.

Objective 4.4: Develop protocols for validating data
assimilation and reanalysis products from the
observing system
Increasingly, global and regional data sets derived from data assimilation
models and retrospective reanalysis models are being used for climate
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research, monitoring (time series), diagnostics, applications, and
impact assessments (see Objective 1.8 and also Chapter 10,
Objective 1.5). Evaluation protocols must be developed to assess
the accuracy and stability of these reanalysis products for climate
applications. Acceptable error standards need to be established that
will provide guidance on whether the data sets are usable or not,
especially at regional scales and for model-derived/computed
parameters.

Goal 5: Foster international cooperation to develop
a complete global observing system.
The range of global observations needed to understand and monitor
climate processes, and to assess human impacts, exceeds the capability
of any one country. Cooperation is therefore necessary to address
priorities without duplication or omission (see Chapter 15).
Satellite missions and in situ networks require many years of planning.
Observations of the state of and trends in planetary processes cut
across land, water, air, and oceans. National programs need to fit
into larger international frameworks. At the international level,
participation in both science and operational oversight committees
must be continued, and strengthened or developed in disciplines
that have not yet developed a global system.
In 1998, Parties to the United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change (UNFCCC) noted with concern the mounting
evidence of a decline in the global observing capability and urged
Parties to undertake programs of systematic observations and to
strengthen their capability in the collection, exchange, and utilization
of environmental data and information.The United States supports
the need to improve global observing systems for climate, and will
join other Parties in submitting information on national plans and
programs that contribute to the global observing capability.

Objective 5.1: Foster and support international
partnerships in observations
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observations—is especially important. International partners are
also important in the implementation of field campaigns that are
best carried out with the full scientific involvement and logistical
support of the host countries.
The full implementation of a global system for climate will require
enhanced international coordination and commitment. Components
for atmospheric, oceanic, terrestrial, and satellite observations
are supported at varying levels depending on scientific priorities,
availability of national contributions, and the sophistication of the
relevant observing technologies. A specific focus on climate variables
is essential to provide an adequate database to meet climate needs.
Recently, these observing systems, their sponsors, and the satellite
community have developed the International Global Observing
Strategy (IGOS). IGOS is a strategic planning process, uniting the
major satellite and surface-based systems for global environmental
observations of the atmosphere, oceans, and land in a framework
for decisions and resource allocations by individual partners.The
IGOS Partnership (IGOS-P) focuses specifically on the observing
dimension in the process of providing environmental information for
decisionmaking.This includes all forms of data collection concerning
the physical, chemical, and biological environments of our planet, as
well as data on the human environment, pressures on the natural
environment, and environmental impacts on human well-being.
IGOS-P is currently focusing on identifying and gaining commitments
for essential requirements for observing oceanic processes, global
carbon, atmospheric chemistry, the global water cycle, geo-hazards,
and coral reefs as part of a future coastal initiative.
Bilateral agreements provide another strategy for achieving
partnerships in observations and monitoring. Additionally, activities
such as the U.S.-led Earth Observations Summit, the Subsidiary
Body for Scientific and Technical Advice (SBSTA) meetings, and
UNFCCC Conferences of the Parties provide opportunities to build
international consensus—both scientific and political—for the
implementation of a more integrated global climate observing system.

The United States is an active and leading partner in the development
and support of a global observing system that assembles key elements
from a number of observing networks under the aegis of appropriate
international organizations.With regard to climate, GCOS has fostered
the integration of key elements including meteorological observations
from the WWW Global Observing System, atmospheric constituents
from the Global Atmosphere Watch, hydrological observations from
the World Hydrological Observing System, critical oceanographic
climate variables from the Global Ocean Observing System (GOOS),
and several terrestrial variables from the Global Terrestrial Observing
System (GTOS). Coordination of global satellite observations is
carried out through the Committee on Earth Observation Satellites
(CEOS).This is particularly important as multi-national, multispacecraft constellations and increased use of higher altitude orbits
(e.g., geostationary) are used to improve the temporal resolution of
global observations that may further enhance decision support.

Objective 5.2: Provide support for key
observations in developing countries

Given the importance of validating satellite observations under a
broad range of geophysical and biogeochemical conditions,
participation of international partners—in providing coincident and
correlative information that can be used to test and improve satellite

The U.S. research community can point to numerous examples where
it has contributed to measurements of key variables in developing
countries. Many of these have provided valuable long-term data.
The networks to measure atmospheric constituents through flask
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Developing countries provide key opportunities and challenges for
observing systems.While many developing countries have the
potential to make routine weather observations, and do so on a regular
basis, many do not have the capability to collect and disseminate
reliable observations of other variables that are critical for climate
characterization and understanding. Further, many developing countries
do not have adequate human resources to take full advantage of climate
projections that would yield many benefits to their citizens.
It has been established that many developing countries lack either
the capital or human resources to support high-quality observations
or to sustain data and information systems. Countries often lack
adequate capital for investment in equipment and supplies, trained
technical staff, or maintenance capability.
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sampling and through vertical soundings have contributed a global
database of important information on greenhouse gases.The
oceanographic community has successfully engaged many coastal
nations to participate in one or more of its observing systems (e.g.,
sea level, drifting floats and buoys, volunteer ships, etc.). International
programs addressing terrestrial processes have demonstrated similar
successes in observing ecosystems, obtaining hydrologic information,
and initiating cryospheric measurement.
CCSP has specifically noted the key role that the United States
can play in improving observational networks. In the President’s
June 2001 Rose Garden speech, he stated that “We’ll also provide
resources to build climate observation systems in developing
countries and encourage other developed nations to match our
American commitment.”
The United States can contribute further by:
• Evaluating existing networks’ capability to meet established
climate requirements
• Improving existing networks through direct contributions to
international programs [e.g., the World Meteorological
Organization’s (WMO) Voluntary Cooperation Programme]
• Forming partnerships with other developed countries to make
directed investments to meet developing country inadequacies
• Providing direct assistance through U.S. programs of aid to
specific developing country activities, such as the U.S. Agency
for International Development (USAID)
• Continuing and expanding the collaborative international scientific
programs that address critical climate variables.

Objective 5.3: International coordination through
membership in key international groups
It is essential for the United States to maintain a leadership role in
those international programs, both research and operational, that
support climate observations of importance to U.S. programs.The
principal international research programs (e.g., the World Climate
Research Programme, the International Geosphere-Biosphere
Programme, and the International Human Dimensions Programme)
invite members from the U.S. scientific community and often from
federal agencies to serve on relevant steering committees and working
groups.These committees and working groups provide a forum for
planning future research campaigns and for developing observational
components that often lead to continuing measurement strategies.
Individuals participating in these groups provide key links between
U.S. and international research programs.
With regard to observations, U.S. scientists serve on the steering
committees and working groups of the global observing systems
and provide continuing advice to them.The principal programs for
atmosphere, ocean, and terrestrial observations of climate include
GCOS, GOOS, and GTOS, as well as their working groups.
U.S. scientists also serve on more operationally oriented international
committees that support ongoing observational activities. Examples
include the Commissions of the WMO (e.g., Basic Systems,
Climatology, Hydrology, etc.) and the Joint Commission for
Oceanography and Marine Meteorology sponsored by WMO and
the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission. Individuals
named to such groups serve as national representatives.These
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groups establish observing requirements, develop protocols for data
and information exchange, and obtain international commitments.
CCSP encourages U.S. scientists to continue their important roles
in support of these diverse international programs.

Goal 6: Manage the observing system with an effective
interagency structure.
The development of a national observing and monitoring system
will require a coordinated management plan, which involves all
federal agencies that conduct research and operational observations
of the climate system.The management approach described in this
goal follows the general guidelines outlined in Chapter 16.
However, based upon the “best practices” learned over the history of
USGCRP, a more detailed management structure is described for
the observation system within this goal. Experience has shown that
scientific oversight is key for the maintenance of climate-quality
data from observing systems; consequently, the management plan
will engage the science and user communities in key oversight and
evaluation capacities. Finally, the observing system will be global and
carried out with the nations of the world; therefore, cooperation at
the international level for both operational and scientific oversight
will need further development (see Goal 5).
At present, some of these management elements are in place, but a
well-coordinated national management plan for observing the climate
system is not, and will be addressed in the coming decade. At the
federal level, coordination at the program level will be strengthened
to address implementation, and oversight by agency principals will
be established. Scientific oversight will occur through a layered
pyramid of working groups starting at the most basic level of
instrument teams and building up to an observing system science
advisory council.This structure has been demonstrated to be an
effective strategy over the lifetime of USGCRP and this goal expands
the “best practices” learned to the observing system as a whole.

Objective 6.1: Provide coordinated management
groups for the observing system elements
The management of the observing system elements will vary
depending on size and complexity. Space systems, both operational
and research, require focused project management groups that
are dedicated to monitoring health and safety, providing command
and control, receipt and quality control of downlinked data, fault
recovery, and ground tracking, if necessary.
In situ systems can vary from control and maintenance of a single
convenient site on land to maintenance of a large international
network at sea.While the former can rely on a simple management
program, the latter requires a much larger national management
group and international coordination. CCSP will coordinate
management groups of similar measurement techniques and logistics;
coordinate with international management where applicable; work
with international implementation coordination groups, such as the
Joint Commission on Oceanography and Marine Meterology; and
finally provide overall management and guidance for the national
system as a whole through an interagency working group.The
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selection and oversight of management groups will depend on
whether they are research or operational, and federal, commercial,
or university.

as the Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer, Stratospheric Aerosol
and Gas Experiment, and Active Cavity Radiometer Irradiance
Monitor; the international Argo ocean profiling float program; the
NOAA-led Baseline Surface Radiation Network; and DOE’s ARM
Program.The reason that CDSTs are required for most, if not all,
climate data records is the extreme accuracy needed for rigorous
climate records (see Objective 3.1). Because the methods of
measurement vary so greatly, effective CDSTs focus on just a
few of the climate data records, and some only on a single
CDR. A minimal list of variables needed as CDRs is given in
Appendix 12.1.

Objective 6.2: Provide Climate Data Science Teams
for climate data stewardship
The foundation of the management strategy is to obtain key CDRs
through the use of CDSTs. Definition of the CDSTs is based on the
last 2 decades of experience and lessons gained from previous Earth
observation systems focused on climate measurements. A clear
message from this experience is the need for CDSTs.These teams
are composed of a group of scientists and engineers whose purpose
is to convert raw instrument data into CDRs, including calibration,
algorithm development, validation, error analysis, quality control,
and data product design. If the data volume is small, the CDST
may also produce and distribute the data products. If the data
volume is large, the CDST may interface to a separate data center
for production, archiving, and distribution.

Most CDSTs are chosen by scientific peer review.They consist of a
principal investigator and a set of co-investigators.The co-investigators
lead key instrument, algorithm, sampling, validation, and data
management functions. CDSTs include members of the climate
modeling or climate analysis community (i.e., data users).This is
key to keeping the CDST focused on the most effective approach to
meeting users’ needs. Most CDSTs are currently funded by a single
U.S. agency. CDSTs have their work and products peer-reviewed.
CDSTs are often used in national and international assessments of
the state of climate science and climate impacts.They document the

Examples of effective CDSTs include the production of climate
versions of the surface air temperature records; most NASA EOS
satellite data products, as well as those of precursor activities such
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climate data products and their quality through web documents,
conference papers, and journal papers.

Objective 6.3: Develop science and management
advisory boards and councils to prioritize across
climate system components and to guide
system evolution
Observing system science direction will be provided by boards and
councils. It is too long a step between a single CDST focusing on
one or two climate variables and CCSP. A logical structure will be
needed between these two extremes.The structure chosen must be
able to handle the following set of changes and prioritizations:
• Evolving scientific understanding and changes in accuracy
requirements
• Changing financial/human resources and delivery schedules
• Evolving technology for developing and implementing improvements
• Changing instrument, surface site, and spacecraft operations
• Changing data management interfaces and technology (e.g.,
production, distribution, and archival)
• User-driven changes in data product format requirements.
Addressing these trade-offs between resources, requirements, and
climate variables will require a hierarchical science management
committee structure.While there are many ways to provide such a
structure, climate data and climate modelers will be best served by
a structure that gives highest priority to tight integration of major
climate system components (see Figure 12-6). Portions of such a
system have evolved over the last decade, primarily at the international
level as discussed under Goal 5. It is most fully evolved and effective
for ocean observations, while the process for terrestrial observations
is at a much earlier stage of development. More of this structure
will be developed by CCSP for the United States.
The CCSP cabinet-level management structure is at the top level,
responsible for resource commitments to the climate observing
system.
The second level consists of a sub-group of CCSP—the Observing
System Management Executive Council (OSMEC), composed of
agency executives capable of committing agency funding.This group
will provide a formal interface with international coordination
groups, such as CEOS and IGOS-P.
Two groups comprise the third level.The first is an interagency
program management group responsible for providing resources to
implement the observations and to support science investigations—
the Observing System Operations Executive Council (OSOEC).
The second is the highest level science advisory group—the U.S.
Observing System Science Executive Council (OSSEC).This science
council makes recommendations to both OSMEC and OSOEC by
prioritizing across the entire climate observing system. In addition,
OSSEC will develop the objectives and requirements for the
observing system, based on input from the Climate Science
Advisory Councils of the research elements and decision support
groups, and will evaluate the ability of the observing system to
meet these objectives.These Climate Science Advisory Councils will
also provide OSSEC with evaluation reports on the performance of
the system in meeting the needs of its users.
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At the fourth level, Climate Data Science Councils are responsible
for climate observations to support each of the seven major
CCSP research elements: Atmospheric Composition, Climate
Variability and Change,Water Cycle, Land-Use/Land-Cover
Change, Carbon Cycle, Ecosystems, and Human Contributions
and Responses, as well as Decision Support activities.The Climate
Data Science Councils could be a sub-group of the Climate
Science Advisory Councils shown in Figure 12-6. Some of the
Climate Science Advisory Councils already exist, such as the U.S.
Climate Variability and Predictability (CLIVAR) team for the
Climate Variability and Change theme.The Climate Data Science
Councils address the complete range of climate variables within
their theme.
A minimum set of climate variables is given in Appendix 12.1.
Some variables will be relevant to several of the Climate Data
Science Councils. Such overlaps are inevitable in any management
structure given the tight coupling of processes in the climate system.
It is the responsibility of OSSEC to assign primary responsibility for
each variable to one of the Climate Data Science Councils.The
Climate Data Science Councils are responsible for setting CDR
requirements for absolute accuracy, stability, and space/time
sampling.
At the fifth level, Climate Data Science Boards will address data
parameters grouped into the most natural subsets for climate
processes and/or for the type of instrumentation. For example, one
of the Climate Variability and Change science boards would cover
radiative energy from the top of atmosphere to the surface of the
Earth. Some of these groups have already been formed by individual
agencies (e.g., sea surface topography, ocean winds, sea surface
temperature, and ocean color within NASA).Within each Science
Board there are in situ, satellite, and field experiment observations.
The advantage of this approach is that the linkages of surface,
satellite, and in situ data types for key climate parameters are
actively considered in any observing system trade-offs and will be
valuable to the implementation decisions of OSOEC. Each CDST
will report to the relevant Climate Data Science Board.
The Climate Data Science Boards and Executive Councils will meet
as required to assess progress in the data system, nominally once
per year.These meetings are expected to be indepth workshops
sufficient to deal with the complex trade-offs and linkages between
the observing system components. Every 5 years, a major assessment
of the entire climate observing system would be produced,
reviewed by the National Research Council, and coordinated with
international assessments (e.g., the International Conference on
Ocean Observing Systems for Climate, GCOS Adequacy Reports,
IPCC assessments).
These boards and councils must include members of the climate
data user community (e.g., climate modelers, climate analysts), as
well as CDST representatives and data management representatives.
In addition, members of the community who participate in
international science or operations groups will be ex officio members
of their appropriate counterpart board or council.The most efficient
organization will be to maximize the extent that the data management
and climate modeling management structures parallel that of climate
observing and monitoring.
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Objective 6.4: Provide a management structure
that allows clear interagency responsibility,
prioritization, peer review, and evolution
of the observing system
Observations and monitoring of the climate system are carried out
by a number of federal agencies. Success will require a series of
steps to be initiated jointly by OSMEC, OSOEC, and OSSEC.These
steps include:
• Assign agency responsibility for measurement contributions to
each variable and measurement type.These contributions would
typically be defined in terms of measurement system (satellite,
in situ, field experiment) and sampling (e.g., satellite orbits,
number/location of ground sites). OSSEC will be necessary in
this step in order to ensure that the climate monitoring
principles (see Appendix 12.4) are adhered to in assigning these
responsibilities and evaluating the ability of the observations to
meet the science objectives and requirements. If more than one
agency is involved in measuring a single parameter, OSSEC must
clearly define the responsibilities of each. Given the need for
independent observations, it is recommended that the United
States and the international community each provide at least one
measurement of each variable.This would ensure the absolute
minimum of two observations for each key climate variable.
• Assess the state of the climate observing system, including current
agency plans.This assessment must include climate observing
system requirements for each component as well as current and
planned capabilities.
• Once shortcomings are identified, the Executive Councils
(Science, Operations, and Management) and international groups
must coordinate a plan for eliminating these shortcomings over
time.
• Select the CDSTs for each climate variable, preferably through
peer review.Typically, for any given variable, there will be separate
CDSTs for surface and satellite observations.This is dictated by
the large differences in instrumentation, calibration, operations,
and sampling for these systems.
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APPENDIX 12.1

EARTH CLIMATE SYSTEM OBSERVATIONS
This table provides a summary of “State” and “Forcing/Feedback” variables for the major components of the Earth system for which observations are
required. In parentheses, “I” and “S” denote measurements made by in situ and space-based instruments, respectively. See Annex C for source information.

(1) Atmosphere

STATE VARIABLES

EXTERNAL FORCING OR FEEDBACK VARIABLES

• wind (I/S)
• upper air temperature (I/S)
• surface air temperature (I/S)
• sea-level pressure (I)
• upper air water vapor (I/S)
• surface air humidity/water vapor (I/S)
• precipitation (I/S)
• clouds (I/S)
• liquid water content (I/S)

• sea surface temperature (I/S)
• land surface soil moisture/temperature (I/S)
• land surface structure and topography (I/S)
• land surface vegetation (I/S)
• CO2 and other greenhouse gases, ozone and chemistry, aerosols (I/S)
• evaporation and evapotranspiration (I/S)
• snow/ice cover (I/S)
• shortwave and longwave surface radiation budget (I/S)
• solar irradiance and shortwave/longwave radiation budget (S)

• upper ocean currents (I/S)
• sea surface temperature (I/S)
• sea-level/surface topography (I/S)
• sea surface salinity (I/S)
• sea ice (I/S)
• wave characteristics (I/S)
• mid- and deep-ocean currents (I)
• subsurface thermal structure (I)
• subsurface salinity structure (I)
• ocean biomass/phytoplankton (I/S)
• subsurface carbon (I), nutrients (I)
• subsurface chemical tracers (I)

• ocean surface wind and wind stress (I/S)
• incoming surface shortwave radiation (I/S)
• downwelling longwave radiation (I/S)
• surface air temperature/humidity (I/S)
• precipitation (freshwater/salinity flux) (I/S)
• evaporation (I/S)
• freshwater flux from rivers and ice melt (I/S)
• CO2 flux across the air-sea interface (I)
• geothermal heat flux—ocean bottom (I)
• organic and inorganic effluents (into ocean) (I/S)
• biomass and standing stock (I/S)
• biodiversity (I)
• human impacts—fishing (I)
• coastal zones/margins (I/S)

(2) Ocean

(3) Terrestrial

• topography/elevation (I/S)
• land cover (I/S)
• leaf area index (I)
• soil moisture/wetness (I/S)
• soil structure/type (I/S)
• permafrost (I)
• vegetation/biomass vigor (I/S)
• water runoff (I/S)
• surface ground temperature (I/S)
• snow/ice cover (I/S)
• subsurface temperature and moisture (I/S)
• soil carbon, nitrogen, phosphorus, nutrients (I)
• necromass (plant litter) (I)
• subsurface biome/vigor (I)
• land use (I/S)
• groundwater and subterranean flow (I)
• lakes and reservoirs (I/S)
• rivers and river flow (I/S)
• glaciers and ice sheets (I/S)
• water turbidity, nitrogen, phosphorus, dissolved oxygen (I/S)

• incoming shortwave radiation (I/S)
• net downwelling longwave radiation (I/S)
• fraction of absorbed photosynthetically active radiation (I/S)
• surface winds (I)
• surface air temperature and humidity (I/S)
• albedo (I/S)
• evaporation and evapotranspiration (I/S)
• precipitation (I/S)
• land use and land-use practices (I/S)
• deforestation (I/S)
• human impacts—land degradation (I/S)
• erosion, sediment transport (I/S)
• fire occurrence (I/S)
• volcanic effects (on surface) (I/S)
• biodiversity (I/S)
• chemical (fertilizer/pesticide and gas exchange) (I)
• waste disposal and other contaminants (I)
• earthquakes, tectonic motions (I/S)
• nutrients and soil microbial activity (I)
• coastal zones/margins (I/S)
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APPENDIX 12.2

ILLUSTRATIVE RESEARCH MILESTONES
FOR OBSERVATIONS AND MONITORING

This table provides examples of observing priorities highlighted in the research element chapters (Chapters 3-9) of this plan.

Atmospheric Composition
•
•
•

•
•

Continue baseline observations of atmospheric composition over North America and globally.
Improve description of the global distributions of aerosols and their properties.
Develop and improve inventories of global emissions of methane, carbon monoxide, nitrous oxide, and nitrogen oxides (NOx) from anthropogenic and
natural sources.
Monitor global distributions of tropospheric ozone and some of its precursors (e.g., NOx).
Continue monitoring trends in ultraviolet radiation.

Climate Variability and Change
•
•
•
•
•

Improve effectiveness of observing systems, including deployment of new systems and re-deployment of existing systems, as well as the collection of
targeted paleoclimatic data.
Improve estimates of global air-sea-land fluxes of heat, moisture, and momentum.
Regularly update and extend global climate reanalyses.
Conduct process studies for needed observations of critical ocean mixing processes.
Develop a paleoclimatic database to evaluate climate models.

•
•
•
•
•

Develop an integrated global observing strategy for water cycle variables.
Characterize water vapor in the climate-critical area of the tropical tropopause.
Monitor drought based on improved measurements of precipitation, soil moisture, and runoff.
Test parameterizations for clouds and precipitation processes.
Initialize and test boundary layers and other components in models.

•
•
•
•
•

Continue to acquire global calibrated coarse-, moderate-, and high-resolution remotely sensed data.
Provide global maps of areas of rapid land-use and land-cover change, and location and extent of fires.
Quantify rates of regional, national, and global land-use and land-cover change.
Develop global high-resolution satellite land-cover databases.
Provide operational global monitoring of land use and land-cover conditions.

•

Provide U.S. contributions to an international carbon observing system, including measurements of carbon storage, fluxes, and complementary
environmental data.
Assessment of the quality of measurements that support global carbon cycle science.
Measure atmospheric carbon dioxide and methane concentrations and related tracers in under-sampled locations.
Observe global air-sea fluxes of carbon dioxide, lateral ocean carbon transport, and delivery of carbon from the land to the ocean.
Develop database of agricultural management effects on carbon emissions and sequestration in the United States.

Water Cycle

Land-Use/Land-Cover Change

Carbon Cycle
•
•
•
•

Ecosystems
•
•
•
•
•

Define requirements for ecosystem observations to quantify feedbacks to climate and atmospheric composition, to enhance existing observation
systems, and to guide development of new capabilities.
Quantify biomass, species composition, and community structure of terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems in relation to disturbance patterns.
Maintain and enhance satellite terrestrial, atmospheric, and oceanic observing systems and networks, to monitor trends in ecosystem variables to
parameterize models and verify model projections.
Continue and enhance long-term observations to track changes in seasonal cycles of productivity, species distributions and abundance, and ecosystem
structure.
Provide data quantifying aboveground and belowground effects of elevated carbon dioxide concentration in combination with elevated ozone
concentration on the structure and functioning of agricultural, forest, and aquatic ecosystems.

Human Contributions and Responses to Environmental Change
•
•
•
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Gridded world population database, including time series as far as possible into the past.
Human footprint data set that depicts the geographic extent of human impacts on the environment.
Produce elevation maps depicting areas vulnerable to sea-level rise and planning maps depicting how state and local governments plan to respond to
sea-level rise.
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APPENDIX 12.3

CLIMATE CHANGE RESEARCH INITIATIVE (CCRI)
ACTIVITIES IN OBSERVATIONS AND MONITORING
Ocean Observations

CCRI Milestones

CCRI funds will be used to work toward the establishment of an ocean observing system that can accurately document climate-scale changes in ocean
heat content, carbon uptake, and sea-level changes. Global tropical measurements will be augmented to improve seasonal forecasts. Ocean reference
stations will be added to improve routine analyses of ocean-atmosphere fluxes at these stations to improve energy balance studies and coupled modeling
parameterizations. In addition, key locations will be instrumented to improve understanding of abrupt climate change detection. The requirements for ocean
observations for climate have been well documented, the relevant technology is available, and the international community is mobilized through GCOS and
GOOS to implement key elements of the system.

Atmosphere Observations

CCRI funds will be used to work with other developed countries to reestablish the benchmark upper air network, emphasizing data-sparse regions; to
upgrade the GCOS surface network for baseline variables; to deploy mobile Atmospheric Radiation Measurement program facilities; to begin planning for
an early copy of an NPOESS aerosol instrument; and to place new Global Atmospheric Watch stations in priority sites to measure pollutant emissions,
aerosols, and ozone, in specific regions.

Aerosol Observations

Aerosols and tropospheric ozone play unique, but poorly quantified, roles in the atmospheric radiation budget. CCRI investments will be used to begin
implementation of plans developed by the interagency National Aerosol-Climate Interactions Program to define and evaluate the role of aerosols that
absorb solar radiation, such as black carbon and mineral dust. Proposed activities include field campaigns, in situ monitoring stations to measure black
carbon and aerosol precursors, global climatologies of tropospheric aerosols, and satellite algorithm development.

Carbon Cycle Observations

Research objectives for carbon cycle science include improved observations to address some of the field’s greatest areas of uncertainty. CCRI funds will
be targeted for the integrated North American Carbon Program (NACP), a priority of the U.S. Carbon Cycle Science Plan. NACP calls for implementing a
North American Carbon Cycle Observing System consisting of a network of small aircraft stations and tall towers to obtain profiles of carbon gases for
determining sources and sinks of carbon dioxide in the United States, expansion of the AmeriFlux sites, the development of automated carbon dioxide and
methane sensors, improvements in ground-based measurements, and inventories of forest and agricultural lands. In addition, funds are provided for
improved estimates of carbon dioxide over and into the ocean derived from ship-based instruments.
In addition, CCRI will select and award development assistance projects for climate monitoring in developing nations.
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APPENDIX 12.4

GCOS CLIMATE MONITORING PRINCIPLES4
1.
2.
3.

Effective monitoring systems for climate should adhere to the following principles:

The impact of new systems or changes to existing systems should be assessed prior to implementation.
A suitable period of overlap for new and old observing systems is required.
The details and history of local conditions, instruments, operating procedures, data processing algorithms, and other factors pertinent to
interpreting data (i.e., metadata) should be documented and treated with the same care as the data themselves.
4. The quality and homogeneity of data should be regularly assessed as a part of routine operations.
5. Consideration of the needs for environmental and climate-monitoring products and assessments, such as IPCC assessments, should be
integrated into national, regional, and global observing priorities.
6. Operation of historically uninterrupted stations and observing systems should be maintained.
7. High priority for additional observations should be focused on data-poor regions, poorly observed parameters, regions sensitive to change,
and key measurements with inadequate temporal resolution.
8. Long-term requirements, including appropriate sampling frequencies, should be specified to network designers, operators, and instrument
engineers at the outset of system design and implementation.
9. The conversion of research observing systems to long-term operations in a carefully planned manner should be promoted.
10. Data management systems that facilitate access, use, and interpretation of data and products should be included as essential elements of
climate monitoring systems.
Furthermore, satellite systems for monitoring climate need to:
a. Take steps to make radiance calibration, calibration monitoring, and satellite-to-satellite cross-calibration of the full operational constellation a
part of the operational satellite system.
b. Take steps to sample the Earth system in such a way that climate-relevant (diurnal, seasonal, and long-term interannual) changes can be
resolved.
Thus, satellite systems for climate monitoring should adhere to the following specific principles:
11. Constant sampling within the diurnal cycle (minimizing the effects of orbital decay and orbit drift) should be maintained.
12. A suitable period of overlap for new and old satellite systems should be ensured for a period adequate to determine inter-satellite biases and
maintain the homogeneity and consistency of time-series observations.
13. Continuity of satellite measurements (i.e., elimination of gaps in the long-term record) through appropriate launch and orbital strategies should
be ensured.
14. Rigorous pre-launch instrument characterization and calibration, including radiance confirmation against an international radiance scale
provided by a national metrology institute, should be ensured.
15. On-board calibration adequate for climate system observations should be ensured and associated instrument characteristics monitored.
16. Operational production of priority climate products should be sustained and peer-reviewed new products should be introduced as appropriate.
17. Data systems needed to facilitate user access to climate products, metadata, and raw data, including key data for delayed-mode analysis,
should be established and maintained.
18. Use of functioning baseline instruments that meet the calibration and stability requirements stated above should be maintained for as long as
possible, even when these exist on de-commissioned satellites.
19. Complementary in situ baseline observations for satellite measurements should be maintained through appropriate activities and cooperation.
20. Random errors and time-dependent biases in satellite observations and derived products should be identified.

4 The

ten basic principles were adopted (in paraphrased form) by the Conference of the Parties (COP) to the U.N. Framework Convention on Climate Change
through Decision 5/CP.5 of COP-5 at Bonn in November 1999.
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Data Management and Information

CHAPTER CONTENTS
For each goal, this chapter introduces the objectives
for data management to be addressed in the
coming decade based upon current knowledge and
infrastructure.
Goal 1: Collect and manage data in multiple
locations.
Goal 2: Enable users to discover and access data
and information via the Internet.
Goal 3: Develop integrated information data
products for scientists and decisionmakers.
Goal 4: Preserve data.
Management Structure
National and International Partnerships

One of the goals of the U.S. Climate Change Research
Initiative (CCRI) is to enhance and integrate observation,
monitoring, and data management systems to support
climate process and trend analyses.This chapter lays the
strategy for managing integrated data and information for
the next decade.
The nature of the concerted effort of the Climate Change
Science Program (CCSP) calls for an overarching data
policy that provides full and open access to Earth sciencerelated data in a timely fashion.The terms and conditions
of exchange and use for this purpose should be agreed to
both nationally and internationally. In the early 1990s, the
U.S. Global Change Research Program (USGCRP) agreed
to data exchange principles that are still adhered to today
(see Box 13-1).The governing law for U.S. Government
agencies, OMB Circular A130, specifically states that the
“open and efficient exchange of scientific and technical
government information, subject to applicable national
security controls and the proprietary rights of others,
fosters excellence in scientific research and effective use of
federal research and development funds.” Office of
Management and Budget (OMB) Circular A130 establishes
agency user charges at the marginal cost of dissemination,
including a provision that agencies can plan to “establish
user charges at less than cost of dissemination because of a
determination that higher charges would constitute a

significant barrier to properly performing the agency’s functions,
including reaching members of the public whom the agency has a
responsibility to inform”.This lofty standard should be emulated by
all participants in the larger endeavor described by this plan.
The need to manage data as a shared national resource in a manner
that focuses on the needs of end users has not previously been
recognized, nor has the challenge been undertaken in a serious and
systematic manner. Climate data are complex and variable as the
data are obtained by diverse means, across a broad range of disciplines,
for a variety of purposes, and by wide-ranging organizations—
individual researchers; institutions; private industry; and federal,
state, and local government organizations. These data come in
different forms, from a single variable measured at a single point
(e.g., a species name) to multi-variate, four-dimensional data sets
that may be petabytes (1015 bytes) in size.
Although new data sets that integrate information from multiple
sources are being developed, current efforts are limited in scope and
a significant expansion is required to meet the needs of policymakers
and scientists.The challenge is that data are often inconsistently
calibrated in space or time—making scientifically sound integration
of multiple data sets difficult. No simple data standard can be
designed that all data providers will utilize. Moreover, the U.S.
government has limited resources to support long-term electronic
data management beyond the life of individual investigators’ projects
or programs. Currently, no interagency management structure
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BOX 13-1

DATA MANAGEMENT FOR
GLOBAL CHANGE RESEARCH
POLICY STATEMENTS
• The USGCRP requires an early and
continuing commitment to the
establishment, maintenance,
validation, description, accessibility,
and distribution of high-quality, longterm data sets.
• Full and open sharing of the full suite
of global data sets for all global
change researchers is a fundamental
objective.
• Preservation of all data needed for
long-term global change research is
required. For each and every global
change data parameter, there should
be at least one explicitly designated
archive. Procedures and criteria for
setting priorities for data acquisition,
retention, and purging should be
developed by participating agencies,
both nationally and internationally. A
clearinghouse process should be
established to prevent the purging
and loss of important data sets.
• Data archives must include easily
accessible information about the data
holdings, including quality assessments,

supporting ancillary information,
and guidance and aids for locating
and obtaining the data.
• National and international standards
should be used to the greatest extent
possible for media and for processing
and communication of global data
sets.
• Data should be provided at the lowest
possible cost to global change
researchers in the interest of full and
open access to data.This cost
should, as a first principle, be no
more than the marginal cost of filling
a specific user request. Agencies
should act to streamline administrative
arrangements for exchanging data
among researchers.
• For those programs in which selected
principal investigators have initial
periods of exclusive data use, data
should be made openly available as
soon as they become widely useful.
In each case, the funding agency
should explicitly define the duration
of any exclusive use period.

developed not to fill unmet measurement
needs, but instead to improve the quality
of existing measurements.
Fulfilling the need for climate and
climate-related data that are useful for
scientists, planners, and other end users
will be a complex task.The overall
challenge, then, is:
To provide seamless, platform-independent,
timely, and open access to integrated
data, products, information, and tools
with sufficient accuracy and precision to
address climate and associated global
changes.
This challenge can be met through
development of a system that efficiently
links observations to data management
and analysis, and ensures timely delivery of
climate data and related information and
their preservation for future generations
(see Figure 13-1).This integration can
be implemented using proven and
emerging technologies such as the
Internet and digital libraries. Specific
goals in this effort are:
1) Collect and manage data in multiple
locations
2) Enable users to discover and access
data and information via the Internet
3) Develop integrated information
data products for scientists and
decisionmakers
4) Identify data to be preserved.

exists to develop and enforce adoption of a complex data management
solution. Scientific data that are not institutionally managed are at
serious risk of vanishing when the scientist or data collector turns
to other projects or retires.

These goals will be achieved through implementation of an effective
management structure that will ensure interagency coordination of
these efforts, scientific and technological guidance, and user input
and requirements.

Traditional core activities within data management have been
regarded to be data curation—quality control, context-setting (i.e.,
metadata), preservation, etc.—and distribution of data sets. In
order to focus on the needs of the scientists who use the data, we
must significantly expand this core to include data discovery (the
ability to locate data that are distributed across multiple institutions
and disciplines) and data interoperability (changes to how we conduct
data management in ways that free users from the productivity
losses associated with incompatible formats, unwieldy file sizes, and
large non-aggregated collections).

Researchers, planners, and decisionmakers need seamless access not
only to information produced by CCSP efforts, but also to the larger
scope of information produced by other federal, non-federal,
regional, and international programs and activities.These users should
be able to focus their attention on the information content of the
data, rather than how to discover, access, and use it.The challenge for
data management is a system where the user experience will change
fundamentally from the current process of locating, downloading,
reformatting, and displaying to one of accessing information,
browsing, and comparing data with standard tools, such as web
browsers, geographic information system (GIS) programs, and
scientific visualization/analysis systems, without concern for data
format, data location, or data volume.

In addition, many of the scientific and decision support needs of the
CCSP require analysis and processing of data into specialized products.
Even with a large number of measurement systems, there will always
be quantities of interest that are either impractical or impossible to
measure directly or routinely.Thus, physical models using instrument
data as inputs are implemented and can help fill some of the unmet
measurement needs of the program. Additionally, products are
144

The strategy for building this framework must be an evolutionary
process with a development model based on ongoing interactions
with users. In addition, modifications to existing systems and the
development of new systems will require use of existing technologies
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Societal Impacts
and Outcomes

VISION
To provide seamless, timely access to integrated climate
data, information, and products within the next decade

Decision Support Systems
Individual Researchers; Institutions; Private Industry;
and Federal, State, and Local Government Organizations
Web Browsers, GIS Tools, Scientific
Visualization, and Analysis Systems
Federal, Non-Federal, Regional, and
International Programs and Activities
Distributed, Heterogeneous
Science Communities
Quality Control, Context Setting,
Metadata, and Preservation
Data Sources - NASA, NOAA,
USGS, NSF, DOE, others

User Communities

Delivery Systems

Information, Products,
and Service Providers
Data Analysis and Manipulation

Data Management and Archiving

Raw Observational Data

Figure 13-1: Roadmap from data collection to decision support. Source: NASA.

with the vision that the systems would be regularly updated with
new technologies to respond to user requirements. Such a framework,
with established metadata and quality control/quality assurance
standards, mechanisms of transport, protocols, and requirements, will
permit data and product providers to contribute their information
as well as allow users to query and access the system for relevant
information.The challenges to CCSP will be pursuing unprecedented
levels of cooperation across current data management institutions
and programs and a commitment to mapping the future development
and execution of a suitable strategic plan.
The guiding principles for this CCSP data management plan are:
• The measure of success will be the ability of scientists and
decisionmakers to access “stand-alone” or “integrated” data and
information in a consistent and easily accessed format.
• The value added will be integration—many types of climate
data from different suppliers will be available in a manner
consistent with user requirements.
• The methods used by data suppliers to deliver data to their
“customers” need will evolve with new technology.
• It will be easy for users to discover and access data (local,
regional, national, and international).
• The system will be responsive to user feedback.
• The system will preserve irreplaceable data, making use of
effective compression technologies where appropriate.

• There will be an open design and open standards process.
• Operations will be reliable, sustained, and efficient.

Goal 1: Collect and manage data in multiple locations.
A distributed system requires CCSP to exploit advances in information
technology that enable the development of a distributed data and
information system in which data will be collected and managed in
multiple locations including federal, state, and local agencies;
academic institutions; and non-governmental organizations. Our
ability to provide Climate Data Records (CDRs; see Chapter 12,
Objective 3.4) and climate information to the community will
depend on the interoperability of the system and metadata standards.
Long-term archiving and stewardship of the data will be the
responsibility of accredited (typically federal) data centers.

Objective 1.1: Develop standard metadata guidelines
Under this objective, CCSP will provide additional specific communitybased guidelines for scientific metadata content where and as
appropriate. One approach will be to adopt the ISO 19115/TC211
Geographic Information/Geomatics standard
(<http://www.isotc211.org>), which is built on the Federal
Geospatial Data Clearinghouse (FGDC) core standards.
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Objective 1.2: Expand
collaboration among data providers
CCSP will expand the collaboration between the federal data centers
and external (university, commercial, and non-profit) data service
providers.This collaboration will build on the strong foundation
provided by existing distributed systems, encompassing the data
centers established by federal science agencies, such as the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), Department of Energy,
U.S. Department of Agriculture, U.S. Geological Survey (USGS),
and the National Science Foundation.The data management plan
also calls for expanding partnerships with foreign governments,
intergovernmental agencies, and international scientific bodies and
data networks to provide data that are needed to address the
international character of research and decisionmaking.These
collaborations should improve access to regional, state, and local data.

Goal 2: Enable users to discover and access data and
information via the Internet.
This goal requires a greater emphasis on the development of a
framework to respond to the need for integration and communication
of information across disciplines and among scientists and policymakers.
Multi-agency and multidisciplinary institutional and data resources
will need to be targeted to develop standards and processes for
sound data management. System upgrades need to include the

User
Connects to
GCMD
Web Site

SEARCH
MODEL FORCING FORECAST DATA
<http://gcmd.nasa.gov>
OBSERVATIONS
SATELLITE DATA
MODEL FORCING FORECAST DATA
Keyword or Free-Text Search for Data
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implementation of tools to enable communication among multiple
data locations.The process of identifying the data requirements of
the program on a regular basis, including visualization, analysis, and
modeling requirements, needs to be strengthened. Human resources
will be required to perform these tasks, particularly individuals
with the technical expertise to support user requirements.These
needs will be addressed by CCSP (see Figure 13-2).

Objective 2.1: Improve access to data
Several activities are planned under this objective which will enable
improved access to data:
• Expand the Global Change Master Directory (GCMD) to facilitate
access to data. Agencies will provide descriptions in the format
needed for this action.
• Ensure the provision of socioeconomic data collected by federal
statistical agencies (e.g., the Census Bureau and the Bureau of
Economic Affairs), by resource management agencies (e.g., the
U.S. Department of Agriculture, U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers, the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, the U.S. Bureau of
Land Management, and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service), by
energy-related agencies (e.g., the Department of Energy and the
Environmental Protection Agency), and by state and local agencies.

Objective 2.2: Management of biological data
Management of biological data will receive priority. Objective 2.3
of the Observing and Monitoring research element focuses on
developing new capabilities for ecosystem observations.This is a
CCRI priority and is a critical need for evaluating the effects of
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Figure 13-2:
Search and direct
retrieval of data set
information from
NASA’s Global Change
Master Directory.
Source: NASA.
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climate change on ecosystems. Biological data management is
hampered by its requirement for extensive metadata, changes in
named taxonomic species, and availability (at present mostly in nonelectronic form and in the hands of individual investigators).

Objective 2.3: Data and information portals
Under this objective, CCSP will consolidate agency data information
into one portal; that is, an agency home page would provide a
mechanism for identifying all available data and information. CCSP
will create special, tailored portals for data products of interest to
the various CCSP working groups.These portals will use the
emerging web metadata clearinghouse technology to allow
researchers to locate and access coincident data of interest from
various observation systems.This will require implementation of
climate-quality data and metadata documentation, standards, and
formatting policies that will make possible the combined use of
targeted data products taken at different times, by different means,
and for different purposes. Additionally, CCSP will work toward
supporting the national climate observing system monitoring
architecture described in Chapter 12 (Objective 1.7)

Goal 3: Develop integrated information data products
for scientists and decisionmakers.
The goal of information analysis and interpretation is to incorporate
the multidisciplinary science elements of the CCSP in order to
integrate information and provide integrated products.This requires
that links between scientists and data managers on one hand and
data quality and data products on the other need to be enhanced to
provide a more effective translation of user requirements into data
products (see Chapter 12, Objective 3.4). Data managers must be
able to understand, communicate, and work closely with scientists
and others to ensure proper stewardship for the data archive and its
distribution. Data managers must be included in scientific working
groups and steering committees to guide the integration of data
management and science and decision support. CCSP will ensure
data quality and preservation by making data management an integral
part of any observing or data collection program. Decision support
needs will set the priorities for integrated products and help to
define and address data management issues associated with the
integrated products.

Objective 3.1: Establish links between
data providers and decisionmakers
A dialogue needs to be established between data providers and
decisionmakers to understand how scientific resources and knowledge
are currently used by decisionmakers. Scientific discussion, planning,
and implementation are needed for key data issues (e.g., gridding
algorithms, gap-filling periods of missing observations) to permit
assimilation of many CCSP data products. CCSP data analysis will
draw on and promote further advances in data-processing automation,
data visualization techniques, and web-based data delivery mechanisms.
Activities under this objective include:
• Create a link on the CCSP website where decisionmakers can
search for, locate, and link to data and information products
identified by CCSP working groups as potentially of significant
utility.
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• Develop a prototype of the provision of support services for
decision support systems. Provide an initial operational capability
that interfaces one or more CCSP data systems to one or more
decision support systems.
• Implement procedures to solicit climate information requirements
from regions, sectors, and users who are using climate projections
for management and policy decisions.

Objective 3.2:Application of
data products and information
The emphasis on regional data, modeling, and decision support
activities is increasing. Researchers and stakeholders are collaborating
to develop applications based on research findings. An example of
this effort is an experiment to integrate scientists and stakeholders
to frame and apply El Niño-Southern Oscillation forecasts and other
research products in a variety of regions and economic sectors.
Regional environmental data products that can provide up-to-date
information on environmental conditions to decisionmakers—and,
if appropriate, allow an interactive “If…, then…” environment—
must be anchored in considerations of input and process uncertainties
and outcome accuracies. Decision support services must provide
information about uncertainty to be of maximum utility to
decisionmakers.This objective includes:
• Improve access to climate data and information for addressing
regional concerns and issues
• Provide geo-referenced and spatially and temporally averaged
socioeconomic data products for integrated studies
• Continually improve and clearly articulate the accuracy of
regional data.

Objective 3.3: Harness emerging technologies
CCSP needs to take advantage of emerging information systems
such as Digital Libraries (DLs). DL is a paradigm for investment by
several agencies that has the potential of becoming the world’s most
vital environment for discourse and resources promoting excellence
in science and education. Data management could be greatly
informed and enabled by the DL technology.The guiding principles
for the development of DL are to provide a spectrum of
interoperability, to provide one library with many portals, and to
leverage the energy and achievements of others. DL’s effort will
focus on building a comprehensive library of digital resources and
this effort will enhance CCSP’s successful implementation.

Goal 4: Preserve data.
One daunting challenge of the 21st century is the management of
the large volume of highly diverse data describing the Earth’s climate.
These data are a result of comprehensive observing and monitoring
systems and models producing new data sets from the climate
observations.The size of the data archives is growing faster than we
can derive information from them. For example, NASA’s Earth
science data holdings increased by a factor of six between 1994 and
1999; the total amount of data doubled between 1999 and 2000. It
is estimated that by 2010, the size of a major U.S. archive for data
from NOAA, NASA, and USGS will be 18,000 terabytes (1018
bytes). Lessons learned from NASA’s pioneering efforts in handling
their current holdings (more than 2,500 terabytes) must be used by
147
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BOX 13-2

EXAMPLES OF DATA PRODUCTS
Chapter 3 –
Atmospheric Composition
• Improved description of the global
distributions of aerosols and their
properties.
• A 21st century chemical baseline for
the Pacific region against which
future changes can be assessed.
Chapter 4 –
Climate Variability and Change
• New and improved climate data
products, including assimilated data
from satellite retrievals and other
remotely sensed and in situ data for
model development and testing;
consistent and regularly updated
reanalysis data sets suitable for climate
studies; centuries-long retrospective
and projected climate system model
data sets; high-resolution data sets
for regional studies; and assimilated
aerosol, radiation, and cloud
microphysical data for areas with
high air pollution.
• A paleoclimatic database designed to
evaluate the ability of state-of-the-art
climate models to simulate observed
decadal to century-scale climate change,
responses to large changes in climate
forcing, and abrupt climate change.

Chapter 5 – Water Cycle
• Integrated long-term global and
regional data sets of critical water cycle
variables such as evapotranspiration,
soil moisture, groundwater, clouds,
etc., from satellite and in situ
observations for monitoring climate
trends and early detection of climate
change.
• Enhanced data sets for feedback
studies, including water cycle
variables, aerosols, vegetation, and
other related feedback variables,
generated from a combination of
satellite and ground-based data.
Chapter 6 –
Land-Use/Land-Cover Change
• Global high-resolution satellite
remotely sensed data and land-cover
databases.
• Operational global monitoring of
land use and land-cover conditions.
Chapter 7 – Carbon Cycle
• Global, synoptic data products from
satellite remote sensing documenting
changes in terrestrial and marine
primary productivity, biomass,
vegetation structure, land cover, and
atmospheric column CO2.

the community. In addition, new technologies need to be developed
that will enable us to keep all data needed for long-term global
change research, reducing the need to prioritize which data will be
archived.This endeavor would also consider lessons learned from
communities that already handle this volume of data (e.g., defense
intelligence, commercial video streaming).

Objective 4.1: Enhance the
data management infrastructure
Telecommunications bandwidth capacity must be adequate to
accommodate the movement of these larger data volumes as they
progress through an information cycle including measurements,
distributed scientific analyses, science models, predictions,
decision support tools, assessments, and policy and management
decisions. Increased levels of bandwidth will become available
through government research, development, and funding;
commercial availability and acquisition; and non-profit sector
partnering. It is important to keep in mind that the evolutionary
realization of this vitally needed infrastructure must be continually
planned. Another critical area requiring enhancement is the
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• Landscape-scale estimates of carbon
stocks in agricultural, forest, and
range systems and unmanaged
ecosystems from spatially resolved
carbon inventory and remote-sensing
data.
Chapter 8 – Ecosystems
• Data sets for examining effects of
management and policy decisions on
a wide range of ecosystems to predict
the efficacy and tradeoffs of
management strategies at varying
scales.
• Synthesis of known effects of
increasing CO2, warming, and other
factors (e.g., increasing tropospheric
ozone) on terrestrial ecosystems
based on multi-factor experiments.
Chapter 9 –
Human Contributions
and Responses to
Environmental Change
• Assessments of the potential economic
impacts of climate change on the
producers and consumers of food
and fiber products.
• Elevation maps depicting areas
vulnerable to sea-level rise.

development of new technologies for storage of large volumes of
data and information.

Objective 4.2: Preserve historical records
At the same time, many important heritage data sets face a growing
risk of loss due to deterioration of paper records, obsolescence of
electronic media and associated hardware and software, and the
gradual loss of experienced personnel (see, e.g., Figure 13-3).We
look to these historical records, from which we can derive longterm trends, to help provide the missing pieces of the overall climate
puzzle.The primary focus under this objective will be to identify
and rescue data that are at risk of being lost due to media deterioration,
poor accessibility, or limited distribution.

Objective 4.3: Support an open data policy
Another data management challenge is data policy—described as
the set of rules, regulations, laws, or agreements governing the
access and use of data. Database protection legislation, enacted in
Europe and proposed in the United States, has raised concerns that
the flow of scientific information may become much more constrained.
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Many of these policies are in conflict with each other and the challenge
will be to understand these conflicts and chart a course that benefits
all.This will necessitate the close interaction of and negotiation
between the database rights holders and users, in order to strike a
balance between protection and fair use (NRC, 1999f). Compiling
long-term climate-quality data sets from which long-term climate
trends can be derived will be greatly affected by the future data
policies of national and international bodies. CCSP will develop and
implement guidelines for when and under what conditions data will
be made available to users other than those who collected them.

National and International Partnerships
CCSP will facilitate access to the data and information required and
generated as part of this program. A critical need for observations
and data are identified throughout this plan. Box 13-2 provides
examples from each research chapter that illustrates the type of data
products to be generated; Box 13-3 provides examples of the type of
information products. Note that this latter box does not reflect output
from the various modeling activities described in each chapter.

Management Structure

BOX 13-3
Working in partnership with members and representatives of the
research community in federal agencies and academia, and with
appropriate committees of the National Research Council, CCSP
will seek to identify the data requirements of the program on a
regular basis, including visualization, analysis, and modeling
requirements. Priority attention will be given to those observations
and data that are central to a specific research element but for
which requirements are not currently being met, or that exist but
are not part of a publicly available data system. Accomplishment of
these goals will require an integrated management structure that
involves the CCSP agencies with oversight by members of the
external community. A Data Management Steering Committee
composed of federal, state, academic, and industry managers and
decisionmakers will provide oversight, priorities, coordination, and
recommendations to the CCSP Data Management Working Group
(DMWG). DMWG will be responsible for the preparation,
implementation, and periodic review of data management activities,
and publication of annual reports describing milestones achieved
and future activities. Close links via shared membership will be
maintained with the Observing and Monitoring boards and councils
as described in Chapter 12.
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Chapter 3 – Atmospheric Composition
• A State of the Atmosphere 2006 report that describes
and interprets the annual status of the characteristics
and trends associated with atmospheric composition,
ozone layer depletion, temperature, rainfall, and
ecosystem exposure.
Chapter 4 – Climate Variability and Change
• Documented impacts of climate extremes on regions
and sectors, and evaluations (both positive and
negative) of the implications should climate change in
the future.
Chapter 5 – Water Cycle
• Assessment reports on the status and trends of water
flows, water uses, and storage changes for use in
analyses of water availability.
Chapter 6 – Land-Use/Land-Cover Change
• Report on the regional and national impacts of
different scenarios of land use and land cover on
water quality and quantity.
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Chapter 7 – Carbon Cycle
• State of the Carbon Cycle report focused on North
America.
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Chapter 8 – Ecosystems
• Reports describing the potential consequences of
global and climatic changes on selected arctic, alpine,
wetland, riverine, and estuarine ecosystems; selected
forest and rangeland ecosystems; selected desert
ecosystems; and the Great Lakes.
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Figure 13-3: Changes in atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2) concentration
at Mauna Loa, Hawaii, over time. This figure illustrates the critical need to
preserve historical data. Source: Dave Keeling and Tim Whorf, Scripps
Institution of Oceanography.

Chapter 9 – Human Contributions and
Responses to Environmental Change
• Assessments of the potential health effects of combined
exposures to climatic and other environmental factors
(e.g., air pollution).
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The generation of U.S. and global data products will require
cooperation with national and international data centers and
institutions.The CCSP will utilize and participate in the development
of the data discovery and data interoperability framework being
advanced by other programs such as the U.S. Integrated Ocean
Observing System effort. CCSP will coordinate its activities with
international programs to take advantage of emerging data
management and information tools and technologies and sharing of
climate change data and information. Examples of international
programs that actively engage in data management include the
World Data Center system, which functions under the guidance of
the International Council of Scientific Unions (ICSU) and facilitates
international exchange of scientific data; the World Climate
Research Programme, which sponsors multiple major projects
involving international cooperation and data collection with guidance
by a Joint Scientific Committee; the International Human
Dimensions Programme on Global Environmental Change Data and
Information System (IHDP/DIS), which links social science data
centers and scientists; and the Data Management Coordination
Group of the Joint World Meteorological Organization/
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Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission Technical
Commission for Oceanography and Marine Meteorology, which is
currently developing an Oceans Information Technology Pilot Project.
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Communications

CHAPTER CONTENTS
The Need for Effective Communication
Dissemination of Credible and Reliable Research
Findings
Communication with Diverse Audiences
Coordination and Implementation

This chapter describes how the Climate Change Science
Program (CCSP) will improve communication of federal
government climate change science research. It highlights
current CCSP communication activities and outlines a
series of future steps.

The Need for Effective Communication
The CCSP has a responsibility for credible and effective
communications with stakeholders in the United States and
throughout the world on issues related to climate variability
and climate change science. Effective communication is not
always straightforward, however, as climate science is
complex and rapidly evolving, and respected scientists can
sometimes disagree in their interpretations.The economic
and policy dimensions of the issue can give rise to even
greater disputes among individuals with different policy
views. Professional, institutional, and cultural perspectives
can also impede the flow of information.
At the same time, the public investment in understanding,
mitigating, and adapting to climate variability and change
is substantial. As an essential part of its mission and
responsibilities, the CCSP will enhance the quality of public
discussion by stressing openness and transparency in its

scientific research processes and results, and ensuring the widespread
availability of credible, science-based information.
The CCSP and individual federal agencies generate substantial
amounts of authoritative scientific information on climate variability
and change.While public and private sector interests have made
progress in generating valuable climate science information, efforts
to improve public access to this information have not always kept
pace. Research findings are generally well reported in the scientific
literature, but relevant aspects of these findings need to be reported
in formats suitable for use by diverse audiences whose understanding
and familiarity with climate change science issues vary.
To further its commitment to the effective communication of climate
change science information, the CCSP has established the following
goals:
• Disseminate the results of CCSP activities credibly and effectively
• Make CCSP science findings and products easily available to a
diverse set of audiences.
In addition to CCSP efforts, individual federal agencies have
relationships with stakeholders, and they disseminate science-based
climate information. Efforts include activities in which agencies
respond directly to inquiries from the public and other stakeholders;
maintain websites and listservs; produce and distribute hardcopy
documents and multimedia products; conduct or sponsor briefings,
lectures, and press conferences; testify before Congress or other
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government bodies; finance scholarships, fellowships, and internships;
support museum exhibits and other public displays; sponsor,
participate, or otherwise contribute to meetings attended by
stakeholders; provide scientifically sound content for K-12 education
activities; and fund communication efforts managed outside the
federal government.Working with the agencies’ climate science
communications activities will be a key component of CCSP
communications efforts.
The CCSP acknowledges that in seeking to strengthen its ongoing
communications with diverse constituencies—ranging from
international, national, and regional policymakers to academic
researchers, adaptive management technical experts, the media, and
concerned citizens—it faces the challenges of constrained resources
and institutional fragmentation. CCSP’s ongoing communications
efforts will build on existing resources and explore new
communications and information-sharing opportunities.

Dissemination of Credible and Reliable
Research Findings
Responding to the direction of President Bush that the best available
scientific information be developed to support decisionmaking on
global climate change issues, CCSP has developed its strategic
planning and public review processes to facilitate “credible fact
finding” on (a) key climate science issues, (b) comprehensive climate
and ecosystem observing and data management systems, and (c) the
development of decision support resources.

Transparency and
Comprehensiveness
CCSP will undertake a number of approaches for ensuring that
research plans, reports, and related activities are prepared in an
open fashion. Approaches will include early and ongoing review of
draft and final work products by stakeholder communities; reporting
of key assumptions, methodologies, data, and uncertainties; the use
of a variety of decision support tools discussed in Chapter 11 that
relate research findings to policymakers and technical experts
involved in adaptive management decisions; and web-based
information that is freely available to all users.
To maintain credibility among users of the CCSP analyses and
projections, CCSP draft and final plans, reports of findings, and
projections of future outcomes will be posted on publicly accessible
websites, and all comments communicated by interested stakeholders
also will be posted for public review. CCSP will aim to make its
analyses comprehensive (i.e., covering a range of plausible policy
options) within the limits of the resources available for analysis.
Moreover, whenever possible and practical, CCSP will facilitate
comparisons with other relevant studies.
The CCSP public workshop held in December 2002 set a high
standard of open proceedings.The workshop presented the
current state of climate change science and gathered comments
from both scientists and public stakeholders on defining a strategy
for climate observations and research. All elements of the strategic
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planning process, including the Discussion Draft Strategic Plan, all of
the workshop proceedings, and all public comments received after
the workshop are openly available at the CCSP website,
<www.climatescience.gov>.

Reports on the Basis for Findings
and Levels of Confidence
CCSP aims to describe the basis for each of its key findings and
projections, with sufficient detail to allow independent reviewers to
replicate the underlying analyses. Evaluation and communication of
uncertainty and levels of confidence is also a crucial issue.
Uncertainties can arise from lack of knowledge; from problems
with data, models, terminology, or assumptions; and from other
sources, creating room for misunderstanding.
Because uncertainty can never be completely eliminated, CCSP will
develop systematic approaches for evaluating levels of confidence
and uncertainty and communicating this information.This will
enable users of the information to understand the uses and limits of
the information they are seeking to apply.Where appropriate,
“confidence level” descriptions will be used to communicate these
characterizations.The introduction of uncertainty is not intended to
imply a basis for inaction. In cases where the uncertainty of analyses
or projections is so large as to make the discrimination between
options impractical, this finding will be reported directly.

Communication with
Diverse Audiences

The Audience
Section 102 of the 1990 Global Change Research Act (P.L. 101-606)
requires CCSP to “consult with actual and potential users of the
results of the Program to ensure that such results are useful in
developing national and international policy responses to global
change.” As described in Chapter 11, CCSP is responding to this
charge within the framework of three decisionmaking categories:
(1) public discussions and evaluations based on available state-ofscience syntheses; (2) operational adaptive management decisions
undertaken by resource managers; and (3) support for policy
formulation.
Each of these decisionmaking categories has a unique set of
stakeholders. Stakeholders are individuals or groups whose interests
(financial, cultural, value-based, or other) are affected by climate
variability, climate change, or options for adapting to or mitigating
these phenomena. CCSP stakeholders range from members of
Congress to those involved in the development of state and
regional drought action plans, to those managers of agricultural
operations, water resource systems, fire, and fisheries, to the general
public.

Interactive Communication
CCSP will actively seek to learn from its constituencies through
ongoing dialogue and feedback mechanisms.The CCSP will aim to
improve dialogue with public and private sector constituencies with
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Figure 14-1: Two-way communications. The CCSP
plan encourages input from specific constituent groups
and from the public at large. Here, Janine Bloomfield of
Environmental Defense, a participant in the CCSP
Planning Workshop for Scientists and Stakeholders,
comments in a session on Resource Management
Decision Support (4 December 2002).
Source: Nick Sundt, CCSPO.

the end result of providing stakeholders with adequate opportunities
to help frame important scientific research activities.This dialogue
is an essential component of the development of decision support
discussed in Chapter 11 (see Figure 14-1).
Where practical and effective, CCSP will communicate through
professional, civic, and other membership organizations representing
key constituency groups, and through the news media. In this way,
CCSP can leverage those organizations’ and institutions’ information
dissemination capabilities.

There are many channels of communication that are available to
CCSP, including:
• Peer-reviewed scientific publications and science summaries for
diverse audiences
• The CCSP website
• The media
• Other outreach materials.

Publications
Most of the information produced under CCSP sponsorship is in
the form of peer-reviewed, published scientific articles and reviews.

CCSP will initiate a series of pilot projects that will serve as a
basis for longer term sustained efforts to improve two-way
communications with a wide range of interests.This effort will
reflect a commitment to learn from those same interests, and
incorporate feedback received regarding successes and shortcomings.
The initial pilots will be modest in scope and will likely involve
expansion of existing partnerships—for instance, an initiative to
coordinate information access and linkages among existing climate
change science-related websites.The pilot projects, as is the case
with ongoing communications efforts, will include an evaluation
phase to determine the design and implementation of subsequent
communication activities.

Accessibility of Science Information
for Diverse Audiences
The American public is making a sizeable financial commitment to
improving scientific understanding of climate variability and change.
In turn, the American public has a right to expect ongoing access to
high-quality scientific assessments and evaluations.

Figure 14-2: Our Changing Planet. Issued annually by CCSP, this report
summarizes the program’s recent accomplishments and near-term plans.
Published in hardcopy and in digital format, Our Changing Planet is a primary
source of information about federally funded research on global change.
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These articles and reviews are the products of specific agency program
efforts and are the working base of scientific knowledge. In addition
to the core research publications, CCSP will produce interagency
reports that integrate and synthesize information from nationally
and internationally sponsored climate science activities. One of
these reports will address climate change issues framed in a practical,
real-life perspective for the concerned, general public.
As described in Chapter 2, CCSP will focus interagency attention
on the ongoing development of synthesis and assessment products.
These products will support both policymaking and adaptive
management.The synthesis and assessment products take account of
the need for assessments on the full range of issues spanning all
CCSP objectives and will provide a “snapshot” of knowledge of the
climate, environmental, and socioeconomic aspects of climate
variability and change.The products will support specific groups or
decision contexts across the full range of issues addressed by CCSP,
and where appropriate, the Climate Change Technology Program
(CCTP).
Another CCSP publication is the Our Changing Planet report (see
Figure 14-2), which has established itself as the authoritative guide
to ongoing climate science research by federal agencies.This annual
report describes the activities, budgets, and plans of the U.S.
Global Change Research Program (USGCRP).The 2003 report,a
supplement to the President’s Fiscal Year 2003 Budget, also
describes the start-up activities of the U.S. Climate Change
Research Initiative (CCRI).

The CCSP Website
CCSP’s web initiatives are a valuable
tool for public education and
communications. Combined, the CCSP
and related websites—
<www.climatescience.gov>,
<www.usgcrp.gov>, and
<www.gcrio.org>—attract roughly
1 million visitors annually (see Box 14-1).
These websites provide a comprehensive
reference for users seeking information
on climate science structured around
scientific disciplines as well as by
sponsoring agency. In addition, scientists
can find information on funding sources
and announcements of research
opportunities.
The CCSP will implement a web
development strategy to improve
content and delivery to diverse
audiences to:
• Continue to update and improve
related interagency sites
• Increase target audience familiarity
with the CCSP websites and the
resources available through them
• Improve processes for preparing
documents for the web to ensure full
accessibility
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• Strengthen ties and links among CCSP interagency and agency
websites
• Expand online support for interagency working groups
• Better meet the growing demand for digital images
• Foster timely interactive dialogues with stakeholders
• Solicit from users reactions on usefulness of websites and ways
to make them more effective
• Produce periodic and annual summary reports documenting
progress and near-term objectives.

The Media
Americans obtain most of their news and information, and therefore
their impressions, about climate science through the mass-circulation
print and broadcast news media (see Figure 14-3). As they do in
other important public policy/science issues, the news media play
an essential role in informing Americans about climate change and
climate variability. CCSP will help ensure that the news media are
well equipped to meet the needs of their audiences by supporting
distribution of timely, credible, and useful information to news media
through printed and electronic means, and through participation
with and support for climate science journalism training activities as
appropriate.

Other Outreach Materials
CCSP will develop outreach materials on climate change science
fundamentals geared to varied audiences, using formats such as
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) and educational fact sheets.

BOX 14-1

‘E’ GOVERNMENT
AND CLIMATE SCIENCE
The CCSP’s initial interagency efforts to
improve communications via the web
(primarily through <www.usgcrp.gov>,
<www.climatescience.gov>, and
<www.gcrio.org>) have attracted nearly
1 million visitors annually, a number that
has continued to steadily increase.
Additional users, including scientists,
resource managers, planners, business
executives, journalists, students, teachers,
and others are increasing their use of the
Internet. By providing outstanding
content, well-designed websites can
serve these diverse users.
The E-Government Strategy presented
by the Office of Management and
Budget (OMB) in February 2002
emphasized that “the President has made
‘Expanding E-Government’ integral to a
five-part Management Agenda for making
government more focused on citizens
and results.” One example of a low-cost,

high-payoff opportunity for expansion is
the extension of the CCSP’s web strategy
to the new website of the Climate
Change Technology Program (CCTP),
<www.climatetechnology.gov>.
Accordingly, the CCSP is cooperating
with its partner program in developing
the new site, and the resulting close
web collaboration will continue to be an
ongoing high priority of both programs.
This cooperative effort, in addition to
efficiently using existing interagency
resources, will provide early and tangible
evidence of the fundamental linkage
between climate science and
technology—and between the people
and organizations working on different
facets of the climate change issue.
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carry out CCSP-sponsored information dissemination and
outreach activities.This group will work with the CCSP sciencebased and decision support working groups to ensure that the
program’s communications needs are met.
• Develop a comprehensive communications implementation plan
and funding plan, based on an inventory of existing communications
activities and building on experience from several short-term
pilot projects to determine and shape ongoing effective
communication strategies.

Improved Interagency
Working Relationships
Figure 14-3: A pivotal role for journalists. Because of their capability to
inform large and diverse audiences, the news media are crucial to CCSP’s
communications efforts. Shown here is Dr. John H. Marburger III, Assistant
to the President for Science and Technology and Director of the Office of
Science and Technology Policy, responding to journalists’ questions at the
CCSP Planning Workshop for Scientists and Stakeholders (3 December
2002). Source: Nick Sundt, CCSPO.

These FAQs will address particular climate science issues, including
model studies, state-of-scientific-understanding reports, “If…,
then…” scenario analyses, and decision support resources. Each
will be coordinated and produced with the involvement of the
appropriate CCSP technical working groups.
CCSP also recognizes the value of collaborating with the traditional
formal educational community.Working with a network of federal
departments and agencies—and their own networks of partner
educational interests—CCSP will develop a series of “Climate in
the Classroom” educational fact sheets on climate science.These
“white papers” will be written to provide the lay public with
information on topics such as climate models, the role of aerosols,
or the influence of oceans in shaping climate.While concise and
easily accessible to a broad audience, these fact sheets will also point
to additional resources that will allow individuals to get additional
information.They will be disseminated electronically via the web
and also will be targeted to key educational institutions and to key
resource organizations for distribution to specialized constituencies.
The number of fact sheets for the coming year will be determined
by resource availability. At a minimum, four fact sheets will be
developed and distributed over the first year.

CCSP will formalize and engage the existing informal interagency
climate Outreach and Communications group. Membership will
consist of key agency professionals whose responsibilities routinely
involve work with climate change science as part of their
communications activities—typically through agency communication
and education programs.
The Outreach and Communications working group will work with
the seven CCSP science-based and separate decision support, data
management, and observations and monitoring groups. It will also
work with stakeholders to ensure that the information needs of
public and private sector interests are understood. Efforts to improve
coordination among CCSP participating agencies will capitalize on
existing distribution systems and the strengths of participating agencies.

Comprehensive
Communications Plan
With interagency input, the CCSP will develop a comprehensive
communications implementation plan and the corresponding
communications/education budget using the results of the climate
science outreach and education activities inventory now underway.
The inventory will describe ongoing federal agency communications
and educational outreach activities related to climate variability and
change science.The interagency communications plan will be based
on the inventory and agency expertise and will include several
short-term communications pilot projects in order to explore the
effectiveness of new communication strategies.
The implementation plan will contain specific benchmarks and time
tables to allow tracking of the plan’s progress. It will be developed
in cooperation with agency representatives and other stakeholder
interests and will be completed by the end of 2003.

CHAPTER 14 AUTHORS
Coordination and
Implementation
In order to accomplish the goals of the CCSP communications
efforts, new mechanisms for interagency coordination and
implementation are needed. CCSP will:
• Formalize the interagency climate Outreach and Communications
working group so that it can participate actively in the
development of the CCSP master communications plan and
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CHAPTER CONTENTS
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Engaging the International Global Change Research
Community
Bilateral Discussions
Research
Observing Systems
Data Management
Capacity Building
U.S. Plans and Objectives for Future International
Cooperation

Goals for International
Cooperation in Climate Science
Climate varies over a wide range of geographic scales that
transcend national boundaries. Climate change and its
impacts are therefore intrinsically international in scope.
To study climate change and variability on appropriate scales
thus requires international cooperation—cooperation
among scientists and research institutions and governmental
agencies. U.S. scientists, institutions, and agencies are at
the forefront of such international cooperation, reflecting
the leadership role of U.S. climate science.The United
States, at the governmental level, similarly leads in efforts
to develop and maintain an intergovernmental framework
within which climate change science, including research and
observational programs, can be planned and implemented.
The overarching goals of U.S. efforts to promote
international cooperation in support of the U.S. Climate
Change Science Program (CCSP) are therefore to:
• Actively promote and encourage cooperation between
U.S. scientists and scientific institutions and agencies

and their counterparts around the globe so that they can aggregate
the scientific and financial resources necessary to undertake
research on change at all relevant scales, including both the
regional and global.
• Expand observing systems in order to provide global observational
coverage of change in the atmosphere and oceans and on land,
especially as needed to underpin the research effort.
• Ensure that the data collected are of the highest quality possible
and suitable for both research and forecasting, and that these
data are exchanged and archived on a timely and effective basis
among all interested scientists and end users.
• Support development of scientific capabilities and the application
of results in developing countries in order to promote the fullest
possible participation by scientists and scientific institutions in
these countries in the above research, observational, and data
management efforts.
To achieve these goals, CCSP has assigned high priority to development
of international cooperation to support the research elements of the
program in the realization of programmatic goals.This includes
working closely with U.S. scientists involved in the various CCSP
components to ensure effective advocacy of their programmatic
needs and interests in the complex international framework that has
been established for global change research. CCSP supports U.S.
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scientists in interfacing with international organizations and other
countries on the many broad issues related to global change and
global climate change.
CCSP remains dedicated to supporting and participating in existing
cutting-edge international climate change science and technology
research and assessments—for example, by assisting scientists in the
planning and implementation of international collaborative projects.
In doing so, CCSP continues to advocate maintaining the flexible
international framework that permits U.S. scientists and agencies to
select the approach that best suits their needs from various avenues
for international cooperation.
CCSP will continue to support improvement of data sharing across
international boundaries, thus contributing to the most effective
development of scientific results and knowledge; to seek reductions
in administrative and political barriers to international collaborative
research and scientific exchange; to support expansion of specific
observation systems and associated scientific infrastructure; and to
support research in areas such as the mitigation of and adaptation
to change—areas essential to economic development and its
sustainability. CCSP will also continue to support programs that are
building capacity through the training of competent scientists to
address global change issues, the education of stakeholders, and the
strengthening of institutions.

The International Framework
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Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research
(CGIAR).The United States, for example, is one of the largest
donors to CGIAR, which sponsors 16 international agricultural
research centers devoted to improving food security, alleviating
poverty, and improving the management of natural resources in
developing nations.These centers are engaged in biological research
that is intended to increase production of basic food crops and
livestock and to maintain and enhance the natural resource base
relating to soil, water, aquatic resources, agroforestry, and forestry.
The United States interacts at the intergovernmental level with
partner countries in United Nations organizations that support
global change research, both directly and indirectly. Preeminent
among these are the World Meteorological Organization (WMO);
the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission (IOC) of the
United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization
(UNESCO); the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP);
the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO); the United Nations
Development Programme (UNDP); and the World Health
Organization (WHO).The anticipated re-entry of the United States
into UNESCO should provide additional opportunities for U.S.
scientists to interact with and participate in the full range of
UNESCO science activities.Through its participation in UNEP,
UNDP, and the World Bank, the United States also participates
actively in and supports the Global Environment Facility (GEF), the
primary international institution for the exchange of energy and
carbon sequestration technologies with the developing world.

International Assessments and Applications
CCSP is a leader within a global network of active and engaged
international research scientists and institutions.This network has
developed an extensive framework to address both research and
observational requirements for addressing global climate change
issues.This framework includes a series of global-scale research
programs; non-governmental and intergovernmental international
organizations at both the regional and global level; various networks
for coordination of observing systems—both in situ and remote
sensing—and data exchange and management; international
assessments; and organizations that focus on education, training, and
capacity building.
The International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme (IGBP), the
International Human Dimensions Programme (IHDP), the World
Climate Research Programme (WCRP), Diversitas, and the Earth
System Science Partnership (ESS-P) are among the most important
of these organizations. CCSP has and will continue to interact with
these organizations directly when appropriate, and by supporting
U.S. scientists to participate in and provide dynamic scientific
leadership for them through financial support, provision of data
products, and scientific input.
National agencies that conduct and fund global change research,
satellite remote-sensing systems, agricultural and forest research,
and development projects also coordinate their efforts with their
counterpart agencies in other countries through a number of
organizations and networks.These include the International Group
of Funding Agencies for Global Change Research (IGFA), the
Committee on Earth Observation Satellites (CEOS), and the
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As a leader in climate change science, the United States assumes
responsibility to participate in and provide data to international
assessments such as those concerning ozone, biodiversity, ecosystems,
and climate. In addition to the role that the United States plays in
assessments, the federal government also provides support for and
data to a number of programs that apply climate change information
to provide critical decision support resources such as the U.S.
Agency for International Development’s (USAID) Famine Early
Warning System (FEWS NET).
The 1987 Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone
Layer stands as one of the best examples of effective international
cooperation on an environmental issue. In response to growing
evidence of stratospheric ozone depletion, the nations of the world
were able to develop the Montreal Protocol.Through global
cooperation and compliance and the development of new nondepleting technologies, the increase in atmospheric concentrations
of ozone-depleting gases has slowed and in some cases started to
decline. International assessment has been a critical part of this process
from the very beginning, providing the scientific underpinnings for
decisionmaking on this issue.The series of Scientific Assessments of
Ozone Depletion has provided decision support resources in the
form of scientific information about the global state of ozonedepleting compounds.
The Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (MA) is building a new
framework to link ecosystem services (e.g. food, fuel, clean water)
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with human well-being. MA takes an integrated and multi-scale
(local, regional, to global) approach and focuses on ecosystem
services, the consequences of changes in ecosystems for human
well-being, and the consequences of changes in ecosystems for other
life on Earth. It addresses questions like: “What are the potential
impacts, both positive and negative, of economic growth and
globalization on ecosystems?” and “What policies and actions
concerning ecosystems can best contribute to the alleviation of
poverty?” In particular, it assesses the current and historical trends
in ecosystems and their contribution to human health; choices for
conserving and sustainably managing ecosystems to augment their
contribution to human well-being; and scenarios for changes in
ecosystems and their impacts on human well-being. By taking an
integrated multi-scale approach that brings the latest scientific
data, MA will provide information that will allow decisionmakers
to review the trade-offs associated with choices they need to
make.
WMO and UNEP established the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) in 1988 to conduct multidisciplinary
reviews of current scientific and socioeconomic information
pertaining to climate change. IPCC performs its critical task
through an organizational structure composed of three working
groups and a task force:Working Group I assesses the science of the
climate system and climate change;Working Group II assesses the
vulnerability of socioeconomic and natural systems to climate
change;Working Group III assesses options for limiting greenhouse
gas emissions and mitigating climate change; and the Task Force
focuses on inventories of national greenhouse gases. CCSP
participates extensively in the IPCC process, including support
of the Working Group I Technical Support Unit, support for
the IPCC Task Group on Scenarios for Climate and Impact
Assessment, and support for scientist participation in IPCC
activities.
The Famine Early Warning System Network is an example of how
climate information can and is directly supporting decisionmaking
in areas that are highly susceptible to both man-made and natural
hazards, including change.The network combines food economy
analysis, which analyzes the structure of poor urban and rural
households in Africa, with a variety of data including climate to
determine the risk of food shortage.These analyses are conducted
on a seasonal basis and in response to predicted and observed
hazards as well as other conditions that may threaten food security
(e.g. natural disasters, market data).

Engaging the International
Global Change Research Community
The United States and U.S. scientists engage the international global
change research community in a variety of ways—for example, by
sponsoring and contributing to climate change science-related
workshops that foster cutting-edge science collaborations.
The Interagency Working Group for International Research and
Cooperation (IWG-IRC) brings together the U.S. federal agencies
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interested in international cooperation in climate change science.
This group traces its beginnings to the International Cooperation in
Global Change Research Act of 1990 (Title II).The primary purpose
of the working group is to provide international affairs support to
the research programs of CCSP. It consists of representatives of 11
U.S. agencies that have major interests in global climate change
science and technology. Meeting regularly, member agencies
exchange information on international issues pertaining to climate
change research and develop interagency approaches directed at
resolving these issues.The working group coordinates U.S.
interagency support for the international infrastructure that
provides coordination for the major international global change
research programs.
U.S. participation in IGFA aids in efforts to engage the national
funding agencies of over 20 member countries.This group ensures
that national funding agencies are regularly informed about national
global change research programs, supporting initiatives, facilities,
and related issues.The agencies then identify topics of mutual
interest that they address through their respective national processes
and, in some cases, coordinated international efforts. IGFA is also
concerned with the reduction of barriers to international collaborative
research at all levels—for example, constraints on the exchange of
scientists and equipment.
The United States actively promotes global change research in the
Antarctic and Arctic. Regarding the Antarctic, the United States
works through cooperation with parties to the Antarctic Treaty and
the Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research (SCAR). Regarding
the Arctic, the United States works through the Arctic Council, the
International Arctic Sciences Committee (IASC), and the Arctic
Ocean Sciences Board (AOSB).Work with these organizations will
advance fundamental knowledge of the polar regions as well as
provide observations that are critical to our understanding of climate.
The Arctic Climate Impact Assessment (ACIA), conducted under the
auspices of the Arctic Council and IASC, is assessing the consequences
of climate change on the circum-Arctic environment, its resources,
economy, and peoples.
An especially important example of U.S. efforts to engage scientists
in other countries in cooperative research involves Japan.The
United States is involved in a focused cooperative effort with Japan
in the geosciences and environment.Within this effort, a series of
10 annual workshops have been conducted on global change
research.This year, the United States hosted the 10th U.S.–Japan
workshop in this series, on the topic of “Water and Climate.”
Workshop topics for the two previous years were “Health and the
Environment” and “Carbon Cycle Management in Terrestrial
Ecosystems.”These meetings have proven to be an excellent forum
for the exchange of ideas and information and are serving to
stimulate international scientific collaborations.
A new series of bilateral discussions has recently been added to the
United States’ international affairs repertoire as a result of the
Climate Change Research Initiative (CCRI) of 2001.This initiative
provides yet another means to engage other countries in scientific
collaboration on climate change science and technology.These
activities are described in detail in the following section.
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Bilateral Discussions
President Bush’s climate change policy announcements on 11 June
2001 and 14 February 2002 highlighted the importance of international
cooperation to develop an effective and efficient global response to
the complex and long-term challenge of climate change. Under the
leadership of the Department of State, the United States adopted a
Bilateral Climate Change Strategy, focusing on countries or regional
entities that are responsible for nearly 75% of the world’s greenhouse
gas emissions.Through this important network of bilateral and
regional partnerships, the United States is advancing the science of
climate change, enhancing the technology to monitor and reduce
greenhouse gases, and assisting developing countries through capacity
building and technology transfer.
Working with a mix of developed and developing countries, the
Bilateral Climate Change Cooperation effort builds upon and
supplements the four U.S. international research and cooperation
activity goals: research, observations, data management and
distribution, and capacity building. Examples from the range of
activities included under the bilateral climate change effort are:
global climate observing systems; evaluation of climate systems
models; observations and data exchange; research on polar regions,
aerosols, and clouds; ocean and atmospheric research; research on
greenhouse gas sinks including land use, land-use change, and
forestry; advancement of clean and renewable energy technologies;
and energy efficiency. Capacity building and technology transfer
activities with developing countries also include cooperation in
economic and environmental/climate modeling, carbon cycle
measurements, monitoring and measurement of greenhouse gases,

Figure 15-1: Australia’s Federation Satellite carrying NASA’s Global
Positioning System receiver.

development of adaptive capacity to improve resource management,
implementation of integrated environmental strategies, investments
in climate observing systems, and creating partnerships for energy
efficiency.
The United States has made significant progress on many aspects of
the President’s international climate change agenda through the
establishment of results-oriented “action plans” with bilateral and
regional partners.These partners include Australia, Japan, the seven
Central American countries (Belize, Costa Rica, El Salvador,
Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua, and Panama), the People’s
Republic of China, the European Union (EU), India, Italy, New
Zealand, Canada, the Russian Federation, the
Republic of Korea, Mexico, and South Africa.
Specific examples follow.
Under the U.S.–Australia Climate Action
Partnership (CAP) the focus is on practical
approaches towards dealing with climate
change. Specific priority areas included under
CAP are climate change science and monitoring;
renewable and reduced emission stationary
energy technologies; engagement with business
on technology development; policy design and
implementation; capacity building in developing
countries; and greenhouse gas accounting in the
forestry and agriculture sectors (see Figure 15-1).

Figure 15-2: The NOAA Climate Monitoring and
Diagnostics Laboratory (CMDL) Carbon Cycle
Greenhouse Gases (CCGG) Group’s
Cooperative Air Sampling Network at Syowa,
Antarctica, is a collaboration with Japan’s National
Institute of Polar Research. The flasks collected here
are analyzed for 12 chemical species including
greenhouse gases and related isotopes.
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The U.S.-Japan High Level Consultations on Climate Change
(HLC) Working Group on Science and Technology focuses on seven
priority areas: improvements of climate models; impacts and
adaptation/mitigation policy assessment employing emission-climate
impact integrated models; observation and international data
exchange and quality control (see, for example, Figure 15-2);
research on greenhouse gas sinks including land use, land-use
change, and forestry; research on polar regions; and development of
mitigation and prevention technologies. Experts also
are collaborating on issues relating to developing
countries and market-based approaches.

The United States and Italy have developed a bilateral partnership
encompassing a wide range of cooperative science and technology
projects and activities, including climate change modeling, atmospheric
processes, the carbon cycle, remote sensing, human and ecosystem
health, and ocean observations and the ocean ecosystem. On the
technology side, the partnership is advancing cooperative efforts on
hydrogen infrastructure and energy technologies, including fuel
cells, renewable energy, advanced power systems, and advanced

The United States and seven Central American
countries (Belize, Costa Rica, El Salvador,
Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua, and Panama)
agreed to enhance climate change collaboration
under the auspices of the Central AmericanUnited States of America Joint Accord, known by
its Spanish acronym CONCAUSA.The partnership
emphasizes the need for intensified cooperative
efforts to address climate change through scientific
research, estimating and monitoring greenhouse
gases, investing in forestry conservation, enhancing
energy efficiency, utilizing new environmental
technologies, enhancing capacity to adapt to
climate change, and collaborating to better
understand its regional impacts. In March 2002,
the State Department announced a CONCAUSA
Action Plan that included $2 million in new funds
from USAID, with supplemental project support
from EPA and NASA.
The United States and the People’s Republic of
China have agreed under an approved charter to
collaborate on a broad suite of climate change
science and technology issues, including cooperative
research on and analysis of gases other than carbon
dioxide, economic/environmental modeling,
integrated assessments and evaluation strategies
for adaptation, capture and sequestration,
observations and measurements, institutional
partnerships, energy and environment follow-up
to the World Summit on Sustainable Development,
and existing clean energy protocols and annexes.
Under the agreement of representatives to the
U.S.–EU High Level Dialogue on Climate
Change on 23 April 2002, a “U.S.–EU Joint
Meeting on Climate Change Science and
Technology Research” convened in Washington on
5-6 February 2003, to enhance cooperation on
climate-related science and research.The two
sides identified cooperative research activities in
six areas: (1) carbon cycle research; (2) aerosolclimate interactions; (3) feedbacks, water vapor,
and thermohaline circulation; (4) integrated
observation systems and data; (5) carbon capture
and storage; and (6) hydrogen technology and
infrastructure.

Figure 15-3: NASA/NASDA Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) microwave imager data.
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energy technologies including carbon capture and sequestration.
The two countries have announced their intention to promote the
exchange of graduate students, young scientists, and senior scientists
in the area of climate change science and technology.
Most recently, the United States and India identified a broad range
of cooperative programs, including science and technology activities.
The two countries have identified collaborative efforts in the area of
climate change science—for example, the NASA/Japanese Space
Agency (NASDA) Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (see
Figure 15-3). Additional anticipated areas of collaboration are
adaptation, land-use change and forestry, climate modeling, ocean
observations for the Indian Ocean, economic and environmental
modeling, source-level measurement and monitoring, and a broad
range of energy issues.

Research
As discussed in the opening section, the United States has a number
of goals with respect to climate change science research. International
cooperation in research has an important role in focusing the
world’s scientific resources on the highest priority global change
research issues, in helping to reduce scientific redundancy in a
world of limited financial resources, and in improving the exchange
of information internationally. U.S. research efforts are significantly
enhanced through international cooperation. By developing both
conceptual and research frameworks, international research programs
provide models that aid U.S. program managers to plan and
coordinate their efforts. CCSP will to continue to facilitate cuttingedge climate change research by providing appropriate venues and

resources for scientists to meet, to identify research areas of common
interest, and to plan and implement joint projects.
Much of the research conducted and sponsored through CCSP
benefits from and contributes to projects sponsored by the four
major international research programs: IGBP,WCRP, IHDP, and the
Diversitas program (see Table 15-1).The Diversitas program is
dedicated to fostering global research on biodiversity in order to
provide information to be integrated into conservation and
sustainable management of biodiversity.
Examples of the links between the CCSP research elements and
international programs include the Climate Variability and
Predictability (CLIVAR) program and the Global Energy and Water
Cycle Experiment (GEWEX), both core programs of WCRP.The
CCSP Climate Variability and Change research element will continue
to work with CLIVAR, Stratospheric Processes and their Role in
Climate (SPARC), Past Global Changes (PAGES), and Climate and
Cryosphere (CliC) programs. Both the CCSP Climate Variability
and Change and Water Cycle research elements will continue their
work in close coordination with the GEWEX program.
The CCSP research elements maintain regular exchanges with the
various international projects to which they are related.The U.S.
scientists leading CCSP projects have offered substantial input to
the design and implementation of many of these projects that are
now underway. In addition to programs and projects that operate
under the auspices of the international global change research
programs, the CCSP research elements interact with many others
(see Table 15-2). For example, the scientists involved in the U.S.
North American Carbon Program (NACP) will, in order to realize
the research goals of the program, expand their interaction with
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Figure 15-4: Map of planned deep-ocean, repeat hydrography cruises to address scientific objectives of the U.S. CLIVAR and Carbon Cycle Science Program
objectives. Source: Chris Sabine, NOAA-PMEL.
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colleagues in Canada and Mexico and with the Carboeurope cluster,
the International Global Observing Strategy Partnership (IGOS-P),
and the Global Carbon Project as well (see Chapter 7).The programs
described in these two tables represent the primary international
interactions of the research programs within CCSP.

The synergies and coordination developed by such parallel programs
are instrumental in addressing global and regional issues. For example,
representatives of the world’s major climate modeling centers form
the WCRP/CLIVAR Working Group on Coupled Modeling
(WGCM) to collectively address needed advancements in coupled

TABLE 15-1

Examples of key programs and projects with which the CCSP research elements
cooperate, coordinated through the four international research programs
Project

Description
International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme (IGBP)

IGAC is dedicated to understanding the processes that determine atmospheric composition. This includes detailed
examination of the interactions between atmospheric and chemical composition, physical, biospheric, and climatic
International Global
Atmospheric Chemistry (IGAC) processes. They also investigate the prediction of impacts on atmospheric composition associated with natural and
anthropogenic forcing (see Chapter 3).

The primary objective of PAGES is to facilitate international cooperation in paleo-environmental research. PAGES
coordination embraces paleoclimatic aspects of the interactive physical, chemical, and biological processes that regulate
Past Global Changes (PAGES)
the Earth system, concentrating on those aspects which best inform our understanding of potential future changes of
relevance to human concerns (see Chapter 4).
Joint Global Ocean Flux Study
(JGOFS)

The JGOFS program was designed to advance our understanding of the processes that control carbon exchanges
between the atmosphere, surface ocean, ocean interior, and continental margins, and the sensitivity of these fluxes to
climate change.

Global Climate and Terrestrial
Ecosystems (GCTE)

The GCTE program investigates the effects of climate changes, atmospheric composition, and land use on the structure
and function of terrestrial ecosystems and how they lead to feedbacks to the atmosphere and the climate system (see
Chapter 8).

GLOBal ocean ECosystems
dynamics (GLOBEC)

Land-Ocean Interface in the
Coastal Zone (LOICZ)
Biospheric Aspects of the
Hydrological Cycle (BAHC)

The GLOBEC program is designed to investigate and advance our knowledge of the global ocean ecosystem, its major
subsystems, and its response to physical forcing, with emphasis on natural variability (see Chapter 8).

LOICZ studies biogeochemical processes and changes in the fluxes of materials from within river catchments to coastal
shelf boundaries, the influence of human activities on these changes, and the impact of flux changes on human welfare.
LOICZ also provides science information to the global community, especially decisionmakers and coastal zone managers
(see Chapter 8).
BAHC is an interdisciplinary project that fosters and promotes research to better understand the role that the terrestrial
biosphere plays in the Earth system, and the increasing human-induced changes (see Chapter 8).
World Climate Research Programme (WCRP)

The CLIVAR program is one of the major research efforts of WCRP concerned with climate variability, extending predictions
Climate Variability and Change of climate variation and refining estimates of anthropogenic climate change. CLIVAR will advance the findings of the
(CLIVAR)
successfully completed Tropical Ocean and Global Atmosphere (TOGA) project, and continues its valuable work with the
World Ocean Circulation Experiment (WOCE) (see Chapter 4).
Stratospheric Processes And
their Role in Climate (SPARC)
The Global Energy and Water
Cycle Experiment (GEWEX)

SPARC concentrates on the interaction of dynamic, radiative, and chemical processes in the stratosphere and what role
they play in climate. SPARC is constructing a stratospheric reference climatology; improving the understanding of trends
in temperature, ozone, and water vapor in the stratosphere; and improving the understanding of gravity waves (see
Chapter 4).
GEWEX focuses on the study of atmospheric and thermodynamic processes that determine the hydrological cycle and
water budget as well as their adjustments as a function of climate change (see Chapters 4 and 5).

Climate and Cryosphere, Arctic
ACSYS—a regional project studying climate of the Arctic region including its atmosphere, ocean, sea ice, and hydrological
Climate System Study (CliC,
regime—is being expanded into a global project, CliC, to investigate the role of the entire cryosphere in global climate.
ACSYS)
World Ocean Circulation
Experiment (WOCE)

The WOCE program was designed to understand and predict changes in the world’s ocean circulation, volume, and heat
storage that would result from changes in atmospheric climate and net radiation with a variety of in situ, remote-sensing,
and modeling methodologies.
International Human Dimensions Programme (IHDP)

Land-Use and Land- Cover
Change (LUCC)

LUCC, co-sponsored by IGBP, focuses on the understanding of the interrelationship between land use and land-cover
change, biogeochemistry, and climate. It addresses these issues with an interdisciplinary approach utilizing case studies,
models, and integrative analyses. Topics such as climate change, food production, health, urbanization, coastal zone
management, transboundary migration, and the availability and quality of water are addressed in LUCC research (see
Chapter 6).
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TABLE 15-1 (CONTINUED)

Examples of key programs and projects with which the CCSP research elements
cooperate, coordinated through the four international research programs
Project

Description
Jointly Sponsored IGBP/WCRP/IHDP Projects

Global Environmental Change
and Food Systems (GECAFS)
The Global Carbon Project
(GCP)
The Global Water System
Project (GWS)
Global Change SysTem for
Analysis, Research, and
Training (START)
Surface Ocean-Lower
Atmosphere Study (SOLAS)

GECAFS tries to address the suite of issues associated with population growth and globalization of economies as they
relate to food stability in the context of global environmental change. This includes consideration of the potential impacts
of global change on both individuals and societies (see Chapter 8).

GCP integrates atmospheric, oceanic, terrestrial, and human dimension aspects of the carbon cycle with commitment and
balanced input from the global environmental change programs. It has developed an international framework for carbon
research and investigates system-wide questions of interactions between humans and the carbon cycle. National and
regional studies contribute to the implementation of the project (see Chapter 7).
A joint water project, sponsored by all four global environmental change programs, is in the planning phase and will take
an integrative look at the global water system. GWS aims at understanding impacts of global change on local and regional
coupled water-human systems, and how local and regional anthropogenic activities in turn affect global environmental
change. Approaches to establish more sustainable water systems will be identified (see Chapter 5).
START focuses on regional interdisciplinary global change research. Its objective is to build scientific capacity in developing
countries through regional research and training to address the science and policy issues relevant to environmental
change and sustainable development. START has regional offices in East Asia, South Asia, Southeast Asia, Oceania,
Africa, and the Mediterranean.

SOLAS is a new international research initiative to carry out research at the interface between the oceans and the
atmosphere in order to achieve a quantitative understanding of the key biogeochemical-physical interactions and feedbacks
between the ocean and the atmosphere, and how this coupled system affects and is affected by climate and environmental
change (see Chapter 8).

modeling of the global physical climate system. Research activities
coordinated by WCRP elements have led to major advancements in
the understanding and modeling of the North Atlantic
Oscillation/Northern Hemisphere Annular Mode (NAO/NAM),
improved precipitation and solar insulation products, and advanced
representations of the Arctic in models.
The CLIVAR Variability of the American Monsoon (VAMOS)
program has been instrumental in enlisting the participation of
South and Central American scientists to focus on observing,
modeling, and assessing variability of the American monsoon system
and our ability to predict its changes. A new era of cooperation
between participating scientists and key organizations responsible
for national meteorological and oceanographic observational
systems is not only entraining key scientists, but is also enhancing
existing observational systems, initiating new observation capabilities
(e.g., rain gauge and sounding networks) for climate and application
research, and providing improved practical knowledge for
decisionmakers.
U.S. scientists play an important role in the research programs
carried out by the Inter-American Institute for Global Change
Research (IAI), and in bringing together the more than 200
research universities and government institutions in the Western
Hemisphere that make up its research network. Research programs
sponsored by IAI have aided in the development of new decision and
management tools in diverse areas, ranging from the incorporation
of long-range forecasts into dam management for hydropower and
irrigation to the establishment of a tri-national sardine fishery
forum that regularly brings together regulatory agencies, resource
managers, fishermen, and researchers from Canada, Mexico, and
164

the United States. In addition, IAI research enabled the first rigorous
scientific ranking of the drivers of global change, based on scenarios
of changes in global biodiversity.
Some of the most productive international cooperative interactions
are developed through international research expeditions and field
experiments.The Ocean Drilling Program (ODP) is an outstanding
example of a long-term field study that has obtained cores of sediments
and crustal rock from the oceans to improve understanding of the
history of changes in the oceans and climate.The National Science
Foundation (NSF) and Japan’s Ministry of Education, Culture,
Sport, Science, and Technology (MEXT) signed a memorandum of
understanding in April of 2003 to further advance scientific ocean
drilling through a new Integrated Ocean Drilling Program
(IODP—see Figure 15-5). IODP will develop ocean sediment
records from a global array of sites to allow a sophisticated and
detailed analysis of the causes, rates, and severity of changes in the
Earth’s climate system and their relation to major pulses in biologic
evolution on time scales ranging from a few hundred years to more
than 500,000 years.
Other recent examples of successful field campaigns include the
Indoex campaign off of India and over the Indian Ocean to study
atmospheric aerosols; the ACE-Asia and TRACE-P field campaigns
to study atmospheric trace constituent and aerosol observations
over East Asia and the Western Pacific Ocean; and the Large Scale
Biosphere-Atmosphere Experiment in Amazonia (LBA) campaign to
study the ecology and hydrology of the Amazon region. Such field
campaigns and others have demonstrated the great value of having
good relationships with host countries to ensure the highest quality
scientific observations.
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regions, especially those with harsh environments, and areas where
existing capabilities to make observations and collect data are limited,
such as the oceanic and interior land areas of the Southern
Hemisphere and both polar regions.

Observing Systems
Although climate modeling capabilities have progressed in recent
years, sustained improvements will require substantial expansion of
Earth observing systems, both remote and in situ, in order to fill
gaps in existing databases, especially in those areas of the world for
which existing data is sparse. Such data-sparse areas include remote

The United States hosted an Earth Observation Summit in July 2003
to engage the international community in a continuing dialogue on
the issues associated with building a comprehensive, integrated
Earth observation system.The Earth Observation Summit had four

TABLE 15-2

Additional examples of key international and regional programs and projects
with which CCSP research elements cooperate and/or coordinate
Organization

Project

Description
Intergovernmental Organizations

World Meteorological
Organization (WMO)

Hydrology and Water
Resources Programme

This group focuses on the application of hydrology to sustainable development, the mitigation of
water-related disasters, and effective environmental management at national and international levels
(see Chapter 5).

WMO/UNESCO

Hydrology for
Environment, Life, and
Policy (HELP) Program

HELP is a joint initiative of UNESCO and WMO, led by the International Hydrological Programme.
HELP is creating a new approach to integrated catchment management through the creation of a
framework for water law and policy experts, water resource managers, and water scientists to work
together on water-related problems (see Chapter 5).

United Nations
This is an intergovernmental capacity-building program and information center for information
Educational, Scientific,
International Hydrological
pertaining to water resources. It is dedicated to building the capacity of member states to better
and Cultural Organization Programme
manage and develop their water resources (see Chapter 5).
(UNESCO)

NEESPI will identify the critical science questions and establish a program of coordinated research
on the state and dynamics of terrestrial ecosystems in northern Eurasia and their interactions with
the Earth's climate system to enhance scientific knowledge and develop predictive capabilities to
support informed decisionmaking and practical applications (see Chapter 6).

Northern Eurasia Earth
Science Partnership
Initiative (NEESPI)
Intergovernmental
Oceanographic
Commission (IOC)/
Scientific Committee on
Ocean Research (SCOR)

Global Ecology and
Oceanography of
Harmful Algal Bloom
(GEOHAB)

Intergovernmental and Similar Organizations and Activities

International Research
Institute for Climate
Prediction (IRI)
European Commission

Inter-American Institute
for Global Change
Research (IAI)
Asia-Pacific Network for
Global Change Research
(APN)
International Long-Term
Ecological Research
(ILTER)

The GEOHAB program is an international program designed to improve international capabilities for
effective management and mitigation of harmful algal blooms. This research program utilizes a
comparative approach at a variety of scales from the cellular to the ecosystem level. This research
effort will improve understanding of the distribution of and trends in harmful algal blooms and the
influences of anthropogenic and climate-related factors (see Chapter 8).
IRI is dedicated to improving and providing climate predictions to help societies worldwide cope with
climate fluctuations, particularly extreme events that have great impacts on both human populations
and the environment.

Carboeurope

The Carboeurope cluster is a research program dedicated to understanding the terrestrial carbon
cycle for a range of environments in Europe, including carbon fixation and carbon sources and
sinks. These issues are considered in the context of climate variability, the availability of nutrients,
nitrogen deposition, and management. Their research effort is complemented by research in the
Amazon forests.

IAI is an intergovernmental research organization supported by 19 countries in the Americas. It is
dedicated to the understanding of global change and its socioeconomic implications. This includes
study of the natural and social sciences, the full and open exchange of data relevant to global climate
change, augmenting the capacity of countries to conduct scientific research, and the provision of
information in a timely manner and in a useful form for policymakers (see Chapter 9).
APN fosters global environmental change research in the Asia-Pacific region, increases the
participation of developing countries in that research, and strengthens the connection between the
science community and policymakers.

ILTER is an international organization dedicated to ecological research on long temporal scales and
large spatial scales (see Chapter 8).
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Figure 15-5: The January 2002 launch of the Japanese riser drill
ship Chikyu (Earth) in Kobe, Japan. This vessel and a U.S.provided non-riser drill ship will be the primary global scientific
ocean drilling platforms for the new Integrated Ocean Drilling
Program. IODP will address many fundamental and societally
important questions in Earth and ocean science including improving
our understanding of past climate and climate change.

major goals: to promote the international exchange of in situ,
aircraft, and satellite observations in a full and open manner and in
a timely fashion with minimal cost; to gain international agreement
on the concept of an international, comprehensive, integrated, and
sustained Earth observation system that will meet collective
requirements for observations, minimize data gaps, and maximize
the utility of the system; to establish an intergovernmental ad hoc
working group to develop a 10-year implementation plan for the
system; and to help improve observing systems and advance the
scientific capacity in developing countries.
The United States supports a number of international observing
systems and networks with which the CCSP research programs
work closely (see Chapters 5, 6, 7, and 8).The International Global
Observing Strategy Partnership (IGOS-P) incorporates a number of
large-scale observing systems that are designed to cover land,
through the Global Terrestrial Observing System (GTOS); the
ocean, through the Global Ocean Observing System (GOOS); and
climate, through the Global Climate Observing System (GCOS)
and the Global Observing System/Global Atmosphere Watch
(GOS/GAW).The United States not only supports these programs
directly, but also encourages the international global change
research programs to ensure that the observational needs of research
scientists are fed into IGOS-P and that the partners also benefit
from the observational expertise developed in research projects.
In the Arctic, the United States is also involved in a number of
international observing projects such as the Arctic and Subarctic
Ocean Fluxes Study (ASOF) and the North Pole Environmental
Observatory (NPEO).The ASOF program, which the European
Commission also provides support for, will monitor and advance
understanding of the oceanic fluxes of heat, salt, and freshwater and
their effect on global ocean circulation. NPEO, coordinated with
Japan and Canada, is a series of drifting buoys, oceanographic
moorings, and hydrographic casts that serve collectively as an
observing system.
The CCSP research programs will need to continue to work closely
with these observational program groups in order to benefit from
and contribute to them. CCSP assigns very high priority to the Argo
ocean observations program, a global array of free-drifting profiling
floats that measures the temperature and salinity of the upper 2,000
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meters of the ocean.The United States is actively seeking, through a
wide range of multilateral and bilateral cooperative efforts, to
encourage and promote a wide range of international participation to
complement the U.S. efforts. Cooperation in Argo has been initiated
successfully with Japan, Australia, the European Commission, China,
the Russian Federation, India, the Republic of Korea, Canada, Spain,
Norway, Germany, Denmark, France, the United Kingdom, and
New Zealand. Another important example of a focused observing
system of importance to CCSP is the program for the Global
Observation of Forest Cover and Global Observations of Land
Cover Dynamics (GOFC-GOLD—see Chapter 6).
Satellite remote-sensing systems are continually being developed to
take advantage of new technologies to collect an ever-widening range
of data on both global and regional scales. Successful implementation
of such systems requires development of collaborative international
ground-based networks, maintenance of these networks, and
assurance of calibration relative to widely recognized standards.This
can be accomplished only through collaboration among scientists
and national and international agencies from many nations. NASA
and NOAA work closely with their counterpart agencies in other
countries, such as the European Space Agency (ESA) and the
Japanese Space Development Agency (NASDA) to coordinate
planning and implementation of new satellite remote-sensing systems.
These agencies interact directly with one another regularly and as a
group in CEOS.
NASA also partners on a bilateral basis with its counterpart agencies
in other countries in algorithm development [e.g., with Canada,
Measurement of Pollution in the Troposphere (MOPITT)], instrument
development [e.g., with the United Kingdom on the HighResolution Dynamics Limb Sounder (HRDLS) and Brazil on the
Humidity Sounder for Brazil (HSB)], and mission implementation
(e.g., with Japan on the TRMM project and instrumentation for the
AQUA spacecraft).The United States and Japan are now actively
discussing the possibility of leading a multi-national Global
Precipitation Measurement (GPM) mission in the future. Similarly,
the United States and France have jointly provided for two satellites
measuring ocean surface height (TOPEX/Poseidon in 1992, Jason-1
in 2002), and are actively exploring further investments in this area
as part of a strategy to transition these research measurements to
operations.
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Data Management
Climate change science depends critically on the full and open
exchange of scientific observations and data both within and across
national borders. It is essential that scientists have the widest possible
access to scientific data in order to conduct effective research and to
develop reliable climate forecasts. Scientists involved in both research
and forecasting must also be able to make the data that they use
available for others to test, to replicate their research results and
forecasts, and to indicate lines for future research and forecasting.
Furthermore, these data must also be made available in a timely and
useful manner to policymakers and decisionmakers in order to assist
in efforts to mitigate the impacts of climate variability and change.
As a leader in and major supporter of climate change research, the
United States has the opportunity to influence the rest of the world
on issues pertaining to data management and thus to continue to
advocate the full and open exchange of scientific data across
international boundaries. It is also important to develop and
promote wide application of common methodologies and protocols
in order that collected data are of high quality, comparable, and
easily accessible, especially through an effective international network
of data archival and exchange systems.
A number of international efforts to manage and exchange data
have been underway for many years.The World Data Center System
(WDCS), established by the International Council of Scientific
Unions (ICSU), has successfully collected, maintained, archived,
and distributed scientific data, including climate change data. Since
it was founded,WDCS has expanded into a number of worldwide
independent sites.The Data and Information System (DIS) is the
data management portion of IHDP and links social science data to
scientists and institutions researching climate change.
CCSP expects to continue to interact closely with data management
and dissemination efforts such as NASA’s Global Change Master
Directory (GCMD) and the International Directory Network
(IDN). GCMD is the set of data and information systems from
individual agencies that support climate change science and serves
as the U.S. coordinating node of CEOS.The GCMD system utilizes
a standard format, known as the Directory Interchange Format
(DIF), that provides a simple user interface allowing access to over
1,800 data sets. Using the DIF system, CEOS developed IDN, which
allows worldwide access to data and information about climate
change.The Global Observation Information Network (GOIN)
project is an example of U.S.-Japan bilateral cooperation in Earth
observation information networks including satellite and in situ data.
All of these programs are examples of the ideals of data sharing the
United States continues to work toward internationally.

Capacity Building
CCSP and the major international research programs have recognized
that to address the myriad of issues associated with understanding
and responding to global change will require a truly global research
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effort.They have and will continue to provide resources in order to
build scientific capacity in developing countries and thus to improve
the ability of developing countries to undertake global change
research and to benefit more fully from the results of such research.
CCSP therefore supports a number of efforts to build scientific
capacity in the developing world.
A key component of this effort is the System for Analysis, Research,
and Training (START) that is sponsored jointly by IGBP,WCRP,
IHDP, and Diversitas. Its mission is to build capacity in developing
countries in order that they can conduct research on global change
and be better prepared to understand and thus mitigate the potential
impacts those changes may have for human health, agriculture,
natural resources, water, and food security.
The START program is hosted by the United States, and supported
in large part by CCSP, while also receiving direct support from
USAID and EPA. START is undertaking capacity building on a
regional basis in Africa, Southeast Asia, temperate East Asia, the
Mediterranean, and Oceania.The START program also sponsors
fellowships and training workshops, and is currently developing a
young global scientists’ network that will link young scientists in the
developing world with their peers in the United States.
Another example of a science project with a strong capacity-building
component is the Large-Scale Biosphere-Atmosphere Experiment in
Amazonia. LBA is designed to promote understanding of the effects
of climate, land-use change, ecology, and biogeochemical and
hydrological cycling in Amazonia. In the LBA campaign, capacitybuilding issues are addressed by requiring the involvement of
Brazilian scientists and students, and has become a critical criterion
in the selection of participants for the program.
Established in 1991, the Global Environment Facility funds
environmental projects in developing countries. Climate change
projects constitute approximately 40% of GEF’s activities—its
largest single focus.The United States has pledged $500 million over
the next 4 years for GEF, a 16% increase that leveraged $2.2 billion
and helped bring about the largest funding commitment in GEF’s
history. A significant portion of this funding is to help build capacity
by supporting the transfer of advanced energy and sequestration
technologies to the developing world.The Administration has also
pledged to pay U.S. arrears that had built up over the course of the
previous replenishment period.
The United States also supports two regional efforts that grew out
of the “White House Conference on Scientific and Economic
Research Related to Global Change” hosted by President George
Bush in 1990: the Inter-American Institute for Global Change
Research, and the Asia-Pacific Network for Global Environmental
Change Research (APN).The United States is the primary supporter
of IAI, and has joined with Japan in supporting APN. A goal of both
IAI and APN is to increase participation of developing countries in
global climate change research and to strengthen links between the
science community and policymakers. Both institutions, independently
and in collaboration with organizations like START, have strong
capacity-building programs.The United States seeks to complement
support of IAI and APN regions by advancing regional cooperation
in Africa.These efforts will not only contribute to improving the
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capabilities of African countries to conduct climate change science,
but in the long term also will result in improved databases for this
data-sparse region that, in turn, can improve models of climate
change around the world.
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•
•

U.S. Plans and Objectives for Future
International Cooperation
•
The overall framework for international cooperation in global
change research and observations has been responsive to the needs
of U.S. global change science. However, this framework should be
broadened and strengthened to keep pace with the evolving needs
of this science with respect to both research and observations.
•
To expand cooperation internationally, the President has announced
that the United States intends to:
• Commit $25 million to support the implementation of climate
observation and response systems in developing countries
• Expand funding of GEF
• Support the transfer of advanced energy and sequestration
technologies to developing countries in order to limit their
greenhouse gas emissions growth
• Expand cooperation in climate change research and technology
with a number of key countries and regional organizations
• Work with IAI and other institutions to better understand
regional aspects of climate change.
CCSP also will:
• Continue to support and advance regional cooperation in Africa,
possibly through a workshop that could lead to improved and
expanded hemisphere-scale regional cooperation in global
change research in Africa
• Expand international cooperation by continuing to support
bilateral discussions in climate change science and technology
• Support further development and expansion of global observing
systems through IGOS-P and three of its partners—GCOS,
GOOS, and GTOS—and the Argo program for ocean
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observations, through further multilateral and bilateral cooperative
efforts analogous to those already initiated
Expand cooperation in biodiversity research, especially through
the Diversitas program
Enhance efforts to bring science and technology to bear on
increasingly complex problems of natural resource development
(e.g., the application of climate information for improved
adaptation and disaster preparedness)
Work with the international global change research programs—
WCRP, IGBP, IHDP, and Diversitas—to promote effective
transition of a number of their present focused programs to
cross-cutting programs (such as the new programs on water,
carbon, and global change and food security) that are intended
to relate global change research more directly to major societal
and economic factors
Continue to work with and be supportive of international
assessments such as those of IPCC.
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Background
Several circumstances define the unique management
environment of the Climate Change Science Program
(CCSP). Fundamentally, CCSP integrates federal research
on global change and climate change, as sponsored by 13
federal departments and agencies (the Departments of
Agriculture, Commerce, Defense, Energy, Health and
Human Services, the Interior, State, and Transportation;
together with the Environmental Protection Agency, the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, the
National Science Foundation, the Agency for International
Development, and the Smithsonian Institution).The Office
of Science and Technology Policy, the Council on
Environmental Quality, the National Economic Council , and
the Office of Management and Budget provide oversight.
Planning and implementation must be coordinated across
the participating departments and agencies because the
capabilities required for comprehensive scientific inquiries
and synthesis extend beyond the mission, resources, and
expertise of any single agency (see Box 16-1 for the roles
and responsibilities of CCSP’s participating agencies).
As a federal program, CCSP is implemented within the
context of the federal budget cycle. Budget requests are

coordinated through interagency research working groups and other
mechanisms, but ultimate budget accountability resides with the
participating agencies and departments. As a result of its interagency
composition, activities in the CCSP budget are funded by the U.S.
Congress through six separate Appropriations bills.There is also
oversight provided by a number of Authorization committees, making
the relationship between CCSP budgeting and the appropriations
process complex.
CCSP partners closely with the independent national and international
research community, which has partitioned research on the Earth
system and climate change into discrete and manageable research
issues and questions. CCSP has developed management mechanisms
to ensure that data and information needs are coordinated across
disciplines and research areas so that synthesis and model development
can proceed as rapidly as scientific advances allow. In addition,
CCSP must manage its research portfolio to facilitate discoverydriven investigation on a broad range of global change issues while
also providing sufficient focus to achieve its climate objectives.
Under the President’s direction, CCSP is placing increasing emphasis
on realizing returns on society’s investment in scientific discovery
by developing resources that apply this information in support of
climate change policymaking and adaptive management/planning.
This requires the program to improve interactions between
researchers and users of scientific information, and aid in the transfer
of capabilities from research and development to operational services.
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BOX 16-1

PRINCIPAL AREAS OF FOCUS FOR THE CCSP AGENCIES
Department of Agriculture (USDA)
USDA-sponsored research supports
long-term studies to improve our
understanding of the roles that terrestrial
systems play in influencing climate
change, and the potential effects of
global change (including water balance,
atmospheric deposition, vegetative quality,
and ultraviolet-B radiation) on food, fiber,
and forestry production in agricultural,
forest, and range ecosystems. USDA’s
research program is strengthening
efforts to determine the significance of
terrestrial systems in the global carbon
cycle, and to identify agricultural and
forestry activities that can contribute to
a reduction in greenhouse gas
concentrations. USDA’s research agencies
will support the Department in
responding to the President’s directive to
develop accounting rules and guidelines
for carbon sequestration projects.
Contributions from USDA’s research
program include the development of
improved emission and sequestration
coefficients, new tools for accurately
measuring carbon and other greenhouse
gases, and the development of improved
sequestration methodologies.
Department of Commerce (DOC)
DOC’s National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administation (NOAA)
mission is: “To understand and predict
changes in the Earth’s environment and
conserve and manage coastal and marine
resources to meet the nation’s economic,
social, and environmental needs.”The
long-term global change efforts of NOAA
are designed to develop a predictive
understanding of variability and change
in the global climate system, and to
advance the application of this information
in climate-sensitive sectors through a
suite of process research, observations
and modeling, and application and
assessment activities. Specifically,
NOAA’s research program includes
ongoing efforts in operational in situ and
satellite observations with an emphasis
on oceanic and atmospheric dynamics,
circulation, and chemistry; understanding
and predicting ocean-land-atmosphere
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interactions, the global water cycle, and
the role of global transfers of carbon
dioxide among the atmosphere, ocean,
and terrestrial biosphere in climate
change; improvements in climate
modeling, prediction, and information
management capabilities; the projection
and assessment of variability across
multiple time scales; the study of the
relationship between the natural climate
system and society and the development
of methodologies for applying climate
information to problems of social and
economic consequences; and archiving,
managing, and disseminating data and
information useful for global change
research. DOC’s National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST)
provides measurements and standards
that support accurate and reliable
climate observations. NIST also performs
calibrations and special tests of a wide
range of instruments and measurement
techniques for accurate measurements.
NIST provides a wide array of data and
modeling tools that provide key support
to developers and users of complex
climate prediction models.
Department of Defense (DOD)
DOD does not support dedicated global
change research, but continues a history
of participation in CCSP through
sponsored research that concurrently
satisfies national security requirements
and stated CCSP goals. All data and
research results are routinely made
available to the civil science community.
DOD science and technology investments
are coordinated and reviewed through
the Defense Reliance process and
published annually in the Defense
Science and Technology Strategy, the
Basic Research Plan, the Defense
Technology Area Research Plan, and the
Joint Warfighting Science and
Technology Plan.
Department of Energy (DOE)
Research supported by DOE’s Office of
Biological and Environmental Research
(BER) is focused on the effects of energy
production and use on the global Earth

system, primarily through studies of
climate response. Research includes
climate modeling, aerosol and cloud
properties and processes affecting the
Earth’s radiation balance, and sources
and sinks of energy-related greenhouse
gases (primarily carbon dioxide). It also
includes research on the consequences
of climatic and atmospheric changes for
ecological systems and resources, the
development of improved methods and
models for conducting integrated
economic and environmental assessments
of climate change and of options for
mitigating climate change, and education
and training of scientists for climate
change research.
Department of Health
and Human Services (HHS)
Four National Institutes of Health (NIH)
institutes support research on the health
effects of ultraviolet (UV) and near-UV
radiation.Their principal objectives
include an increased understanding of
the effects of UV and near-UV radiation
exposure on target organs (e.g., eyes,
skin, immune system) and of the
molecular changes that lead to these
effects, and the development of
strategies to prevent the initiation or
promotion of disease before it is clinically
defined. In addition, the National
Institute of Environmental Health
Sciences (NIEHS) supports research on
the health effects of chlorofluorocarbon
replacement chemicals, including studies
on the metabolism and toxicity of
hydrofluorocarbons and halogenated
hydrocarbons. HHS (NIH and the
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention) also conducts research
related to other impacts of global
change on human health, including
renewed concern about infectious
diseases whose incidence could be
affected by environmental change. In
addition, NIH sponsors a program to
assess the impact of population
change on the physical environment
and to account for effects of the
physical environment on population
change.
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BOX 16-1 (CONTINUED)

PRINCIPAL AREAS OF FOCUS FOR THE CCSP AGENCIES
Department of the Interior (DOI)
Research at DOI’s U.S. Geological
Survey (USGS) contributes directly to
the CCSP’s intellectual framework of a
whole-system understanding of global
change (i.e., the interrelationships
among climate, ecological systems, and
human behavior). USGS examines
terrestrial and marine processes and the
natural history of global change,
including the interactions between
climate and the hydrologic system.
Studies seek to understand the character
of past and present environments and
the geological, biological, hydrological,
and geochemical processes involved in
environmental change. USGS supports a
broad area of global change research,
with a focus on understanding the
sensitivity of natural systems and impacts
of climate change and variability,
surficial processes, and other global
change phenomena on the nation’s lands
and environments at the regional scale.
Specific goals of the program are to
improve the utility of global change
research results to land management
agencies; to emphasize monitoring the
landscape and developing technical
approaches to identifying and analyzing
changes that will take advantage of a
burgeoning archive of remotely sensed
and in situ data; and to emphasize the
response of biogeographic regions and
features, particularly montane, coastal,
and inland wetland ecosystems.
Department of State (DOS)
Through DOS annual funding, the
United States is the world’s leading
financial contributor to the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate
Change and to the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), a
major organization for the assessment of
scientific, technical, and socioeconomic
information relevant to the understanding
of climate change, its potential impacts,
and options for adaptation and mitigation.
Recent DOS contributions to the IPCC
provide substantial support for the
Global Climate Observing System,
among other activities.

Department of
Transportation (DOT)
DOT utilizes existing science to
improve decisionmaking tools in three
primary areas: (1) impact of climate
variability and change on transportation
(research to examine the effects that
climate change and variability may have
on transportation infrastructure and
services, and to identify potential
adaptation strategies for use by
transportation decisionmakers, operators,
state and local planners, and infrastructure
builders); (2) increasing energy efficiency
and reducing greenhouse gases (research
on reducing energy use will cover
mitigation of transportation’s
environmental impacts both through
conservation and through the application
of new technology); and (3) modeling
(research to develop and improve
analytical tools for transportation energy
use to support decisionmaking throughout
government and in the private sector).
Agency for International
Development (USAID)
USAID provides decisionmakers with
the information to effectively respond
to drought and food insecurity through
the Famine Early Warning System
Network (FEWS NET). FEWS NET
analyzes remote-sensing data and
ground-based meteorological, crop, and
rangeland observations to track progress
of rainy seasons in semi-arid regions of
Africa in order to identify early
indications of potential famine.
Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA)
EPA’s Global Change Research Program
is an assessment-oriented program with
primary emphasis on understanding the
potential consequences of climate
variability and change on human health,
ecosystems, and socioeconomic systems
in the United States.This entails: (1)
improving the scientific basis for
evaluating effects of global change on air
quality, water quality, ecosystems, and
human health in the context of other
stressors and in light of human dimensions

(as humans are catalysts of and respond
to global change); (2) conducting
assessments of the risks and opportunities
presented by global change; and (3)
assessing adaptation options to increase
resiliency to change and improve society’s
ability to effectively respond to the risks
and opportunities presented by global
change. EPA’s program emphasizes the
integration of the concepts, methods,
and results of the physical, biological,
and social sciences into decision support
frameworks.
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA)
The mission of NASA’s Earth Science
Enterprise is to understand and protect
our home planet by using our view from
space to study the Earth system and
improve prediction of Earth system
change. NASA programs are aimed at
understanding the Earth system and
applying Earth system science to
improve prediction of climate, weather,
and natural hazards in partnership with
other federal agencies and international
space and research programs. Its
Research Strategy orchestrates observing
and modeling programs to address these
essential questions:
• How is the Earth changing, and what
are the consequences for life on
Earth?
• How is the global Earth system
changing?
• What are the primary causes of
change in the Earth system?
• How does the Earth system respond
to natural and human-induced
change?
• What are the consequences of
change in the Earth system for
human civilization?
• How well can we predict future
changes in the Earth system?
NASA’s portfolio includes observations,
research, analysis, modeling, and
advanced technology development, in
order to answer select science questions,
and benchmarking decision support
resources to ensure society receives the
benefits of this research.
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BOX 16-1 (CONTINUED)

PRINCIPAL AREAS OF FOCUS
FOR THE CCSP AGENCIES
National Science Foundation (NSF)
NSF programs address global change issues through
investments in challenging ideas, creative people, and
effective tools. In particular, NSF global change research
programs support research and related activities to
advance the fundamental understanding of physical,
chemical, biological, and human systems and the
interactions among them.The programs encourage
interdisciplinary activities and focus particularly on Earth
system processes and the consequences of change. NSF
programs facilitate data acquisition and information
management activities necessary for fundamental
research on global change, and promote the enhancement
of models designed to improve understanding of Earth
system processes and interactions and to develop
advanced analytic methods to facilitate basic research.
NSF also supports fundamental research on the general
processes used by organizations to identify and evaluate
policies for mitigation, adaptation, and other responses
to the challenge of varying environmental conditions.
Smithsonian Institution
Within the Smithsonian Institution, global change
research is conducted at the Smithsonian Astrophysical
Observatory, the National Air and Space Museum, the
Smithsonian Environmental Research Center, the
National Museum of Natural History, the Smithsonian
Tropical Research Institute, and the National Zoological
Park. Research is organized around themes of atmospheric
processes, ecosystem dynamics, observing natural and
anthropogenic environmental change on daily to decadal
time scales, and defining longer term climate proxies
present in the historical artifacts and records of the
museums as well as in the geologic record at field sites.
The Smithsonian Institution program strives to improve
knowledge of the natural processes involved in global
climate change, provide a long-term repository of
climate-relevant research materials for present and
future studies, and to bring this knowledge to various
audiences, ranging from scholarly to the lay public.The
unique contribution of the Smithsonian Institution is a
long-term perspective—for example, undertaking
investigations that may require extended study before
producing useful results and conducting observations on
sufficiently long (e.g., decadal) time scales to resolve
human-caused modification of natural variability.

Mission agencies that can benefit from observations, methods, and
information developed through CCSP need to have ready access to
these resources (see Chapter 11).
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After more than a decade of experience, the U.S. Global Change
Research Program (USGCRP) provides the foundation for managing
an interagency research program on complex climate and global
change issues.The new cabinet-level management structure instituted
by President Bush in 2002 helps to focus efforts addressing the
challenges of improving science-based information to manage the
risks and opportunities of variability and change in climate and
related systems during the coming decade. Among the new
management techniques to be employed are approaches for addressing
gaps in research and integration capacity that do not fit easily into
the activities of any particular agency. In addition, the program
coordinates with the Climate Change Technology Program (CCTP)
to address issues at the intersection of science and technology, such as
evaluating approaches to sequestration, monitoring of anthropogenic
greenhouse gas emissions, and energy technology development and
market penetration scenarios.

Program Criteria
CCSP uses a problem-driven rather than a disciplinary approach in
setting priorities and sequencing investments, identifying for early
action and support those projects and activities that meet the
following agreed-upon criteria:
• Scientific or technical quality.The proposed work must be
scientifically rigorous as determined by peer review.
Implementation plans will include periodic review by external
advisory groups (both researchers and users).
• Relevance to reducing uncertainties and improving decision support tools
in priority areas. Programs must substantially address one or
more of the CCSP goals. Programs must respond to needs for
scientific information and enhance informed discussion by all
relevant stakeholders.
• Track record of consistently good past performance and identified metrics
for evaluating future progress. Programs addressing priorities with
good track records of past performance will be favored for
continued investment to the extent that time tables and metrics
for evaluating future progress are provided. Proposed programs
that identify clear milestones for periodic assessment and
documentation of progress will be favorably considered for new
investment.
• Cost and value. Research should address Climate Change
Research Initiative (CCRI)/USGCRP goals in a cost-effective
way. Research should also be coordinated with and leverage
other national and international efforts. Programs that provide
value-added products to improve decision support resources
will be favored.

The Climate Change Science Program
Management Strategy
Management of CCSP involves five mechanisms:
• Executive direction by the cabinet-based management
structure, including priority setting, management review, and
accountability
• Program implementation by CCSP-participating agencies
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• Coordinated planning and program implementation through
interagency working groups
• External interactions for guidance, evaluation, and feedback
• Coordination and management support from an interagency
office accountable to the CCSP interagency governing committee.

Executive Direction by the CabinetBased Management Structure

Executive Office of the President, with policy review provided by a
combined National Security Council (NSC), Domestic Policy
Council (DPC), and National Economic Council (NEC) panel.The
Committee on Climate Change Science and Technology Integration
(CCCSTI), consisting of cabinet secretaries and agency heads, was
developed to provide management oversight to the federal climate
change science and technology programs.The Interagency Working
Group on Climate Change Science and Technology (IWGCCST)
reports to CCCSTI and consists of the Deputy/Under Secretaries
(or the counterparts of these positions in non-cabinet agencies and
offices).The working group provides oversight for both CCSP and
CCTP (which develops and reviews climate technology programs
within the federal government), and makes recommendations to
CCCSTI about funding and program allocations, in order to
implement a coordinated climate change science and technology
program that will better support policy development.

CCSP’s executive direction is provided by the cabinet-based
management structure introduced in Chapter 1 and shown in
Figure 16-1. At the highest level, this structure includes the

Membership on CCSP’s interagency governing body, which is
chaired by the CCSP Director (a Department of Commerce

Interactions among those responsible for these five mechanisms are
critical for improving the scientific planning, the effectiveness of
interagency management, and the focus of climate and global
change research to support governmental and non-governmental
needs. CCSP will also employ guidance from the President’s
Management agenda to strengthen the implementation of this plan.

Office of the President
Climate Change Policy and Program Review
by NSC, DPC, NEC

Committee on Climate Change Science and Technology Integration
Chair: Secretary of Energy*
Vice Chair: Secretary of Commerce*
Executive Director: OSTP Director
Secretary of State
Secretary of Agriculture
EPA Administrator
OMB Director

International Activities

(including Task Force
on International Energy Cooperation)

DOS, DOE, USAID,
and Other Agencies

NEC Director
NASA Administrator
Secretary of the Interior
Secretary of HHS

Secretary of Transportation
Secretary of Defense
CEQ Chairman
NSF Director

Interagency Working Group on
Climate Change Science and Technology
Chair: Deputy/Under Secretary of Commerce*
Vice Chair: Deputy/Under Secretary of Energy*
Executive Secretary: OSTP Associate Director for Science
Members DS/US Level:
CEQ, DOD, DOI, DOS, DOT, EPA,
HHS, NASA, NEC, NSF, OMB, USDA

Climate Change Science Program

Climate Change Technology Program

Director: Assistant Secretary of Commerce
for Oceans and Atmosphere

Director: Senior-Level Appointee,
U.S. Department of Energy

Members:
DOC, DOD, DOE, DOI, DOS, DOT, EPA, HHS,
NASA, NSF, OMB, OSTP, Smithsonian, USAID, USDA

Members:
DOC, DOD, DOE, DOI, DOS, DOT, EPA, HHS,
NASA, NSF, OMB, OSTP, USAID, USDA

*Chair and Vice Chair of Committee and Working Group rotate annually.

Figure 16-1:
The Climate
Change Science
and Technology
Programs are
overseen by a
cabinet-level
management
structure of
the U.S.
government.
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appointee), is joint with the Subcommittee on Global Change
Research (SGCR), the interagency committee that coordinates
USGCRP. Its membership includes representatives from agencies
that have mission responsibilities and/or funding in climate and
global change research. USGCRP and CCRI are integrated within
CCSP and responsibility for compliance with the requirements of
the Global Change Research Act of 1990—including its provisions
for annual reporting of finding and short-term plans, scientific
reviews by the National Academy of Sciences/National Research
Council, and periodic publication of a strategic plan for the
program—rests with the CCSP’s interagency governing body.
The CCSP interagency governing body provides overall management
direction and is responsible for ensuring the development and
implementation of an integrated interagency program. It oversees
and directs all aspects of the program, including setting top-level
goals for the program and determining what products will be
developed and produced to meet those goals.
Agency representatives on the CCSP’s interagency committee
coordinate development of an integrated, interagency budget as a
component of the President’s annual budget request to Congress.
They conduct periodic inventories and reviews of agency or
departmental programs within the CCSP budget cross-cut (e.g., for
the FY03 inventory, see <www.climatescience.gov>) and, in
cooperation with IWGCCST and OMB, determine which agency
programs are considered part of the CCSP budget cross-cut.They
ensure that agency/departmental climate and global change
research programs are prioritized and aligned with CCSP’s
interagency goals.
CCSP’s governing committee ensures periodic program reviews and
evaluations involving both the CCSP agencies and external partners,
including the scientific research community and users of global
change information. It also conducts periodic reviews of progress
toward interagency objectives in order to evaluate the performance
and effectiveness of the allocated budget.
The CCSP interagency governing body is responsible for ensuring
the availability of scientific inputs needed to achieve the program’s
mission. It will develop and oversee mechanisms that support crucial
research that is not central to the core missions of the participating
agencies and that is most effectively and efficiently carried out in an
interagency setting.
Finally, the CCSP interagency governing committee is responsible
for coordinating activities with CCTP and other related programs;
several members serve in leadership roles in coordinating committees
for both CCSP and CCTP.

Program Implementation
by CCSP-Participating Agencies
The goals and objectives of CCSP and the plans designed by the
interagency working groups are carried out by the participating
agencies, either individually or collaboratively. Each agency has its
respective mission, capabilities, and budget authorizations, on the
basis of which it commits to conduct research, make observations,
run models, and generate products contributing to CCSP objectives.
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Agency managers serve as chairs and members of the CCSP
interagency working groups, facilitating the alignment of agency
plans and CCSP implementing strategies. Agency managers pursue
collaborative agreements with other CCSP agencies and other
organizations as required to generate the products they commit to
in the CCSP context.

Coordinated Planning and
Implementation through
Interagency Working Groups
At the implementation level, CCSP draws on the strengths of many
agencies and departments. It requires a significant degree of
coordination to ensure that the individual agency research conducted
under the umbrella of CCSP supports program scientific objectives
and that developments are effectively and efficiently synthesized and
transferred into operational and sustained societal benefits.
Interagency Working Groups (IWGs) of program managers who
have budget authority within their agencies to implement programs
will oversee development of integrated science and implementation
plans for each of the CCSP IWGs.5 IWGs will commission preparation
of science plans (see next section on external interactions) to provide
overall guidance for the research, observations, and modeling
needed to achieve program goals. IWGs will themselves prepare
implementation plans for the research program elements, which
will provide performance objectives.The implementation plans will
describe the priority scientific programs necessary to meet goals,
the roles of the participating agencies, and joint agency initiatives,
where needed.The plans will also provide generalized timelines and
budget estimates for the investments necessary to carry out the
activities, noting any critical dependencies.The implementation
plans will also include priorities for the observations and/or
observing systems necessary to meet the goals of the research as
well as critical modeling efforts and/or information management
issues.These priorities will inform the choices that will need to be
made by agencies and by CCSP as a whole.
Appropriate CCTP working groups will coordinate with CCSP
through membership on the relevant CCSP interagency working
group [e.g., CCTP Measurement, Monitoring, and Verification
(MMV) Working Group members on CCSP Observations and
Monitoring Working Group, CCTP Scenarios and Modeling Task
Force member on CCSP Modeling and Decision Support groups,
CCTP Sequestration group member on CCSP Carbon Cycle
Working Group] and vice versa. In addition, the CCTP Scenarios
and Modeling Task Force and the MMV and sequestration working
groups will meet jointly on occasion with the CCSP Decision
Support, Observations and Monitoring, and Carbon Cycle groups,
respectively, to review program directions and potential joint
initiatives.

5

Currently, CCSP has research-oriented interagency working groups
focusing on Atmospheric Composition, Climate Variability and Change,
Global Water Cycle, Land-Use/Land-Cover Change, Global Carbon
Cycle, Ecosystems, Human Contributions and Responses to
Environmental Change, Decision Support, Modeling, Observations and
Monitoring, International, and Data Management.
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External Interactions for Guidance,
Evaluation, and Feedback

Coordination and Management
Support by an Interagency Office

The science community brings essential expertise to CCSP activities.
CCSP recognizes the need to develop and utilize a variety of
processes and mechanisms to provide an open and transparent
process, program evaluation, and feedback. Scientific input will be
sought from individuals from universities, federal research agencies,
non-governmental organizations, and industry.

The agencies participating in CCSP fund and supervise an interagency
office—the Climate Change Science Program Office (CCSPO)—
which fosters program development and coordination by
supporting:
• Research coordination and integration
• Development, coordination, and integration of decision support
resources
• Integration of agency activities in the areas of observing,
monitoring, and data management
• Development and implementation of an interagency
communications plan
• Secretariat support for the CCSP Director, the interagency
governing body of CCSP, and related bodies.

Relevant committees and boards of the National Academy of
Sciences and the National Research Council (NRC) will continue to
be asked to provide scientific guidance as appropriate. Since the
establishment of USGCRP, NRC has provided a wealth of valued
advice to USGCRP, leading to such documents as Global
Environmental Change: Research Pathways for the Next Decade (NRC,
1999a), Our Common Journey (NRC, 1999c), The Science of Regional
and Global Change: Putting Knowledge to Work (NRC, 2001e), and
Climate Change Science:An Analysis of Some Key Questions (NRC, 2001a).
Most recently, NRC has engaged in the review of the development
of this strategic plan by participating in the CCSP Workshop in
December 2002, and providing a review of the CCSP draft strategic
plan.The NRC will provide an overall review of the CCSP Strategic
Plan and its development process after the plan is published.
CCSP has considered the NRC recommendation that a permanent
external advisory group be created to oversee CCSP performance.
After careful review, CCSP believes that essential program oversight
is better provided by the use of a number of external advisory
mechanisms, including periodic overall program reviews by NRC or
other groups, rather than a single body. Additional mechanisms to
seek external scientific input—such as workshops, steering
committees, ad hoc working groups, and review boards—will be
employed as needed. CCSP will continue to consider creation of a
permanent overall advisory group as program implementation
proceeds.
The research community, in cooperation with users, will develop
science plans for each research element of the program.These plans
will describe in greater detail than is possible in this Strategic Plan
the research that is required to address the questions in the research
program elements. An example of a detailed science plan is the U.S.
Carbon Cycle Science Plan (CCWG, 1999).This science plan was
requested by several agencies participating in USGCRP and was
developed by a Carbon and Climate Working Group that drew on
the expertise of the U.S. carbon cycle science community through
workshops. Scientific plans have been developed or are being
developed for the other CCSP research program elements as well
to guide research efforts.
Coordination on an ad hoc basis across advisory bodies of the
participating agencies involved in CCSP and related programs, such
as CCTP, will be encouraged by the CCSP’s interagency governing
body.This will help ensure that the respective advisory bodies of
participating CCSP agencies are aware of the roles and responsibilities
of each of the other agencies in the program. It will also enable the
interagency governing body for CCSP to consult with an independent
group of individuals who also serve as members of scientific advisory
committees for the individual CCSP agencies.

Research Coordination and Integration. CCSPO staff will support
interagency working groups responsible for coordinating major
CCSP program elements. Specific responsibilities will include (1)
helping to develop scientific strategies and implementation plans;
(2) assisting in the coordination of element-specific planning and
implementation; (3) assisting in supporting and managing interactions
with scientific advisory groups; (4) assisting in development of
program milestones/deliverables and approaches for monitoring
progress toward objectives; and (5) providing general support
including coordinating meetings, acting as a central point of contact,
and responding to queries. In addition, CCSPO staff will take
responsibility for helping to achieve better integration across the major
research elements. Strides have been made in science coordination
and integration in recent years in several areas of CCSP/USGCRP,
including climate variability and change, the carbon cycle, and the
water cycle.
Development, coordination, and integration of decision support resources.
CCSPO staff will support the CCSP agencies/departments and
interagency groups responsible for oversight and implementation of
CCSP decision support activities. This will foster evaluation of
differing approaches to decision support analyses. CCSP focuses on
solutions that integrate climate change research results into decision
support resources based on national and international priorities. CCSP
coordinates agency activities employing peer-review solicitations to
identify best-in-class decision support solutions. Interagency working
groups benchmark the performance of decision support solutions
associated with specific local, regional, national, and international
areas of emphasis. CCSPO staff will also support interagency
oversight and review processes, ensuring a feedback link between
decision support and research planning.
Integration of agency activities in the areas of observing, monitoring, and
data management. CCSPO will coordinate and facilitate the work of
the interagency CCSP Observations and Monitoring and Data
Management working groups. CCSPO staff for observing and
monitoring and data management will work with the agencies to:
(1) develop a strategy for the U.S. contributions to a global climate
observation and monitoring system; (2) coordinate an interagency
design of U.S. contributions to the global system; (3) coordinate
and ensure interagency implementation of the system (i.e., moving
from design to operations); and (4) help evaluate the development
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and performance of the system in meeting the needs of the science
and decision support communities.
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Development and Implementation of an Interagency Communications Plan.
CCSPO will facilitate program reporting and communications.
CCSPO staff coordinate preparation of the annual Our Changing
Planet report to Congress and other stakeholders, as well as other
reports as requested. They are responsible for designing and
maintaining the program’s websites (including the USGCRP and
CCSP websites, and the web presence of related programs in areas
such as the carbon cycle). CCSPO will also take responsibility for
maintaining an inventory of agency communications efforts, and
working with agency CCSP representatives to develop an interagency
communications plan.

Lead Authors
James R. Mahoney, DOC
Richard H. Moss, CCSPO
Chester Koblinsky, NASA and CCSPO

CCSPO also supports the Working Group on International Research
and Cooperation.
Secretariat Support for the CCSP Director, the Interagency Governing Body
of CCSP, and Related Bodies. Activities include:
• Providing support to the CCSP Director and program staff
• Preparing and staffing the meetings of CCSP/SGCR, including
timely distribution of needed materials, preparation of agenda,
recording decisions, and supporting follow-up actions
• Supporting the annual production of Our Changing Planet
• Preparing and compiling budgets and supporting materials for
the office and other activities supported through the distributed
cost mechanism
• Establishing and maintaining office infrastructure (computer
network and peripherals; databases; records of CCSP and
CCSPO activity)
• Coordinating U.S. government review of Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change and other assessment reports.
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Graphics and Photography Source Information
Only Strategic Plan graphics with more detailed captions
and/or source information have been included in this
annex—hence the gaps in figure numbering.
Figure 3-2: Schematic illustrating a comparison among
several factors that influence Earth's climate.These factors
can be broadly compared using the concept of radiative
forcing. The principal forcings arise from changes in
atmospheric composition of gases, aerosols, clouds, land
use, and solar output.The rectangular bars represent best
estimates of the contributions of these forcings, some of
which yield warming and some cooling.The forcing
contributions are shown for different aerosol types and for
those produced or emitted by aviation.The indirect effect
shown for aerosols is their effect on the size and number of
cloud droplets. A second indirect effect, namely the effect
on cloud lifetime, which would lead to a negative forcing, is
not shown.The vertical line about the rectangular bars
indicates the range of estimates. A vertical line without a
rectangular bar denotes a forcing for which no best estimate
can be given owing to large uncertainties. Aerosol forcings
are generally not uniform over the globe, unlike those of
well-mixed greenhouse gases (e.g., CO2). A more detailed
description of this schematic and its interpretation is
provided by the IPCC (IPCC, 2001a,d).
Figure 3-3: Schematic of the processes that cause the
formation and transformation of aerosol particles in the
atmosphere. Aerosols can be emitted directly into the
atmosphere or be formed there from the emissions of
gaseous precursors. Particles grow by condensation of gases
and by coagulation with other particles. Sizes of important
atmospheric particles vary over several orders of magnitude.
Reactions can occur on the surfaces of particles that can
alter the composition of the particle or the surrounding
atmosphere. Particles can also grow to become cloud
droplets or ice crystals. Particle number and composition
can influence the formation and radiative characteristics of
clouds. Particles scavenge a variety of gases from the
atmosphere and are eventually removed from the atmosphere
by wet or dry deposition to Earth's surface. Graphic adapted
from: Heintzenberg, J., F. Raes, and S.E. Schwartz, 2003:
Tropospheric aerosols. In: Atmospheric Chemistry in a
Changing World:An Integration and Synthesis of a Decade of
Tropospheric Chemistry Research [Brasseur, G.P., R.G. Prinn,
and A.A.P. Pszenny (eds)]. Springer-Verlag, New York, NY,
USA, pp. 125-156.
Figure 3-4: Schematic illustrating the estimated recovery
of stratospheric ozone in the coming decades. Observations
show the decline of global total ozone (top panel) and
minimum values of total ozone over Antarctica (lower
panel) beginning in 1980. In the future, the amounts of
chlorine- and bromine-containing gases are expected to
further diminish in the stratosphere as a result of international
compliance with the Montreal Protocol and, in response,

ozone amounts are expected to recover significantly toward
values observed in 1980 and before.The range of recovery
times shown is based on predictions of atmospheric models.
The model results differ because they have different
assumptions about the composition and meteorology of the
future stratosphere.The research needs as outlined in
Section 3.4 address reducing the range of uncertainty in
ozone recovery estimates. More detail on the recovery of
stratospheric ozone is provided in the Scientific Assessment of
Ozone Depletion: 2002 (WMO, 2003).
Figure 4-1:The Earth's surface temperature has increased
by about 0.6°C over the record of direct temperature
measurements (1860-2000, top panel)—a rise that is
unprecedented, at least based on proxy temperature data
for the Northern Hemisphere, over the last millennium
(bottom panel). In the top panel the departures from global
mean surface temperature are shown year-by-year (red bars
with very likely ranges as thin black line) and approximately
decade-by-decade (continuous red line). Analyses take into
account data gaps, random instrumental errors and
uncertainties, uncertainties in bias corrections in the ocean
surface temperature data, and also uncertainties in adjustments
for urbanization over the land.The lower panel merges
proxy data (year-by-year blue line with very likely ranges as
gray band, 50-year-average purple line) and the direct
temperature measurements (red line) for the Northern
Hemisphere.The proxy data consist of tree rings, corals, ice
cores, and historical records that have been calibrated
against thermometer data. Insufficient data are available to
assess such changes in the Southern Hemisphere. Source:
IPCC (2001d).
Figure 4-2: Simulating the Earth's temperature variations
and comparing the results to the measured changes can
provide insight into the underlying causes of the major
changes. A climate model can be used to simulate the
temperature changes that occur from both natural and
anthropogenic causes.The simulations represented by the
band in (a) were done with only natural forcings: solar
variation and volcanic activity.Those encompassed by the
band in (b) were done with anthropogenic forcings:
greenhouse gases and an estimate of sulfate aerosols.
Those encompassed by the band in (c) were done with
both natural and anthropogenic forcings included. From
(b), it can be seen that the inclusion of anthropogenic
forcings provides a plausible explanation for a substantial
part of the observed temperature changes over the past
century, but the best match with observations is obtained in
(c) when both natural and anthropogenic factors are
included.These results show that the forcings included are
sufficient to explain the observed changes, but do not
exclude the possibility that other forcings may also have
contributed. Similar results to those in (b) are obtained
with other models with anthropogenic forcing. Source:
IPCC (2001d).
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Figure 5-1: Conceptualization of the global water cycle and its
interactions with all other components of the Earth-climate system.
The figure illustrates the transport and transformation of water
within the Earth system, and the distribution of freshwater over the
Earth’s surface.The cycling of water in the Earth system involves
water in all three of its phases: solid (snow, ice), liquid (precipitation,
the oceans, land water bodies, groundwater, rivers/lakes, etc.), and
gaseous (atmospheric water vapor, fluxes between the atmosphere
and the land surface in the form of evaporation, evapotranspiration
from vegetation, and evaporation from the oceans).The water cycle
operates on a continuum of time and space scales and exchanges
large amounts of energy as water undergoes phase changes and is
moved dynamically from one part of the Earth system to another.
The energy exchanges involving water in all its phases include
interactions with radiation and dynamics of the atmospheric
circulation; together, they intertwine the water and energy cycles
of the Earth system. Source: Paul Houser and Adam Schlosser,
NASA GSFC.
Figure 5-3: Observational evidence showing the effect of aerosols
on cloud formation and precipitation processes.TRMM Visible and
Infrared Scanner (VIRS) paints yellow pollution tracks in the clouds
over South Australia due to reduced droplet size (Area 2).The
TRMM Precipitation Radar shows precipitation as white patches
only outside the pollution tracks (Areas 1 and 3).TRMM
Microwave Imager (TMI) data (not shown) indicated ample water in
the polluted clouds.The effective droplet radius retrieved by
TRMM VIRS does not exceed 14 µm in polluted clouds within
Area 2, lending credence to the hypothesis that pollution causes
effective cloud water droplet size to drop below this precipitation
threshold. Source: NASA GSFC (research results from Daniel
Rosenfield,The Hebrew University of Jerusalem).
Figure 5-5: Factors affecting the predictability of precipitation in
summer (June, July, and August).The influence on the predictability
of precipitation is shown for (a) sea surface temperature (SST) alone
and (b) both SST and land surface moisture state.The values of the
predictability index were determined through an analysis of an
ensemble of multi-decade atmospheric general circulation model
simulations.The plotted precipitation predictability index varies
from 0 to 1. Areas with values close to 1 indicate that precipitation
is strongly determined by SST (and/or soil moisture), and is thus
“predictable” on seasonal time scales if the SSTs (and soil moisture)
themselves are predictable; whereas values close to 0 indicate that a
foreknowledge of these fields may not lead to useful seasonal
precipitation predictions. In the latter areas (values close to 0),
nonlinear turbulent atmospheric processes would appear to
dominate over SST (or soil moisture) control. Source: R.D. Koster,
M. Suarez, and M. Heiser, NASA.
Figure 6-2: Forest cover increase and abandonment of marginal
agricultural lands in Grand Traverse County, Michigan. Analyses of
the upper midwestern United States show an increase in forest cover
since 1970.This increase results in greater carbon sequestration
because forest cover is primarily replacing pastures and croplands.
The left image illustrates land-use change by parcel interpreted
from aerial photographs. Green colors are forest, beige/yellow
agriculture, and pink color residential development.The right
image is forest cover from Landsat MSS satellite images. Green is
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forest and light yellow not forest.The images illustrate the forest
regrowth that is occurring across the Upper Midwest concurrently
with parcel fragmentation, agricultural abandonment, and rural
residential development. Source: School of Natural Resources and
Environment, University of Michigan.
Figure 6-3: Land-cover change in eastern U.S. ecosystems, 19732000. An analysis of land-use and land-cover change in eastern U.S.
ecological regions provides evidence of distinctive regional variation
in the rates and characteristics of changes. USGS, in cooperation
with EPA and NASA, used Landsat images from 5 years (1973,
1980, 1986, 1992, and 2000) to map the rates of ecoregion change
in each time interval (portrayed in ecoregion color), and the primary
land-cover transformations (portrayed in the pie charts). Land cover
of approximately 20 percent of the land in the Mid-Atlantic Coastal
Plain and Southeastern Plain changed during the nearly 30-year
period due to the rapid, cyclic harvesting and replanting of forests.
The adjacent Piedmont region also showed substantial change in
forest cover. Urbanization was the dominant conversion in the
Northern Piedmont and Atlantic Coast Pine Barrens.The two
Appalachian regions studied (Blue Ridge and North Central
Appalachia) had comparatively low overall change, with the primary
transformations being urban development and forest conversion,
respectively. Source: USGS EROS Data Center.
Figure 6-4:The map on the left is a true reflection of land use
types as of 1994 in the seven-county area of central Maryland and
the map on the right is the predicted distribution of land use types
based on a ‘polycentric’ city model. Comparing the two maps, one
sees remarkable similarity in commercial, high, and medium densities,
but disagreement in the low density residential category. This
finding is important because it is this fragmented, low density
residential development that is consuming a disproportionate
amount of open space and is causing high public service costs and
possibly large environmental costs. Models with better projections
of this type of development will better support development-related
decisionmaking.Work is being done with grants from NASA to
develop models that can predict this type of development. Source:
Nancy Bockstael, University of Maryland.
Figure 6-5: Increasing atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2), climatic
variation, and fire disturbance play substantial roles in the historical
carbon dynamics of Alaska. Analyses of stand-age distribution in
Alaska indicate that fire has likely become less frequent compared
to the first half of the 20th century.The contemporary stand-age
distribution of forest in interior Alaska is reproduced by assuming
that fire return interval (FRI) prior to 1950 was 55% of FRI since
1950. Logging associated with the gold rush appears to be responsible
for the discrepancy between observed and simulated for stands that
are approximately 100 years old. Application of the Terrestrial
Ecosystem Model indicates that regrowth under a less frequent fire
regime leads to substantial carbon storage in the state between 1980
and 1989. Source: David McGuire and Dave Verbyla, University of
Alaska, Fairbanks.
Figure 7-1:The global carbon cycle. Storages [in petagrams carbon
(PgC)] and fluxes (in PgC yr-1) of carbon for the major components
of the Earth’s carbon cycle are estimated for the 1990s.The carbon
storage and flux figures are from the IPCC’s Third Assessment
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Report (IPCC, 2001a). Carbon is exchanged among the atmosphere,
oceans, and land, and, more slowly, with sediments and sedimentary
rocks. The natural cycling of carbon within the Earth system is
fundamental to the capture and storage of the energy that fuels life
and human societies and to regulating the climate of the planet. In
this figure, the components are simplified and average values are
presented.There is strong evidence of significant year-to-year
fluctuations in many of the key fluxes (see, e.g., Figure 7-3), which
this static view cannot portray. Source: Graphic courtesy of David
Schimel and Lisa Dilling, NCAR; it is updated from UCAR, 2000:
The Carbon Cycle [Wigley T. and D. Schimel (eds.)]. Cambridge
University Press, New York, NY, 292 pp. Figure update courtesy of
D. Schimel and L. Dilling, NCAR.
Figure 7-3: Rate of increase of atmospheric CO2 and fossil-fuel
emissions. The upper curve shows the annual global amount of
carbon added to the atmosphere (in PgC yr-1) in the form of CO2
by burning coal, oil, and natural gas.The strongly varying curve
shows the annual rate of increase of carbon in the atmosphere based
on measurements, originally at Mauna Loa Observatory, and later at
a global network of monitoring sites.The difference between the
two curves represents the total net amount of CO2 absorbed each
year by the oceans and terrestrial ecosystems. Source: CMDL,
2002: Climate Monitoring and Diagnostics Laboratory Summary Report
26, 2000-2001 [King, D.B., et al. (eds.)]. Climate Monitoring and
Diagnostics Laboratory, Boulder, Colorado.
Figure 7-4: Map showing the climatological mean annual distribution
of net sea-air CO2 flux (moles CO2 m-2 yr-1) over the global oceans
in a reference year 1995.The blue-magenta areas indicate that the
ocean is a sink for atmospheric CO2, and the yellow-red areas, a
source.The annual CO2 uptake by the oceans has been estimated to
be in the range of 1.5 to 2.1 PgC.This map has been constructed
on the basis of about 1.4 million measurements of partial pressure
of CO2 (pCO2) in surface waters made during the past 40 years.
The sea-air pCO2 difference is computed using atmospheric CO2
concentrations from the GLOBALVIEW-CO2 data set compiled by
CMDL/NOAA.The monthly net sea-air CO2 flux in each 4° x 5°
pixel area has been estimated using the NCEP 41-mean wind speed
at 10 meters. Source: After Takahashi et al. (2002). Reference:
Takahashi,T., Sutherland, S.C., Sweeney, C., Poison, A., Metzl, N.,
Tilbrook, B., Bates, N.,Wanninkhof, R., Feely, R.A., Sabine, C.,
Olafsson, J., and Nojiri,Y., 2002: Global sea-air CO2 flux based on
climatological surface ocean pCO2, and seasonal biological and
temperature effects. Deep Sea Research II, 49, 1601-1622.
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Figure 9-2: Possible pathways of public health impacts from climate
change. Source: Adapted from Patz and Balbus, 1996: Methods for
assessing public health vulnerability to climate change. Climate
Research, 6, 113-125.
Figure 12-1a:Three-dimensional representation of the latitudinal
distribution of atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2) in the marine
boundary layer.The data are from the NOAA Climate Monitoring
and Diagnostics Laboratory (CMDL) cooperative air sampling
network.The surface represents data smoothed in time and latitude.
Source: Pieter Tans and Thomas Conway, NOAA CMDL Carbon
Cycle Greenhouse Gases, Boulder, Colorado.
Figure 12-1b:The NOAA CMDL Carbon Cycle Greenhouse
Gases group operates four measurement programs. In situ
measurements are made at the CMDL baseline observatories:
Barrow, Alaska; Mauna Loa, Hawaii;Tutuila, American Samoa; and
South Pole, Antarctica.The cooperative air sampling network
includes samples from fixed sites and commercial ships.
Measurements from tall towers and aircraft began in 1992.
Presently, atmospheric CO2, methane, carbon monoxide, hydrogen,
nitrous oxide, sulfur hexafluoride, and the stable isotopes of CO2
and methane are measured. Source: Pieter Tans, NOAA CMDL
Carbon Cycle Greenhouse Gases, Boulder, Colorado.
Figure 12-2:The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) Hydro-Climatic
Data Network (HCDN) was compiled in 1988 and included 854
gauges that were active and had at least 36 years of record. Stations
that are still active are shown in green. Stations discontinued since
1988 are shown in red.These stations would have at least 50 years
of record as of 2002 if they had been kept in operation. HCDN is a
subset of the USGS stream gauge network that includes continuous
long-record stations that have relatively accurate records and are
relatively free of overt regulation or diversions. Source:William
Kirby, Global Hydroclimatology Program, USGS.
Appendix 12.1: Adapted from Unninayar, S. and R.A. Schiffer,
2002: Earth Observing Systems. In: Encyclopedia of Global
Environmental Change,Volume 1:The Earth System: Physical and Chemical
Dimensions of Global Environmental Change [MacCracken, M.C. and
J. S. Perry (eds.)]. John Wiley & Sons, Ltd, Chichester, United
Kingdom, pp. 61-81.

Figure 7-5: Soil processes influence carbon sequestration and
transport.The dynamics of carbon transformations and transport in
soil are complex and can result in sequestration in the soil as organic
matter or in groundwater as dissolved carbonates, increased emissions
of CO2 to the atmosphere, or export of carbon in various forms
into aquatic systems. Source: DOE, 1999: Carbon Sequestration
Research and Development [Reichle, D., J. Houghton, B. Kane, J.
Ekmann (eds.), S. Benson, J. Clarke, R. Dahlman, G. Hendrey, H.
Herzog, J. Hunter-Cevera, G. Jacobs, R. Judkins, J. Ogden, A.
Palmisano, R. Socolow, J. Stringer,T. Surles, A.Wolsky, N.
Woodward, and M.York]. Department of Energy, Oak Ridge,TN.
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Glossary of Terms
Acclimatization
The physiological adaptation to climatic variations.
Biologically, acclimation is a physiological (phenotypic)
adjustment by an organism to an environmental change
(distinguished from adaptation, which is genotypic).
Adaptation
Adjustment in natural or human systems to a new or changing
environment that exploits beneficial opportunities or
moderates negative effects.
Adaptive capacity
The ability of a system to adjust to climate change (including
climate variability and extremes) to moderate potential
damages, to take advantage of opportunities, or to cope
with the consequences.
Adaptive management
Operational decisions principally for managing entities that
are influenced by climate variability and change.
Adaptive management decisions
Operational decisions, principally for managing entities that
are influenced by climate variability and change.These decisions
can apply to the management of infrastructure (e.g., a waste
water treatment plant), the integrated management of a
natural resource (e.g., a watershed), or the operation of
societal response mechanisms (e.g., health alerts, water
restrictions). Adaptive management operates within existing
policy frameworks or uses existing infrastructure, and the
decisions usually occur on time scales of a year or less. See
policy decisions.
Aerosols
Airborne solid or liquid particles, with a typical size
between 0.01 and 10 µm that reside in the atmosphere for
at least several hours. Aerosols may be of either natural or
anthropogenic origin. Aerosols may influence climate in two
ways: directly through scattering and absorbing radiation,
and indirectly through acting as condensation nuclei for
cloud formation or modifying the optical properties and
lifetime of clouds.
Albedo
The fraction of solar radiation reflected by a surface or
object, often expressed as a percentage. Snow-covered
surfaces have a high albedo; the albedo of soil ranges from
high to low; vegetation-covered surfaces and oceans have a
low albedo.The Earth’s albedo varies mainly through varying
cloudiness, snow, ice, leaf area, and land-cover changes.
Assessments
Processes that involve analyzing and evaluating the state of
* Italicized

words or phrases within definitions cross-reference to
other glossary terms.
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scientific knowledge (and the associated degree of scientific
certainty) and, in interaction with users, developing
information applicable to a particular set of issues or decisions.
Atmosphere
The gaseous envelope surrounding the Earth.The dry
atmosphere consists almost entirely of nitrogen (78.1%
volume mixing ratio) and oxygen (20.9% volume mixing
ratio), together with a number of trace gases such as argon
(0.93% volume mixing ratio), helium, and radiatively active
greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide (0.035% volume
mixing ratio) and ozone. In addition, the atmosphere contains
water vapor, whose amount is highly variable but typically
1% volume mixing ratio.The atmosphere also contains
clouds and aerosols.
Attribution
See detection and attribution.
Biosphere
The part of the Earth system comprising all ecosystems and
living organisms in the atmosphere, on land (terrestrial
biosphere), or in the oceans (marine biosphere), including
derived dead organic matter such as litter, soil organic
matter, and oceanic detritus.
Carbon cycle
The term used to describe the flow of carbon [in various
forms such as carbon dioxide (CO2), organic matter, and
carbonates] through the atmosphere, ocean, terrestrial
biosphere, and lithosphere.
Climate
Climate can be defined as the statistical description in terms
of the mean and variability of relevant measures of the
atmosphere-ocean system over periods of time ranging
from weeks to thousands or millions of years.
Climate change
A statistically significant variation in either the mean state of
the climate or in its variability, persisting for an extended
period (typically decades or longer). Climate change may be
due to natural internal processes or to external forcing,
including changes in solar radiation and volcanic eruptions,
or to persistent human-induced changes in atmospheric
composition or in land use. See also climate variability.
Climate feedback
An interaction among processes in the climate system in
which a change in one process triggers a secondary process
that influences the first one. A positive feedback intensifies
the change in the original process, and a negative feedback
reduces it.
Climate model
A numerical representation of the climate system based on
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the physical, chemical, and biological properties of its components,
their interactions and feedback processes, and accounting for all or
some of its known properties.The climate system can be represented
by models of varying complexity—that is, for any one component
or combination of components a “hierarchy” of models can be
identified, differing in such aspects as the number of spatial
dimensions, the extent to which physical, chemical or biological
processes are explicitly represented, or the level at which empirical
parametrizations are involved. Coupled atmosphere/ocean/sea-ice
general circulation models provide a comprehensive representation
of the climate system.There is an evolution towards more complex
models with active chemistry and biology. Climate models are
applied, as a research tool, to study and simulate the climate, but
also for operational purposes, including monthly, seasonal, and
interannual climate predictions.
Climate scenario
A plausible and often simplified representation of the future climate,
based on an internally consistent set of climatological relationships,
that has been constructed for explicit use in investigating the potential
consequences of anthropogenic climate change, often serving as input
to impact models. Climate projections often serve as the raw material
for constructing climate scenarios, but climate scenarios usually
require additional information such as about the observed current
climate. A “climate change scenario” is the difference between a
climate scenario and the current climate.
Climate sensitivity
In IPCC assessments, “equilibrium climate sensitivity” refers to the
equilibrium change in global mean surface temperature following a
doubling of the atmospheric (equivalent) CO2 concentration. More
generally, equilibrium climate sensitivity refers to the equilibrium
change in surface air temperature following a unit change in radiative
forcing (°C/Wm-2). In practice, the evaluation of the equilibrium
climate sensitivity requires very long simulations with coupled
general circulation models.The “effective climate sensitivity” is a
related measure that circumvents this requirement. It is evaluated
from model output for evolving non-equilibrium conditions. It is a
measure of the strengths of the feedbacks at a particular time and
may vary with forcing history and climate state. See also climate
model.
Climate system
The highly complex system consisting of five major components:
the atmosphere, the hydrosphere, the cryosphere, the land surface, and
the biosphere, and the interactions among them.The climate system
evolves in time under the influence of its own internal dynamics
and because of external forcings such as volcanic eruptions, solar
variations, and human-induced forcings such as the changing
composition of the atmosphere and land-use change.
Climate variability
Variations in the mean state and other statistics of climatic features
on temporal and spatial scales beyond those of individual weather
events.These often are due to internal processes within the climate
system. Examples of cyclical forms of climate variability include
El Niño-Southern Oscillation, the North Atlantic Oscillation
(NAO), and Pacific Decadal Variability (PDV). See also climate
change.
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Critical dependencies
Topics within the Strategic Plan for which progress in one research
element is only possible if related research is first completed in
other areas.
Cryosphere
The component of the climate system consisting of all snow, ice, and
permafrost on and beneath the surface of the Earth and ocean.
Decision support
The provision of timely and useful information that addresses
specific questions. See also decision support resources.
Decision support resources
The set of observations, analyses, interdisciplinary research products,
communication mechanisms, and operational services that provide
timely and useful information to address questions confronting
policymakers, resource managers, and other users. See also decision
support.
Detection and attribution
Climate varies continually on all time scales. Detection of climate
change is the process of demonstrating that climate has changed in
some defined statistical sense, without providing a reason for that
change. Attribution of causes of climate change is the process of
establishing the most likely causes for the detected change with
some defined level of confidence.
Ecosystem
A community (i.e., an assemblage of populations of plants, animals,
fungi, and microorganisms that live in an environment and interact
with one another, forming together a distinctive living system with its
own composition, structure, environmental relations, development,
and function) and its environment treated together as a functional
system of complementary relationships and transfer and circulation
of energy and matter.
Ecosystem goods and services
Through numerous biological, chemical, and physical processes,
ecosystems provide both goods and services to humanity. Goods
include food, feed, fiber, fuel, pharmaceutical products, and wildlife.
Services include maintenance of hydrologic cycles, cleansing of
water and air, regulation of climate and weather, storage and cycling
of nutrients, and provision of beauty and inspiration. Many goods
pass through markets, but services rarely do.
El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO)
El Niño, in its original sense, is a warmwater current that periodically
flows along the coast of Ecuador and Peru, disrupting the local
fishery.This oceanic event is associated with a fluctuation of the
intertropical surface pressure pattern and circulation in the Indian
and Pacific Oceans, called the Southern Oscillation.This coupled
atmosphere-ocean phenomenon is collectively known as El NiñoSouthern Oscillation. During an El Niño event, the prevailing trade
winds weaken and the equatorial countercurrent strengthens,
causing warm surface waters in the Indonesian area to flow eastward
to overlie the cold waters of the Peru current.This event has great
impact on the wind, sea surface temperature, and precipitation
patterns in the tropical Pacific. It has climatic effects throughout the
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Pacific region and in many other parts of the world.The opposite of
an El Niño event is called La Niña.
Emissions
In the climate change context, emissions refer to the release of
greenhouse gases and/or their precursors and aerosols into the
atmosphere over a specified area and period of time.
Emissions scenario
A plausible representation of the future development of emissions of
substances that are potentially radiatively active (e.g., greenhouse
gases, aerosols), based on a coherent and internally consistent set
of assumptions about driving forces (such as demographic and
socio-economic development, technological change) and their key
relationships. Concentration scenarios, derived from emissions
scenarios, are used as input into a climate model to compute climate
projections.
Evapotranspiration
The combined process of evaporation from the Earth’s surface and
transpiration from vegetation.
External forcing
See climate system.
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both natural and anthropogenic, that absorb and emit radiation at
specific wavelengths within the spectrum of infrared radiation
emitted by the Earth’s surface, the atmosphere, and clouds.This
property causes the greenhouse effect.Water vapor (H2O), carbon
dioxide (CO2), nitrous oxide (N2O), methane (CH4), and ozone
(O3) are the primary greenhouse gases in the Earth’s atmosphere.
Moreover there are a number of entirely human-made greenhouse
gases in the atmosphere, such as the halocarbons and other chlorineand bromine-containing substances, dealt with under the Montreal
Protocol.
Human system
Any system in which human organizations play a major role. Often,
but not always, the term is synonymous with “society” or “social
system” (e.g., agricultural system, political system, technological
system, economic system).
Hydrosphere
The component of the climate system composed of liquid surface and
subterranean water, such as oceans, seas, rivers, freshwater lakes,
underground water, etc.
(Climate) Impact assessment
The practice of identifying and evaluating the detrimental and
beneficial consequences of climate change on natural and human systems.

Extreme weather event
An extreme weather event is an event that is rare within its statistical
reference distribution at a particular place. Definitions of “rare”
vary, but an extreme weather event would normally be as rare as
or rarer than the 10th or 90th percentile. By definition, the
characteristics of what is called extreme weather may vary from
place to place. An extreme climate event is an average of a number
of weather events over a certain period of time, an average which is
itself extreme (e.g., rainfall over a season).

(Climate) Impacts
Consequences of climate change on natural and human systems.
Depending on the consideration of adaptation, one can distinguish
between potential impacts and residual impacts.
• Potential impacts: All impacts that may occur given a projected
change in climate, without considering adaptation.
• Residual impacts:The impacts of climate change that would
occur after adaptation.

Feedback
See climate feedback.

Information
Knowledge derived from study, experience, or instruction.

Full carbon accounting
Complete accounting of all carbon stocks and changes in them for
all carbon pools related to a given spatial area in a given time period.

Integrated assessment
A method of analysis that combines results and models from the
physical, biological, economic, and social sciences, and the interactions
between these components, in a consistent framework, to evaluate
the status and the consequences of environmental change and the
policy responses to it.

Global change
Changes in the global environment (including alterations in climate,
land productivity, oceans or other water resources, atmospheric
chemistry, and ecological systems) that may alter the capacity of the
Earth to sustain life (from the Global Change Research Act of 1990,
PL 101-606).
Global change research
Study, monitoring, assessment, prediction, and information management
activities to describe and understand the interactive physical, chemical,
and biological processes that regulate the total Earth system; the
unique environment that the Earth provides for life; changes that
are occurring in the Earth system; and the manner in which such
system, environment, and changes are influenced by human actions.
Greenhouse gas
Greenhouse gases are those gaseous constituents of the atmosphere,
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Land cover
The vegetation and artificial built-up materials covering the land
surface.This includes areas of vegetation (forests, shrublands, crops,
deserts, lawns), bare soil, developed surfaces (paved land, buildings),
and wet areas and bodies of water (watercourses, wetlands).
Land use
The total of arrangements, activities, and inputs undertaken in a
certain land cover type (a set of human actions).The social and
economic purposes for which land is managed (e.g., grazing, timber
extraction, and conservation).
Land-use change
A change in the use or management of land by humans, which may
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lead to a change in land cover. Land cover and land-use change may
have an impact on the albedo, evapotranspiration, sources, and sinks
of greenhouse gases, or other properties of the climate system, and may
thus have an impact on climate, locally or globally.
Lifetime
Lifetime is a general term used for various time scales
characterizing the rate of processes affecting the concentration
of trace gases. In general, lifetime denotes the average length of
time that an atom or molecule spends in a given reservoir, such as
the atmosphere or oceans.The following lifetimes may be
distinguished:
• “Turnover time” (T) or “atmospheric lifetime” is the ratio of
the mass M of a reservoir (e.g., a gaseous compound in the
atmosphere) and the total rate of removal S from the reservoir:
T = M/S. For each removal process separate turnover times can
be defined.
• “Adjustment time,” “response time,” or “perturbation lifetime”
(Ta) is the time scale characterizing the decay of an instantaneous
pulse input into the reservoir.The term adjustment time is also
used to characterize the adjustment of the mass of a reservoir
following a step change in the source strength. Half-life or decay
constant is used to quantify a first-order exponential decay
process. See response time for a different definition pertinent to
climate variations.The term “lifetime” is sometimes used, for
simplicity, as a surrogate for “adjustment time.”
In simple cases, where the global removal of the compound is
directly proportional to the total mass of the reservoir, the adjustment
time equals the turnover time:T = Ta. An example is CFC-11
which is removed from the atmosphere only by photochemical
processes in the stratosphere. In more complicated cases, where several
reservoirs are involved or where the removal is not proportional to
the total mass, the equality T = Ta no longer holds. CO2 is an
extreme example. Its turnover time is only about 4 years because of
the rapid exchange between atmosphere and the ocean and terrestrial
biota. However, a large part of that CO2 is returned to the atmosphere
within a few years.Thus, the adjustment time of CO2 in the
atmosphere is actually determined by the rate of removal of carbon
from the surface layer of the oceans into its deeper layers. Although
an approximate value of 100 years may be given for the adjustment
time of CO2 in the atmosphere, the actual adjustment is faster initially
and slower later on. In the case of CH4, the adjustment time is
different from the turnover time, because the removal is mainly
through a chemical reaction with the hydroxyl radical OH, the
concentration of which itself depends on the CH4 concentration.
Therefore the CH4 removal S is not proportional to its total
mass M.
Mitigation (climate change)
An intervention to reduce the causes of change in climate.This
could include approaches devised to reduce emissions of greenhouse
gases to the atmosphere; to enhance their removal from the
atmosphere through storage in geological formations, soils, biomass,
or the ocean; or to alter incoming solar radiation through several
“geo-engineering” options.
Mitigative capacity
The social, political, and economic structures and conditions that
are required for effective mitigation.
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Monitoring
A scientifically designed system of continuing standardized
measurements and observations and the evaluation thereof.
North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO)
The North Atlantic Oscillation consists of opposing variations of
barometric pressure near Iceland and near the Azores. On average, a
westerly current, between the Icelandic low pressure area and the
Azores high pressure area, carries cyclones with their associated
frontal systems towards Europe. However, the pressure difference
between Iceland and the Azores fluctuates on time scales of days to
decades, and can be reversed at times. It is the dominant mode of
winter climate variability in the North Atlantic region, ranging from
central North America to Europe.
Observations
Standardized measurements (either continuing or episodic) of
variables in climate and related systems.
Parameterization
In climate models, this term refers to the technique of representing
processes that cannot be explicitly resolved at the spatial or temporal
resolution of the model (sub-grid-scale processes), by relationships
between the area- or time-averaged effect of such sub-grid-scale
processes and the larger scale flow.
Place-based
Related to the locus (regional, sectoral, cultural) of a particular
object or action (e.g., place-based decisions).
Planning
A process inherently important for both policy decisions and adaptive
management. It usually occurs in the framework of established or
projected policy options.
Policy decisions
Decisions that result in laws, regulations, or other public actions.
These decisions are typically made in government settings (federal,
state, local) by elected or appointed officials.These decisions, which
usually involve balancing competing value issues, can be assisted
by—but not specified by—scientific analyses. See adaptive
management decisions.
Prediction (climate)
A probabilistic description or forecast of a future climate outcome
based on observations of past and current climatological conditions
and quantitative models of climate processes (e.g., a prediction of
an El Niño event).
Projection (climate)
A description of the response of the climate system to an assumed
level of future radiative forcing. Changes in radiative forcing may be
due to either natural sources (e.g., volcanic emissions) or humaninduced causes (e.g., emissions of greenhouse gases and aerosols, or
changes in land use and land cover). Climate “projections” are
distinguished from climate “predictions” in order to emphasize that
climate projections depend on scenarios of future socioeconomic,
technological, and policy developments that may or may not be
realized.
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Radiative forcing
A process that directly changes the average energy balance of the
Earth-atmosphere system by affecting the balance between incoming
solar radiation and outgoing or “back” radiation. A positive forcing
tends to warm the surface of the Earth and a negative forcing tends
to cool the surface.
Rapid climate change
The non-linearity of the climate system may lead to rapid climate
change, sometimes called abrupt events or even surprises. Some such
abrupt events may be imaginable, such as a dramatic reorganization
of the thermohaline circulation, rapid deglaciation, or massive
melting of permafrost leading to fast changes in the carbon cycle.
Others may be truly unexpected, as a consequence of a strong,
rapidly changing, forcing of a non-linear system.
Regional reanalysis
The process of “freezing” or holding constant a recent version of
a regional climate or weather model with the latest process
representations and assimilation capabilities, and rerunning that
model with historical satellite and in situ data sets to generate
products for the period covered by the historic records.This process
allows climatological analyses to be carried out using the best
consistent data products possible.
Resilience
The ability of an organism or other entity to recover from or to
adjust easily to change or other stress.
Response time
The response time or adjustment time is the time needed for the
climate system or its components to re-equilibrate to a new state,
following a forcing resulting from external and internal processes
or feedbacks. It is very different for various components of the climate
system.The response time of the troposphere is relatively short, from
days to weeks, whereas the stratosphere comes into equilibrium on a
time scale of typically a few months. Due to their large heat capacity,
the oceans have a much longer response time, typically decades, but
up to centuries or millennia.The response time of the strongly
coupled surface-troposphere system is, therefore, slow compared to
that of the stratosphere, and mainly determined by the oceans.The
biosphere may respond fast (e.g., to droughts), but also very slowly
to imposed changes. See lifetime for a different definition of
response time pertinent to the rate of processes affecting the
concentration of trace gases.
Scenario
A coherent description of a potential future situation that serves as
input to more detailed analyses or modeling. Scenarios are tools to
explore, “if …, then…” statements, and are not predictions of or
prescriptions for the future. See climate scenario and emissions scenario.
Sensitivity
Sensitivity is the degree to which a system is affected, either
adversely or beneficially, by climate-related stimuli.The effect may
be direct (e.g., a change in crop yield in response to a change in the
mean, range, or variability of temperature) or indirect (e.g., damages
caused by an increase in the frequency of coastal flooding due to
sea-level rise). See also climate sensitivity.
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Sequential decisionmaking
Stepwise decisionmaking aiming to identify short-term strategies
in the face of long-term uncertainties, by incorporating
additional information over time and making mid-course
corrections.
Sequestration
The process of increasing the carbon content of a carbon reservoir
other than the atmosphere. Biological approaches to sequestration
include direct removal of CO2 from the atmosphere through landuse change, afforestation, reforestation, and practices that enhance
soil carbon in agriculture. Physical approaches include separation
and disposal of CO2 from flue gases or from processing fossil fuels
to produce hydrogen- and CO2-rich fractions and long-term storage
in underground depleted oil and gas reservoirs, coal seams, and
saline aquifers.
Sink
Any process, activity, or mechanism that removes a greenhouse gas,
an aerosol, or a precursor of a greenhouse gas or aerosol from the
atmosphere.
Socio-economic potential
The socio-economic potential represents the level of greenhouse
gas mitigation that would be approached by overcoming social
and cultural obstacles to the use of technologies that are
cost-effective.
Source
Any process, activity, or mechanism that releases a greenhouse gas, an
aerosol, or a precursor of a greenhouse gas or aerosol into the
atmosphere.
Spatial and temporal scales
Climate may vary on a large range of spatial and temporal scales.
Spatial scales may range from local (less than 100,000 km2),
through regional (100,000 to 10 million km2) to continental
(10 to 100 million km2).Temporal scales may range from seasonal
to geological (up to hundreds of millions of years).
Stabilization
The achievement of stabilization of atmospheric concentrations of
one or more greenhouse gases.
Stakeholders
Individuals or groups whose interests (financial, cultural, valuebased, or other) are affected by climate variability, climate change, or
options for adapting to or mitigating these phenomena.
Stakeholders are important partners with the research community
for development of decision support resources.
Stratosphere
The highly stratified region of the atmosphere above the troposphere
extending from about 10 km (ranging from 9 km in high latitudes
to 16 km in the tropics on average) to about 50 km.
System
Integration of interrelated, interacting, or interdependent components
into a complex whole.
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Technology
A piece of equipment or a technique for performing a particular
activity.
Technology transfer
The broad set of processes that cover the exchange of knowledge,
money, and goods among different stakeholders that lead to the
spreading of technology for adapting to or mitigating climate change.
As a generic concept, the term is used to encompass both diffusion
of technologies and technological cooperation across and within
countries.
Time scale
Characteristic time for a process to be expressed. Since many
processes exhibit most of their effects early, and then have a long
period during which they gradually approach full expression, for
the purpose of this report the time scale is numerically defined as
the time required for a perturbation in a process to show at least
half of its final effect.
Troposphere
The lowest part of the atmosphere from the surface to about 10 km
in altitude in mid-latitudes (ranging from 9 km in high latitudes to
16 km in the tropics on average) where clouds and “weather”
phenomena occur. In the troposphere, temperatures generally
decrease with height.
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Uncertainty
An expression of the degree to which a value (e.g., the future state
of the climate system) is unknown. Uncertainty can result from lack
of information or from disagreement about what is known or even
knowable. It may have many types of sources, from quantifiable
errors in the data to ambiguously defined concepts or terminology,
or uncertain projections of human behavior. Uncertainty can
therefore be represented by quantitative measures (e.g., a range of
values calculated by various models) or by qualitative statements
(e.g., reflecting the judgment of a team of experts).
Vulnerability
The degree to which a system is susceptible to, or unable to cope
with, adverse effects of climate change, including climate variability
and extremes.Vulnerability is a function of the character, magnitude,
and rate of climate variation to which a system is exposed, its
sensitivity, and its adaptive capacity.
Weather
The specific condition of the atmosphere at a particular place
and time. It is measured in terms of parameters such as wind,
temperature, humidity, atmospheric pressure, cloudiness, and
precipitation.
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Acronyms, Abbreviations, and Units
ACIA
ACRIM
ACSYS
AMIP
AMSR
AOSB
APN
AQRS
ARM
ASOF
ATBD
AVHRR
BAHC
BER
CAP
CART
CCCSTI
CCGG
CCRI
CCSM
CCSP
CCSPO
CCTP
CDC
CDR
CDST
CEOP
CEOS
CEQ
CERES
CFC
CGIAR
CH3SCH3
CH4
CliC
CLIVAR
CMDL
CMI
CMIP
CO
CO2
COLA
CONCAUSA
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Arctic Climate Impact Assessment
Active Cavity Radiometer Irradiance
Monitor
Arctic Climate System Study
Atmospheric Model Intercomparison
Project
Advanced Microwave Scanning
Radiometer
Arctic Ocean Sciences Board
Asia-Pacific Network for Global Change
Research
Air Quality Research Subcommittee
Atmospheric Radiation Measurement
Arctic and Subarctic Ocean Fluxes Study
Algorithm Theoretical Basis Document
Advanced Very High Resolution
Radiometer
Biospheric Aspects of the Hydrological
Cycle (IGBP core project)
Biological and Environmental Research
Climate Action Partnership
Cloud Atmospheric Radiation Testbed
Committee on Climate Change Science
Science and Technology Integration
Carbon Cycle Greenhouse Gases
Climate Change Research Initiative
Community Climate System Model
Climate Change Science Program
Climate Change Science Program Office
Climate Change Technology Program
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention
Climate Data Record
Climate Data Science Team
Coordinated Enhanced Observing Period
Committee on Earth Observation
Satellites
Council on Environmental Quality
Clouds and the Earth’s Radiant Energy
System
chlorofluorocarbon
Consultative Group on International
Agricultural Research
dimethyl sulfide
methane
Climate and Cryosphere
Climate Variability and Predictability
Climate Monitoring and Diagnostics
Laboratory
Common Modeling Infrastructure
Coupled Model Intercomparison Project
carbon monoxide
carbon dioxide
Center for Ocean-Land-Atmosphere Studies
Central American-United States of
America Joint Accord

CPT
DIF
DIS
DL
DMWG
DOC
DOD
DOE
DOI
DOS
DOT
DPC
EMF
ENSO
EOS
EPA
ESA
ESG
ESMF
ESS-P
EU
FAO
FAQ
FCS
FEWS NET
FGDC
FRI
GACC
GAW
GCM
GCMD
GCP
GCOS
GCTE
GECAFS

Climate Process and Modeling Team
Directory Interchange Format
Data and Information System
Digital Library
Data Management Working Group
Department of Commerce
Department of Defense
Department of Energy
Department of the Interior
Department of State
Department of Transportation
Domestic Policy Council
Energy Modeling Forum
El Niño-Southern Oscillation
Earth Observing System
Environmental Protection Agency
European Space Agency
Earth System Grid
Earth System Modeling Framework
Earth System Science Partnership
European Union
Food and Agriculture Organization
Frequently Asked Question
Fire-Climate-Society
Famine Early Warning System Network
Federal Geographic Data Clearinghouse
Fire Return Interval
Geographic Area Coordination Center
Global Atmosphere Watch Programme
general circulation model
Global Change Master Directory
Global Carbon Project
Global Climate Observing System
Global Climate and Terrestrial Ecosystems
Global Environmental Change and Food
Systems
GEF
Global Environment Facility
GEOHAB
Global Ecology and Oceanography of
Harmful Algal Bloom
GEWEX
Global Energy and Water Cycle
Experiment
GFDL
Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory
GHG
greenhouse gas
GIS
geographic information system
GLOBEC
Global Ocean Ecosystem Dynamics
GOFC-GOLD Global Observation of Forest Cover and
Global Observations of Land Cover
Dynamics
GOIN
Global Observation Information Network
GOOS
Global Ocean Observing System
GOS
Global Observing System
GPM
Global Precipitation Measurement
GSFC
Goddard Space Flight Center
GSN
GCOS Surface Network
GTOS
Global Terrestrial Observing System
GUAN
GCOS Upper-Air Network
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GWS
HAB
HCDN
HCFC
HECRTF
HELP
HFC
HHS
HLC
HPS
HRDLS
HSB
IAI
IASC
ICSU
IDN
IGAC
IGBP
IGFA
IGOS
IGOS-P
IHDP
ILTER
IOC
IODP
IPCC
IRC
IRI
ITCZ
IWG
IWGCCST
JGOFS
LBA
LOICZ
LUCC
MA
MEXT
MMV
MODIS
MOPITT
MSS
MSU
N
N2O
NACIP
NACP
NAM
NAO
NAS
NASA
NASDA

Global Water System
harmful algal bloom
Hydro-Climatic Data Network
hydrochlorofluorocarbon
High-End Computing Revitalization Task Force
Hydrology for Environment, Life, and Policy
hydrofluorocarbon
Department of Health and Human Services
High-Level Consultations on Climate Change
hantavirus pulmonary syndrome
High-Resolution Dynamics Limb Sounder
Humidity Sounder for Brazil
Inter-American Institute for Global Change
Research
International Arctic Sciences Committee
International Council of Scientific Unions
International Directory Network
International Global Atmospheric Chemistry
International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme
International Group of Funding Agencies for
Global Change Research
International Global Observing Strategy
International Global Observing Strategy
Partnership
International Human Dimensions Programme
International Long-Term Ecological Research
Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission
Integrated Ocean Drilling Program
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
International Research and Cooperation
International Research Institute for Climate
Prediction
Intertropical Convergence Zone
Interagency Working Group
Interagency Working Group on Climate Change
Science and Technology Integration
Joint Global Ocean Flux Study
Large-Scale Biosphere-Atmosphere Experiment in
Amazonia
Land-Ocean Interactions in the Coastal Zone project
Land-Use and Land-Cover Change
Millennium Ecosystem Assessment
Ministry of Education, Culture, Sport, Science and
Technology
Measurement, Monitoring, and Verification
Moderate-Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer
Measurement of Pollution in the Troposphere
Multispectral Scanner
Microwave Sounding Unit
nitrogen
nitrous oxide
National Aerosol–Climate Interactions Program
North American Carbon Program
northern hemisphere annular mode
North Atlantic Oscillation
National Academy of Sciences
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Japan’s National Space Development Agency
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NCAR
NCEP
NEC
NEESPI
NERSC
NGO
NH3
NIEHS
NIH
NIST
NOAA
NOPP
NOx
NPEO
NPOESS
NRC
NSC
NSF
O2
O3
ODP
OH
OMB
ONR
OSMEC
OSOEC
OSSE
OSSEC
OSTP
PAGES
PDSI
PDV
PFC
PMIP
PNNL
RCM
RESACs
RISA
SAGE
SAM
SBSTA
SCAR
SCOR
SeaWiFS
SF6
SGCR
SGP
SO2
SOLAS
SPARC
SSS
SST
START
SWAQ
TAV

National Center for Atmospheric Research
National Centers for Environmental Prediction
National Economic Council
Northern Eurasia Earth Science Partnership
Initiative
National Energy Research Scientific Computing
Non-governmental organization
ammonia
National Institute of Environmental Health
Sciences
National Institutes of Health
National Institute of Standards and Technology
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
National Oceanographic Partnership Program
nitrogen oxides
North Pole Environmental Observatory
National Polar-Orbiting Operational
Environmental Satellite System
National Research Council
National Security Council
National Science Foundation
oxygen
ozone
Ocean Drilling Program
hydroxyl radical
Office of Management and Budget
Office of Naval Research
Observing System Management Executive Council
Observing System Operations Executive Council
Observation System Simulation Experiment
Observing System Science Executive Council
Office of Science and Technology Policy
Past Global Changes
Palmer Drought Severity Index
Pacific Decadal Variability
perfluorocarbon
Paleoclimate Model Intercomparison Project
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory
regional climate model
Regional Earth Science Applications Centers
Regional Integrated Sciences and Assessments
Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment
southern hemisphere annular mode
Subsidiary Body for Scientific and Technical Advice
Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research
Scientific Committee on Oceanic Research
Sea-Viewing Wide Field-of-View Sensor
sulfur hexafluoride
Subcommittee on Global Change Research
Southern Great Plains
sulfur dioxide
Surface Ocean–Lower Atmosphere Study
Stratospheric Processes and their Role in Climate
sea surface salinity
sea surface temperature
Global Change SysTem for Analysis, Research, and
Training
Sub-committee on Water Availability and Quality
Tropical Atlantic Variability
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TISO
TM
TMI
TOGA
TOMS
TRMM
UNDP
UNEP
UNESCO
UNFCCC
USAID
USDA
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USGCRP
USGS
UV-B
VIRS
VOC
VAMOS
WCRP
WDCS
WGCM
WHO
WMO
WOCE
WRAP
WWW

Tropical Intra-Seasonal Oscillation
Thematic Mapper
TRMM Microwave Imager
Tropical Ocean and Global Atmosphere project
Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer
Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission
United Nations Development Programme
United Nations Environment Programme
United Nations Educational, Scientific, and
Cultural Organization
United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change
U.S. Agency for International Development
U.S. Department of Agriculture

U.S. Global Change Research Program
U.S. Geological Survey
ultraviolet-B
Visible and Infrared Scanner
volatile organic carbon
Variability of the American Monsoon Systems
World Climate Research Programme
World Data Center System
Working Group on Coupled Modeling
World Health Organization
World Meteorological Organization
World Ocean Circulation Experiment
Water Resources Applications Project
World Weather Watch

UNITS
SI (Systéme Internationale) Units
Physical Quantity
length
mass
time
thermodynamic temperature
amount of substance

Name of Unit

Symbol

meter
kilogram
second
kelvin
mole

m
kg
s
K
mol

Special Names and Symbols for Certain SI-Derived Units
Physical Quantity
force
pressure
energy
power
frequency

Name of SI Unit

Symbol for SI Unit

Definition of Unit

newton
pascal
joule
watt
hertz

N
Pa
J
W
Hz

kg m s-2
kg m-1 s-2 (= Nm-2)
kg m2 s-2
kg m2 s-3 (= Js-1)
s-1 (cycle per second)

Name of Unit

Symbol for Unit

Definition of Unit

ångstrom
micrometer
hectare
dyne
bar
millibar
ton

Å
µm
ha
dyn
bar
mb
t

10-10 m = 10-8cm
10-6m = µm
104 m2
10-5 N
105 N m-2
1hPa
103 kg

Decimal Fractions and Multiples of SI Units Having Special Names
Physical Quantity
length
length
area
force
pressure
pressure
weight
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